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ABSTRACT
How can an artist-created conversation and data visualisation tool be of value to the
practices of data visualisation and social media? In what ways can the processes of
designing and analysing such a tool inform the fields of Digital Media Studies, Data
Visualisation, Collaboration Studies and Design Methods Research?
The primary research was the creation of a unique conversation visualisation tool that
encourages creativity in new ways. CodeZebraOS facilitates brainstorming, lateral
thought, creative sketching, and the analysis of social dynamics and emotions in online
conversation.
This thesis integrates dialogues from Digital Media Studies and Collaboration Studies
into the field of Data Visualisation. CodeZebraOS contributes a unique metaphor to
Data Visualisation, advocating aesthetics that account for relationships between
biological, human and virtual worlds, keeping in mind the structure of the source data.
CodeZebraOS contributes to current understandings of the complex relationships
between human and zoological life forms in Science and Technology disciplines, and
applies the study of these relationships to the practice-based design of the tool’s
aesthetics.
A major contribution is the CodeZebra Method, a unique process created for
interdisciplinary teams who undertake software development. The methods used to
develop CodeZebraOS derive from the empirical approaches of the charrette,
participatory design, agile computing and artistic improvisation, creating a hybrid
development method. This approach employed usability testing and public deployment
at every stage of the tool’s development, concluding with a self-reflexive analysis of the
artistic and technological results.
Finally, this thesis emphasises the skills and theoretical understandings of artists and
designers. This thesis argues for the centrality of both the artist’s and the designer’s
role in the creation of social media and data visualisation tools. It makes an original and
substantial contribution in four forms: the creation of CodeZebraOS itself; a substantial
academic dissertation with an interdisciplinary analysis of practice in the theoretical
context of Computer Science (Data Visualisation), Digital Media Studies (ArtSci),
Design Methods Research, and Collaboration Studies; the creation and explication of
the CodeZebra Method, and finally, a demonstration of the primacy of art and design
skills in software development.
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Foreword
Artist’s Statement: An Overview of Thirty Years of Practice
I am an artist, writing and submitting a practice-based PhD through the SMARTLab and
the School of Computing, Information Technology and Engineering (CITE) at
University of East London. My fields of study are Data Visualisation and Digital Media
Studies (ArtSci). My cognate fields are Collaboration Studies and Design Methods
Research. The dissertation should be read from this perspective.
The research undertaken for this PhD thesis grew from several related long-term
interests: media art; theatre and performance art; social history; science and technology
studies (STS), and an evolving engagement with the creation of new technologies, in
and through media art practice. It stems from my lifelong experience facilitating and
creating environments for collaborative research.
In brief, this thesis publishes a case study, the result of an intensive investigation. It
documents and evaluates the artistic process used to design, create and share the
CodeZebraOS tool. These pages show that CodeZebraOS facilitates new forms of
collaborative research and new ways of engaging creative practitioners across
disciplinary boundaries.
I offer this work as a contribution to the Philosophy of Computer Science, as a doctoral
thesis that engages the framing questions of why, how and to what effect artists and
designers might best join with practitioners and scholars of Computer Science, and
share the results of that engagement with the wider worlds of scholarship, in the
humanities and in scientific domains.
The main outcome of this research is the conversation visualisation tool CodeZebraOS,
with its set of online computer games, rigorously tested for purposes of analysis and
presented through a newly launched Web site. This practice-based work is presented
alongside this dissertation, which argues for the importance of practitioners from many
disciplines engaging in new ways with the field of Data Visualisation, as that field sits
between Art, Design, Technology and Science. The thesis also provides a new means
of software development for interdisciplinary teams, the CodeZebra Method. It provides
new analyses to the four fields of theory that were at its root.
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Throughout the process of creation of the CodeZebraOS tool and the intensive analysis
and writing for the PhD, my practice as an artist has informed the playful decorative
aesthetic and the cross-disciplinary nature of my methods. All of the work has been
underpinned by detailed scholarly study, an increased engagement with method, and a
seriousness of purpose, so as to put forward a sound academic argument and to
contribute a thesis combining the distinct approaches of the humanities and sciences, in
practice-based form.
Theatre and Performance Art
My artistic practice began with theatre and performance art in the 1970s. I was a
member of a women’s agit-prop group, and undertook a brief apprenticeship with
Toronto Workshop Productions, a reality-based theatre collective. As a scholar under
their auspices, I developed a familiarity with the major theatrical influences of
Grotowski’s (1968) ‘poor theatre’ and with the works of Brecht (1964; 1974). These
two major philosophers of the theatre inspired a world of situated improvisation that
continues in my work to this day. Over the years, my scholarship expanded to include
Freire’s (1968) radical literacy training and Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed (1985): a
work that has influenced contemporary ethnodrama and is applied in participatory
action research and participatory design (Mienczacakowski, & Morgan, 2002). These
practices are fundamental to the CodeZebra Project. In them, dramaturgy is used as a
means of empowerment to explore various scenarios.
These early theatrical influences have direct bearing on what has now emerged as the
CodeZebra Method. For instance, Brecht argued and demonstrated with his celebrated
work on the ‘alienation’ or estrangement effect’ through ‘catharsis interruptus’
(Solomon, 1974, p. 358), that the audience of a theatre event or performance can no
longer maintain the illusion of being unseen as spectator. Brecht’s theatre emphasises
‘man as process’, ‘montage’ and ‘curves’ rather than narrative in which ‘one scene
makes another’ (Brecht, 1974, p. 361). Critic Benjamin (1985), observing audiences at
‘epic’ plays, noted that they were brought in close to the stage area and were prompted
to identify with the action, and then, when the dramatic process was interrupted, were
prompted to analyse the relations represented within the play. The Brechtian approach
to drama (Brecht, 1964, 1974) moved the field of theatre towards what would become
known as ‘performance art’ (Schechner, 2002, p. 64). These techniques are carried
forward into the structure of CodeZebraOS and its games.
17

Another important influence on my work in the late 1970s and 1980s was the growing
interaction between the emerging practice of video art and performance art. I found a
mentor in Marshall (2009), a British video artist and filmmaker who recreated and reperformed interviews to explore the mediated construction of histories. I studied with
Rosler (1975) and Steele (Gale & Steele, 1996): video and performance artists who
created experimental works fuelled by their personal histories and by what they saw as
important and ‘history worthy’ aspects of their lives as women.
Performance art is a visceral medium, yet is shaped by the intellectual rigour of
conceptual art. It uses the methodologies of social science, linguistics and science in
inverted ways that highlight the issues at hand, disclosing unexpected understandings
and examining assumptions about the beliefs of artists and audiences. I compiled
statistics about the flow of populations across public spaces and used that data to
understand institutional ideologies and architectures, visualising the results in a series of
interpretive drawings, graphs and other visuals.
I began representing data in the 1970s, very early in my career as an artist. My interest
in data visualisation still informs my research, and was a major inspiration through the
years of research leading to the Code Zebra system and method.
Documentary
By the early 1980s, I was producing experimental documentaries that deliberately
highlighted the processes of their production, just as they elucidated their subject matter,
stories and chosen imagery. The burgeoning critique of realism prevalent in social
science and cultural research in this period, and the interest in the role of language in
constructing or failing to construct meaning, was a fundamental aspect of my practice.
For documentary producers, the tension between what is caught by the camera and what
is induced by the camera’s presence is a constant challenge. The works that I created in
this period moved in their aesthetic strategies between engagement and reflection, again
invoking Brecht’s (1964, 1974) ‘estrangement effect’, as well as with Godard’s use of
‘anti-realism’ in films such as Breathless (1960).1

1

The group borrowed from Jean Luc Godard’s Cahiers (1965) discourse and from The Nightcleaners, a
film about the famous nightcleaners’ strike in the UK (Kelly & Berwick, 1976).
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This critique of realism remains present in my approach to the Data Visualisation field
and to the debates about its aesthetics that I present here. The events and influences
described bear very directly on the work that eventually emerged as the CodeZebra
Method.
Social History and Social Science Methods
My first academic training was as an historian. In my studies during the 1970s-90s, I
became an expert in the history of women in the Canadian workplace and working class
communities, with a focus on Western Canada from 1880-1960. This practice resulted
in the creation of the Women’s Labour History Project, discussed below. I drew from
ethnographic approaches, oral history, cultural studies and data analysis, using largescale datasets. This unique hybrid method ignited my interest in science and technology
studies (STS). I wrote and published a series of peer-reviewed texts exploring the role
of technological change in women’s workplace experiences. I began to look at
participatory design practices in Northern Europe used by workers to inform emerging
technologies. In later years I drew on my interests as an historian to publish studies on
the history of media art, digital technology, social uses of new technologies, technology
and gender, and culture and technology.
The Women’s Labour History Project
In 1978 I began the Women’s Labour History Project, which lasted until 1995. I
developed the first annotated bibliography of archival and published sources on women
and work, built an audio, video and photography archive that presently resides in three
Canadian locations. I produced radio shows and then video and television series. The
videos explored the nature of memory, history, media, race and community and used
experimental video, narrative and documentary strategies. Like CodeZebraOS; these
works used decorative and domestic elements.
Also like CodeZebraOS, these art works were meant to exist in their own right but
equally to provoke dialogues and debates and to compel a sense of community
engagement much in the way that social media does today. I am convinced that cultural
practices allow discovery in other realms, and may open blocked territories of emotion
and risk.
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Autobiography
In the eighteen years during which I led the Women’s Labour History Project, I also
produced a series of autobiographical and biographical video pieces and installations
about my family.

These single channel videos and installations proposed the

constructivist idea of writing the self, and the ways that narrative structures, terms and
concepts migrate and change through generations via memory. The Influences of My
Mother (1982) is acknowledged in the field of art criticism because of its innovations in
the use of re-enactment of historical moments, performance, media deconstruction and
emotional layering. It undertook an analysis of the mother-daughter relationship. In
Patternity (2002)2, a large-scale project I co-authored with my father, I made my first
use of a computer-mediated interface. I created installations, works with fashion and
furniture, and texts. In both social and personal history works I explored the ways multisensory memory can be evoked and represented through these varied media. Viewers
were permitted to touch elements of the set, sit in the comfortable furniture, change
channels on the television or even sit and eat their lunch in the set. These techniques
informed the CodeZebra environments and performances and the haptic quality of
CodeZebraOS.
Thus I bring to this thesis a wealth of experience in practices and ideas that link the
image back to the material world and in practices that can be seen now as precursors to
computer-mediated art. A list of my relevant art works and awards is included in the
Bibliography where these show a long-term evolution of my creative and scholarly
practices as relevant to this thesis.
Media Art Theory
I studied the works of the Frankfurt School, so named after the home of the Institute of
Social Research. I also read The Prison Notebooks by Gramsci (1996). Benjamin
(1985), the essayist and literary critic, considered cinema, art and industrial society.
Decades later, Foucault led the critique of institutions. His comprehension of the
structure of knowledge and the archive had a profound influence on my work as an
artist, historian and critic (Foucault, 1972, 1988, 1989, 1994, 1995; Poster, 1984).

2

The misspelling uses the concept of pattern as a pun on pater (father) – suggesting the influences of the
father on the daughter, creating a reference back to the Influences of my Mother, (1982) made a decade
earlier.
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The migration of French theory, with its feminist twists, to the Americas, also deeply
affected my work. I became fascinated with the ways that language structures identity
(Cixous, 1994; Irigaray, 1985, 1993), and have woven that understanding into much of
my art practice, including CodeZebraOS. Feminist ideas about sexual liberation and
playfulness have informed my aesthetic.
In the 1990s and through the early part of this century, I was fortunate to have the
opportunity to collaborate with the French theorist and editor, Lotringer (2009). I
studied with critical theorist and artist Kelly (2008) in a series of professional
workshops. Burgin (1986), Penley and Ross (1991) took part in Kelly’s seminars. Their
groundbreaking ideas about techno-culture influenced my thinking about modernity,
drawing me back to Science and Technology Studies. Kelly’s excavation of domestic
space and relations, her use of semiotics and psychoanalysis shifted the discourse within
visual art and reinforced my aesthetics.3
Curatorial Practice
My experience in curatorial practice informs my interest in the field of Social Media, as
I curated exhibitions that provoked dialogue and community formation. For instance, I
created programmes, exhibitions, lectures, symposia and publications for institutions as
diverse as labour unions in Canada, the Itau Cultural in Brazil; the Millennium Centre
in Beijing; Museo de Bellas Artes in Buenos Aires, Argentina; the Centro Nacional des
Artes in Mexico City; Palais de Tokyo in Paris, France and many others, including a
multiplicity of media festivals. All this practice came to bear on the need to create a
conversation visualisation tool.
Collaboration: ArtSci and Technology at the Banff New Media Institute
At The Banff Centre I was the Artistic Director of the Media and Visual Art
Programme, with the New Media Research faculty under my leadership. Recognising
that technology affected social life, consciousness and identity, and certain that nontechnologists are able to influence the implementation and even the design of
technology; I launched and built the Banff New Media Institute (BNMI). A goal of the

3

My Heroics (1984) installation occurs in domestic sets and consists of over thirty performed
testimonials by women from vastly different lifestyles about their heroism. The Women’s Labour History
fictions move constantly between the industrial and decorative domestic set.
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BNMI was the integration of art, design and the social sciences into the science and
technology agenda.
From the BNMI’s co-production and research programmes I developed a lasting interest
in the field of Design Methods Research. Design brings a willingness to consult, test
and make robust – a valuable contribution to art practice and scientific research.
I invented the current Banff Method (discussed in detail in Goodman and Milton, 2005),
which uses participatory design approaches, artistic improvisation and crossdisciplinary scientific collaboration.

The CodeZebra Method draws upon all this

experience. At Banff, I held regular ‘summits’ -- intensive events where knowledge was
exchanged and ‘played out’ across disciplines. Just as in the workshops that informed
the creation of the CodeZebraOS, I used a variety of strategies to draw out participation
and research conclusions at these events, from games to experiential immersive
performances, round tables and social events. At the summit events, as in
CodeZebraOS, I drew upon long practice of facilitating dialogues between people with
dramatically different perspectives, nurturing new understandings and planning ongoing
activities to exploit, in practical and professional terms, the results of any breakthroughs
in communication.
Summary of Relevant Practice
There are threads of continuity across these many decades of practice. My commitment
to collaboration – whether in making art, technology development or research – remains
steady. I continue to engage with an aesthetic that draws from art and design history, the
decorative and the domestic, as well as the technological. I remain interested in popular
audiences. My interest in STS, not as an outside observer but as a facilitator of new
practices, and at times, a creator of tools, continues. I retain a fascination with data and
the challenge of its representation. I continue to draw from the legacy of literacy and
theatre work of the 1970s that has migrated towards social media in the twenty-first
century. The analysis and deployment of language, and its potential to facilitate new
forms of creativity and engagement, continues to interest me.
What emerged through these years of professional practice is a strong belief in the role
of culture to create hybrid forms of experience and knowledge. This belief is embodied
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in the CodeZebra Project and CodeZebraOS tool, and is analysed in depth in this
research dissertation.
The Evolution of the CodeZebra Project
Just as the media projects directed in the years at Banff tended to focus on structuring
and enacting collaborations and inventing new technologies, so did the process of
research for this PhD. The intention of the CodeZebra Project is to critically interrogate
and evaluate Data Visualisation and Digital Media Studies, with a focus on ArtSci,
Collaboration Studies and Design Methods within an academic framework. At the same
time I attempt to remain true to the creative impulses and working practices of my art
form(s).
The CodeZebra Project has an aesthetic that draws from decorative natural imagery,
performance art, data visualisation and documentary. It responds to a given context,
using appropriate forms such as spoken word performance, endurance performance, a
Web site, a gallery installation of video works or a fashion show. These are deployed in
concert with CodeZebraOS, a software tool in order to facilitate ArtSci dialogues and
sociality.
A Brief Description of the Inception of the CodeZebra Project
The CodeZebra Project was born at a 1997 conference in Newcastle, UK, Across Two
Cultures. The conference hoped to provoke debates about the methodology of
collaboration between art and science. Yet the Newcastle conference failed to attract
scientists. Critics lamented the separation between art and science.4

Scheduled to

provide the endnote speech, I opted instead to undertake a performance.5 The history of
ritual clowning, where the joker is allowed to disclose hidden assumptions, inspired this
decision, and drew upon feminist practices that mix theory with fiction or poetry.6 I

4

Leonardo Journal provides a forum for ArtSci dialogue, and is reaching its fortieth year. The
publication From Wagner to Virtual Reality (Packer & Jordan, 2001) provides historical evidence of the
long-term development of ArtSci.
5

The use of dramaturgical means to engage in discourses and to provoke self-reflexivity amongst
collaborators or audiences is a strategy of this thesis.

6

Irigaray (1985, 1993) and Cixous (1994) are two of the better-known feminist scholars who insert poetry
into prose or fiction to benefit analysis.
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wore zebra-patterned clothing, shown in Figure i.1, which encouraged the audience to
reflect on fashion and mythology. 7

Figure i.1 Early CodeZebra performance image, 2000
The founding manifesto of the CodeZebra Project followed soon after this lecture.
Figure i.2 shows an excerpt from the artistic statement on the Web site, in the voice of
the performance persona:

Figure 1.2 Excerpt from CodeZebra Manifesto
The following section in Figure i.3 provides a summary of some of the major concerns
and ideas about role-play and performance art that informed the use of zoological
fantasy as a metaphorical frame around the roles of ‘artist’ and ‘scientist’.

7

The use of a character to speak about an issue references cultural practices, whereby ritual clowns or
cross-dressers use role-playing and transgression to point to deficiencies in society. The performance
underscores divisions between shamanism and psychoanalysis.
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Figure i.3 CodeZebra Manifesto: shape shifting
The CodeZebra Project draws on the ancient history of animal and human contact
(Maskegon-Iskwew, 2005). In mythology and ritual shape shifting into animal form
provided humans with tools with which to understand the logic of animals that were part
of the world around them (Czegledy, 2002). The fiction, fantasies and possibilities that
bind human society to non-human living forms hover at the edge of knowledge about
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biology, evolution and complementary science. Lycanthrope enables the exploration of
forms of knowledge, life transition, and truth telling, clowning or magic.8
The images that result from these practices form a type of social aesthetic, in form and
function. In many Aboriginal and African traditional cultures, shape shifting, within
specifically structured contexts, is de rigor. It is woven into coming of age explorations,
naming ceremonies and other key social transitions that build community cohesion. In
Christian cultures and psychoanalytic theory, lycanthropy is a condition where a human
has a delusion of being an animal, and behaves accordingly (Deleuze & Guattari, 1982).
Shape shifting is identified with charged sexuality, psychosis, marginal science or
witchcraft.
The CodeZebra Project makes use of the practice of role-play, suggesting that we
constantly move between roles in our daily lives. Social scientists and scientists can be
seen to respect their own distinct rituals, form societies that provide validation and craft
distinct ways of imparting knowledge. Translating these practices into animal characters
may allow for creative play and insight.
Current Status
There have been three distinct phases to the CodeZebra Project. It began as an ArtSci
project in 1997. I then undertook and completed MPhil research that explored the nature
of techno-culture, online collaboration and performance practice.
The practice-based research objective of the PhD thesis was the creation, application
and testing of a series of research prototypes towards the creation of an original
conversation visualisation tool, CodeZebraOS.
The thesis demonstrates the importance for artists of engaging the processes and
methods for creating viable tools from which artists as well as scientists can benefit.
Likewise, artistic approaches and design methods – along with their resulting
technologies and collaborations – benefit from being treated with respect by the

8

In Hopi culture, for example, ritual clowns with complex animal behaviours and human identities
express community critiques to authority figures that are compelled to listen to them at prescribed times
of the year.
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sciences. This thesis makes an original and substantial contribution to the fields of
knowledge in four forms: The creation of the CodeZebraOS itself, the academic
dissertation with its cross-disciplinary approach to analysis of artistic and computer
science practice in a theoretical context, the creation and explication of the
CodeZebraOS Method, and its argument for the primacy of the skills of art and design
in software development.
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Introduction
I.i

Objective and Research Questions

The practice-based research objective of this thesis was the creation, application and
testing of a set of prototypes for CodeZebraOS, a unique JAVA 1.4 data visualisation
tool for that supports and gives visual form to online dialogue and brainstorming.
This objective leads to the primary interdisciplinary practice-based research questions of
this thesis:
How can an artist-created conversation data visualisation tool be of value to the
practices of data visualisation and social media? In what ways can the processes of
designing and analysing such a tool inform the fields of Digital Media Studies, Data
Visualisation, Collaboration Studies and Design Methods Research?
CodeZebraOS was created to support new forms of online dialogue and to encourage
collaborative relationships. This tool and the research that occurred in relation to it, is
meant to contribute to the practice and analysis of data visualisation. This bears
particular relevance to social media applications. The tool and associated research
extend the possibilities of cross-disciplinary exchange and understanding within the
emergent ArtSci field, wherein bodies of knowledge from distinct disciplines can best
be considered in terms of their dynamic relationships with one another.
I.ii

Unique Contribution

In sum, the unique contributions of this doctoral research are:
•

CodeZebraOS – a tool that facilitates creativity in new ways through
facilitating brainstorming, encouraging lateral thought, creative
sketching and the analysis of social dynamics and emotion;

•

Insights about the practice of data visualisation of social processes
that occur in structured conversations on the Internet;

•

The CodeZebra Method, a unique process for interdisciplinary teams
pursuing software development derived from participatory design
activities for computer science and art, underscoring the value that
artists bring to the process of tool development; and

•

CodeZebraOS, which contributes to Data Visualisation from Digital
Media Studies and Collaboration Studies, by bringing a unique
metaphor and engaging aesthetic to visualisation of conversation that
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draws on patterns from source data that combine these with patterns
from the biological, material world.
This thesis demonstrates these points and sets out to show the need for CodeZebraOS,
its creation and hardening through testing. This unique tool – and the development
method and surrounding research process – make a unique contribution, which should
be of equal value to both practitioners and scholars, and to knowledge at the crossroads
of the core disciplines of this thesis.
I.iii

The Need for the Research

CodeZebraOS is an online conversation visualisation social media tool. Social media is
a category of media that can ‘allow individuals to express themselves in order to meet,
to publish, share and socialize’ (Cavazzo, 2008, p.2). Such tools are of particular value
in a ‘renaissance’ period when ‘creative synthesis between disciplines’ is critical to
move innovation forward and to assist ’hybrid professionals’ and ‘interdisciplinary
managers’ (Dulio et al., 2008, p. 2236). Society increasingly relies on social media, for
research collaboration, communication, education, social networking, even commerce.
Despite the growth of social media, the use of tools remains awkward, and take-up is
uneven since they fail to capture the dynamics of face-to-face dialogue.
As indicated in the Foreword, the CodeZebraOS Project began long before the recent
explosion of interest in social media. CodeZebraOS provides a visualisation of social
dynamics inside a conversation. Research undertaken for the PhD suggested that these
dynamics have a performative character in the roles and behaviours that individuals play
within organizations or specific situations.
Schechner (2002) proposes the term ‘performativity’ (p. 4, 114) to refer to the ways that
individuals act out social roles through unconscious behaviours, language, gestures and
acts. Stone (1995), White (2006) and others have offered a number of academic views
of how roles are enacted online, while Bourdieu (1977) and Latour (1983) contribute to
an understanding of role-play according to habitus or discipline (1983). In this context,
CodeZebraOS engages with dramaturgical approaches as a component of participatory
design and tool development. It also allows role-play in the final products in order to
illuminate roles and allow for their flexibility and transformation and the interplay of
actors within them.
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Erving Goffman (1981) emphasised the ways that conversation - a form of everyday
performance - establishes a ‘participation framework’ for sociality (1981, p. 3). Recent
research in the field of knowledge management by Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson
(2001) and by Spangler, Wilcox and Newswanger (2006) reinforces these early
observations on the role of conversational forms in enabling the creation and transfer of
knowledge and the creation of sociability. Hence, researchers have sought to provide a
social media tool to ‘enhance communication and social ties among people’ (Donath,
2004, p. 542). The research demonstrates that new kinds of creative dialogues and
related alliances may emerge from software tools that structure different kinds of
experiences for their users.
The research concludes that in order for conversation analysis tools to capture the
emergence of ideas and knowledge from the Internet, to facilitate computer-mediated
conversational processes or motivate participants from different cultures to break down
the boundaries between them, a means to visualise the emotional nuances of
‘movements, looks, vocal sounds and speaking’ (Goffman, 1981 p. 3) must be found.
At the same time, social media must act as a collective memory, providing a viable tool
for both real-time and archival use. Rather than attempt to capture presence, as would
be the case with video conferencing tools, CodeZebraOS turns to data visualisation,
finding a synthetic and appropriate visual means of representation for dialogues that
move between playful and very engaged.
This thesis considers empirical research that documents collaboration, such as that of
Century (2002), and applies this author’s previously published studies (described here).
Case studies indicate that emotional processes are of great importance to effective
collaboration. Social media research by Bickmore et al. (2008) supports these findings.
Emotional or affective processes are core dynamics in both face-to-face conversations
and online dialogues. The development of CodeZebraOS applies the lessons learned
through these studies. Hence, CodeZebraOS seeks a means to express feelings as well
as characters, in part through design and through the use of affective computing (Picard,
1998).
This thesis will also address the unique process of development, the CodeZebra Method,
which combines agile development, participatory design, the charrette, Design Methods,
dramaturge and other artistic forms.

Agile development is 'adaptive rather than
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predictive' (Baxter et al., 2008, p. 67). These are methods that are ‘people-oriented
rather than process oriented’ (Baxter et al., 2008, p. 67) and hence, begin by
establishing requirements, ‘workshopping’ them, prototyping a solution and do user
testing both before and after a release, then moving through the cycle again to create the
next generation of technology.9
CodeZebraOS draws from ArtSci investigations of nature and realism and hence seeks
to bring a complex, Post-modern, zoological and decorative beauty to online discourse,
as well to make links between data and their sources in biological sciences, zoology,
human physical experience and overall materiality (Jevbratt, 2005, 2009).
CodeZebraOS is an artistic contribution to software development made by an artist,
albeit in collaboration with both scientists and programmers. This aesthetic imparts
lushness to the software that connects it to the physical world and echoes itself in
‘softwear’ projects like the wearable fashions presented by the CodeZebra Project. At
the same time, CodeZebraOS seeks to fulfil the function of a visualisation tool, making
the invisible visible, informing patterns and unseen complexities and allowing analysis
(Fry, 2007).

CodeZebraOS brings a lateral collaborative structure to the linear

hierarchy of chat, hence making a contribution to database aesthetics (Daniel, 2007;
Sack, 2007). A description of the tool derived from its publicity materials follows in
Figure ii.1.

9

Agile development is a recent term in engineering practices that refers to methods, which allows for
constant innovation in order to meet the fast rate of change and intense competitiveness in technology
companies.
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Figure ii.1

Spot On publicity

The research has established a set of prototypes for a tool that can enable creative ideas
to emerge through structured conversations, such as brainstorms. Originally conceived
in order to facilitate dialogue between artists and scientists, CodeZebraOS not only
visualises aspects of online conversation, it also privileges egalitarian exchange,
playfulness and creativity - thus providing a tool that serves as a strong backbone for
social engagement by larger communities.
I.iv

Fields of Knowledge

The relevant fields of knowledge for the thesis are demonstrated in Figure ii.1 below.
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Figure ii.2

Fields of knowledge

A thorough literature, art and software review occurs in Chapter One. The following
citations provide a few examples of relevant sources. The research combines its larger
focus on Digital Media Studies (Dixon, 2007; Manovich; 2007; Vesna, 2007 and White,
2006) with a particular interest in ArtSci (DeLanda, 2000: Sommerer & Mignonneau,
1999).
The cognate field of computer science embeds the field of Data Visualisation (Fry,
2007; Tufte, 2006; Ware, 2004). This thesis includes a discussion of programming tools
for visualisation (Bosque, 2002; Fry, 2007; Horstmann & Cornell, 2007; Kew, 2007;
Segaran, 2007). Cognitive science (Lugar et al., 1994; Varela, Thompson & Rosch,
1993; Ware, 2004) and artificial intelligence (AI) (Picard, 1998) provide methods to
approach the design of a conversation visualisation tool and its aesthetics. The thesis
analyses the growing relationship of data visualisations to human computer interaction
(HCI) (Thomas, Kellogg & Erickson, 2001) and computer-supported collaborative work
(CSCW) (Mengis & Eppler, 2005). It provides a thorough review of relevant social
media (Donath, 2004) including the need for conversation visualisation tools (Viégas &
Wattenberg, 2006).
Digital Media Studies situates changes in scientific theory and discovery (Barad, 2007;
Haraway, 2004; Latour, 2005), concerns about biopolitics (Foucault, 1995, Kember,
2003) and techno-culture (Galloway & Thacker, 2007) that in part motivate artists’
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interest in tool-making and most recently data visualisation. Digital Media Studies and
Design Methods Research contribute to perspectives on aesthetics (Cauquelin, 1995;
Daniel, 2007; Jevbratt, 2005; Sack, 2007). Examples of data visualisation are gathered
from digital media (Hall, 2006, 2008, Manovich, 2002, 2007), computer science
(Viégas & Wattenberg 2006) and design (Antonelli, 2008; Hall, 2008; Kosara, 2007)
and help to situate and compare contributions to the field.
The process of software design requires an understanding of the cognate and related
field of Design Methods Research (Burnett, 2005, Dulio et al., 2008, Laurel 2003), the
waterfall paradigm and ‘agile computing’ (Wolkerstorfer et al., 2008) and usability
testing (Greenberg & Buxton, 2008). Participatory design approaches beginning with
Schuler & Namioka (1993) and recently Muller (2003) and, Ladly (2008) were at the
heart of the CodeZebra Method. Collaboration case studies (Fischer, 2004; Goodman &
Milton, 2005) assist in understanding roles, (Bourdieu, 1977), and processes. These
compare face-to-face and online collaborative situations, knowledge of relevance to the
design process of CodeZebraOS and its viability as a tool. Studies underscore the need
amongst many end-users for social media technologies.
I.v

The CodeZebraOS Development Process

The CodeZebraOS tool emerged from a larger artistic exploration, the CodeZebra
Project, which was a means to develop experiments, collaborations and their resulting
creative modules, to facilitate creative activity and dialogue between artists and
scientists. The CodeZebra Project draws on debates about the relationships between
science and art, and the differences in these broad disciplines.
The CodeZebra Project has created and analysed artistic and Collaboration Studies
research projects over the past ten years. It grew out of earlier activity conducted
through a series of artists’ residencies, creative explorations and new media research
grants. This main body of practical research informed an MPhil which culminated in a
specific performance at the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival (2003). The analysis utilised
the CodeZebraOS tool, but it was not the focus of the research. The table that follows,
Figure ii.3 indicates the outcomes of previous related research focusing on peerreviewed publication outcomes, and indicates several publications to date from the new
research conducted at UEL for this PhD.
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Figure ii.3

MPhil Publication Results

The PhD thesis builds on relevant findings from the MPhil and refers occasionally to
other published research on collaboration and new media practice. The motivation for
sustaining the CodeZebra Project was the researcher’s experience facilitating intensive,
deep, interdisciplinary conversations at the Banff New Media Institute. In recent years
several Collaboration Studies initiatives have used versions of the CodeZebraOS. Some
of those activities are analysed. Hence, the PhD represents a new body of research
focused on the analysis of CodeZebraOS and the CodeZebra Method, its method of
development and deployment.
In 1998 the CodeZebra Project launched a Web site that included dramatic Web
episodes depicting dialogues between the arts and sciences. It was to become a space for
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asynchronous and real-time chat about issues in art, science and technology.10 Yet chat
and list serves were frustrating, devoid of information about social dynamics. Chat was
sequential rather than contextual.11 The demands of collaboration between science and
art argued for the creation of a dynamic and beautiful environment. By 1999 the
decision to create a conversation visualisation tool was born.
Joshua Portway created the first sketch12 based on my design.13 This offered a humorous
world where conversations appeared as bubbles. It clumped postings together, with text
appearing on mouse-over, attached to little gifs of related visual images that floated on
the bubbles.14 This was a valuable phase, as it provided a sense of what was possible
with design sketches and it demonstrated the ways that a software tool might function as
a creative medium.
Further stages of the CodeZebraOS research and the related CodeZebra Project are
discussed in Chapter Five.
I.v

The Structure of the Thesis

The thesis Foreword situates the PhD research as the candidate’s career summit. The
Foreword provides the original artistic statement of the CodeZebra Project.
The thesis Introduction sets out the main research questions and the four contributions
of the thesis, outlines its methodological approach and structure. It provides an
overview of related research. It explains the initiation of the artistic project, within
which the development of the CodeZebraOS can best be understood in a
transdisciplinary academic context.

10

The early sites were shown by DA2, ZeroDegree Monstrosities in Vancouver, at Invencao and Sigrafi,
Brazil, at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, among others. The CodeZebra Project web site
(Diamond, 2005) preserves these early sites as an archive.

11

A comparison of sequential versus tree structures or combinatory strategies is discussed later in this
thesis. Venolia & Neustaedter (2008) offer a schematic and their own research on this topic.
12

Buxton & Greenberg (2008) differentiate between a design sketch and a prototype, underscoring the
fact that the creativity that sketching allows is ideational, aesthetic and lightly functional, permitting
reflection before locking a work into a labour-intensive prototype.
13

Development occurred at the Performing Arts Laboratories and Multimedia Laboratories funded by the
Arts Council of England and the European Union.
14

It is available on the PhD website (Diamond, 2009).
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Chapter One situates the PhD and briefly discusses the objectives of the research. It
reviews the literature in the four fields of knowledge that are the foundations of the
PhD. It reviews technical choices made in building the CodeZebraOS prototypes, and
shares the rationale for these choices. It describes the methodology of the PhD research,
and concludes by acknowledging collaborations relevant to this research, and an
explication of the ways they contributed to its premises.
Chapter Two presents the theoretical framework underpinning the thesis, building on
the literature review in Chapter One. It discusses the influence of theory on the creation
of CodeZebraOS and its analysis, drawing from Digital Media Studies and the emerging
field of Collaboration Studies. It explains the ideas and application of Design Methods
Research, in particular, participatory design approaches and usability testing.
Chapter Three defines the larger field of Data Visualisation and its rise in popularity.
The chapter discusses the rise of social media and the value of data visualisation tools to
enhance collaboration practices within these. It outlines relevant debates in the field of
Data Visualisation, and discusses approaches to the practice and aesthetics of the field.
The chapter takes note of the ways that artists’ visualisation projects can play triple
roles as art works, technologies and means to discovery, perhaps aligning in unexpected
ways with scientific visualisations. It reviews the metaphors, functions and aesthetics of
data visualisations and locates CodeZebraOS in relation to these.
Chapter Four picks up the discussion of Data Visualisation and focuses this discussion
on conversation visualisation tools. It then provides a comparative overview of other
conversation visualisation software, evaluating the features of CodeZebraOS against
these.
Chapter Five provides an overview of the development of the CodeZebra Method made
up of participatory design, agile software development and artistic improvisation
processes. This chapter contains a set of case studies from each phase of the tool’s
development, built from qualitative research, using video documentation and field notes
from observation. It includes an overview of usability testing, drawing from debriefs
from users, field notes, usability surveys and video documentation. The chapter reports
on evaluations carried out between 2001 and 2008. Methods and outcomes are
summarised.
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Chapter Six provides an overview of the architecture and treatment of the final
prototypes of the CodeZebraOS online tool. This chapter presents commentary on
programming strategies, including the use of a neural network, employed in the
CodeZebraOS development. A User’s Manual (in print format) has been included as
Appendix C of this thesis as background information for this chapter.
Chapter Seven draws conclusions from the PhD research regarding CodeZebraOS and
suggests improvements based on usability testing and analysis. It examines its
implications for the fields of Social Media and Data Visualisation. It reviews the
CodeZebra Method as a means to facilitate interdisciplinary teams developing software.
It considers contributions to Digital Media Studies. The chapter also indicates new and
related lines of research that use the tool in areas such as wearable technologies. It
reviews current and upcoming publication outcomes for the PhD research.
Three print appendices include, a User’s Manual; demographic information about
usability testers with notes from discussions and sample questionnaires and an overview
of collaborators. A PhD Web site hosts the tool (CodeZebraOS can only be accessed
online), prototype, games, the thesis and User’s Manual and provides a gateway to the
CodeZebra Project. Its splash page is found on DVD One.
DVD Appendices include extensive documentation of the tool development process,
including performances, workshops and fashion and technology experiments.
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Chapter One
Building a Unique Data Visualisation & Social Media Collaboration Tool: a Digital
Media Studies/Design Methods Approach
1.0

Objectives, Aims and Contributions

The practice-based research for this PhD and the resulting thesis focuses on
CodeZebraOS, a unique JAVA 1.4 online data visualisation tool, for conversation
analysis and brainstorming. This study makes original contributions to the following
fields: Data Visualisation; Digital Media Studies (ArtSci); Collaboration Studies (Social
Media) and Design Methods Research. As a technology it is of particular importance to
the growing interdisciplinary field of Conversation Visualisation (Wattenberg, 2006), of
which this work is part. It contributes a unique approach for effective collaboration
within interdisciplinary technology development teams: the CodeZebra Method.
The concept of data stems from Euclidean mathematics, which assumes data are a
‘given’, set of parameters that are then analysed. Data can be numbers, words or
images.15 Data can be collected manually (as it has been for centuries), and then put
into a computer. In the digital era, the definition of data (Fry, 2007) assumes that data
are computer-coded, organised information collected from observational instruments,
from a time-limited experiment or any other framework that permits analysis or
comparison. Data visualisation gives source data a visual expression. Three elements of
data visualisation are identified in Chapter Three of this thesis. It is a technology, that is
a tool that involves scientific or social science investigation; it is a science – particularly
a form of cognitive science and it is an art form (Hall, 2008; Manovich, 2002; Viégas &
Wattenberg, 2007). CodeZebraOS contributes to knowledge in these categories.
Online discussion groups have been in existence from the early days of the Internet. In
online

‘forums’,

‘listserves’,

and

discussion

groups16

conversations

occur

asynchronously through email or as postings to dedicated, separate sites. Anyone can
post on an electronic discussion site and the public can access the posts. Listserves
require users to register, and then disseminate posted information widely by

15

For those wishing to understand what a data set might contain, visit the National Bureau of Economic
Research site, (Poterba, 2009).
16

Usenet corpus was used in planning CodeZebraOS.
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simultaneously emailing it to all members. Forums consist of contributors who have
registered as members. Members submit topics (known as threads) for discussion, and
communicate with each other through messages (referred to as posts) that are visible to
all other members. Most forums have moderators. Recently, many newsgroups and
forums have transformed into Blogs (a structured discussed where threads are initiated
or managed by a single individual) and Wikis (collections of Web pages used by
communities where all participants can contribute and change content).
Forums, listserves, Blogs and Wikis benefit from focused, topical discussion. The
posted-discussion format generally encourages more formal usage than does private
email, but still has many ‘instances of misspelling and grammatical inconsistencies that
make it seem less formal’ (Sherman & Hinkel, 2000, p. 4). These applications are
defined as social media, in that they permit social interaction. Various levels of security
(password access, for instance) may be applied to forums and Wikis.
Chat rooms differ from discussion groups and forums in that they are synchronous
‘informal … social meeting places’ (Amber, 2002). Chats can be extremely casual and
general, intended for niche identity groups, or topical.

Chat rooms are found as

companion applications for online games. Some studies indicate that users share
information more openly through chat applications than they do face-to-face (Amber
2002). Amber states, ‘Some topics and general thought that would never be spoken
aloud between us face-to-face seem quite a natural topic for discussion in the virtual
setting’.

She describes chat rooms as ‘familial’ spaces where formal language is

replaced by ‘the expression of feelings, emotions, and information exchange’ (p.4).
Amber notes that in all of the environments she has studied (asynchronous and
synchronous; topical, game-based); there was an observable emotional aspect to the
dialogue. A sense of intimacy is required to sustain such a milieu. Chats lose their focus
when large numbers of users begin to interact, generating chaotic and undirected lines
of unfiltered, text-based information.
The description above sets the stage for the key qualities that were fundamental to
CodeZebraOS. The intention of this research was to address the requirements of Internet
users for creative tools that allow role-play and emotional expression by creating an
online conversation environment to permit human and ideational relationships to be
visualised. CodeZebraOS supports either an asynchronous forum or a synchronous chat
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environment CodeZebraOS is designed to provide intelligence about social and
emotional dynamics in online dialogue and facilitate and track the emergence of
concepts particularly in the context of brainstorms. Its incremental prototypes indicate
emotional tone to postings and topic spaces using algorithms that deduced tone from
natural language analysis of linguistic styles of users, eventually using a neural network
for this purpose. CodeZebraOS may be used as a dedicated online conversation space
for discrete events such as conferences, collaborative projects, performances or
coordinating dancers, game play and social networking at discos and other music clubs.
The tool allows participants to create specific topics within a conversation space, and
organises them on a temporal basis, providing a visual representation of underlying
associations between subjects, linking date-stamped postings and indicating connections
between them.
CodeZebraOS conversation spaces may be set up to include streaming media (sound or
video), as a reference or to provoke dialogue. In some prototypes, the tool indicated the
presence and topical location of each user. Research suggests that playful interchanges
can pave the way for creativity (Sutton-Smith, 2001); hence CodeZebraOS is
accompanied by a set of word games that offer an alternate means for users to
communicate ideas. The research resulted in functional prototypes that work as art and
design pieces, may be demonstrated as computer tools and have been presented at arts,
computer science and social science conferences, and are published through multiple
outlets. 17
As a contribution to the field of Digital Media Studies (ArtSci), the larger CodeZebra
Project constitutes an intervention into debates about the nature of data; whether the
Internet is a space independent of the physical world, the aesthetics of data
visualisation, and the ways that collaborations between disciplines occur.

Data

Visualisation brings together aesthetic dialogues that draw from larger fields of Digital
Media Studies, ArtSci, Human Computer Interaction (HCI), Design Methods and Art
History.

17

Charts in the Introduction and Conclusions provide an overview of the contexts in which the research is
published. Technical invention for the larger CodeZebra Project occurred in the arenas of Data
Visualisation, Artificial Intelligence (AI), sensors, and responsive materials.
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As discussed in the Introduction, prototypes that make up CodeZebraOS have been
publicly deployed, suggesting that, although not fully proven, artist-created technologies
at times promise tools that can be scaled up and generalised. Together, the practicebased research and the thesis make the following contributions:
•

CodeZebraOS – a tool that facilitates creativity in new ways through facilitating
brainstorming, encouraging lateral thought, creative sketching and the analysis
of social dynamics and emotion;

•

Insights about the practice of data visualisation of social processes that occur in
structured conversations on the Internet;

•

The CodeZebra Method, a unique process for interdisciplinary teams pursuing
tool development derived from participatory design activities for computer
science and art, underscoring the value that artists bring to the process of tool
development; and

•

CodeZebraOS contributes to Data Visualisation from Digital Media Studies and
Collaboration Studies by bringing a unique metaphor and engaging aesthetic to
visualisation of conversation that draws on patterns from source data that
combines these with patterns from the biological, material world.

1.1

Why this Research is Timely

The rise of social media, as discussed earlier in this chapter, is reason enough to pursue
this research at this time. Yet there are other reasons, as many points of light currently
converge on the field of Data Visualisation. Anderson (2008), of Wired Magazine, looks
to the results of data processing, rather than to scientific hypotheses, as the means
through which all future scientific discoveries will occur.

Leaders of the HCI

community (Buxton & Greenberg, 2008) make the opposite argument. They express the
concern that there is a crossroads in the process of discovery – human ingenuity needs
to be privileged once again. They want to break the model of incremental research,
including traditional usability testing, and use humanities inspired models including
visualisation-modelling methods from Digital Media Studies, Design Methods Research
and visual art. Latour (1983) suggests that advanced visualisation tools return us to
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considering the limits and potentials of human cognitive capacities. As data quantity
and depth moves outside of the human conceptual grasp, the question of where and how
human insight – individual and collective – relates to machine processing is relevant.
Data Visualisation allows new kinds of thinking to enter scientific models.
This dialogue references Kuhn’s (1970) philosophical discussions about scientific
revolutions and the cumulative and larger contexts within which paradigm shifts occur.
Kuhn, like Latour (1988), links these significant shifts in understanding to new forms of
representation and argument as well as to the effects of larger social forces – including
cultural expressions that lie outside of science – rather than the day-to-day process of
experimentation, negation and dispute. Kindelmann (Jankun-Kelly et al., 2006) is a
computer scientist who works with mapping algorithms and visualisations. He asks how
designers might produce visualisation tools that provoke insight, rather than support
simple analysis. By insights, he means concepts that break through accepted barriers.
Insights are often sudden, and focus knowledge through the right convergence of
circumstances (sometimes described as intuition).
Popular discovery narratives include Newton’s apocryphal realisation of gravity when
he watched an apple fall from a tree, and the tale of Archimedes and his cry of ‘Eureka’!
when he discovered what is known as the ‘Archimedes Principle’, that the buoyant force
on an object floating in water is equal to the weight of the displaced water (Norring et
al., 2008).18

In less dramatic examples, insight, as a process, can be seen as

synonymous with deductive reasoning, perception, and the more hermeneutic activity of
introspection. Analysis is more traditionally associated with rationality including
breaking problems down and solving them step by step. Analysis and proof of concept
follows insight in Kindelmann’s model. Cross-disciplinary research projects are
increasingly common as a means to solve ‘wicked problems’ (Conklin, 2001-8, p. 2).19
These projects respond to overlapping of multiple approaches and forms of knowledge.

18

In 2001, as part of planning the larger CodeZebra Project and the design of CodeZebraOS, interviews
with scientists and mathematicians were undertaken to better understand how they arrived at fundamental
realisations. Some made physical sculptures and manipulated them; others touched materials; yet others
had equally abstract modes of contemplation that prompted ‘ah-hah!’ moments. These were then
expressed, described in scientific or mathematical terms, and tested.
19

A term borrowed by Conklin (2003, 2001-2008) from social planners Rittel and Webber (1973) for
persistent, difficult issues that need multidisciplinary approaches and issue and dialogue mapping.
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Teams must reach individual as well as collaborative insights, and need shareable tools,
including data visualisation tools.
1.2

Bridging Data Visualisation and Digital Media Studies

The practice-based and theoretical research in this thesis attempts to rise to these
opportunities and challenges. CodeZebraOS provides a continuum with previous visual
and media art practices that sought, much like scientific investigation, to excavate
invisible structures and patterns and bring them to light. In many forms of science (and
of art), these explorations are in relation to nature. In the social sciences, in HCI and in
artistic data visualisations, the invisible structures and patterns are of metadata (data
about data and its structure), computational systems and – in the case of conversational
software – those of language as well as social roles.
From an artistic perspective, data can be perceived as a newly discovered medium or
material that can be manipulated and formed. Definitions of data can challenge notions
of essence and authenticity, as a database contains within it the qualities of other
influencing structures. However, if data are time-based, then they can become emergent,
allowing continual interaction and transformation. Some artists create data
visualisations that are formal exercises and others make critical responses to scientific
images. These are not always usable. Work with data – and their many possible
aesthetics – engages artists’ longstanding interest in consciousness, cognition,
perception and experience, as well as natural or manufactured structures. These issues
trace back to roots in philosophy, and underscore different schools of Digital Media
Studies.
The keen current interest in the field of Data Visualisation stems, in part, from the
artistic preoccupation with language in the twentieth century. There is a debate amongst
linguists and philosophers about whether computer code is a language or only
mathematical (Burnett, 2005). Visual images are used to express linguistic structures
throughout the practice of twentieth- and twenty-first century art. Whether or not data
have a linguistic as well as a mathematical form, the interest in expressing the structural
nature of data resonates in art practice, and certainly in the fields of ArtSci and Digital
Media Studies. Conversation visualisation offers additional complexity, as it uses text
both as content and as coded mathematical algorithms that in turn allow for analysis. In
bringing both data and the linguistic structures in social media into visual form,
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CodeZebraOS research joins an ongoing conversation about the social nature of
technology in the Digital Media Studies field.
The Data Visualisation field follows on a long history of the use of visual evidence as a
means to mobilise resources for discovery and control (Latour, 1983). Images provide
decision-makers, scientists and audiences alike with tangible manifestations of that
which cannot otherwise be seen, or that which can best be perceived with senses other
than sight. Data visualisation can reveal patterns that were not previously apparent and
hence provoke analysis and new interpretations of standing assumptions. Intended as a
tool for expressive art, CodeZebraOS also seeks to be teleological (that which is
deterministically useful and consciously designed), demonstrating patterns in human
relations and enabling creative ideas to emerge through structured conversations such as
brainstorms. Debates about teleology and data visualisation are taken up in Chapter
Three.
Affect (the ability to have, recognise and express emotions) 20, aesthetics and concepts
of agency are tied together through the ways in which the manipulation of narratives,
images, sounds and media or other abstract materials can stimulate emotional responses
in audiences or participants (in computer games, for example). Affect often results in
physical expression. In Affective Computing Picard (1998) draws connections between
emotions and creativity, ‘not just in extraordinarily creative people but in ordinary
folks’ (p. 40). She notes that mood influences ‘evaluative judgment’ and ‘information
retrieval’ (p. 41). The CodeZebraOS tool project draws from the long history of artists’
engagement with affect, including in its physical expression. Its design sought to
acknowledge and inform emotional experience as both a quality of online conversations
(Amber, 2008; Spangler, Wilcox & Newswanger, 2006) and as a core part of
collaborative processes (Bray et al., 2000). This strategy occurs in a context in which
computational aesthetics are moving from the representation of individual
consciousness to that of the collective, a collective in which identity and cohesion are
emergent and contingent on digital communications and representational processes.

20

Some philosophical accounts of affect (Hansen, 2004) use affect to mean ways of impacting space and
time, and creating empowerment, agency or presence. However the term here is drawn from affective
computing (Picard, 1998) and psychology, inferring emotion. This can be connected back to ideas of
creativity and experience shaped by the fullness of space and time.
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The qualities extracted and quantified in order to measure, analyse and represent affect,
are drawn from the observation of human online activity, primarily Usenet groups and
chats.

In response to these observed behaviours, CodeZebraOS develops a set of

symbols that represent specific emotional states or personalities, as an attempt to make
affect visible – and hence actionable – in online dialogues.
The CodeZebraOS prototypes that make up the tool provide a platform for ArtSci
dialogues; adopting an aesthetic strategy that references scientific and philosophical
debates, about the ways that human culture reflects continuity with the non-human
zoological world. A point of focus is symmetry, asymmetry and dissymmetry in
physics, chemistry, and biology and in software as well as in different cultures’
aesthetic values. To pull together these overlapping concerns, the CodeZebra Project
produced a software tool, Web sites, wearable technologies and all manner of related
elements, such as physical installations, that introduced beauty, decorativeness and
vibrant colour.21 The Prototype One applet mixed early Java algorithms and organic
imagery. Figure 1.1 shows its subject postings, an open chat message and the Butterfly
Fridge Magnet game.

Figure 1.1

CodeZebraOS Prototype One

In choosing to create functional prototypes, not simply critique existing tools, the
research designed CodeZebraOS as usable and once learned, legible. As social media,
data visualisation research and commercial technologies have advanced in the academic
and commercial worlds, CodeZebraOS, an artist-created tool, continues to provide an
alternate approach. It privileges beauty, egalitarian exchange, playfulness and creativity.

21

In 2004 a symposium on nanotechnology at the Banff New Media Institute (1996-2009), entitled,
Carbon versus Silicon: Thinking Small, Thinking Fast, explored the differences and intersections in
research, structures and methods in the carbon and silicon worlds.
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1.3

Literature Review and Review of Relevant Art Works and Software

Throughout this thesis, reference is made to critical works of theory and to comparative
artworks and software systems. However, a brief review of the major literature, works
of art and software studied in the research process for this PhD is provided here, to set
the scene for larger discussion in the thesis as a whole.
1.4

Data Visualisation

This thesis draws from research in the field of Data Visualisation, associating it with
theory from Digital Media Studies. Literature studied in detail includes Dulio et al.’s
(2008) recent position paper arguing for the growing importance of visualisation in
interdisciplinary research. Dulio et al. challenge readers to produce tools that artists,
designers and scientists can use across disciplines. Bellamy et al. (2007), discuss six
core benefits in using visualisation to increase visual analysis and cognition. Wattenberg
(2005) provides a rationale for this growth and draws a helpful distinction between
scientific visualisation of the real world and the visualisation of abstract data. HCI
Remixed: Reflections on Works that have Influenced the HCI Community (2008) by
Erickson and MacDonald sets the framework for the prevalent interest in Collaboration
Studies and related tools.
Foundational work was reviewed. Visualising Data (1993) by Cleveland, discusses
principles of visualisation. Tufte’s writings, such as the re-issued The Visual Display of
Quantitative Data (2001) and Beautiful Evidence (2006), are classic texts about
representing data. Another recent monograph is Visualising Data (2007) by Fry.22 It
provides a thorough overview of the information visualisation process as well as
examples of his own practice as a leading Data Visualisation scientist and designer.
Writings by Ware (2004, 2007) were also read, to understand Ware’s separation of
written from visual expression and his arguments about ‘the grammar of visual
perception’ (2007, p 11). Ware’s writing is set within the larger field of cognitive
science, which will be referenced later in this chapter.23 Jankun-Kelly et al. (2006) ask if
there is science in the field of Visualisation, and provide a multi-disciplinary spectrum

22

Ben Fry’s Web site (2008), with his catalogues of scientific visualizations, complements his book.

23

Ware’s co-authored case studies (Ware et al., 2002) for example, provided ample empirical research
that links visualisation studies with cognitive science.
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of answers. Information Visualisation (Chen, 2006-2008) is a rich journal in the related
field of Visual Analytics.
Hall’s (2008) important essay, ‘Critical Visualisation,’ in Design and the Elastic Mind
(Antonelli, 2008), argues for visualisation as multivariate - as an art form, a technology
and a science - ambitions that have run throughout the CodeZebraOS process. Kerr
(2003) updates Tufte’s design principles and provides examples of his research, such as
TagOrbitals (2006) and Thread Arcs (2003). Grossman and Balakrishnan (2008)
provide insights on the collaborative use of visualisation and culturally relativist nature
of tools. The recent exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, Design
and the Elastic Mind, curated by Antonelli (2008), documents design strategies within
complex systems and makes frequent reference to visualisation by engineers, designers
and artists. It also repositions design practice as parallel and in dialogue with science.
Latour’s Visualisation and Cognition (1983) provides a sweeping view of the role of
visualisation (the larger practice of using visual evidence) in the mobilisation of
resources for discovery and profit, and hence sets the stage for the current growth of
interest in visualisation, including Latour’s (2008) own work in this field.
Important resources include proceedings from the numerous conferences at the Banff
New Media Institute. Through the late 1990s and early twenty-first century, these
proceedings documented debates, case studies and software technologies in the fields of
Data Visualisation and Social Media, with some focus on language simulation. The
BNMI Archives (1996-2009), referred to in these pages, can in part be found on the
Banff New Media Institute Web site (Diamond & Kennard, 1993-2009). Research
associated with this PhD was also presented at SIGGRAPH, SIBRAPI (Brazil) and
other data graphics conference panels, and are also referenced here.
Relevant to this thesis are a series of articles and chapters by Manovich that are
available on his Web site. These are likely to be published in his forthcoming InfoAesthetics book.

In particular, Manovich’s (2002) ‘Data Visualisation as New

Abstraction and Anti-Sublime’ provides a thoughtful point of departure in its suggestion
that Data Visualisation in art is an attempt by artists to create meaning, rather than
mystery, using data as a new material. Jevratt (2005, 2009) believes that data speaks for
itself and is fascinated by randomness, unintentional effects and the results of chance.
Writing by Sack (2007), Tractinsky (2004) and Verdiccio (2003) complements
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Manovich’s discussion of the practice and aesthetics of artistic visualisation, from a
Digital Media Studies perspective. Whitelaw’s (2006) ‘Art Against Information’ holds
particularly acute insight into the potential of artists’ visualisations to construct data
agency, that is, fundamental and active individual and group identities within the
context of ‘data subjectivity’. This is relevant, in an era where identity is created as
much through data description as through any conscious act of will.
Major online sources for data visualisation research used throughout this thesis include
Lima’s (2008) excellent visualcomplexity Weblog that provides rich dialogue about
visualisation, design tools, and examples and reviews of effective visualisations;
flowingdata by Yau (2008) includes technical clues, discussion of social data
visualisation, self-surveillance and data sharing; the site by informationarchitects
(Reichenstein & Gerber, 2008), a Japanese and Swiss brand management, design and
architecture firm that treat brands as interfaces requiring visualisation. Other sites
include the critically engaged infosthetics Weblog by Moere (2008), which contains
debates on information architecture and aesthetics, The Wiki Wikiviz by Mazza (2008),
provides a catalogue of tools for data visualisation. Christensen and Woodley’s (2008)
Social Media Trader addresses the business of social media and includes examples of
visualisation within social networks.
Extensive empirical research in the field of Social Media, through Web searches and
consequent application use and analysis, was undertaken in preparation for this thesis.
Resources are as varied as Jones and Miller’s (2006) Last.fm; Karjalainen and Kyrola’s
(2000) Habbo Hotel; Rose et al.’s Digg (2004) and Zennstrom and Friis’s (2004) Skype.
Cavazzo (2008) provides an excellent and consistently updated overview of current
social media practice and resources. Some examples of contemporary data visualisation
works that fall into the social media category include Protohaus’s Fidg’t (Sciammarella,
2007) that also runs on mobile telephones, Digg Radar (Shaler, 2008), Last Forward
(Knoll & Endlich, 2007), Nonaka’s (2007) Flowser and We Feel Fine (Harris &
Kamvar, 2008). Many Eyes (Viégas & Wattenberg, 2008) offers tools to a wide
audience to enable them to build their own visualisations.
1.4.1

Artists and Data Visualisation

Burnett (2005), Manovich (2002), Viégas and Wattenberg (2006), Whitelaw (2006) and
Zevbratt (2005, 2009) consider the specific role of artists in relation to Data
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Visualisation. This allows for the placement of CodeZebraOS within the practices of
artistic visualisation as well as conversation visualisation. Else/Where Mapping New
Cartographies of Networks and Territories, edited by Abrams and Hall (2006), is an
anthology of artists’ and designers’ geographic mapping projects, using Internet tools,
locative media, and information-mapping tools and works. Hall (2008) further discusses
the potentials and limits of data visualisation by designers.
Artists have engaged with text visualisation in various ways. Examples include Rubin
and Hansen’s (2003) Listening Post, Levin et al.’s (2002) and Paley’s (2002) TextArc,
Packet Garden by Oliver (2006). NorthernWords (Judelman et al., 2007), shown in
Figure 1.2, is a visualisation of the evolution of the Banff New Media Institute (BNMI)
conference and summit dialogues over the last decade. The look was inspired by the ebb
and flow dance of the Northern Lights that frequent the skies above the Banff Centre in
Canada’s Rocky Mountains.

Figure 1.2

NorthernWords (Judelman et al., 2007)

Figure 1.3 shows a work by Bowker (2008). It arranges metadata from The Guardian
newspaper articles, continuing the art and language traditions discussed in the thesis.
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Figure 1.3

Thursday, part of the One week of The Guardian series(Bowker, 2008)

Other types of data visualisations were analysed for this thesis, such as The Secret Lives
of Numbers (Levin, Feinberg, Wynecoop & Wattenberg, 2002), On’s (2004) They Rule,
and the Million Dollar Blocks project by Kurgin (2006). Also considered was Black
Shoals, by Portway and Autogena (2002). Black Shoals is shown in Figure 1.4.

.
Figure 1.4

Star-map of stock market planets and universe (Portway & Autogena,
2002)

Artists’ projects that seek to disclose the hidden structures of the Internet include
Jevratt’s (1999-2002) Mapping the Web Infome project and Lyon’s (2005) Opte Project.
1.4.2

Computer Science and Conversation Visualisation Software

Observation of online dialogues, accompanied by an analysis of the role of conversation
in social processes as undertaken by Goffman (1967) in Interaction Ritual and Forms of
Talk (1981), also influenced the ideas behind CodeZebraOS. Recent thinking on the role
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of conversation in collaborative processes, drawing upon the classic literature of the
twentieth century, is privileged in the thesis. In particular, studies by Mengis and
Eppler (2005) indicate the importance of effective management of knowledge-rich
conversations. Latour and Woolgar’s (1986) influential Laboratory Life underscores the
importance of daily encounters amongst researchers, in contrast to the ways that formal
discourses structure the representation of research and the subsequent validation of
discoveries. Texts by HCI and knowledge-visualisation scientists, such as Eppler and
Berkhard (2004) and Erickson and Kellogg (2003), show how knowledge is situated,
framed by the material conditions of its production yet only usable when a context for
use exists. Mengis and Eppler (2005) apply this understanding to ‘knowledge-intensive’
conversations, concluding with a call for conversation management tools.
Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson (2001) present a sweeping argument for the integration
of cognitive and social capabilities into knowledge management. Spangler, Wilcox and
Newswanger (2006) note the ways in which conversation is a means to develop ideas,
build consensus, and track the development of machine strategies to aid conversation.
Sack (2007) argues for a move beyond interface design and artificial intelligence,
grounded in computational linguistics and computational phenomenology, which
assume a mechanics of common sense. He insists that ‘aesthetics for the Internet needs
to focus on producing the means for visualising and understanding how social and
semantic relationships intertwine and communities and common sense emerge’ (p. 209).
CodeZebraOS is analysed here, and compared to the larger efforts of researchers in the
field of text analysis and conversational software development and hence the thesis
includes a comparative grid of conversation visualisation projects. Tat and Carpendale
(2002) were part of the CodeZebraOS team and now continue to collaborate, and there
are other valuable University of Calgary widgets by Neumann et al. (2006, 2007, 2008).
Venolia and Neustaedter (2008) make a comparison of sequential and tree models of
email-client visualisation.
Experiments and writing by Bergstrom and Karahalios (2008) examine the use of
conversation clustering to extract and visualise topics. Paley’s (2003) TextArc and
Lantin and Judelman’s (2004, 2006) Flowergarden are related approaches that provide
varying degrees of interactivity, and emphasise highlights of texts or conversations.
Wattenberg (2002, 2003, 2006) has contributed to technical and design research in the
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fields of conversation and knowledge visualisation for many years, has collaborated
with Levin and Viégas, and leads a research group at IBM. Popolov, Callaghan and
Luker (2005) provide and example of multi-threaded conversation. Their work provides
a useful point of comparison to CodeZebraOS.
Projects considered include Sack’s Conversation Map (2002, 2004); research by Smith
of Microsoft Laboratories (2001, 2002 and 2003), including his work with Fiore (2001).
Donath and Viégas’ Chat Circles (2002), discuss similar requirements to those
addressed by CodeZebraOS. Viégas, Dave and Wattenberg’s (2004, 2005, 2006, 2008)
recent collaborations at the IBM Lab provide further relevant examples and discussion
of applications. Also relevant is Erickson et al.’s ongoing project Babble (2001, 2002,
2003, 2004) at IBM Laboratories. Finally, Back Channel, built to represent a real time
IRC chat at O’Reilly conferences by Stamen Design (2006) is a chat example.
Resources from computational linguistics are essential to the creation of conversation
visualisation software. Halverson and Homof (2008) explore language parsing and
semantic groupings in visual search. Gillam, Salway & Ahmad (2002) provide valuable
insight about the ways that ontology emerges through knowledge transfer. Dialogue
visualisation tools, in addition to informing and enabling research into conversation, can
use language to facilitate brainstorming, provide a visual thesaurus as key words
develop and offer concept mapping. System Quirk (Ahmad et al., 2003) and Antconc3
(Lawrence, 2007) look at trends in the CodeZebraOS archive, as does the Database for
Analysing Online Chat (DAOC), built for the CodeZebra Project by Akbar and
Diamond (2005).
1.4.3

Digital Media Studies

The field of Digital Media Studies examines works by digital artists and designers, as
well as the theories that analyse or inspire them. Artists’ voluminous concerns about
techno-culture, surveillance systems and artistic practices are of relevance to the larger
CodeZebra Project, and published research on this issue is indicated in the chart in the
Introduction. References to Foucault’s (1989, 1995) biopolitics are valuable in
discussing the sources of data that appear as visualisations. Of value to this thesis is
Database Aesthetics: Art in the Age of Information Overflow, edited by Vesna (2007). It
includes recent writing by Daniels, Dietz, Manovich and Sack and Vesna on data
aesthetics. Protocol: How control exists after decentralisation by Galloway (2004), and
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his subsequent collaborative text The Exploit, a Theory of Networks (2007) co-authored
with Thacker, provided analyses of the structures of the Internet and varied approaches
by artists to reveal and rethink these structures. They consider data representation and
tool making, two themes that are central to this thesis.
Writers who consider the role of artists in developing technologies, such as Century
(2002), Cramer (2002), Manovich, (2002), Mitchell, Inouye and Blumenthal (2003) are
referenced. Empirical research for this PhD supports their findings, and suggests that
artists’ tools at times address problems that science has not yet prioritised, and can add
fresh approaches to scientific views. Goriunova and Shulgin’s (2003) treatise offers the
counter-argument that artist–created software is artwork above all, and that the role of
artist toolmakers is to be ‘the custodian of the non-rational’ (2002, p 8). Crossick
(2006) analyses the role of ArtSci in creating new art forms as well as new science.
The research considered ways that users of the Internet take up roles. White’s (2006)
From the Body to the Screen provides insights about the ways that spectators, including
those in chat, are positioned as ‘interactors’ (p.177). This work complements and
critiques classic research by Stone (2005) and Turkle (1995, 2002). At a Distance:
Precursors to Art and Activism on the Internet by Chandler and Neumark (2005), is a
compendium of artists’ approaches to networked creative practice and new technologies
and hence provides insights into the application context of CodeZebraOS. Digital
Performance: A History of New Media in Theatre, Dance, Performance Art, and
Installation (2007) by Dixon is a valuable background reference book. It discusses the
ways that performance practices and theories articulate in artistic works within
networked computer environments.
Aesthetically, CodeZebraOS takes a playful yet intrigued approach to the relationship
between phenomena, data and indexical representation. The software integrates online
games as an alternate means to navigate data. The celebrated Big Game Hunters summit
at the Banff New Media Institute in 2001 provided an overview of play in the context of
gaming. Sutton-Smith’s (2001) comprehensive book The Ambiguity of Play offered a
context in which to build the games. Also helpful were Kalen and Zimmerman’s
writings in The Games Design Reader: A Rules of Play Anthology (2006).
Zimmerman’s (2009) success in creating light, online games through Gamelab was a
valuable inspiration.
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1.4.4

ArtSci

ArtSci practices bring together artists and scientists in important collaborative efforts,
each benefiting from their own process of discovery, creating new kinds of conjoined
knowledge and expressions. Star and Greisemer (1989) proposed the concept of the
‘boundary object’ in this context. It is an ethnographic term used to describe the results
of such collaborations: objects, processes, words, or technologies that cross cultures or
disciplines.

Contemporary debates about the role of cognition and aesthetics in

visualisation, draw on Tufte (2001), Ware (2004), Fry (2007), and Hall (2008).
Considerable research into cognitive science, relevant to the analysis of CodeZebraOS
and it applications was carried out as background for an understanding of neural
networks and computational linguistics, technical strategies that underlie it. Cognitive
Science: the Science of Intelligent Systems by Luger et al. (1994) was an invaluable and
comprehensive source text. It included an overview of neural network design, an
understanding of graph theory and perception and helpful research on conversation and
machine learning. The Embodied Mind by Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1993) added
a strong argument for emergent systems from a neuroscience perspective.
Readings on aesthetics reflecting biological processes influenced this thesis. Manuel De
Landa’s 1993 essay ‘Virtual Environments and the Emergence of Synthetic Reason’
provided the rationale for the zebra pattern as fundamental metaphor. De Landa’s
overview of the complex nature of evolutionary systems engaging natural and human
forces provided a foundation. Discourses about evolution in Brian Goodwin’s (2001)
How the Leopard Got His Spots: The Evolution of Complexity,24 and Kember’s (2003)
Cyberfeminism and Artificial Life were of value.
Haraway (2004) provides a critique of genetics and population science and offers a
constructivist perspective knowledge representation as does Kember (2003). Barad
(2007) argues that while science is constructed through discourse it still makes meaning
of the material world. Both suggest there are facts of nature independent of humans,

24 Early dialogues about artificial life took place at the Digital Burgess Conference (1997) at the Banff
New Media Institute. This event began the critique of an aesthetic leap in attaching AL metaphors to
human behaviour.
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and both argue for an awareness of the post-human world, a position in philosophical
alignment with the CodeZebra Project. These fold back into debates about the nature of
data within the artistic visualisation field.
The zebra was adopted as a metaphor by the CodeZebra Project because this species
provided Allen Turin with inspiration as he used its patterns to understand emergent
systems (De Landa, 2000), and inspired biologists like Goodwin (2001) to argue for
context-driven population change. These philosophical stances align biology with the
values of emerging social systems advocated by Daniels (2007) and Dietz (2007) as a
quality of collaboration through social media. The zebra and other animals displaying
reaction-diffusion patterns are also potent metaphors for camouflage – a means of
addressing online presence.
Voronoi/clonal mosaics draw upon basis reaction diffusion patterns; Hagberg’s
Reaction Diffusion Simulation site (1997) and Tyler’s Texture Garden (2008) are core
references. Figure 1.5 provides an example of a reaction diffusion pattern.

Figure 1.5

Reaction diffusion pattern harvested from Texture Garden (Tyler, 2008)

Research into animal patterns and clonal mosaics by Walter, Fournier and Menevaux
(2001) was critical for graphing algorithms in CodeZebraOS. Watkins’ (2007) site
provides additional resources on voronoi patterns and connects Turing’s calculations of
patterns and intelligence through reaction-diffusion patterns. The Voronoi/Delauney
(2005) applet was a basis for the first CodeZebraOS applet. Snibbe’s (2008) ongoing
research and creative works are in valuable dialogue with CodeZebraOS. Watkins and
Crampin (2000) connect Turing’s calculations of patterns and intelligence through
reaction-diffusion patterns to CodeZebraOS.
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Discussions of varying views on aesthetics and symmetry are important to dialogues
about cultural difference and universal or local expressions of software. These are
undertaken in previously published research (Diamond 2003, 2004). Writings on
symmetry, evolution and aesthetics are found in a variety of contexts. Social scientific
writing, such as Grammer’s Faces, Bodies and Darwinian Aesthetics, the Beauty of
Boundaries and the Boundaries of Beauty (2000), and Anderson’s (1998) ‘Beauty and
the Paradigm’ were considered from scientific, social-science and aesthetic points of
view. Por que algo es bello como se crea la belleza by Hernandez-Castro (1998)
discusses perception and aesthetics drawn from nature, and their role in the design
process.
Debates about scientific realism and aesthetics inform Modernist schools of thought,
and as further articulated in Kuhn’s (1970) The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, raise
a fundamental question for this thesis: whether the notion of data is already a
construction, or whether data can be direct, one-to-one expressions of nature. Kosara
(2006, 2007) and Tufte (2001) consider whether the field of Data Visualisation is an
objective or subjective practice. The same deliberations run through case studies such
as Jay Anne English’s (2002) ‘Cosmos versus Canvas’. In ‘Designerly Ways of
Knowing: Design Discipline versus Design Science’, Cross (2001) revisits arguments
within design that compare Modernist, scientific and intuitive strategies.
1.4.5

Aesthetics

Aesthetics is a core part of the CodeZebraOS and the larger CodeZebra Project, as was
shown above. Mathews (2004) suggests the goal of design aesthetics should be to
guarantee functionality and ease of use. Ware (2004) proposes that aesthetics are tied to
cognitive processes. Daniels (2007) provides a valuable notion of social aesthetics that
bridges cultural difference. This too aligns with the thinking behind CodeZebraOS.
Such discussions are relevant to the professional cultures that bridge the CodeZebraOS
project to its inspiration from tribal practices. Kant’s (2000) proposal that aesthetics are
a transaction between artist, object and audience, and the helpful critique of Kantian
aesthetics by Sack (2007), were also considered.
Dietz (2007); Manovich (2002, 2007); Sack (2007) and Vesna (2007) lend perspectives
about new forms of aesthetic practice appropriate to data and their organization into
databases or networks. Vesna (2007) argues for aesthetics of context-creation, in which
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artists offer viewers ways to interact within online environments, hence aesthetics
become transactional. Fry (2007) writes that visualisation designs must derive from the
context in which they will apply. Sack’s (2007) arguments build on Daniel’s (2007). He
sees aesthetics as the means through which communities construct common sense
through dialogical engagement. Abbott (2000) proposes there is proximity between
early electronic art and structuralist visual strategies and aesthetics that prioritise a
disclosure of technology.
The rejection of the decorative – and by inference the domestic – by Modernist design
theorists such as Le Corbusier and Gropius and the rise of Modernism alongside counter
movements emerging from post-modernism, also influenced the look and feel of
CodeZebraOS. The Arts and Craft Movement sought to reconnect the domestic with
nature and a sense of harmony. Relevant histories of Modernism and the resurrection of
domestic aesthetics by craft and feminist resistance found in art practices such as camp
and melodrama are present in writings by Pollack (1999), Gonzalez-Crisp (2003),
Shales (2008), and Veiteberg (2006). Townsend-Gault (1993) wrote about my work in
‘Wavelength to ‘Patternity’ (sic): Epistemology with a Camera,’ in Frame of Mind:
Viewpoints on Photography in Contemporary Canadian Photography, Walter Phillips
Gallery, Banff Centre (1993, p. 10-25). A still from early work that uses decorative
edging, distributed perspective and the domestic set, is shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6

1.4.6

Still from video and television series The Lull before the Storm,
(Diamond, 1990-1992)

Design Methods Research

The thesis draws upon and intervenes in dialogues within design practice and between
design and other disciplines, including art and computer science. A number of key
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writers see unbridled creativity, coupled with rigorous analysis of outcomes, as the
future of technology design. They include Ireland (2003), Burnett (2005), Cockton
(2008), Bardzell & Bardzell (2008) and Dulio et al. (2008). Buxton and Greenberg
(2008), in an important intervention at CHI 2008 argue for the importance of creativity,
sketching and risk. Antonelli’s (2008) Design for the Elastic Mind exhibition at the New
York Museum of Modern Art and subsequent catalogue provides many arguments for
the reasons that design and science are realigning in the twenty-first century.
A number of key texts provided guidance on Design Methods Research.

Design

Research: Methods and Perspectives, edited by Laurel (2003), was an excellent
reference text for the thesis, in its approach to an integrated system and its citations of
ethnographic and participatory approaches – including those that make use of theatre.
1.5

Software Development Approaches

An extensive investigation of participatory design methodologies and related
approaches drawn from collaborative inquiry formed the foundations of the practicebased research. Participatory Design: Principles and Practices (1993), edited by
Schuler and Namioka, is a core text on the larger terrain of participatory design.
Discussions of ethnographic field methods are covered and applied to the design of
technology.
The development process that evolved empirically during the practice-based research
shares some characteristics with the paradigm called ‘agile development’, enunciated by
Beck et al. (2001) in the Manifesto for Agile Software Development. Federoff et al.
(2008) suggest ways to update agile development with usability testing and extreme
programming.

Wolkerstofer et al. (2008) discuss the relationship between agile

development and usability testing. The use of an amended agile computing paradigm
followed once the use of the more traditional waterfall approach (Royce, 1970; Parnas
& Clements, 1986) had established requirements for the tool.
The CodeZebraOS collaborators deployed physical exercises and metaphors as part of
their development tool kit. ‘Location storming’ – an extension of ‘body storming’ – are
terms discussed by Lane and Angus (2004, p.1). Body storming is the use of physical
metaphors and improvisation to imagine users’ interactions with technologies. Fast
paced design charrettes – workshops in which design solutions are created by teams, as
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described by Ladly (2008) – include construction of Web sites using design sketches,
with fast prototyping and testing when possible. A charrette is shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7

Research assistant documenting terrain during a body storm exercise en
charrette for the Mobile Digital Commons Network, 2004-2007

The techniques described above, as integrated into the tool development process,
formed the basis for the CodeZebra Method. At the same time, participant
observation25, a method used in social anthropology and ethnography, wherein
researchers join the community they study participate in typical activities and observe
its participants, was adopted to understand the use of chat and online systems. Kogan
and Miller (2006) provide a cogent example of the use of such methods, using case
studies to provide concrete analyses. Usability testing parameters are discussed in
Design Research, by Laurel (2003) and, with further creative adaptation, in Cockton
(2008). These are traditional computer software testing methods such as access to early
versions of the tool, with questionnaires and debriefing discussions. These techniques
and ideas were selectively applied in the course of this research.
Muller (2003), Wakkary (2003), Fischer (2004), Gardner (2008) and Ladly (2008)
highlight comparative case studies that apply participatory methods. ‘Spontaneous
Scenarios: An Approach to User Engagement’ by Vaughn et al. (2008) discusses
participatory design in the context of social media. Baumer, Sueyoshi and Tomlinson
(2008) examine social media participation from the user’s perspective, positioning
interpretation as malleable, in ‘Exploring the Role of the Reader in the Act of
Blogging’.

25

A method invented by Malinowski (1929), rigorously discussed by Bourdieu (2000) and Wakeford
(2003) and transformed into participatory inquiry by Bray et al. (2000).
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Multiple proceedings of CHI (The Conference on Human Factors in Computing)
provide examples of participatory and user-centred design, as do the proceedings from
CSCW (Computer Supported Collaborative Work). Recent CHI and CSCW conferences
(2008) have seen the rapprochement of design and human interaction science in
research design, and are relevant to methods used creating the CodeZebra Method and
CodeZebraOS. The book aRt & D: Research and Development in Art (2005) by
Brouwer et al. provides a fine overview of the ways that artists’ working methods
contribute to and complement to design research discussions.
1.6

Design and Dramaturgy

Selective applications of the tools and methods of dramaturgy and theatre to design
planning (Boess, 2008; Laurel, 2003; Vaughn et al., 2008) have influenced both the
CodeZebraOS tool and resulting CodeZebra Method. Brecht’s (1964, 1974) ‘alienation
effects’ provides tactics to encourage reflection by the audience. The approach taken for
this thesis draws on Boal’s (1984) explication of audience-engagement strategies to
serve as tools for planning and testing the tool.
1.7

Collaboration Studies

Analyses of roles in society and culture provided an underpinning for the thesis. Outline
of a Theory of Practice by Bourdieu (1977) suggests ways that ruptures, occurring in
habituated (that is unconscious and normative) practices, argue in favour of disruptive
cultural forms to facilitate role shifting. Cauquelin (1999) advances discussion about the
tensions between technology and art, and the implications of these tensions in the
emergence of a new doxa that unites both disruptive technologies and disruptive cultural
praxes. Such discussions encourage artists to use visualisation as a means to rethink
everyday assumptions.
Two recent papers evidence the growing importance of interdisciplinary collaboration,
hybrid and synthetic approaches and the need for tools to support multi-disciplinary
collaboration.

They are 'Renaissance Panel: The Roles of Creative Synthesis in

Innovation’, by Dulio et al. (2008); and Fischer’s (2004), ’Social Creativity: Turning
Barriers into Opportunities for Collaborative Design’. Through case studies, the latter
provides both empirical and theoretical knowledge about the role of boundary objects –
terms, artefacts and technologies that can facilitate collaboration between disciplines.
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He also clarifies the different technology needs of communities of use and communities
of interest.
Beyond Productivity: Information Technology, Innovation and Creativity (2003) by
Mitchell, Inouye and Blumenthal (2003), documents the role of art and technology
research in innovation. Case studies by Goodman and Milton (2005) note the
importance of a shared language and set of tools that enable dialogue, knowledge
sharing and participation by all team members thus suggesting a role for conversation
visualisation tools. The thesis draws on documentation from a series of conferences at
The Banff Centre (BNMI Summits) and University of Southern California (Bridges)
that explored collaboration, shared case studies and collaboration research networks, as
well as tools. Texts suggesting approaches to collaborative inquiry, a branch of action
research, remain valuable. Collaborative Inquiry in Practice: Action Reflection and
Making Meaning, co-authored by Bray et al. (2000), is referenced in this thesis.
1.8

Software

1.8.1

Terminology

Throughout the thesis the term ‘tool’ is used rather than software as CodeZebraOS is a
focused tool not a software package. The term OS is used in relation to CodeZebraOS to
designate ‘orifice system’26 because, during the design process, a scenario emerged in
which a viewer might fall into a 3D conversation topic as though it were an orifice.
Aspects of such a 3D immersive tool experience were sketched but not included in the
final prototypes.
1.8.2

Voronoi/Clonal Mosaics

As discussed earlier, in extrapolating the patterning system that underlies the zebra pelt,
it was decided to make use of clonal mosaics (or voronoi).

27

Research by Walter,

Fournier and Menevaux (2001) contributed to the graphics development strategy. A
sense of constant relational repositioning and motility (spontaneous movement and
action) results from using voronoi patterns, which shift to accommodate new facing

26

It was a play on ‘operating system’.

27

These are ‘epitelial cells which derive from a single progenerator’ (Walter, Fournier & Menevaux,
2001) that are expressed as a triangular mesh of voronoi patterns.
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cells and possess a mass and spring system. The tool moves the visualisation continually
in and out of symmetry and asymmetry, giving the appearance of a biological entity.
1.8.3

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Neural Networks

The relationship of artificial intelligence to pattern recognition, combined with evidence
that emotion is an important element of collaboration, sparked an interest in using AI to
model human emotional behaviours. Picard’s (1998) influential book, Affective
Computing, asks key questions about computation and emotion. It was helpful in
understanding the directions artificial intelligence can take.

Baumer et al. (2008)

analyse social media and the ways that emotion is expressed in short Blog texts.
Bickmore et al. (2008) are building tools for users to better express their feelings in
online interactions. These researchers indicate that the identification of emotion allows
heightened personal communication.28 The research of Shami et al. (2008) focuses on
the measurement of affect in HCI, ‘going beyond the individual’ (p. 3901) to group
expression, and is compatible with the aims of this research and with collaborative
aesthetics.
There are several texts that provide schema which, combined with the analysis of social
roles in ArtSci collaboration, were used to develop character categories for the neural
network component of the visualisation tool.

Picard (1998) provides a review of

primary and secondary emotion, and proposes and tests their quantifiable elements.
Psychology texts by Ekman (2003, 1999, 1987), Tomkins (1962, 1982) and Plutchick
(1979) are enlightening in relation to forms of emotion. Lazarus (1991) sets out a
blueprint for the emotional and character-analysis functions of CodeZebraOS. Research
by Scherer & Giles (1979) that explores the impact of social roles and contexts on
affective expression in speech (and by extension chat) is foundational. An edited
edition by Scherer (1988) and published research by Johnson-Laird and Oatley (1989)
add information on the role of cultural difference in emotional expression and leads to
the conclusion that context and culture must be part of any AI system purported to treat
affect.

28

They also encounter challenges in measuring emotion similar to those described in the PhD research.
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CodeZebraOS provides a visual analysis of emotional cues as a means to heighten
creative exchange. A simple neural network was built to allocate patterns based on
analysis of each posting.

Chapter Five provides a look-up table, with a criteria

framework for text analysis of postings and resulting patterns, as well as game
assignments for character types and associated emotions.
The neural network filters each posting, measuring it against a set of criteria using
common qualities in postings, such as length, use of quotation and of various kinds of
punctuation, open-ended questions, capitalisation and brackets. The decision to use a
neural network strategy was a secondary consideration to the primary idea of
representing different affective styles in a posting.
Approaches to AI were subjects of several summits at the Banff New Media Institute
(1997-2008) and the archives for these are referenced. In How Images Think, Burnett
(2005) discusses the ways that the process of visualisation brings the unseen into being
and creates meaning from data, providing an overall guiding context for the practice of
visualisation and design. It covers theories of intelligence, human and machine,
illuminating neural networks and other intelligent systems. Sack (2007) is a useful
integration of cognition theories, social and Digital Media Studies.

Prefiguring

Cyberculture (2002) by Tufts, Jonson and Cavallero considers concepts that led to the
emergence of AI and HCI research.
Understanding neural networks at the conceptual level is made possible through
historical overviews such as that of Arbib (2004), through Abdi, Valentin & Edelman’s
(1999) Neural Networks, through Basu’s (1997) explication of neural networks and data
mining, through Bosque’s (2002) introductory text, through Jesan’s (2003) ‘The Neural
Approach to Pattern Recognition’ and, by Jesan and Lauro, ‘Human Brain and Neural
Network Behaviour: A Comparison’ (2004). The text Programming Collective
Intelligence by Segaran (2008) is an invaluable source. Segaran (2007) provides a
contemporary application of neural network theory to social media or ‘collective
intelligence’ (p. 3), with many relevant applications including search engines and other
information-parsing applications. He explains computational as well as conceptual
strategies for social media, and updates our understanding of the capacities of neural
networks for predictive and analytic work.
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1.8.4

Programming Languages

CodeZebraOS makes use of a variety of interconnected programming languages. It was
necessary, as a researcher and project director, to understand the fundamental concepts
behind these tools albeit as a non-programmer. Core Java Volume I: Fundamentals
(2008) by Horstmann and Cornell is an excellent overview text – not only about JAVA
and its versions but about object-oriented software in general. He also explains the
relationship of XML to Java programming. XML in a Nutshell by Harold and Means
(2001) also provides an understanding of how XML is used to create syntax for
databases, and the operations between these and other programs. The Apache Modules
Book by Kew (2007) provides insights into the Web server environment of
CodeZebraOS and explains the module philosophy used in the creation of the server
environment and database. This book, read side-by-side with The Apache Tomcat
downloads and documentation found at the Tomcat Apache Web site (Turk. et al.,
2008), completes the software overview for the existing version of CodeZebraOS. SQL
in a Nutshell by Kline, Kline and Hunt (2004) provides an understanding of how objects
in the database were addressed.
Future strategies could use Ruby on Rails (Hansson et al., 2008) as a tool with which to
construct the application scaffold. Research showed that Ruby on Rails would support a
Flash/Actionscript interface with XML handling communications with the server. The
tool could also be rebuilt with a contemporary version of JAVA or Flex which has a
plug-in for data visualisation. The Flash Version Eight manual, Macromedia Flash 8 by
Ulrich (2006) was valuable to an understanding of how Flash has evolved and the
possibilities for its use as design technology for future versions of the CodeZebraOS.
Reas and Fry (2007) provide insights about their software in Processing and Greenberg
(2007) shares methods in the artist-friendly Processing: Creative Coding and
Computational Art, a text that also links visual strategies back to the aesthetics of
specific software. Processing is also an alternate route for a future build. Such possible
future directions are addressed in the conclusions of the thesis.
1.9

Technical Development and Software Strategies

CodeZebraOS went through four major phases and prototyping activities.

This

researcher directed all phases and activity and led the collaboration, and also undertook
the analysis. One prototype was built in an early version of Java and three in Java 1.4.
These operate on Windows and Linux platforms.

A cross-platform storyboard
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prototype was built in Flash. Games in Prototypes Three and Four were built with
various programs, including Java, Director and Adobe Actionscript. This decision made
integration challenging, but at the time as it was not possible to build games effectively
in Java. The history of prototype and game development is discussed at greater length in
Chapter Five. CodeZebraOS uses a mass-and-spring system. This system supports nlevels of individually addressable springs, allowing the tool to have different classes of
forces acting on nodes.
CodeZebraOS divides the task of facilitating online communication into two main
areas: back-end systems that analyse and draw relationships within the data, and frontend systems which visualise the information and encourage users to explore new ways
of interacting with the data and one another, while supporting the learning process.
CodeZebraOS is designed as a series of libraries and modules, which allows the
engineering team to easily improve and add to the tool at any stage of the cycle.
The server runs in a three-tiered architecture, using industry-standard open source
components and a one-hundred-percent pure, custom Java built by the CodeZebraOS
engineering team. CodeZebraOS uses an Apache front-end for HTTP service,
communicating through a JBoss application-server to a Tomcat servlet-engine and a
PostgreSQL database. All communication with the client is conducted through a
common XML protocol, which is then translated into an internal data-model for
processing.
When development began in 2001, Java was the most malleable software available to
manage graphics, data rates and server communication through the XML protocol. New
versions were built on top of original code.
1.10

The CodeZebra Method

The creation process for each phase of CodeZebraOS drew upon elements of agile
computing, participatory design and artistic improvisation. Additionally, requirements
were established through observation, research, and agile development. A brainstorming
workshop was held to delineate that phase of the development path, including:
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•

the production of paper or electronic sketches and prototypes;

•

the software build, often making use of distributed contributors, and
documentation of that phase of development;

•

regular improvisations en charrette and team meetings to work out
aspects of the tool, when possible through its use (Muller & Kuhn,
1993; Schuller & Namioka, 1993).

This phase was followed by usability and technical testing. Evaluation of the tool,
including as a public event, also took place. Launch events sometimes engaged
performers and audiences in the evaluation of CodeZebraOS. The PhD thesis reviews
lessons from this phase and presents details of usability testing events.
Participatory design developed as a method to engage end-users in the imaginative and
systematic designs of technologies that hold potential to influence their lives. Muller &
Kuhn (1993), Schuller & Namioka (1993), Muller (2003) in a critical reflection,
Wakkary (2003), and Fischer (2004) all provide guidance and case studies. Participatory
design is closely aligned with participatory action research and collaborative inquiry as
delineated by Bray et al. (2000). Hybrid forms of design that engage cross-disciplinary
teams of expert users, programmers and designers have emerged during the tool
development, aligning with extreme programming, ‘hack fests’, and design charrettes.
Theatre and choreographic improvisations developed character types for patterns in the
tool, non-technological game play led to the language games embedded there, and
conversational improvisations produced the structure of topics within the conversation
mapping tool. Engineers, software programmers, interface designers, sociologists,
choreographers, dramaturges and the artist-researcher all participated in these
improvisations, using role-playing methods that are part of the design toolkit. As Boess
(2008) demonstrates, these methods have long been part of participatory action
research, with its roots in forum theatre, as also suggested by Mienczacakowski and
Morgan (2002).
Usenet groups, forums and chat transcripts were scoured to find common patterns of
speech and emotional reactions. Speech patterns were imagined in correspondence to
the animal traits of the CodeZebra Project characters. The resulting differentiation of
posting personalities was translated into look-up tables and tested for use in the AI.
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The team made use of CodeZebraOS for its own communications en charrette. This
meant that not only were they acting as expert-users in testing but also that a body of
data (a corpus) was created with the use of CodeZebraOS. This corpus, retained in the
database, can be analysed and used to train the neural network.
Recent usability tests in 2008 in London and Dublin have focused on the experience and
possible applications for CodeZebraOS, and also consider users’ perceptions of variable
aesthetics in Java Prototypes Two, Three and Four and in the Flash Prototype. Tests of
games in CodeZebraOS also took place. The results correspond to findings from earlier
trials. Field notes and video documentation from the series of usability trials have been
analysed and are discussed in detail in Chapter Four.
Along with usability testing, the programmers undertook technical testing. Functional
testing (Halili, 2008) established whether components of the tool worked according to
its specifications. Performance testing (Bansode, 2007a, 2007b) allowed the checking
of quantitative issues, such as the speed of graphics rendering and the relationship of
this to bandwidth, of scalability with numbers of users and of interoperability.
Compatibility testing (Ort, 2001, 2008) also occurred to check whether the Java tool
would work with various operating systems.
Strategies to measure, analyse and represent affect are requirements of the tool design.
Building these has been a core element of the research. Testing the balance of legibility
and usability with an aesthetic strategy that links nature and human experience, which
also captures the feel of an emotive space, was a key design challenge. It was thus
reasonable to prioritise usability testing; the response of users to the tool. Design
aesthetics changed over time, in response to findings from usability tests and to
technical research challenges.
Conclusions from the CodeZebraOS workshops and trials have been situated within and
compared to the larger efforts of researchers in the field of Data Visualisation and
Social Media.
1.11

Thesis Structure

Chapter One has outlined the overall framework for the thesis and provided a review of
literature that informs the study across disciplines. Chapter Two will review key
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theoretical contributions to the research. Chapter Three provides a comprehensive
overview and analysis of the field of Data Visualisation and places artistic practice
within this context. Social media visualisation is discussed, but conversational
visualisation is noted only briefly, with comparisons with CodeZebraOS explored more
fully in Chapter Four. Chapter Four provides a comparative analysis of conversational
visualisation software systems.

Chapter Five describes the creation of the

CodeZebraOS through participatory design and the development of the CodeZebra
Method – a means of facilitating collaboration within interdisciplinary teams, a
discussion rooted in Chapter Two’s explication of theory and development methods.
Chapter Six provides an overview of the system architecture as it developed during the
project. All this analysis is summarised in the thesis conclusion, which offers this work
to future scholars and practitioners, along with the open source software tool, as a
contribution to knowledge and to the emergent practices of making and sharing
knowledge in new formats.
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Chapter Two: Theory Contributing to CodeZebraOS
2.0

Introduction to the Chapter

Chapter Two discusses and applies two fields of theory – Digital Media Studies (ArtSci)
and Collaboration Studies, each central to the development of CodeZebraOS. The thesis
argues each of these is relevant to Data Visualisation, the third field of this thesis. It
briefly outlines Design Methods Research, to apply this to the CodeZebra Method,
outlined later in the thesis.
judgements.

Perception and knowledge join to make aesthetic

Aesthetics are a crucial element of any work of art, although debates

about aesthetics are also in the background of the sciences. Aesthetics in CodeZebraOS
draws upon a history of artists’ work in relation to technology, industrial society
(Modernism), nature and post-modernism.
This chapter draws upon technology analyses informed by a Digital Media Studies
approach to current techno–culture. This chapter defines interactivity as it is a term and
condition fundamental to CodeZebraOS. It considers the nature of roles in the online
environment, pointing out the prevalence of role-play, and briefly noting contributions
to online performance from the arts, relating these to the decision to include role-play in
CodeZebraOS.
This chapter emphasises findings on the importance of conversation in collaboration,
including recent thinking on the role of conversation within knowledge management, as
CodeZebraOS is designed to enhance collaborative communication taking place through
online media. This chapter notes the importance of affect (the nuances of emotion,
gesture, bodily stance) in collaboration and in conversation. Artists draw on affect as
well as visual knowledge to create powerful works, making artistic practice relevant to
the design of emotionally aware tools. Theory drawn from Collaboration Studies29
Sociology, Psychology and Cognitive Science is considered, here to discover what
might be measured in conversation and ways of analysing emotions to facilitate
creativity. Analysis is applied to conversational dynamics and the roles that individuals
and groups play when in dialogue. Research relevant to understanding emotion in the

29

Readers are referred to the chart in the Introduction for citations of my related earlier published
research in the field of collaboration studies.
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field of Social Media is discussed here. Findings from the cognitive sciences are shared
here, germane to the discussion of the field of Data Visualisation in Chapter Three.
This chapter describes design as a creative process, drawing on affect as well as reason.
It defines Design Methods Research and explains resources from that field that form
tools within the CodeZebra Method, including the charrette, participatory design,
sketching and scenarios.

The chapter connects artistic techniques such as theatrical

improvisational and movement improvisation, known as body-storming, to the PhD
research. It also provides, for purposes of this research, a definition of the waterfall
software development paradigm, and discusses forms of testing relevant to it.
2.1

ArtSci

It is the potential for collaboration between artists and scientists that fuels the ongoing
work of the CodeZebra Project. Informing CodeZebraOS are many dialogues between
artists, scientists and philosophers of science. Readings on emergent and biological
aesthetics have a key place in the project on a number of fronts. Cognitive science, a
field that melds many scientific disciplines and finds recent expression in technology
design, also includes theories of evolution.

Separations and continuities between

animals, humans and machines have become relevant to the modelling of intelligent
systems. CodeZebraOS aimed to provide support for a post-human perspective, that is,
an attempt to understand the world from the perspective of non-human sentience (as
Barad (2008) proposes), as well as whimsical play with its implications. Respect for
Aboriginal cultures and the traditionally holistic views of culture and science within
many First Nations has been a consistent thread in the thinking that emerged in the
project.30
An interest in nature and technology is growing in Digital Media Studies, though in the
early twenty-first century this work was fairly unique in its treatment of zoomorphism
rather than anthropomorphism.31 These concerns became points of departure for the
aesthetic and representational strategies.

30

Several of my published articles (see chart in Introduction) research the parallels and differences in
practice and aesthetics in Aboriginal and Western digital media art.
31

Virtual world and installation projects by Diana Domingues (2002-2008, 2006) are exceptions.
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2.1.1

Zoomorphism

De Landa’s 1993 essay Virtual Environments and the Emergence of Synthetic Reason32
provided an early rational for the choice of the zebra pattern as a fundamental metaphor.
De Landa (2000) uses the zebra and its evolution to explain population theories in
biology. The zebra’s adaptive traits existed along ancestral lines and accumulated under
population pressures in a process dependent on contingency, ‘Only the variation is real
and the ideal type a mere shadow’ (p.796).

He says, ‘This shift in thought has

eliminated reductionism and instead validated complexity, emergent principles and
connectionism’ (p. 797) in the life sciences. At the same time, the general variability of
the zebra sustains its identity. Goodwin (2001), in How the Leopard Got His Spots: The
Evolution of Complexity, concurs that ‘organisms … must be understood as dynamical
systems with distinctive properties that characterise their living state’ (2001, p. 3). De
Landa, Haraway (2004) and Latour (2008) focus on stability, in which the optimal
solution to problems posed by environment is selected, rather than fitness. Their work
inspired metaphors for CodeZebraOS, a tool attempting to link the zoomorphic with
silicon, and represent the ebb and flow of conversation while remaining a stable system.
Goodwin states, ‘Organisms are like water fountains: the form remains the same but the
material of which it is composed flows through it changing constantly’ (p. 37).
Haraway (2004) contributes three helpful directions to continue this discussion of
biology. Haraway examines the ways that humans become hybrids of the technologies
they use, extending the notion of the ‘third space’ and hybridity into the production of
new forms of social, cultural and physical expression, as technology becomes an actor
within human subjectivity and agency. Haraway critiques genetics and population
science that take a constructivist perspective on the representation of knowledge. Like
De Landa (1993), she conjoins the worlds of carbon technologies (biological) and
silicon (digital). Finally, she suggests that human culture needs to reconcile with earth’s
other biological forms.
Like Goodwin, Haraway expresses apprehension about current research and the
commercial focus on the genome that is expressed in ‘end-of-the-millennium regimes of
biological knowledge and power, specifically if human nature is embodied, literally, in
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Published in Dery (2003).
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an odd thing called a genetic database’ (2006, p 263). She warns about the weight of
collection practices and design intentions by science within this loaded space, where
indigenous rights and issues of survival of living human cultures are at play, ‘Genomics
is neither taxidermy nor the reconstruction practices of the new anthropology’ (p.
266).33 Given the growing importance of the field of Data Visualisation in representing
genomic and other biometric data, Haraway’s and Goodwin’s voices sound a cautionary
note. Strategies for bioinformatics representation that might emerge from the hybrid
practices of artists, designers, biological scientists and computer scientists need to take
living organisms (including human organisms) and the social relations of their life
circumstances into account.
Haraway’s third contribution is studies of ‘companion species’, which extend her work
on technologies. Humans need to ‘rethink control at the heart of the cyborg’ (2004, p
315), to see the ways that humans become hy-‘bred’, that is, co-evolved with the
creatures that they domesticate or imagine. Haraway extends this to creatures in the wild
that are affected by human incursion.34 The dramaturgical improvisations used to
develop CodeZebraOS find rationale in Haraway’s dictum when she writes that, ‘the
point is to engage ‘ontological choreography’ in the yearning for a more liveable and
lively companion relationships across all kinds, human and non-human’ (Haraway,
2004, p. 16). Haraway asks that we remember there are living organisms and complex
and vulnerable systems in our environment,
Here we have situated co-constitution with inherited pasts, of many kinds,
rather than dialectical unity. i.e. situatedness displaces teleology
analytically and morally…there is no way out, especially in terms of
extraterrestrial projects of man (species) evolving towards bodylessness.
(Haraway, 2004, p. 316)
In other words, an integrated body-and-mind approach, along with a realisation of the
materiality of digital culture and design, is imperative. This is not to suggest that only
one continuous identity is formed through these processes, but rather that the physical
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Cyberfeminism by Kember (2003) was helpful as a reference. Kember outlines the ways that the culture
of genomics can lead to the elimination of diversity. She considers popular culture expressions such as
Creatures in the context of contemporary science.
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The zebra was chosen as a symbol in part because the species successfully resisted domestication by
the Masai and zebra populations remain relatively stable, co-existing with humans (McClintock, 1976).
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world both remains present and can be transformed by the digital. This sentiment is
echoed in debates about aesthetic strategies in the field of Data Visualisation.
In Meeting the Universe Halfway (2007) Barad, a physicist and a constructivist
philosopher of science argues that while science is constructed through discourse,
publication and debate, it still makes meaning of the material world. An engagement
with science must blend a belief in a material and sometimes-invisible real world with
its own mediated representations through its many instruments and discourses. Barad
(2007) states this perspective as follows, ‘the objects of knowledge are the agents in the
production of knowledge’ (p. 88). Barad challenges the traditional role of perspective
and the domination of the visual in Western science. She (2008) directs us to the pointof-view of non-human creatures, in particular the brittle starfish or echinoderms,
because of their complex non-visual sensory capacities.35 She suggests that we respect
and imagine their multi-sensory ways of sensing and knowing. Goodwin describes this
as a biology with ‘a new vision of our relationship to organisms and with nature in
general’ (2001, p. 232).
CodeZebraOS uses voronoi/clonal mosaic patterns, connected to a mass-and-spring
system, to induce a sense of continual bodily movement, beyond the visual, a flux that
can ‘follow the flow of matter’ in an intuitive or affective manner, through technology
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1989, p. 409). The ebb and flow is meant to echo or create effects
parallel to reaction diffusion patterns in biology, organic and inorganic chemistry or
phenomena in physics. At the same time, CodeZebraOS brings to conversation data a
metaphor from nature that makes sense in its context – the surging and clustering
tendencies of human social processes.
Goodwin begins a discussion about the important role of play in biological systems.
Play is where less goal-directed behaviour is observed in animals; ‘the richest, most
varied and unpredictable set of motions’ (p. 193). Play-theorist Sutton-Smith (2001)
argues that play is the pre-eminent means to take human society to a higher order of
problem solving and experience. Both the scientist (Goodwin) and communications-

35

‘Echinoderms are characterized by radial symmetry…they have no heart, brain, nor eyes, but some
brittle stars seem to have light sensitive parts on their arms.’ (Zubi, 2008)
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studies theorist (Sutton-Smith) draw the same lessons for human knowledge and
creativity. The former has observed animal play, the latter human play. Goodwin’s
worldview presupposes the need for ‘a developmental social environment in which
individuals can realise their potential through play and relationships’ (2001, p. 219).
Observation of the role of play in provoking insight was a key element of the Banff
Method (Diamond, 2005), and had a direct impact in the inclusion of language games
into CodeZebraOS. CodeZebraOS creates the possibility for humans to cross a barrier
into the zoomorphic, using animistic play.
2.1.2

Realism and Truth

Debates about ‘truth’ and what, if anything constitutes reality, are embedded in the arts
and the sciences. Godfrey-Smith (2003) outlines two key aspects of scientific realism.
The first, common sense, is a universal shared world of perception, which acts as a
naturalised version of realism. Hence aligning discovery with ‘common sense’, is seen
by scientific realists as the correct and direct goal of science. The second related tenant
of realism is that the actual and reasonable aim of science is,
… to give us accurate descriptions and other representations of what
reality is like … This project includes giving us accurate descriptions of
aspects of reality that are unobservable. (Godfrey-Smith, 2003, p.177)
The empirical world and its description through analysis thus becomes of paramount
importance. In any instrumental design practice, the roots of teleological thinking stem
in part from this history.
The goal of description and analysis is often cited as making the invisible visible (Fry,
2007; Tufte, 2001). Instrumental representation in the service of common sense
becomes a goal of scientific visualisation. However, even if there is agreement that the
notion of data is itself a construction, the question remains: a construction of what?
Debates regarding scientific realism have included a growing recognition that the
observer – whether an instrument or a human, has an impact on the means of expressing
the data for an experiment. Constructivist analyses show how reportage has shaped the
ways that results are reported, choices in the use of evidence and ultimately, conclusions
drawn.
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Hacking (1999, 2002), a philosopher of science, argues that taking history seriously, and
seeing styles of scientific reasoning as subject to change and evolution, is compatible
with an understanding that phenomena outside of the human mind and of human
perception also exist. Scientific constructs are used to understand natural processes that
are independent of human activity, yet these constructs also have an impact on it. Barad
and Hacking balance constructivist arguments with an endorsement of objectivity, albeit
one constantly mediated by the tools of scientific perception and human reasoning.
Barad (2007) declares that there is not a one-to-one relationship between the ontology
of the world and its discovery, as is claimed by ‘the traditional realist’ (p 41). Scientific
knowledge is constructed, hence its epistemic legacies must always be acknowledged.
Yet equally, she urges, pay attention to empirical research, as it produces ontological
knowledge.

The ‘common-sense’ view of Nature is continually entangled in the

theoretical and experimental practices that mark its description, as is human society.36
This tension will play out in the dialogues about truth and subjectivity in Data
Visualisation. Hence even if nature is independent of human control, there are no
human-independent discoveries about nature, ‘there are cultural and natural causes for
knowledge claims’ (p. 40).
Discovery must be ever reconsidered in its changing social and technological contexts.
As noted above, the context of knowledge includes the impact of changes in the
instruments of discovery (Latour, 1983), and/or changes in the tools used for the
expression and argumentation of scientific knowledge. The gathering of data and their
representation are two points of mediation. Current tools to represent data now include
cinematic animation as Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson (2001) demonstrate. It is
essential to note that there is still a referent in the material processes of the world (social
or natural) that is at the root of data collection. Data visualisations are a bridge between
the empirical world and the viewer.
Debates around ‘nature’ and aesthetic and scientific realism play out when artists and
designers represent the invisible world. What license is there to represent the fullerene
as singing cells as in Vesna’s nanotechnology work (2007)? Not surprisingly, given the
variable education and philosophical traditions of the participants, such debates
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See Kember (2003) for a closely related discussion of artificial life, gender constructs and concepts of
nature.
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emerged in discussions between programmers, social scientists and designers at the
CodeZebraOS brainstorms and workshops.
2.2

Cognitive Science

Cognitive science studies and codifies the ways in which humans perceive and process
visual and other sensory information, often in relation to computer technologies.
Cognitive science is applied in interface design and in the vast field of AI, including the
design of neural networks, hence it is discussed here.
Philosophical debates in Cognitive Science have had an impact on software design for
data visualisation. Cognitive Science began as a field in 1943–1953. It underlies and
parallels the rise of cybernetics. Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1993) conjecture that,
‘the basic concept that the brain is an information-processing device that responds
selectively to features of the environment remains as the core of modern neuroscience’
(p. 44). In the information processing model, stages of perception occur as the brain
picks up visual information through the retina, through neurons in the cortex, then to the
brain for processing into ‘conceptual categorisation, memory associations, and
eventually action’ (p. 44).
Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1993), describe two trends in cognitive science. The first
focused on information processing as symbolic computation, which is the rule-based
manipulation of symbols including natural language, a framework closely aligned with
computational linguistics – understood as ‘neo-Encyclopediaists’ (Sack, 2007, p. 194).
It engaged sequential rules, one at a time. A goal of this cognitivist school was to create
expert systems with built-in logic. They state:
… computational theory is the implementation of a cognitive or intention
based model in a program that is run on a computer…the semantic model
is instantiated in a physical symbol system: the computer code is in turn
instantiated and interpreted by the physical computing device. (Luger et
al. 1994, p. 595)
The second school are connectionists, existential computational phenomenologists, who
have moved back to ‘the brain as the main source of metaphors and ideas’ (Varela,
Thompson & Rosch, 1993). The approach depends on building connections into global
properties from the ground up – the system and its history are one and the same.
‘Emergent properties’, a product of self-organisation, are intended to align with
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cognitive capacities and task-solving. The mind is no longer an input-output device but
rather an autonomous network.
Intention or teleology – the belief that all things are designed or capable of being
designed and that all action has purpose or usefulness – has been viewed by AI
researchers as something hard-wired into human behaviour, and through feedback,
teleological motives are attributed to machines. Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1993),
while embracing notions of intentionality in design, do so as a process of bringing a
world into being without determining its outcomes. Cognition is ‘a history of structural
couplings that bring forth a world … through a network consisting of multiple levels of
interconnected, sensory-motor sub-networks’, that is successful when it ‘becomes part
of an ongoing existing world (as the young of every species do) or shapes a new one (as
happens in evolutionary history)’ (p. 207). Varela’s model takes into account ‘the
phenomenological mind’ or experience and looks at how humans learn – for example,
through meditation – to alter perceptions.
Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1993) draw on evolutionary biology to reject notions of
fitness and optimal adaption. They adopt a ‘proscriptive model’ in which diversity is
‘woven into the basic constraint of maintaining a continuous lineage’ (p. 195) and ‘the
evolutionary process both shapes and is shaped by the coupling with the environment’
(p. 195). There is a ‘complicative’ (p. 195) relationship between inner and outer causal
factors. This represents newer connectionist thinking and also enjoins them to consider
difference. Vision brings together the brain’s ability to manage
Form (shape, size, rigidity), surface properties (colour, texture, specular
reflectance, transparency), three-dimensional spatial relationships
(relative positions, three-dimensional orientation in space, distance) and
three-dimensional movement (trajectory, rotation). (Varela, Thompson
and Rosch, 1993, p. 162)
Aspects of perception of one element are dependent on others. In their study of colour,
they tie cognition back to culture. For example, they state that because understandings
are culturally learned, categories, such as colour perception, are not assumed to be
objective. They prove that ‘lexical classifications of colour can affect subjective
judgments of similarity’ (p.171).

This links perception and linguistic categories

together. Such an approach to cognitive science requires a mix of intrinsic and extrinsic
factors in understanding the mind and allows a better understanding of cultural
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diversity. Sensory cognition remains of critical importance in forming judgments, and
hence aligns with the need for aesthetics in the field of Data Visualisation that take
these processes into account.
The connectionist model is often associated with neural network design. Examples
include memory systems (Jeson & Laurie, 2003); pattern recognition networks (Jeson,
2004) and search engines (Segaran, 2007). Other models of emergent behaviour stem
from ALife and are less concerned with human logic; for example, bio-networking
architecture (Ngyuen, Nagano & Suda, 2004).
According to Bakhshi, Schneider and Walker, human processes are complex,
ambiguous and fragmentary, operating within social systems that tend towards inertia
(2008, p. 6). Luger et al. (1994) argue that mechanisms of creating representations
through computation must use a mixed model, in which structural parallels with a
distributed character, associate abstract (rational, empirical) features with experiential
models (affective, deductive). In part this addresses Roy’s (2000) concern that the
connectionist model leaves gaps in modelling human non-local learning, or global
learning, and learning that occurs over time.
CodeZebraOS was designed as an environment that would link rational and affective
processes. CodeZebraOS retained engagement with syntactic analysis and symbolic AI,
using the measurement of specific kinds of grammars to build a neural network
patterning system. The project used English language as its base when searching for a
means to quantify emotion and create graphic visual images – an acknowledged limit in
respect to cultural difference. Usability testing included cognitive factors. It determined
that users enjoyed an aesthetic that successfully suggested a living, emerging force.
Testing also determined that if possible, different groups of users wanted to create their
own visual skinning system.
2.2

Aesthetics

Aesthetics structure experiences in formal perceptual ways and provide interpretive
tools with which to construct meanings (Fry, 2007). This thesis argues that aesthetics
are fundamental, not additive. The Executive Creative Director of AvenueA/Razorfish
has noted a sea change in digital technology in which customers assume usability,
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looking beyond it to the ‘tone’ or ‘personality’ of an object or experience (Crump, 2008,
p. 31).
Mathews (2004) is typical of designers (Tufte, 2001) who argue that the allegiance of
aesthetics must foremost be to functionality and ease of use.37 Some artists have focused
on deconstruction in order to critique seamless design. White states,
Clear links and instructions about the interface are replaced by glitches
and misleading directions that only some spectators will understand. Net
art quotes and performs failures while keeping a precarious relationship
with functionality. (White, 2006, p 111)
Interventions of this nature could be read as an inference of Brecht’s (1964) alienation
or estrangement effect that uses montage and curvilinear story-telling (1974), meant to
provoke the realisation on the part of viewers that technologies are malleable and
designed not given.
As an alternate strategy that aspires to inspire insight, data visualisation may require
complex beauty, not simplification, combined with attention to ease of use. Fishwick et
al. (2005) use case studies to prove that 'aesthetics in computing are broader than the
purely cognitive dimension… beauty becomes a fundamental property in the exchange
within ArtSci’ (p. 133). Prophet notes the ways that her collaboration with a medical
researcher, mathematician and a computer scientist was premised on the notion, ‘that
artists can ‘imagine’ scientific and mathematical theories and thereby influence the
development of scientific, mathematical, and computer science research and their
associated aesthetics’ (2005, p.136). Tracktinsky & Zmiri (2005) prove through their
research on users’ use of skinning technologies that aesthetic judgement, including
visual and emotional pleasure is as critical as functionality in visual understanding. Lee
(2007) argues that user interface design must integrate form and function, rather than
accept such a timeworn polarisation.
Burnett and Muller use the notion of the ‘third space’, borrowed from Bhabha (1994):
‘the border or boundary region between two domains – two spaces – is often a region of
overlap or hybridity’ (Muller, p. 4).

The idea becomes valuable in describing
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Kant (2000) is valued by some branches of cognitive science and HCI as he is seen as placing aesthetic
judgment as secondary to other more utilitarian judgements.
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experiences of individuals in relation to technology. Burnett (2005) offers the
explanation that part of the power of the ‘third space’ of technology-mediated
experience is the need to learn the system and to aggregate knowledge within the
process of play. The same may be true of gaining visual understanding while navigating
multivariate data sets. What may be necessary is an aesthetics that allows users to exert
agency through learning a system.
The notion that aesthetics help to construct a sense of social order is taken up by
Bourdieu (1987), who explored the role of social values of taste, beauty, form and
function as a means of creating social consensus. Doxa are points of confluence and
rupture. Notions of a social aesthetic are appropriate for the methodology of
CodeZebraOS, where the cumulative behaviours of individuals create collective
systems. These systems include individuals but are also distinctive and qualitatively
different than those of individuals.

A fundamental criticism of realist notions of

common sense is that these are static and fail to comprehend the value that cultural
difference brings, driving rather towards homogenisation and ‘group-think’ (Bray et al.,
2000, p. 105), with a consequent reduction of problem-solving capabilities.
Collaboration Studies researchers indicate that a mix of cohesion and dissonance is
needed for discovery to emerge. This is produced through boundary objects (Fischer,
2004) such as terms, artefacts and even technologies that emerge as new doxa and act as
negotiated bridges between disciplines and across cultures.
Burnett (2005) and Muller (2003) suggest that aesthetics should bridge cultural
differences, yet also support new, hybrid expressions. Daniels (2007) directs practices to
a social aesthetic appropriate to emergent social media and incorporates the ways that
groups represent themselves as they change over time. Such a notion, of an emergent
aesthetic that produces a democratic but not universal common sense, is echoed by Sack
(2007). He argues that a workable approach to aesthetics for Internet design must ‘take
into account the fact that common sense is being produced and changed through the
conversation itself’ (p. 187).
Process infers time-based experience. This medium, time, is sometimes described in art
and design processes as the fourth dimension. Deleuze (1989) and Hansen (2004) argue
for an aesthetics that is appropriate to the temporal experiences of digital media. Digital
media, like films, create opportunities for humans to experience time and space in ways
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that stretch and extend their existing physical apparatus.38 Rather than suggest that these
are separate from the object, aesthetics is mediated between the body and its object in a
continual flow or ‘becoming’ (1981, p. 198).
Digital Media Studies have proffered the notion of context as an aesthetic frame. In
Context Creators Paul & Vesna (In Press) designate the ways that artists define their
practice as creating the context or structure (such as tools) for others to add content to.
Fry (2007) argues that digital design strategy must derive from the context of use rather
than purely from a malleable data set.
Context variability diverges from scientific realism and notions of essential, invisible
structures awaiting discovery that were cardinal to the aesthetics of Modernism (Kuhn,
1970). However, within the practice of data visualisation there are counter claims for a
return to formalist and structuralist representations in order to manifest the essence of
data. At times abstract imagery is used with the intention of disclosing the technological
infrastructure of digital media, including the Internet; in other instances, abstraction
represents an exploration of data as a new medium. The thinking behind these practices
aligns with scientific notions of a reality and its essence awaiting revelation through the
researcher’s practice and documentation, although data, in overwhelming and
unknowable quantity are at times conflated with Nature and mystery. This is distinct
from the far less static concept of ‘becoming’ that Deleuze (1989) favours; in which
designed or natural systems are both in a process of continual emergence, or, taking
Haraway’s (2004) word, co-emergence.
2.2.1

Natural Patterns

The Arts and Craft Movement of the late nineteenth century sought to reconnect the
domestic with a discourse about nature and its position within industrial society. It
made use of natural patterns to create warm interior design, architecture and fabrics.
Gonzalez-Crisp sees a transformative twenty-first century bridge into ’…rational
design. The decorational finds pride in craft, joy in materials (our material is digital, our
digital is material)’ (2003, p. 100). The aesthetic of CodeZebraOS takes up a decorative
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In Cinema Two (1989) Deleuze suggests to scientists that the human brain has changed because of its
twentieth-century immersion in filmic and other temporal media.
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and domestic aesthetic in which the decorative slyly signifies the importance of emotion
and intimacy for conversational software tools.39
Yet an uncritical use of natural patterns is problematical. In ancient times, Plato and
Aristotle, as well as Santayana, began the discussion of aesthetics in art and architecture
by celebrating symmetry, which they saw as the fundamental pattern of nature.
Anderson’s (1998) ‘Beauty and the Paradigm’ indicates that Western science embraces
symmetry, balance and perspective as fundamental values. Grammer (2000) poses direct
relationships between evolution and symmetry (beauty attracts beauty), suggesting that
symmetry is a sign of higher order evolution. Yet Darwin himself argued that nature did
not bias towards symmetry or beauty. He said, ‘It is certainly not true that there is in the
mind of man any universal standard of beauty with respect to the human body’ (2002, p.
89). Complexity theorists state that symmetry is a simple state. When symmetrical
forms break into a morphological cascade the development of complex systems and
their understanding can occur (Goodwin 2001, p.111).
Hegel postulated the need for a qualitative understanding of beauty, rather than a
quantitative one, challenging some aspects of scientific realism or essentialism. The
notion of an unconscious and shared ‘natural’ aesthetic can be a problematic
construction, as any survey of contemporary international art practice quickly suggests
as art is bound by differentiation.

In this view beauty is relational and contextual,

constructed through the complex intertwining of object, maker and viewer. These
arguments require a located maker and viewer and militate against totalising notions of
symmetry as fundamental to beauty. Postmodernism has favoured the asymmetrical; the
discursive, confrontational, discordant, out-of-balance.40
Evidence indicates that cultural perspectives vary. Traditional Japanese aesthetics
incorporate imperfection or imbalance. Kenko, originally writing in 1283, states,
‘uniformity is undesirable. Leaving something incomplete makes it seem interesting’
(1988, p 4). The viewer completes the image to find perfection. This argument works
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This look can be read as an anti-Modernist as the decorative use of natural patterns and materials was
seen by Le Corbusier as anti-technological and anti-Modernist, identified with excess, locality and
interiority.
40

Postmodernism gravitates towards peripheral expressions assuming that these boundaries would shine
light from the periphery onto a polished centre.
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well with interactive media that requires audience participation, and with work that does
not resolve, but rather poses possibilities or questions. Social symmetries are reshaped
by context and may evolve into asymmetrical patterns.
CodeZebraOS, in its aesthetic, attempts to merge postmodern with scientific notions of
beauty. CodeZebraOS, according to users, puts notions of symmetry back into play. In
CodeZebraOS instances of dialogue interact with the tool to develop emergent lateral
shapes in which the voronoi/clonal mosaic patterns produced reordering, where
symmetry was completed through the constant reordering of asymmetrical forms by the
system.
2.2.2

Play

Play is a means to engage affect, a method of evolving complex behaviours, according
to Goodwin (2001) and Sutton-Smith (2001). Play can be highly creative, including the
use of sub-games, fantasy and physical interaction. Role-play and the use of roles within
play are both central to the operations of CodeZebraOS, which assumes levels of
unconscious spontaneous behaviour. Play is seen by evaluators of participatory design
experiences (Gardner, 2008; Muller, 2003) as a means to extract individuals from their
social roles and engage individuals and groups across language barriers and professional
cultures. The reasons for this ability originate with the process of play itself. SuttonSmith suggests that playfulness is recognisable by a sense of immersion. Such a
positive loss of a sense of linear time can be a shared experience, akin to flow in groupplay and in games, which are also forms of social collaboration. Sutton-Smith describes
play as the back and forth between collaborators, whether children or adults. Hence,
some forms of play can build consensus according to theorists of knowledge
management (Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson, 2001).
Play has an improvisational quality. It occurs within a boundary. Play has a limited rule
set, unlike games, which tend to be structured. In computer games, boundaries are
designed, within the capacities and characteristics of the technology. Burnett (2005)
describes computer-assisted play as entry into a third, immersive space, one not fully
controlled by human agency, hence with unpredictable dimensions. CodeZebraOS
attempts to incorporate a sense of play, while allowing alternate forms of immersion
through structured games, some of which are very open-ended.
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2.3

Digital Media Studies

The field of Digital Media Studies is grounded in practice-based work by digital artists
and designers and incorporates philosophy, cultural studies, communications studies
and art history; disciplines that inspire their works. This amalgam of knowledge is then
turned to the analysis of these works. Lyons (2004), Galloway (2004), Galloway and
Thacker (2007) articulate twenty-first century techno-culture as a complex interweave
of heightened – but often invisible – distributed control and surveillance. At the same
time, as Galloway and Thacker (2007) indicate, there are opportunities to create new
kinds of engagement for users and audiences that position these individuals and groups
as participants within a creative process.41
Factors influencing invention include the drive towards innovation that is part of the
era; the constant challenge to systems of control from artists, designers and computer
scientists; the rapid increase in social media users, a population with expectations of an
easy and open flow of interactive digital communications. At the same time, there have
been four decades of scientific, artistic, engineering and design collaboration, often
resulting in breakthroughs in knowledge, as well as in technology. They support a
critical but productive engagement with digital media and techno-culture, within and
outside of the art world. This contradictory environment has set the context for artists
and designers to produce significant new technologies. ‘Software art’ and open source
activities provide examples of protocols for ‘counter protocol practices’ (Thacker, in
Galloway, 2004 p. xxvii). By way of example, the Read Me Festival (Goriunova &
Shulgin, 2003) whose slogan is, ‘say it with software art’ (p.1), is an international online
festival that considers computer code itself and its writing as an art form.
2.3.1

Defining Interactivity

Perhaps the most dramatic cultural shift in the last forty years has been the return to
multi-point, responsive communications. Donath notes that ‘the roots of sociable media
reach back about 4000 years’ (2004, p.1) with the exchange of ‘plaques bearing
personal correspondence’ (p.1). This is the fundamental quality of interactivity. This
return includes major new advances in the use of technologies to create experiences in

41

See chart in the Introduction to this thesis for relevant publications on artists’ collaborative works
countering surveillance.
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which individual users can engage with a medium, either online or on-site. Social
media bring interactivity into a group context, so that participants can engage with
media and each other.
Heeter (2002) describes interaction in human-centred terms as ‘an episode or series of
episodes of physical actions and reactions of an embodied human with the world,
including the environment and objects in that world’ (p. 6). Heeter projects this concept
into virtual systems, with the proviso that communications technologies, ‘limit,
eliminate, and sometimes amplify or alter our normal body input/output perceptions and
interactions’ (p. 7). Hence, ‘the actual realm of interactivity is limited to physical
interaction by the participant and the experience’ (p. 11).
It is useful to add to the concept of interactivity a notion deriving from Latour’s (1999)
rigorous understanding of the role of technologies within networks. Technologies –
including the structure of networks, agents, and data – become elements of agency or
affordances within an interactive system.
Haraway (2004) has provided a wealth of thinking about the ways that humans
hybridize, taking on take on the qualities of machines in ways that endure beyond one
experience.

Humans can take on almost mechanical characteristics and yet also

anthropomorphise machines, exemplifying Haraway’s notion of the cyborg. The
argument that interaction between human cognitive processes, an actor’s subjectivity
and the technology is a third space supports Haraway’s view that we remain embodied,
whatever the virtual space we inhabit. In her understanding of data visualisation,
interactivity is no longer purely a result of human agency; rather it is the result of
multiple actors within a system or environment. The user or player in the interactive
experience moves into a third space between subject and object through the ways that
they internalise the experience with the technology and software.

This emergent

experience is an artefact of construction. It is the product of human imagination and
technology, yet it bears autonomy beyond the control of the designer, the user or the
system itself.

The third space that Latour describes between subject, object and

technology is the site of ‘interactivity, intelligence and creativity’ (Burnett, 2005, p
176). These ideas define the possibility of ‘data agency’ within data subjectivity (human
experiences as described and structured through data).
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Dixon (2007) proposes that there are different levels of interactivity within digital
media. Some forms of interactivity are passive, providing navigation capacity such as
the ability to click on or mouse over material that the user chooses. Others offer the
ability to interact with others while viewing or navigating, or allow users to alter a site
through their activities. Other forms of interactivity privilege the impact of the
information flowing through the site; interactivity is less the impact of human agency
than of the changing data issuing from a stock market feed or a Web cam. In some game
sites or virtual world sites, expert users are encouraged to create levels. On
performance-based sites such as online virtual worlds, participants create avatars and
engage other users in various levels of interaction. Varied levels of interaction can be
found in data visualisations. Some data visualisations, such as They Rule! (On, 2006)
allow the viewer to choose the specific sub-set of data that will be visualised. Levels of
interactivity may vary from relatively passive voting, to more active tagging, to adding
one’s own content in a way that can transform a site, performance or art work
Hybridity or dialogues across and within differences are logically effective, according to
Muller (2003), when they occur between groups. A successful social aesthetic between
differentiated groups would, then, depend on a high level of interactivity, hence
favouring social media. The shift from individual experience to hybrid-group
experiences is precisely the aesthetic challenge that Sack (2007) makes to AI research
and cognitive science. He argues that systems require an aesthetic that allows the
emergence of common and collectively constructed experiences and identities. It is
logical that a high degree of interactivity would be critical to the ability of a tool to
indicate new identities or ‘intersubjectivities’ (Flusser, 1999).

A definition of

interactivity that places primacy on producing group hybridity is useful not only to the
practice of design in computer science and related research cultures, but also generally
to the field of Social Media.
2.3.2

The Analysis of Roles within Techno-culture

In the 1980s and 1990s, social and communications theorists extended a focus on the
constructed nature of experience and an interest in language and semiotics. The last
thirty years have seen shift to the concept of ‘performativity’ (Schechner, 2002) that is
the often-unconscious expression of habitus, doxa or roles. Speech acts, whether
linguistic or gestural, occur in the moment, not always with conscious thought. Hoffman
and Jonas (2005) further describe the performative turn as re-engaging the body. They
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note that ‘academic fields such as philosophy, sociology, linguistics and anthropology
have revisited performance…shifting their eyes from structuralist methods to processes’
(Hoffmann & Jonas, 2005 p. 12). As an analytic tool performativity mixes an awareness
of the role of mediation with a phenomenological interest in process (Schechner, 2002,
p. 110). Schechner further proposes that internalised and distributed surveillance results
in subjects who perform their identities in far more conscious ways than in previous
periods or are seen as performing. Acts of everyday life become performances linked to
self-awareness, surveillance, and constant technological presence. Cultural expressions
such as reality television and many forms of social media, such as YouTube, (Hurley &
Chen, 2007), are evidence of this trend.

Concepts in phenomenology and the

connectionism in cognitive science may align when performativity becomes a function
enabled by the interaction of humans with tools with emergent properties (such as
computer games). It is no surprise that digital media artists have looked towards online
performance as a means to elucidate this rich context.
Metaphors that linked society and performance originated before the twenty-first
century. In the United States, the 1950s witnessed the advent of post-war capitalism,
concomitant with mass media and a self-conscious consumer society. Goffman
proposed that social roles are a form of theatre, and introduced ideas of performance
and ‘social scripting’ (1959, p. 235) to the social sciences. Berger and Luckmann (1967)
go further, as they argue that the institution, with its assemblages of ‘programmed
actions, is like the unwritten libretto of a drama’ (p. 75). The drama relies on the
reiterated performance of ‘prescribed roles by living actors’ (p. 75). The notion of social
scripting is relevant in thinking through the structure of CodeZebraOS, as it is meant to
enable collaboration between individuals from vastly different backgrounds. Cognitive
scientists such as Luger et al. (1994) have relied on ideas of social scripting as one
means to build intelligent systems that capture human scenarios.
Rather than examining roles Bourdieu (1977, 2000) proposes a structural analysis of
social scripting that is embedded in his analysis of behaviours of institutions, advancing
the concept of the habitus, the deeply engrained structures of social norms that inform
our often-unthinking actions. He states that, ‘The Habitus is the result of a series of
moves which are objectively organised as strategies without being the product of
strategic intention’ (p. 73), hence Habitus appear as unchangeable. He argues for the
importance of abandoning an understanding of practices as a ‘teleological description’
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of actions and wilful reactions (p. 73). Habitus govern the ways that invention occurs,
producing new products and concepts that cannot break the boundaries of established
norms, ‘the conditioned and conditional freedom it (habitus) secures is as remote from
a creation of unpredictable novelty as it is from a simple mechanical reproduction of the
initial conditionings’ (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 95).
In Bourdieu’s view, doxa are the systems of classification (within habitus) that
reproduce class, create power relationships and are expressed through places and
actions.

Doxa often cover antagonistic beliefs as these lie between orthodoxy and

heterodoxy and are hence able to absorb most change. 42 Doxa can include daily habits,
roles, expressions and places, including cultural habits and expressions. Latour, in
Aramis, the Love of Technology (1998), in Science in Action (1987) and in his
foundational study with Woolgar (1979), Laboratory Life, establishes that scientists and
technologists create protocols (doxa) that govern what is recognised as knowledge by
their peers and the larger culture. They express these protocols through doxa. Examples
include rules governing the publication of research results or related structures such as
professional associations. Bourdieu (1977) notes that habitus and doxa operating in the
narrow fields of cultural activities, such as art, design or architecture, as domains where
social norms are created, defended ritualised and reified or challenged and transformed
in times of social upheaval. These can have a semi-autonomous and powerful dynamic
within the art world and echo in the larger culture. Examples of doxa may be helpful.
The formation of a district that houses art galleries, and its effects on the local residents
and businesses, the ways people gather at openings in this district, the ways they share
certain fashion codes that indicate their affiliation with visual art, and even art works in
their own right, are expressions of doxa in action.
Although Bourdieu wrote about French society in the last century, these observations
retain relevance in the context of a global culture continually re-formulating doxa. All
manner of idiosyncratic and contradictory forms are at play. The combined thinking of
Berger and Luckmann, Bourdieu, Goffman and Latour form a backdrop for an
understanding of doxa and role-expression on the Internet. The tensions between

42

This notion aligns with Gramsci’s (1971) early twentieth-century concept of hegemony and the ways
that rule under capitalism is sustained by cultural practices that cover fundamental schisms in society.
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corporate and individual media-object taggers within social media serve as a digital
media examples of doxa in transition.
The French Digital Media Studies thinker Cauquelin (1999) agrees with Bourdieu that
doxa can be idiosyncratic, but suggests that rather than reinforcing norms doxa can
provoke ruptures, ‘frappée d’inconsistance, devient changeante, versatile, ambigüe,
comme la notion a laquelle elle tente de s’appliquer: il y a la un effet de contamination
de la pensée par son objet assez remarquable’ (1999 p. 11).43 These practices contrast
with the formal behaviours that Bourdieu described as doxa. Doxa can be productive
transformations that carry the past through ‘les déplacements de limites’ (Cauquelin,
1999, p.13)44, mixing new and old fragments of culture.
Art practices lie between and draw upon doxa, techne, or making and logos, the word
(Anderson, 2008). Cauquelin contributes two key ideas to the ways that ArtSci and
social media are situated in potentially radical ways. The doxa is a place to think, to
work in concert, through shared codes that allow people to communicate, acting as an
alternative to a ‘structure of command’ (1999, p. 61). Art provides shared codes that
permit communication, and are an alternative to logos, the realm of the philosopher.
User groups, amateurs and experts now collaborate online, forming new doxa within the
realm of social media. This reasoning aligns with the argument for a collaborative,
emergent aesthetic for Internet conversations (Daniel, 2007; Sack, 2007).
Cauquelin (1999) warns against ‘techno-doxique’, forced in the name of ‘teckne’ onto
ArtSci (p. 200). Such a technology-driven aesthetic practice could obliterate the history
and variability of art and its embodied references, ‘l’existence d’un corps doxique, de sa
matière – fluide, gazeuse, éthérée? – de ses modes de reproduction – transmission,
propagation, ensemencement, contamination? Envisageant alors de la possibilité d’une
physique’ (p. 67).45 She argues for a practice that is ‘kinesthésiques, tactiles ou
polysensorielles’

46

that ‘permettant d’éprouver le sentiment de la présence de l’autre,

43

‘It is inconsistent, becoming changeable, ambiguous, as the very concept to which it tries to apply
itself: it brings the effect of contamination of the thought by its object, which is in itself remarkable’.
44
‘…displacing limits.'
45
‘… the existence of a doxic body, its matter is fluid, ethereal, like a gas. Its modes of reproduction are
transmission, propagation, sowing, perhaps contamination? – this may be a new form of physics’.
46
‘…kinaesthetic, tactile or multi-sensory’
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et de contrebalancer ainsi la dureté des temps’

47

(p. 202) and that does not reproduce

the separation of nature and culture. Digital Media can provide radical continuity and
rupture, and act as a means of sustaining engagement with nature, the body and
performance. These notions are axial to the design of CodeZebraOS and its application
in performances linking physical spaces and the Internet. It is precisely such a cold
aesthetic threat that CodeZebraOS aims to correct through its domestic and natural
imagery. 48
2.3.3

Roles and Performance in the online environment

As studied by Hamman (1999), Defer (2000), Tofts & Carvelerro (2002), online
participants first engaged in role-playing in proto-visual MOOs (such as Lambda MOO,
Curtis & Pavel, 1990), then through IRC (Internet Relay Chat, Oikarinen, 1988), then
within avatar-chat worlds (such as Active Worlds, Damer, 1997) or in video chat (such
as iChat, Alfke, 2003). At its most challenging, the Internet provides an opportunity for
role elision. Play around gender identity and roles are an acknowledged part of all
manner of cultural expressions on the Internet, as documented through the early work of
Turkle (1995, 2000) and Stone (1995). They postulate that participants shift identities
and roles in these anonymous contexts of the Internet.
More recently White (2006) demonstrates that companies that market IRC, IM (instant
messaging) and ICQ chat (Vardi, Goldfinger, Vigiser, & Amnon, 1998) applications
represent the experience of using these through rhetoric of presence, intimacy and
performance. MOOs mobilise visual languages that ‘resist gender transgressions’ (p.
39) and optimises masculine-identity cohesion and action and female passivity. In
contradiction MOOs ‘provide multiple points of identification with the morphing
feature, which allows spectators to store different character descriptions, and the
tendency to have characters in different settings’ (p 54). The fragmenting qualities of
the MOO environment require tools for coherence, for example, the ability to use the
same name in multiple environments. A characteristic feature is a sense that ‘the bodies
of the spectators exist within these settings’ (p 55). A malleability of roles may be less

47

‘an edge, hence allowing us to feel the presence of the other, and to thus counterbalance the hardness of
the times'.
48

Mol (1999) describes the entire enterprise associated with researching, writing up research and its
presentation as a process of performances where knowledge is emergent and contingent.
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the case with quotidian tools such as email or chat or even Second Life (Rosedale, 2003)
presence. Feminist sociologists Consalvo and Passonen (2003) study gender roles in
online environments. They find more continuities than ruptures in the doxa of off-line
contributors and the ways they occupy roles and interact on the Internet. They note that
performativity speaks to the unconscious adoption of roles, whereas performance art
assumes actors are aware of a script or context. Arguments continue amongst
ethnographers such as Wakeford (2004) and Stone (2000) as to whether online roleplaying is boundary breaking or boundary reinforcing in its results.
Perhaps role-playing is contradictory and dependant upon media and context. Roleplaying on the Internet has moved from a sub-cultural form to become mass culture.
Role-playing practice in social media, such as Second Life (Rosedale, 2003), bridges
contexts – including work, entertainment, adult entertainment, games and art. These
digital media provide a ground for fantasy, for forming relationships with distant others,
and for the development of new communities of interest. The growth of photorealistic
social media such as Flikr (Fake & Butterfield, 2004) and Facebook (Zuckerberg, 2004)
that speak to roles in everyday life is a countervailing tendency. Here fictional identities
and anonymity are less prevalent. Facebook, YouTube (Hurley & Chen, 2007) and Flikr
lock identity referents into place. This contemporary setting makes a tool such as
CodeZebraOS particularly valuable as it provides a more open space for fluid identity
exploration. It may empower women, visible minorities and transgendered people by
allowing them to take up anonymous identities.
In order to relate these dialogues about online roles to the CodeZebraOS project,
discussions must refer to role-play by scientists and artists. Latour and Woolgar (1979)
notes nothing essential or consistent about scientists’ worldviews as expressed in
informal conversation. It is when they take up roles and protocols that habitus and doxa
kick into play. Empirical observation would suggest the same of artists. Schechner
(2002) notes that individuals traverse and perform multiple identities–the online
environment allows them to formalise such multiplicity. The ability to create a
conjoined identity in a collaborating team demands that members transform the limits of
identity they have brought to the table while sustaining their original knowledge.
CodeZebraOS attempts to bridge the habitus, doxa, rules and roles that users of the tool
might act out, by providing the opportunity to make the doxa of these roles evident.
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2.3.4

Artists’ Performance Practices in the Online Environment

Twentieth-century artistic concerns about identity, cultural difference, performance and
the erosion of control, and the need for public space were transferred to the Internet
(Chandler & Neumark, 2005; Diamond, 2008). The Internet seemed to some artists to
be a space free of gender and racial difference, offering more options to the imagination.
The metaphors of a new space, ripe for colonisation, attracted the interest or counter–
intervention of others. For yet others, interest in the material body could be related to
concerns about the virtual or data body (Diamond, In Press; Vesna, 2007).
Social spaces on the Internet can form precisely through the performance of interactions
between subjects who are online together, creating new forms of collectivity. Braun
(2005) proposes that online performances are negotiations between a final work and a
process and engage potentially boundless global participants. Hence, ‘they remove any
possibility of defining that territory solely as a territory of art…network arises only in
its active utilisation as a transactional space’ (p. 81). As with data visualisation, online
performances can trespass traditional boundaries of the art world. Dixon (2007) argues
that the goal of online performances should be to use interactivity in order to find new
ways of engaging audiences, essentially by pushing the fourth wall (the imaginary wall
that separates performers from audience) out of the way altogether. The emergence of
interactive performance helped to create a context for CodeZebraOS, in which the goal
was to create a technology that prioritises interaction through the creative performance
of all the participants within the conversation space.
2.4

Collaboration Studies: Towards the CodeZebra Method

From the beginning, the CodeZebra project has asserted the necessity for
interdisciplinary collaboration to solve hard problems (Diamond, 2004). The results are
telling. Crossick (2006) points out that both scientific and artistic works resulting from
collaboration can be remarkable and allow new forms of expression, new scientific
discoveries and new tools. Fischer, an HCI researcher and designer, states that ‘the
power of the unaided individual mind is highly overrated’ (2004, p. 152). He contends
that ‘most of our intelligence and creativity results from interaction and collaboration
with other individuals’ (p. 152). HCI investigators have studied effective research
structures. They have proven the importance of creative ‘synthesis between cultural
disciplines, standing in stark contrast to our traditional focus on scientific disciplines’
(Dulio et al., 2008, p. 2237) in order to ‘foster interdisciplinary collaboration to
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investigate complex topics’ (p. 2238). Three trends need to be acknowledged and
supported: hybrid professionals, interdisciplinary managers and tools and resources for
synthesis (p. 2239).
The Handbook of Action Research: Participatory Inquiry and Practice (2001),
compiled by Reason and Bradbury, as well as Collaborative Inquiry in Practice: Action
Reflection and Making Meaning (2000), co-authored by Bray et al., are key guideposts
for understanding how collaborative processes play out in research. In particular, Bray
et al.’s notion of collaborative inquiry (a branch of action research) proposes that socialscience research requires a confluence of interest and an equitable distribution of power
between researchers and their subjects, in order for effective discovery to occur.
Collaborative inquiry allies with the idea that research is a performative practice (Mol,
1999) that must become an egalitarian negotiation between researchers and subjects.
For these reasons, Design Research Methods that build upon participatory design are
particularly relevant, focusing on integrating designers, engineers, and end users into the
technology-creation process. These approaches easily pick up dramaturgical methods in
order to make roles explicit through improvisation. This allows researchers from
different disciplines to collaborate amongst themselves, with clients and with end-users.
Greenberg and Buxton (2008) take the call for interdisciplinary knowledge in computerscience research methods further, proposing a move away from the purely factual in
order to affirm a balance of objective and subjective factors within the research process
itself. ‘One way to recast this is to suggest that the subjective arguments, opinions and
reflections of experts should be considered just as legitimate as results derived from our
more objective methods’ (p. 114). They are concerned that the different methodologies
of art and design can find no place in the discourse of creativity and innovation, when in
fact these are the fields most capable of new paradigmatic breakthroughs.

Such

breakthroughs are characterised by a ‘vision’ of a new interface, or the ability to foresee
‘the creation of a new culture of use’, usually with a gap between invention and
adoption (p. 116). As scientists with a great deal of exposure to art and design, they call
for a radical shift away from ‘controlled experimentation or empirical usability testing’
alone. Rather, they see the need to move towards qualitative and risk-oriented research.
That is, performative practices. At the same time, they feel that objective analysis
through rigorous results; replication and testing must happen, but at a much later phase
in the design cycle. Bardzell and Bardzell (2008) agree that researching, designing and
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testing interactive tools require cross-disciplinary engagement with disciplinary
knowledge from phenomenology, and Digital Media Studies, including semiotics, and
post-structuralism.
Research case studies, such as the CodeZebra Method, and those of Goodman and
Milton (2005) and Diaz-Kommonen (2005) must be taken into account. These concur
regarding the importance of creating a shared language conducive to dialogue,
knowledge sharing and inclusion.

To some extent, scientists operate within cultural

and even physical contexts that are different from artists’ (Century 2002). They derive
their approaches from training in the scientific method as well as differentiated
specialised sub-disciplines. Yet artists also work in speculative ways, drawing from
experiential process-based methods such as the studio critique. Many scientists and
social scientists also work speculatively, adding experiential tests of proof, mixing
quantitative iteration and qualitative assessment. Engineering and design are relatively
applied forms of practice where teleological concrete outcomes are imagined,
prototyped, tested and revised.

These productive frictions or dissonances provide

approaches, such as improvisation and an agile software development paradigm, that
combine the best methodologies. With these differences, there are also the challenges of
finding shared vocabularies and ways of working common enough to allow projects and
longer term relationships to advance (Denton 1997).
Collaboration requires that all participants are able to define and realise disciplinary
goals as well as meet mutual objectives. At the same time, success with collaboration
usually involves pleasure and a sense of personal and emotional engagement. These
feelings mitigate inevitable frictions within teams, the stresses of experimentation, and
the inevitable and often-profitable points of breakdown. An ideal of collaborative team
building described by Flusser (1999), is intersubjectivity – new, entwined personal and
institutional identities that result from intensive collaboration. At the same time,
dissonance is important – bringing different perspectives to a problem – the essence of
collaboration, but requires mechanisms to solve disputes.
Fischer’s (2004) revealing paper, ‘Social Creativity: Turning Barriers into Opportunities
for Collaborative Design’, provides both empirical and theoretical depth to the
examination of the role of boundary objects – terms, artefacts and even technologies
that can facilitate collaboration between disciplines. Fischer discovered in his case
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studies on the use of tools in long-term distanced collaboration that boundary objects
could be processes, aspects of performances, objects adopted between collaborators and
misused – and hence redefined – as well as new concepts or inventions. Sketches,
prototypes and design documents can also fulfil this role. These carry knowledge from
different cultures into the collaboration and may act as lightening rods for points of
agreement, introducing cohesion amongst researchers.
This discussion leads to a consideration of the kinds of tools needed for interdisciplinary
collaboration. Fischer states that ‘complexity’ in long-term collaborations arises from
‘the need to synthesise different perspectives, the management of large amounts of
information’ (2004, p. 153). In long-term projects incoming researchers need to have
easy access to previous decisions as these affect outcomes. Effective tools, repositories
and means to engage new team members are critical assets. Fischer (2004) notes
specific challenges in designing tools for non-domain specific communities, exactly
those required to solve hard problems because the problem-solving capacity of
discipline-specific environments is limited. Such communities of interest must build a
shared understanding. There, ‘boundary objects support communication across the
boundaries of different knowledge systems, helping people from different backgrounds
and perspectives to communicate and to build common ground’ (p 157). This is of
particular importance, as ‘boundaries are the locus of new knowledge’ (p 157). This
challenges the designers of tools such as CodeZebraOS to manage cohesion and
dissonance, store new understandings as they emerge and look for homilies between
concepts that cross disciplines. Reinforcing Fischer’s argument, documentation from a
series of conferences about interdisciplinary collaboration at The Banff Centre (BNMI
Summits) and University of Southern California (Bridges Conferences, Pierce &
Diamond, 2003) support the need for collaborative tools to facilitate projects and
communication, both co-located and at a distance.
There is ample evidence that identifies the flow of creativity with individuals losing
their sense of time.49 This also occurs in collaborative play (Sutton-Smith, 2001). This
sense is amplified or diminished by the time-scales of technologies used in
collaboration.50 In some cases, people use tools in real time. In others, collaboration

49

This is titled ‘game time’ when discussing computer games and play.

50

See chart in Introduction for published research that supports this claim.
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occurs asynchronously. Fischer (2004) also notes the importance of time and space in
collaboration tools, especially for long-term projects.

Tools supporting long-term

indirect collaboration must appear to reduce temporal distance. It follows that the design
of visualisation tools for synchronous and asynchronous communication should seek a
sense of flow and engagement in order to drive insights among collaborators, paralleling
effective strategies in digital media (Hansen, 2004). CodeZebraOS foregrounds
collaborative aesthetics by privileging experience, immersion, and according to users,
presents time as variable, a medium in its own right.
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is a discipline that often favours tools
that result in efficiency and productivity in the current habitus. Challenges to
performance include ‘social loafing’, ‘over-participators monopolising the floor’,
‘incomplete information exchange’ or miscommunication across boundaries (Kim et al.,
2008, p. 3184). While these are valid problems the field has recently taken up dialogues
about art and design approaches. Studies in Social Media and effective collaboration in
the creative industries both lead to the conclusion that sociality, design excellence and
playfulness are necessary characteristics of successful tools (Dabbish, 2008).
2.4.1

The Role of Emotion in Collaboration

As indicated above, there is an emotional quality to the collaborative process, in both
successful and unsuccessful projects.51 The field of CSCW gives consideration to
emotion in collaboration, with an entire contract track of CSCW 2008 entitled ‘Oh
Behave! Politeness and Emotion in CSCW’ (2008). The social contexts of knowledge
work provide ‘much of the motivation and interest as well as guidance’ according to
Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson (2001, p. 871).

Their research shows ‘expressive

communication’ – including humour, story telling, expressions of affection and
agreement – plays a significant role in building cohesion inside organisations. It allows
people to ‘build a more complete and complex model of others so that there will be a
basis for behavioural prediction in novel situations’ (p. 871), allowing the development
of trust within institutions and between collaborators. Shami et al. (2008) acknowledge
the role of affect in creativity and problem solving and note how emotional expressions
and experiences are crucial to the practice of communities. They attempt to differentiate

51

See Diamond and Kennard, BNMI Archives, 1993-2008 as a deep resource of collaborative and
interdisciplinary research projects. There are both digital and physical archives for scholars.
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between face-to-face engagement and computer-mediated group experiences in making
their measurements. Their research poses questions of direct relevance to
CodeZebraOS.
Sociality, the sense of social connectedness, is a key quality for collaborative success. It
includes play and pleasure inside and outside of the working process. Successful
collaborations have qualities of self-reflexivity, the ability to look at the process from
both inside and outside and to change behaviour based on observation (Cohen 2003).
Tan and Kondoz (2008) describe some of the challenges of collaboration over distances
that indicate a need for emotional feedback. They state, ‘reduced fidelity that hampered
immediate discernment of subtle facial cues and other aspects of body language, audio
and video delays, inability to capture the complete environmental ambience’ (2008, p.
2047).
Through social interaction, emotional processes and the dissolution of boundaries, new
identities emerge between collaborators over time, representing intersubjectivity beyond
that of the individual participants. A mark of successful collaboration is the willingness
of researchers and creative collaborators to carry new ways of working and even new
identities back into their own disciplinary arena.52 Successful collaborations result in
mutual benefit, meeting conjoined as well as separate aspirations of participants
(Goodman & Milton 2005). There is excitement in the process of sustained learning,
and a spirit of generosity, as well as challenge.
Tools are clearly critical support systems for collaborators. Beyond this, tools can add
awareness, analysis and moderation to the collaborative process, whether collocated or
distanced.
2.4.2

The Analysis of Emotion

Having established the importance of emotion in processes of collaboration, it follows
that tools capable of facilitating and mediating emotional expression could be of great
importance. However, the challenges are significant. In part, this is because machine
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For example, Schiphorst, a choreographer, and Calvert, a computer scientist, were long-term
collaborators at Simon Fraser University (Calvert 2002). Calvert describes the ways that his sense of
himself as a scientist shifted through his work with Schiphorst – they became a creative unit, one marked
by sameness, not difference (Calvert 2002).
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models of emotion rely on analyses of emotional categories by psychologists.
Categories derive from the analysis of facial expressions, gestures and sounds or from
word searches in texts. While some agreement on categories exists, debates remain as
to what are the fundamental emotions. As well, all systems recognize that emotions
have variable intensity and that emotions mix, hence emotion may be best represented
through overlapping three dimensional diagrams. Picard (1998) notes that ‘the lack of
definition of emotion and the lack of agreement on whether there are basic emotions or
continuous spaces of emotion are obstacles to computer-based recognition and synthesis
(p. 169). There are areas of congruence amongst the leading analysts, with notable
divergences. Joy, fear, sorrow and anger appear to achieve consensus with disgust a
close second. A table is included below in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1

Emotional Analysis

Some theorists such as James-Lange53 believed that emotional expression is at the core
of emotional process, including its felt experience. Tomkins (1962) linked emotional
expression to evolution as adaptations for functional reasons. Emotion then motivates
behaviour. Tomkins (1962, 1982) mapped physical expression to emotions, with his
nine choices each having recognisable facial, vocal, and physiological expressions that
he believed were innate. Plutchik (1991) supports Darwin and Tomkins’ conclusions
that human emotions are extensions of animal instincts and expressions–a conceit at
play in CodeZebraOS’s use of animal character types. Plutchik arrives at a set of
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primary emotions that he believes are relevant to biological adaptive processes, are
found at all levels of evolution, are not dependent on particular neural structures or body
parts, are not a priori, and can be defined and tested through behavioural data (p. 56).
Ekman is one of the most cited researchers in the field of emotional analysis, using
facial expressions to create categories.54 Johnson-Laird and Oatley, 1989 use a cultural
approach, through text analysis of literature they find key words that are reoccurring,
deriving five emotions from these. Despite these limits, analyses of digital media using
emotional categories have proven of value. For example, Desmet (2006) has surveyed
users for their response to products and designated ‘instrumental, social, aesthetic,
surprise, and interest’ as means of gauging their relationship to digital tools (Desmet,
2006, p. 2).
The exercise of defining categories leads to the second set of debates in Psychology,
Anthropology and Cognitive Science. There is little proof that emotion is performed and
read uniformly across cultures. Ekman insists based on his decades of field work (1972,
1987) that some emotions are universal, yet remains inconclusive regarding others, in
particular contempt, shame and interest. Giles (1979) and Ekman (2004) acknowledge
that difference arises in the ways that cultures teach their members how to manage
emotions and in what triggers or causes specific emotions (2004).
Lazarus (1991) is a cognitive-relational psychologist. He provides a theory of emotion
that includes interdependent mediations through environment, personality, process and
outcome expectations. Lazarus (1991) provides a comprehensive analysis of the ways
that culture influences the expression of emotion by forming ‘shared and divergent
meanings’ acquired over the course of psychological development (p. 356). Emotion
plays out in how people make sense of life’s events, ‘how a person perceives,
understands, and appraises what is happening socially’ (p. 361). He notes, ‘culture could
have a major influence in both a constitutive and regulative sense on the goals we
acquire–and on other appraisal components’ (p. 367). He produces evidence that links
social status to the use of emotions; emotional feedback is critical to establishing and
navigating status (p. 382). These concepts relate back to the processes that researchers
describe are fundamental to collaboration and that Goffman defines as occurring within
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He created the taxonomy Facial Action Coding System, or FACS (1978, 2002), a system that measures
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conversations and hence are of direct value to designing capacities for conversation
visualisation software.
Lazarus’ approach aligns with Ortony, Clore and Collins’ (OCC) model that represents
emotions according to cognitive eliciting conditions (Picard, 1998, p. 196) rather than
categories. The OCO model has been pre-eminent in designing affective computing
systems as rules can be created that represent if/then. Recent work by Tractinsky and
Zmiri (2005) aligns affect and aesthetics in computational systems. Models still need to
include ways of indicating intensity and how emotions interact and mix. A set of
idiosyncratic emotional categories, based on an empirical analysis of online behaviour
were used to develop corresponding characters in CodeZebraOS.

Users surveyed

confirmed that they perceived some kind of affective typology, although few could
identify an absolute typology.
Research on cultural context raises questions concerning the prospects of finding a
universal language of emotion that might permit tools to be meaningful across cultural
contexts. Tool designers must also take into account research examining the effects of
context and roles on emotion, as expressed through conversational style. One approach
to the challenges of analysing and representing human emotion may be to provide a
specific environment where participants use the tool itself to create new conversational
styles (such as lateral versus linear dialogue). Such was a strategy of CodeZebraOS.
2.4.3 Measuring Emotion in Social Media
HCI and CSCW papers indicate a growing interest in the ways that emotion influences
the qualities of social media and their effect as tools for communication or
collaboration.

Data gathering methods vary. Gill, French, Gergle and Oberlander

(2008) used ‘naïve raters’ (p. 299) to identify the expression of four emotions in popular
Blogs; submitted the text to parsing by a tool that looked for key words and measured
semantic distance between emotional words.

They seek links between emotional

expression and engagement. Burke and Kraut (2008) search for polite words and tone,
examining the ways that emotional style differentiates along topic lines and use selfreporting surveys to uncover the impact of style on participants’ perceptions of the blog
and level of participation. Shami et al. (2008) argue that it is necessary to measure
group emotions, not only individual, in the context of social media and acknowledge
that measuring affect ‘is a challenging and complex issue’ (p. 3901). They propose that
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analysis of emotion in online contexts should use ‘implicit measures such as analysis of
linguistic cues’ (p. 3903) rather than self-reporting. This returns to the quanundrum of
measuring emotion.
These analyses are applied after the fact to text, although Burke and Kraut (2003)
propose the creation of tools to enable online participants and moderators to control
their expressions towards politeness.

These analyses also assume that restrained

behaviour is conducive to creativity and engagement. CodeZebraOS proposes the value
of facilitating the expression of a range of emotions.
2.4.3 The Role of Conversation in Collaborative Processes and Social Media
Conversation has a specific role to play in collaboration. Sociologists have given it
extensive consideration in studies of formal and informal work and social environments.
Latour and Woolgar’s Laboratory Life (1979) examined the role of focused
conversations in the exchange of knowledge, on the one hand, indicating that these were
critical in the creation of a social network and in the exchange of knowledge – leading
to paper writing and publication. They observed however that much conversation was
quotidian, non-professional and unfocused. These conversations play the role of
‘habitualisation’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1967, p. 53) stabilising sociality and creating
norms for behaviour.
CSCW research investigates the role that knowledge-rich conversations play in
collaboration, and how these are structured. According to Mengis and Eppler (2005),
conversations should advance an agenda, create shared knowledge and create stronger
relationships. At the same time they underscore the ‘emotional and relational’ role of
conversations. Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson (2001) propose that an understanding of
conversation is critical to the development of a ‘socially informed approach to
knowledge management’ (2001, p. 871). They state, ‘It is through conversation that we
create, develop, validate and share knowledge’ hence allowing its ‘unpacking,
articulating, applying and recontextualising '(p. 871).

This is for two reasons:

conversation is process-driven and it is social. Conversation is an interactive process
that requires continual validation, correction and development through participants’
contributions to the conversation. Participants respond to each other using gesture and
tone.
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According to research by Mengis and Epler (2006), collaborators face four challenges in
effective communication, ‘balanced participation, gaining and maintaining the big
picture or overall decision context, establishing a common ground and constructively
dealing with conflict’ (2006, p. 153). Bray et al. (2000) concur; meeting such challenges
is fundamental for collaborative inquiry projects. Go and Carroll (2008) state that social
software tools, or social media, can be used to ‘improve communication, cooperation
and coordination in a variety of different organisational contexts’ (2008, p. 3426).
Sherer studies personality markers in speech (1979) and in collaboration with Giles
(Sherer and Giles, 1979), provides a number of frameworks for understanding how
social class, gender, race and other factors show up as ‘social markers’ in speech, and
the ways that roles and social positioning are represented. Brown and Fraser (1979)
highlight the importance of establishing the context in which speech occurs, including
‘settings, participants, purpose’ (Brown & Fraser, p. 34). These analyses augment
earlier discussions of the ways that context can impact on forms of emotional
expression. They propose that ‘salience of subject matter is associated with increased
productivity’ (p. 43). Brown & Fraser and Sherer and Giles may underestimate the role
of non-focused conversation in establishing cohesion hence setting the overall context
for disciplinary dialogue.
Brown and Fraser (1979) propose that the act of assuming roles is commonly
confounded with settings and purposes. Speech-register distinction is part of the means
by which some professions establish rank and authority. This is an extradiegetic55
challenge for speech analysis and the design of tools to facilitate conversation. Settings
influence cultural expressions, but also have an impact on speech style, including ‘the
physical stance of participants’ (p. 44). ‘Diglossic switching’ (p. 44) is also identified
by Goffman (1981), who refers to it as ‘code switching’. This occurs when individuals
shift authority structures during a conversation. Using code switching, members of a
specific group, while appearing to speak to outsiders, can speak simultaneously to their
own community. Brown and Fraser (1979) note that the same participant may speak
differently depending on the purpose of the conversation and its context, rather than
merely as a marker of personality. Research linking behaviour in speech and
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conversation with role-play and social position is of direct benefit to the development of
CodeZebraOS.
Goffman’s (1981) codification of speech behaviours, including the role of speech in
making and breaking codes, is also relevant. Sherer (1979) indicates that individuals
may express their personalities through the roles that they enact. However, individuals
may have different roles and effect different styles, speaking as an artist, then as a
person from a visible minority, then as a neophyte to digital media technology.
Diglossic switching happens readily in contexts where team cohesion has occurred. Injokes may establish boundaries within the team language, but team language may in
turn become a means of joking through the invention of neologisms or by using
common terms as puns. Jokes build rapport, and – by creating terminology that acts as
a new boundary object – build bridges within the collaboration. Whom one addresses is
as critical as that which is addressed.
2.5

Design Methods Research and Art

Bringing art and design methods into close proximity is an opportunity to mix two
diverse sets of goals and approaches to creating tools. The discussion below indicates
the ways that these two fields are both distinct yet moving into close orbit. Design is
often associated with teleological notions of will, hence an intentional creative process
and resulting methods. Design is also associated with skills sets for the conceiving of
new objects and processes and in distinction from art, with making the end result into a
scalable functional reality. Designers often seek results that can be generalised. Design
is often executed in a team setting. Design may use the methods and materials of
science. To-day, Design Methods Research is moving design towards processes and
systems rather than objects.

Cockton expresses urgency for contemporary design,

‘designing is doing, and as such, is inescapably ethical and subjective’. Design methods
(including usability testing) must be, ‘committed, receptive, expressive, inclusive,
credible and improvable’ (p. 2483).
Art often retains an association with the creation of unique objects or experiences for a
limited audience. Art may be invested in experimentation and process; it validates
emotion and is at times identified with the irrational and playful. Art may use theory
from language, society, science and philosophy and is rigorously self-reflexive. Art may
embrace the concepts, materials and the opportunity to critique science. Art creates in
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context, with sensitivity to cultural difference. It is made by individuals or, in the
instance of ArtSci, teams.56
The CodeZebra Method offered an opportunity to blend self-critical art and design
theory; experimental, expressive and functional aesthetics; creative methods from the
tool kits of art improvisation and design process and software design methods and
evaluation procedures that were systematic. It meant that the project could create art
experiences using the tool at the very same time as it strove towards a technology
design that would meet the perceived needs of a substantive group of users. It meant
that the resulting method could be applied in both the art and design worlds as
approaches to interdisciplinary software development.
2.5.1

Design Methods Research

Antonelli (2008) proposes that the conversation between design and science, begun
early in the twentieth century, has returned early in the twenty-first, with sharpened
focus. This, she argues, is partly due to technologies that offer scientists imaginative
freedom, particularly in the realm of bioscience, biotechnology and nanotechnology.
Like Cockton (2008), Dunne (2008)57 contests that, given the convergence of design
and science, it is time for design to focus on methodologies and take up a critical ethical
position in science, technology and invention. Antonelli notes that designers, ‘often act
as the main interpreters in interdisciplinary teams, called upon not only to conceive of
objects but devise scenarios and strategies’ (2008, p 24). Ireland (2003) has observed
that designers who collaborate with other disciplines can bring in participatory-design
approaches. Burnett describes designers skills at making ideas visual, ‘as involving the
implicit and often oblique process of thought, knowledge and interpretation’ (2005, p
205). Hence the field of Design Methods Research has an important role to play in the
process of taking concepts – including interdisciplinary research concepts and
technology ideas – into reality.
Cross (2001) invokes the need for ‘designerly ways of knowing and thinking’ that do
not reduce design science to engineering, to merely ‘categorizing all regular phenomena
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Art history and contemporary practices contain many instances of collaboration, well beyond recent
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of the systems to be designed, and of the design process’. Instead he proffers Design
Methods Research, or a science of design, that is founded on the skills designers have
for ‘proposing additions to and changes to the artificial world’ (p 54).58 The creative
process needs to stay in the foreground. However, Cross’s (2001) warning against the
dilution of design with other disciplinary knowledge may be a retreating horizon.
Identities inevitably conjoin, but more importantly, new hybrid disciplines and methods
continue to emerge through collaboration. Design Research Methods is already a truly
cross-disciplinary field, having absorbed humanities and engineering approaches.
Svenson (2003) points to digital design as a site of interdisciplinary culture, where
design must draw on knowledge from multiple domains to solve problems. Computer
science (HCI) is hybridising towards accepting Design Methods Research as a
fundamental research field, contributing methodologies as well as aesthetics. Greenberg
and Buxton (2008) see the field of Design Methods Research as providing a tool kit for
technology research wherein, ‘the choice of evaluation methodology – if any – must
arise from and be appropriate for the actual problem or research question under
consideration’ (p. 119). Hence, ‘design critiques, design alternatives, case studies,
cultural probes, reflection, design rationale…’ In imagining truly innovative technology
they suggest that multiple and simultaneous sketching needs to occur. This fits well
within the practice of the charrette – a workshop with multiple sketches and fast
prototypes, that CodeZebraOS used, that also draws on the studio critique, a
collaborative feedback process taken from art into design. Recent software development
methods, such as the agile software development paradigm, also draw on elements of
design methods such as scenarios.
2.5.2

Using Design Methods Research for the CodeZebra Method

CodeZebraOS was created through a series of design charrettes or workshops that
occurred at key stages throughout the project. The design charrette, adapted from a
process used by architects, is an intensive, collaborative and (at times) competitive
design workshop, which brings together creative techniques into a coherent and staged
timeline. It engages team members and expert users.

Charrettes combined the

language-based approaches of brainstorming with the expectation that series of actual
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designs and sketches will emerge. At various stages, sub-groups or individuals arrive at
a sketch for a phase of the project. The group reconvenes and critiques the results,
choosing a direction. Multiple aspects of a technology may be designed simultaneously
in this way, with pieces interlocking at appropriate moments. This may also provide
ideas for alternate versions of a technology. Charrettes were intended to introduce
‘novelty, ambiguity, and renewed awareness of possibilities, occurring at the margins of
existing fields of disciplines’ (Muller, 2003, p. 7).
The CodeZebra Method annexes and abridges four specific methods of relevance to
Design Methods Research. These are:
•

Participatory design processes used by expert users, designers,
technologists, and researchers from various domains to imagine
CodeZebraOS;

•

Ethno-drama and dramaturge, combining design use of dramatic
methods with artistic improvisation drawn from theatre and
performance art;

•

Usability testing, drawing from qualitative approaches that combine
HCI and design, including deployment in public contexts. Usability
testing focused on the ‘usefulness’ (Greenberg & Buxton, 2008, p.
116) of the tool and its ‘usability’, that is its functionality and
opportunities for improvement; and

•

Agile Software Paradigm, a method that combines extreme
programming and user-centred design.

These methods are outlined below and then taken up in the discussion of the research
case study, CodeZebraOS later in the thesis.
2.6

Participatory Design and the CodeZebra Method

Participatory design emerged in Northern Europe during the 1960s as a means to engage
workers in planning and implementing technological change in their work place. Since
then, participatory design has caught on as a means to engage end users in the process
of creating technologies as well as experiences. The growth of social media has seen
expert users (or ‘prosumers’) enter the design process. Gaming industry companies, for
example, use user-created levels in their products. Such transformations have also
produced new forms of play.
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Participatory design strategies align with action-research strategies urging researchers to
incorporate their subjects’ concerns and questions into the research process. Bjerknes &
Bratteteig (1995) define participatory design as the engagement of the end user in the
design process from conception through to the evaluation of final product. Participatory
design in North America is called user-centred design.

In technology design,

ethnographers observe end users and potential users in context and hold focus groups to
understand social phenomena relevant to the technology. According to Muller (2003),
participatory design is – different – it functions as a ‘third space’ between end users and
software professionals. Case studies by Muller (2003), Gardner (2008) and Ladly
(2008) describe successful hybrid environments, where users, professional designers
and engineers can mix their cultures. These contexts allow the group to find metaphors
for the experiences or technology they are building, and maximise the contributors’
imagination. The goals of participatory design may be to capture the intention of a
technology and allow participants to contribute to the larger scope, to develop
interactive capabilities, or to discover navigation metaphors meaningful to participants.
It may be to imagine the characteristics or character of a technology, to work through
use-case scenarios, or to imagine consumer behaviour.
As with any other collaboration, for effective innovation to occur between disparate
cultures, a mixture of cohesion and friction is necessary. Process issues ideally lead to
insights, ultimately making the collaborative environment more supportive and
effective. Participatory design processes can be complex, as different points of view are
advanced. Fischer notes: ‘Situations that support social creativity need to be sufficiently
open-ended and complex that users will encounter break-downs’ (2004, p. 152). These
are emotional experiences. Breakdowns at the right stage of a project allow ‘reflection
and learning’ (p. 152), but only if integrated into a self-reflexive process, as Bray et al.
(2000) propose.
Participatory design may engage an entire team in the process of envisioning a new
technology and enacting its design. This is useful in advanced technology development
by an interdisciplinary team. Designers are then involved beyond the initial stages,
rather than turn things over to manufacturing engineers who were never involved in the
design process to begin with. Cohesion with a core group of expert users is of value. As
with collaborative inquiry, these approaches often lead to the maximum use of
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expertise. This does not supplant the use of usability testing, discussed later in this
chapter.
Participatory design methods used in the CodeZebra Method draw from improvisational
theatre, psychology, ethnography and visual and media art. Dramatic and narrative
activities take the form of group story telling, body-storming, games, role-playing
drama, location-storming, use-case scenario development, and personas. Facilitated
brainstorming elicits new ideas from a group and can help transcend the limitations of
individual knowledge. Language games and tools must be mentioned in this context as
they may trigger new associations and break through old ways of thinking. These
processes may bear the qualities that Cauquelin (1999) describes as the ideal friction of
old and new, of human embodiment and presence, as doxa emerge in a new media
culture, ‘a doxic body, its matter is fluid, ethereal, like a gas — its’ modes of
reproduction are transmission, propagation, sowing’ (p. 67).
A core tool of participatory design is brainstorming, in itself a performative group
creativity technique, where individuals consciously step away from prescribed roles to
engage in a conceptual free-for-all where every member of the discussion is encouraged
to put ideas on the table without criticism. Far-fetched ideas may turn out to be
appropriate solutions. Brainstorming may use cards with images or key words to elicit
ideas, in a random or thematic manner, to stimulate ideas. Thomas, Kellogg and
Erickson (2001) describe specific brainstorming models. They find that, ‘word lists
specifically crafted to evoke different metaphors in the mind of a problem-solver can
aid open-ended design and problem-solving tasks’ (p. 868). Once this free-form phase
ends, participants choose a limited number of ideas from the list, often connecting
concepts together and winnowing in the process. The group then develops a set of
criteria and assesses the chosen ideas against them to arrive at a solution.
The Bohm Dialogue is a form of brainstorming in which non-competitive dialogue
occurs. This method has some similarities to the Banff Method (Diamond, 2005).
Participants speak to a topic, followed by a facilitated brain storming process. With
each session, links are drawn between ideas and speakers.

Cultural exchanges or

technical workshops also take place, all focused on the topic. The moderator makes a
regular summary from all these processes, drawing links and asking for response. Over
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time, key directions emerge; ideas for action are taken and links are made between
them. Groups are created to follow through on the ideas that surface.
Sketching or drawing is an important means of communicating visual concepts. Lowtech prototypes and design sketches create conceptualisations that may be touched,
interacted with and critiqued, without an onerous investment of time or technology. This
approach, ‘design-by-doing’ according to Muller (2003, p 18) or in artistic terms,
design-by-making, allows for the shaping and reshaping of assumptions about a
technology and its users. It allows technical concepts to emerge in an organic way.
Engineers familiar with an agile software paradigm are often comfortable with this
method.
Individuals and groups may combine artefacts from the environment into archaeological
assemblages representing histories, treasures, qualities of an environment or challenges
faced which the design process must solve. Participants combine artefacts and sketches
to tell stories. These narratives may educe system ideas as well as aesthetic qualities.
Ladly notes designers have ‘technologically-aided methods such as the use of photos,
images, video or animations to simulate the patterns of interaction with a new interface
or system’ (2008, p 149). Blogs permit photographs and video clips to combine with
individual and group story telling. Wikis are now common tools used in participatory
design, allowing commentary during and after design sessions. Participatory design
benefits from thorough video or photographic documentation, as well as field notes,
leading to more analysis and creative interpretation.
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The CodeZebra Method applies games, sketching, brainstorming workshops with
artefacts and props, language puzzles, dramaturgical role-play and character exploration
in order to elicit participation. Extensive video documentation, photography and
notation accompanied these processes. CodeZebraOS was itself intended to embody the
participatory design process, with visualisation, sketching, brainstorming, character
assignment and games embedded in the tool.
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Brainstorming processes using Internet technologies and online forums are entering corporate and
research cultures.
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Participatory design may effectively balance the views of designers, engineers and end
users but it has detractors. As Bardzell and Bardzell reiterate, despite its strengths in
establishing equity, participatory design ‘cedes power to the user’ (2008, p. 2463).
Participants in the design process may also feel they have a right to dictate the
framework of the final product. Wakkary, Newby and Hatala (2003) point out that
participatory design walks a fine line, as designers and inventors still need to mobilise
their professional knowledge to create new experiences. Having users involved in
participatory design can lead to a confusion between their role as designers and their
later role as they become involved in user testing (especially if they are the same
individuals). As participatory design calls on end users to help design effective
technologies and interfaces that meet their needs, one of the limitations of participatory
and user-centred design increasingly recognized is the tendency for results to remain
within existing boundaries. Tools meant to provoke experimental thinking and insight
such as CodeZebraOS used experimental forms and engaged not only end-users but
interdisciplinary team members in the creative process.
Leadership is a critical factor for the success and integration of participatory design or
improvisation – knowing when to stay with a vision, even if the concept does not have a
current expression is critical. Occasional conflicts amongst artists, designers, computer
scientists and engineers during the CodeZebraOS development phases arose in part
because of varied aesthetic preferences. Ultimately the researcher asserted design and
artistic leadership over the level playing field of democracy. Hence, CodeZebraOS
employed a hybrid development process in which the artist who was also lead
researcher consistently gathered input, processed it and asserted control over the next
phase of the project. The CodeZebra Method was effective in preventing members of
the design team from limitations imposed by their own experiences and biases,
ultimately helping them to create a tool that can speak to a wide audience.
2.7

Ethno-drama, Role Playing, and Dramaturgy

There are theatrical techniques that are commonly used in collaborative inquiry and
participatory design. Laurel (2003, p. 49) uses performance ethnography, in which
observed practices from the field are re-performed (sometimes memorised) in order to
embody and hence understand the design problem. This technique offers insights into
the application of a technology, its context of use and the challenges that surround its
use for researchers and users. Forum theatre derived from Boal’s (1974) Theatre of the
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Oppressed is used to envision the introduction of technology into various contexts.
Participants working with a team, develop the script for a play, often working from
transcripts or interview materials as much as memory. Forum theatre can involve
fictional or non-fictional versions of a challenge.

Drama engages emotion, elicits

empathy and creates identifications and cohesion. Communication is enhanced through
‘the use of embodied (i.e. acted out) experience and through contextualised narratives’
(2003, p. 16). Hence, these are tools for innovation and imagination.
Boess (2008) uses video prototyping to create scenarios through the eyes of users. She
describes this process as creating ‘an experience prototype’ (p. 2021).

It allows

designers to imagine ‘the behaviour, interactions and products that they want to insert
into a situation’ (p. 2021). Boess asks that the group, ‘settle on a story involving trouble
and a happy ending, act it out and visualise it using photo boarding’ (p 2021). Roleplaying works well as an evaluation technique, according to Boess and in some design
contexts can it be used for ‘ideation’ (p. 2022). Boess suggests that it is important to
keep techniques flexible and open so they can easily be adapted. With the advent of
mobile technologies, location storming, a derivation of these methods has recently
developed. It was first formalised by Urban Tapestries (Angus & Lane, 2004), a
London-based organisation that designs participant-driven, location-based historical
experiences in specific neighbourhoods. They design on-site to connect users and
designers and engage imagination in a typical location. All of these techniques engage
Cauquelin’s (1999) argument, discussed above, that Digital Media Studies must bring
the doxa of techne and art into an order where art is not dominated by technology and
where the body is present.
These uses of dramaturgy in Design Methods Research are appropriate within the
performative context of current research practices and social media. The CodeZebra
Project has amalgamated and added intensive physical improvisational techniques,
using the term ‘body-storming’. Techniques use dance and movement to understand
what a navigation experience might be like; metaphorical exploration of an interface to
explore how icons might be understood; character and role play to understand emotional
processes within conversation tools; exploration of hidden spaces to understand the
impacts of hierarchies within node and link systems. All stages of the CodeZebraOS
design process, from early conceptual models through each prototype and test,
employed these techniques.
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2.8

Usability Testing

Usability testing is used for technologies in which the human user is the interface to the
tool. Testing evaluates a product's capacity to meet the goals set for its use. Usability
testing has deep roots in HCI practice, combining ethnography, design, and psychology
and computer science. The roots of usability emerged from Xerox PARC in the 1980s,
Gould and Lewis’ (1985) codified its intentions and methods. Nielson focused on the
teleological value of ‘utility’ for technology, to be tested by evaluating usefulness–
advancing users’ goals and usability, the extent to which it furthers these goals.
Usability testing assumes a number of key principles: that technology developers will
observe users at the tasks relevant to a planned technology; that they will measure
qualities of the technology as it is developed and users’ interactions with it and that
there will be iterative cycles of re-engineering and measurement in relation to the
technology. Usability has been used in developing new technology and in improving
and extending versions of existing technologies.
There are three directions for usability testing relevant to CodeZebraOS that will be
discussed briefly:
•

Whether the technology works and whether or not it can be improved
technically from the user's point of view (Gould & Lewis, 1985). The
variant draws from ‘agile usability processes’ (Wolkerstorfer et al.,
2008). The motto is ‘test early, test often’ (Olan, 2003).

•

Whether design, in particular the aesthetics can be improved. Can
emergent (Sack, 2007), or intentionally random anti-teleological
aesthetics (Jevbratt, 2005, 2009) contribute to improved or ‘designed’
aesthetics? Cockton’s (2008) approach is discussed here. As Lee
(2007) states this second factor is aligned with the first, as questions
about aesthetic appeal, perceived usability and actual usability are
closely linked.

•

‘Use testing’ (Greenberg & Buxton, 2008), that is whether an
imagined tool is useful to a user group. It returns to Nielson's (1993)
original view that technology should advance users' goals. Cockton
also argues that it is important to include ‘design purpose’ in
analysing usability.

Traditional usability testing is task driven and seeks efficiency (Nielson, 1994). It
examines how tools help people complete tasks, aiming to create efficiencies. Time
based testing measures errors users make, hoping to attain increase accuracy. It
measures the ease of learning of a tool. It measures users’ response to products in terms
of their viability within their own context. Agile usability testing builds from a tradition
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of usability testing established over two decades of HCI (Gould & Lewis, 1985). It
incorporates usability instruments including user studies, where ethnographers observe
and interview users; user stories compiled from studies, literature and previous tests of
parallel technology; personas, where fictional characters are created to represent
potential users of a digital product (Grudin & Pruitt, 2002); scenarios, that describe a
user’s interaction with a system (parallel to use cases which proffer a technical
description (Gaffney, 2008); extended unit tests, in which aspects of a tool are tested
simultaneously (Olan, 2003); and usability tests that gauge efficiency.

Cognitive

science plays a role in usability testing as it measures the ways that perception, visual
design, haptics and other sensory elements work with human perceptual processes.
The second variant of usability testing is qualitative. It examines the ways that users do
or do not engage with the aesthetics of a system, the ways that it meets their
expectations and demographics. It examines users’ pleasure in their experience with a
system, arguing that strategies for ‘aesthetic computing’ in which users seek ‘the
aesthetic, the personal and the affective’, (Tractinsky &, Zmiri, 2005, p. 26), building on
their earlier work, Tractinsky, Katz & Ikar (2000) that ‘what is beautiful is usable’. The
testing mode for this kind of usability favours user interviews and surveys. It brings
usability back to considerations of affect discussed earlier in this chapter (Picard, 1998;
Cockton, 2008).
Greenberg and Buxton (2008) introduce the concept of ‘use’ testing. Use testing seeks
imaginative approaches to envisioning how customers could use a new technology, or
what a core technology may become for consumers. Cockton (2008) suggests that a
transdisciplinary approach is needed; one that takes ‘HCI into every imaginable setting’
(p. 2481) that is testing technologies within their context of use.
New technologies and approaches are often taken in lateral directions when integrated
and scaled, making early, often time-consuming traditional usability testing irrelevant.
As a technology emerges through its early development phases, ‘use-testing’ establishes
design-worthiness is a set of judgments including requirements analysis, creative
projection, design sketching, design critique, experience testing and play (usability
testing); placed within a context of ethnographic analysis. It links closely with the
affective qualities described in the second variant of usability testing.
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Such use or usability research may be seen as a rich process, in which users’ ideas about
their technological needs and about the viability of a technology, its potential
applications and impact on their lives can be explored. At least in the beginning of an
analysis, these questions need to be addressed separately from the question of technical
viability. Use testing sheds light on how single users or groups may wish to engage
with a new technology, eliciting a better understanding of its market potential or
alternate uses. Use testing could also question the ways that a particular technology may
change social and cultural and economic dynamics.
CodeZebraOS engaged with usability testing that used survey, observations and
interviews to discover the ways that aspects of the technology did or did not function. It
undertook analyses of its variable aesthetics with users. And it undertook use testing,
both within the participatory design context and in usability workshops. These
qualitative analyses are the focus of much of the CodeZebraOS testing. Despite the
massive growth of social media between testing cycles (2001-2008), the results were
surprisingly comparable.
2.9

Agile software development paradigm

In principle, engineering design needs to be iterative and function as a technical parallel
to participatory design. Gould and Lewis (1995) describe iterative engineering as a
constant cycle of designing, various kinds of technical testing, usability testing with
measurement; then redesigning until the tool – or that version of it – is complete.
Software development historically has used two distinct strategies. In the waterfall
approach, first named as such by Royce (1970), developers undertake requirements
elicitation and analysis, design, implementation, testing and maintenance of a software
system. While CodeZebraOS teams undertook requirements analysis and wrote
descriptive technical treatments (design documents), its actual development path
resembled agile software development paradigms, as components were built in
overlapping phases, then tested by users. Documentation of code occurred throughout
the process but the final technical documentation happened after the fact. A series of
prototypes were also created in sequence. The agile software development paradigm
was first described (Beck et al., 2001) to create a responsive approach to programming
that could meet changing customer requirements, validate teamwork and collaboration,
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work within the relatively chaotic culture of software development and be less
documentation-driven and more focused on getting the product out and tested.
Agile software development is an engineering method aligned with a method from HCI
known as Extreme Software Programming and usability testing, in which an
engineering solution is built in small increments, tested and improved by a team through
the process of development. Agile software development begins with an assessment of
user requirements and the building of a scenario from it. According to Wolkerstorfer et
al. (2008), the philosophy of agile represents a commitment to user-integration into the
design process, and the creation of usable, accessible products. It permits constant
adjustment of the technology to the actual circumstances of application, and it is less
likely to result in a technology that has no relationship to the needs of users or the
context of use.
In Extreme Programming the perspective regarding releases is that software is never
finished, but rather in the process of constant improvement. Programmers work in teams
to provide checks and balances. Use-tests are technical and focus on elements of the
technology. Increasingly, as user engagement has been brought into Extreme
Programming, it has led to better software products. Extreme programming now makes
use of some of the tools of HCI, such as user stories or scenarios describing the ways
the tool will be used, often using a third-person story-telling mode.
Agile software development borrows from usability methods described earlier in the
thesis, in particular personas and use-stories. The tool is built in a cycle of development
iterations with usability evaluation by experts and testers at key stages of the
development process. Programmers use version control tools to collaborate and
comment on design information. Full usability testing with actual users can then begin.
Releases accompany the ongoing testing and production cycle, with product analysis
following immediately and a new cycle of development following as needed. These
methods are then iterated.
Federoff et al. (2008) insist that developers can update agile software development with
more imaginative usability methods and more effective programming practice, in order
to privilege project stakeholders, putting a minimal system into use and then growing it.
This suggests that the charrette and other experimental and participatory methods could
be brought into agile software development, as well as concerns about aesthetics. The
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various stages of prototyping that led to the CodeZebraOS tool could be said to reflect
this direction.
Agile software development also incorporates rigorous technical testing. In the
development of Prototypes Two, Three and Four, the programming team undertook a
series of technical tests using known software testing methods. These included
functional testing, performance testing and compatibility testing. Functional testing
establishes whether or not components of the tool worked according to specification.
Performance testing checks quantitative issues, such as the speed of graphics rendering
and its relationship to bandwidth, scalability and interoperability. Compatibility testing
evaluates the tool on various operating systems and platforms (Linux, Windows, Mac
OSX), bandwidth requirements, browser compatibility, and management of other
software systems, such as those used in video streaming. These tests usually occurred
in the laboratory, but were also taken into the public arena.
2. 10

Lessons from Theory

Chapter Two has provided a comprehensive guide to the key ideas that informed the
design of CodeZebraOS and the creation of software development mode, the CodeZebra
Method. It has provided concrete examples of the ways that these concepts were applied
to the tool and to its development method. Translating concepts into tools is
challenging. CodeZebraOS may be viewed as a hybrid (and indeed hy-bred) project,
carried out inside the dialogue between disciplines that was its making. Bardzell and
Bardzell (2008) in “Interaction Criticism: A Proposal for a Framework for a New
Discipline of HCI”, suggest the need for knowledge from the humanities – such as a
critique of aesthetics – to enrich technology studies and development. This approach
allows analysts to better understand ‘the subjective dimension of interaction’ (p. 2473).
Such an approach, while very recent, validates many of the considerations and
theoretical constructs of this thesis.
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Chapter Three: Data Visualisation: Debates and Practices
3.0

Introduction

Chapter Three provides a definition of the field of Data Visualisation and notes its
growth. It considers the particular qualities that have led data visualisations to become
effective tools for Social Media.

The chapter outlines crucial, unresolved debates

regarding Data Visualisation, drawing on Digital Media Studies, Design Methods and
Collaboration Studies. The chapter proposes Data Visualisation as a technology, a
science and an art form.
Chapter Three discusses some of the motivations artists have for engaging in the
creation of tools. The chapter asserts that artists make a valuable contribution to the
field of Data Visualisation. The analysis and visualisation of data by artists, designers,
cognitive scientists and computer scientists define the aesthetics of variables,
expressions and an emerging formal language. This leads to conclusions that can be
carried forward and applied to tools for conversation visualisation – a dynamic and
important new field. CodeZebraOS is discussed in relation to these conclusions.
3.1

What are Data?

Data comprise a set of organised measurements created by instruments that measure an
original source (natural, artificial or combined). ‘Data’ are an abstraction and mediation
of real phenomena or social processes that have an origin in actual phenomena
(Hacking, 2002; Latour, 2008). The following definition is helpful in understanding the
forms digital data take:
All software is divided into two general categories: data and programs.
Programs are collections of instructions for manipulating data. Data can
exist in a variety of forms -- as numbers or text on pieces of paper, as bits
and bytes stored in electronic memory, or as facts stored in a person's
mind…The term data is often used to distinguish binary machine-readable
information from textual human-readable information…data files are the
files that store the database information, whereas other files, such as index
files and data dictionaries, store administrative information, known as
metadata. (Bialous, 2008, p.1)
A data set is shaped by the instruments used to gather it, their ability to measure the
source, quantity and duration of the sample. Data sets gathered from different sources
must be standardised when converted to binary (computerised) to undergo analysis.
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Computer scientists refer to the originating data as ‘raw data’ (or primary data) that
have ‘not been processed for use’ (Glance, 2008, p.1). The notion of raw data suggests
that data are the fundamental material, whereas the term ‘source data’ more aptly
suggests data exist in relation to something else. Whitelaw describes data as ‘a set of
measurements extracted from the flux of the real [that] are abstract, blank, meaningless’
(2006, p. 2). Glance agrees, ‘Although raw data has the potential to become
‘information,’ it requires selective extraction, organization, and sometimes analysis and
formatting for presentation’ (p.1). Whitelaw points out that data become information
only when they are placed into an interpretive context.60
3.2

What is Data Visualisation?

Data visualisation images create a bridge between the empirical world and the viewer.
They are indexical, referencing their source, but they are not simply so.

Data

visualisations reveal patterns of data and evoke interpretation. Cleveland (1993) states
that data visualisation makes the invisible visible, ‘providing a front line of attack,
revealing intricate structures…we discover unimagined effects, and we challenge
imagined ones’ (p. 1). The quality and quantity of the data have a fundamental influence
on the possibilities for data visualisation. Conversely, data visualisations may reveal
problems with the data-set itself.
Data visualisations make visible large-scale and small-scale features including ‘features
that exist across multiple dimensions’ (Fry, p. 1). They may use three dimensions or
four, adding time to space. Some data sets contain data beyond four dimensions.
Representation can allow unseen dimensions to be analysed. For example, ‘n’
dimensions, or the volume of a geometric shape, may be mapped. Manovich (2007) has
remarked that using computers to visualise data allows representations to be mapped
onto each other, to compare different data sets, permitting the representation of infinite
permutations and complexity.
Ngyuen and Huang (2005) differentiate between static data visualisation and interactive
data visualisation. Data visualisations may be illustrative expressions that respond to
additional data added by participants. They may become foundational tools, widgets or

60

For a minority of writers, ‘information’ is a specific type of data that derives from communications
systems using information technology, such as the Internet.
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applets that can be used in various systems and contexts. Eppler describes three types
of computer-aided visualisation: ‘Prominent research fields in this area are information
visualization (a domain of computer science), scientific visualization, or software
visualization’ (Eppler, 2007, p. 3).

Wattenberg (2006) suggests that scientific

visualisation concentrates either on representing numerical data, arising from actual
physical phenomena, or on speculative simulation of scientific processes. He cites
Mendeleev’s periodic table as an abstract tool that allowed viewers to grasp the
elements and their relations one to another for the first time.

Wattenberg describes

information visualisation as the practice of transforming data that are often abstract
(such as Internet paths) into images. Tufte (2001) reinforces these notions, stating that
data visualisations are ‘complex ideas communicated with clarity, precision, and
efficiency’ (p. 51).
CodeZebraOS self-reflexively draws on scientific visualisation and information
visualisation by bringing a metaphor from biological science into the visualisation of
data from human conversations. This foregrounds the relationships between zoological
natural worlds and the human virtual world, suggesting corporeality in a virtual space
(White, 2007). The tool invokes Haraway’s (2004) discussion of human and
technological hybridity to self-reflexively relate the flux of human conversation to
natural patterns.
3.3

The Growing Importance of the Field of Data Visualisation

The use of visual tools is fundamental to the doxa – or everyday culture – of scientific
methods, and plays a critical role in confirming practices in science that reaffirm its
habitus, or order (Bourdieu, 1977). The visualisation of mathematical information and
visually imperceptible natural phenomena are centuries-old practices, expressed, for
example, through a drawing of the cosmos. Latour (1983, 2008) proposes that the
scientific revolution was a revolution in seeing. Other instruments beyond the naked eye
– such as maps, microscopes, telescopes and photography – have facilitated human
observation and measurement of natural and human systems.61 The assumption that

61

Tufte (2001, 2006) provides an overview of the growth of visualisation in Western culture.
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viewers of scientific images have that these represent a certainty has served to create a
consensus of beliefs in science, politics or economics.62
Latour traces the trajectory of representation from simpler instruments to the invention
of perspective, to the Panopticon, which according to Foucault (1995):
…arranges things in such a way that the exercise of power is not added on
from the outside, like a rigid, heavy constraint, to the function it invests,
but is so subtly present in them as to increase their efficiency by itself
increasing its own points of contact. (pp. 201-206)
Latour brings this invention into the field of scientific discovery and suggests that the
internalisation of control allowed domination of ‘all domains’ and optical consistency
on a large scale (Latour, p. 14). Lyons (2004) and Kember (2007) suggest that the 360degree, 24/7-view advances contemporary techno-culture, through ubiquitous video,
growing bio-surveillance practices and recently expanded monitoring capacity on the
global Internet. Galloway and Thacker (2007) agree that, with the Internet, such control
remains but is distributed and hence more invisible.
Debates about the veracity of data visualisation can be found as early as the 1920s.63
Heisenberg and Schrödinger had founded Quantum Theory independently using two
completely different mathematical forms and methods.

Heisenberg opposed

visualisation and attacked Schrödinger’s experimentalist use of images to demonstrate
wave theory, actually calling it ‘repulsive’ (2008, p. 8). Schrödinger denounced his
colleague’s lack of demonstrable evidence, describing the latter’s equations as
‘transcendental algebra’ (2008, p. 7)
Yet today there is a heightened interest in the visualisation of data. An empirical survey
indicates that Data Visualisation is growing exponentially in scientific and social
science and even humanities research. Entire new practices, such as genomics and
bioinformatics, rely on Data Visualisation. In an article titled ‘The Petabyte Age’
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Latour notes that resources, such as capital follow flow from such credence.

63

In the twentieth-century, photographic images, once considered to be objective, had become subject to
psychoanalytic and critical analysis. This may have contributed to these concerns.
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(2008), Wired Magazine recently declared The End of Science.64 Editor Anderson
argued that scientists must end hypothesis and experimentation; instead, science must
move entirely to data analysis. On the petabyte scale, information requires
‘dimensionally agnostic statistics’ (p. 143). Hypothetical models are no longer viable,
he suggests. The more scientists learn about physics and biology, the harder it becomes
to create testable models. Instead, Anderson argues, researchers should search for
patterns and relate these to the data’s source to build an analysis. ‘Big data’ sets
however are beyond the natural limits of human comprehension (Anderson, 2008,
p.143). Hence Data Visualisation, predictive models and simulations (such as the
Hadron-Boson particle) become objective fundamental tools for Anderson, because they
work with pattern recognition, abstraction and theorisation from the abstract back to the
material world.
Leaders of the computer science community (Buxton & Greenberg, 2008) suggest a
different solution to the challenges of contemporary science. They argue that it is
possible and necessary to amend the model of incremental research. It is possible to
derive methodology, models and modelling practices from ArtSci and Design Methods
Research as means to break through to more courageous hypotheses, and hence to
discovery. Kindelmann (2005) proposes that Data Visualisation, because it coheres
objective material and subjective views, is a means of sharpening the focal length on
knowledge.
Technical advances, in part, encourage technology adoption. The growth of cloud
computing, visual search engines, 2D and 3D graphics and animation, penetration of
fast broadband and wireless networks have all created an ideal environment for an
explosion of capacity in Data Visualisation. Mash-up techniques and technologies
originate in DJ and alternative music worlds (Diamond, 2003, Miller, 2008) and in VJ
(video disc jockey) remixing practices. These technologies now transcode data from
more than one source within a single integrated tool. This capacity is embedded in
search tools, allowing the ability to mix what were once discrete structural approaches
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In evaluating their fifteen years of existence, Wired editors noted their own anxious tendency to declare
endings rather than evolutions. For example, Anderson (1998) dramatically announced the End of
Television, rather than its disintermediation and reconstitution in YouTube (Harley & Chen, 2007) and the
like.
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to data types. For example, genetic sequences from various populations can be overlaid
onto a map using Google technology.
Mobile devices add another level of layering capacity. GPS, Bluetooth, geo-tagging and
new off-deck (outside of existing networks) localisation and personalisation capacities
in new mobile devices permit a rapid growth in the use of location-based social media,
as well as various business-oriented visualisations (Ladly, 2008; Longford & Diamond,
2004-7).65 Manovich (2007) notes that this malleable superimposition, interpolation and
merging is one of the specific technical powers of digital media. Whitelaw (2006) dubs
this practice ‘data-bending’ (p. 18) as it allows the displacement of context and the
emergence of new imagery or meanings. This observation is fundamental to the ways
that data visualisations can be used as instruments to permit new insights.
If scientists deploy data visualisation to decipher large-scale data sets, so too do Internet
users. Social media encompass all forms of media that allow participatory
communication within the Internet. Dietz (2007) explains that our expectations of the
intelligibility and accessibility of data have shifted with the growth of databases and
search technologies. Hence, ‘the potential of getting-retrieving-finding what you want is
omnipresent, just on the other side of the interface’ (p. 111). This situation creates
frustration and a market for tools that facilitate finding information and analysis,
especially within social media.
Latour notes (1987) that after scientific discoveries become generalised technologies,
the science behind a tool and all of the assumptions within it are not questioned but
assumed. Data Visualisation is beginning to disseminate from the research community
into popular culture. It is a fecund moment, because of the evident importance of
aesthetics and design, and because of new interest in excavating meaning from raw data.
3.4

The Growth of Data Visualisation in Social Media

Social Media encompass the vast array of ‘places, tools, services allowing individuals to
express themselves…in order to meet, to publish, share and socialise’ (Carvazzo,
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See Mobile Digital Commons Network (Longford & Diamond, 2004-2007), the Mobile Nation
conference and book (Ladly & Beesley, 2008), the Mobile Experience Innovation Centre (Diamond et al.,
2008) and Portage (Gardner & Shea, 2006) for of current research and commercial applications for such
location-based tools.
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2008, p. 3). The evolution of search capabilities, artificial intelligence tools that
facilitate both personalisation and ‘collective intelligence’, and increased datacompression rates make this possible. HCI and CSCW conferences and papers are
dedicating increasing time to analysis of the field of Data Visualisation. According to
Kosara (2007), the year 2007 saw a sudden growth in the new field of ‘social
visualisation’ (p. 2), as social media adoption accelerated. Tools were needed not only
to analyse trends but to organise individual or group data-sets. The table in Figure 3.1
shows key social media sites organized by genre and application, including
publishing,66 Web-search, media-creation and sharing, forums, chats, Blogs, social
networks, dating, e-commerce, virtual worlds and games. It includes a snapshot of
visualisation tools associated with these sites.

66

Twitter is used here as an example of Blogs — a growing diarist’s genre that invites commentary.
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Figure 3.1

Popular Social Media Sites and Related Visualisations

Visualisations of social media allow users to make more effective use of resources and
better understand and organize their relationships with others. A number of examples
from the table are demonstrated below. Fidg’t (Sciammarella, 2007) aggregates Flikr
(Fake & Butterfield, 2004) and Last.fm (Jones, Miller & Stiksel, 2003) tags as a means
to view thematic music choices or photographs that members are taking. Users can pull
their social network around data whenever they create a tag. Fidg’t is shown in Figure
3.2 below.
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Figure 3.2

Fidg’t (Sciammarella, 2007) visualisation of tags

The Fidg’t interface grows Alife-style floral clusters of metadata tags into a bubble
map. Last Forward (Knoll & Endlich, 2007), shown in Figure 3.3 below, lets the user
create a tag-map of Last.fm and their network of relationships and choices. Its structure
is similar to Fidg’t, but has a literal and indexical aesthetic, hence is less visually
pleasurable.

Figure 3.3

Last Forward (Knoll & Endlich, 2007) clusters of Last.fm
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Digg (Rose & Adelson, 2004) accesses Blog or RSS feeds67 allowing users to submit
links and stories, and creates hierarchies around hits and tags (known as digs) using
quantitative analysis. Digg visualisation tools help users find highlights that they may
have missed in the volume of postings.68 Users visualise their data by pictures, topics,
bloggers or articles; all driven by popularity ratings. Stack (Rodenbeck & Migurski,
(2008) shows Digg data in real time, with the most recent story at the top of the screen.
Popular stories glow brightly.69 Digg Arc (Rodenbeck & Migurski, (2008) depicted in
Figure 3.4, creates a constantly updating centrifuge placing bloggers at the edge and
stories at the centre, ordered around a central topic.

Figure 3.4

Digg Arc (Rodenbeck & Migurski, 2008) slice

Digg Radar (Shaler, 2008) uses a data-cloud cosmology. A star twinkles in the cloud as
a viewer opens a story. The viewer can click to read the time and date of Diggs. It is
illustrated in Figure 3.5 below.

67

An RSS feed allows users to access continually updated summaries of online publications. It stands for
the following standards: Really Simple Syndication, RDF Site Summary or Rich Site Summary.
68

Digglabs (Rodenbeck & Migurski (2008) is a collaboration with Stamen Design, a Digg (Rose &
Adelson, 2004) partner.

69

For computer cognoscenti, the Stack title is an amusing pun, as a stack is an abstract data-type used to
operate system function calls in an operating system. Tufte (2001) promotes this kind of cleverness in the
choice of data visualisation metaphors.
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Figure 3.5

Digg Radar (Shaler, 2008)

Twitter (Dorsey, 2006) the instant Blog-publishing tool, offers several choices of
visualisation tools to monitor del.icio.us (Connolly et al. (2008) activity and content.
Twittervision (Troy, 2007-2008) pinpoints real-time ‘tweets’ (Blog hits) as they pop up
on a world map that includes users’ identities and postings. Information Architects’
WebTrend (Reichenstein, 2008) site, featured in Figure 3.6 below, plays on a transit
map by locating popular Web sites relative to category, proximity, success, popularity,
and perspective.

Figure 3.6

Web Trend Map 3, 2008 (Reichenstein, 2008)

E-commerce sites, topical and visual search engines often include chat, voting and
recommendation engines. Visualisation enables users to organize purchases and share
interests. Flowser (Nonaka, 2007) shown below in Figure 3.7 is a Web-based, AI-
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supported visual mash-up machine that permits a graphic visualisation of Amazon
products.

Figure 3.7

Flowser (Nonaka, 2007)

Social media are fast-changing environments where it is difficult to ‘comprehend how
members in a social network are connected and how those connections influence a
particular network’ (Christiansen & Woodley, 2008, p. 89). FAS Research (Katzmair et
al., 2008) undertakes social and economic trend-prediction based on the analysis of
social networks. The resulting visualisations, such as those shown in Figure 3.8,
facilitate analysis from multiple perspectives.
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Figure 3.8

FAS (Katzmair et al, 2008) Research visualisations

The first image illustrates the diffusion of concepts from think tanks. The second
represents individuals eligible for government policy boards; the third shows public
health leaders. The final diagram shows the relationships between board members of
Wells Fargo and other major companies like Apple. FAS Research sells their visual
analysis of social networks as a tool for corporate management. Similar maps by artists,
such as On’s (2004) They Rule, were created as a means to disclose and critique
relationships of economic and political power.
Viégas and Wattenberg created Many Eyes in 2006 as a tool kit for building
visualisations. Their goal was to provoke dialogue, hoping to popularise and
democratise the use of visualisation in social media. They promote three uses of data
visualisation:

to interpret textual data, to analyse complex objects and to use

visualisations to initiate ‘social data exploration’ (2006, p. 804). Danis et al. (2008)
describes Many Eyes as providing ‘visualisation as a service’, acting as ‘a community
component’ (p. 275). Danis et al. (2008) have discovered that, rather than chat about
their visualisations on site, users move them into other social media forums.
Data visualisation allows individuals to organise and share digital objects. It allows all
manner of abstract but accessible representations of daily life, social activities and
professional processes and makes the Internet a place to find diverse, global connections
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or show and share networks. Members use tags and meta tags70 to organise and share
data along different categories and axes, including location, time stamp or type of
network.
Visualised data can be used to link discrete Blogs and Wikis, showing topic
relationships, approaches, sponsors and bloggers.

These capacities emphasize the

importance of tools for visualising data when creating sites for social use. Along with
such external relationships, visualisation can reveal patterns within and among Blogs,
Wikis, e-mail, and chats, indicating topical trends and patterns, emotional dynamics,
frequency of use and social networks. Early recognition of such possibilities informed
the development of CodeZebraOS well before social media gained currency.
Data visualisation and analysis is an attractive strategy for advertising and branding
agencies. The analysis of social media can reveal trends in preferences, voting patterns
and brand popularity. However, it is important to validate the quality of the source data.
While social media are growing as participatory environments, data visualisation relies
on the generation of metadata by users.

Descriptions are not consistent. The

commitment to produce tags and commentary tends to move quickly into the hands of
expert users in focused environments, marketing departments or branding agencies, or
fan clubs and niche users. The source data must be weighed carefully in recognition of
the context in which they were gathered. Concerns about privacy and surveillance are
also important, as tools closely monitor consumer behaviour and track patterns
(Galloway, 2004).
Some analyses, such as geographic dispersal of participants or usage trends, do not rely
on user participation. These can effectively use data visualisation. A recent example is
the Aboriginal media aggregator site, Isuma.tv (Kunuk, 2008). A passive map indicates
who is logged on by country and region. It provides a global reading of commitment
and allows viewers to find local partners to create Isuma.tv chapters. Data visualisation
can act as a political or cultural tool. Discussion boards on the site attest to the success
of the strategy.

70

Meta Tags are known as Metadata elements and include key words, and the terms that are found within
<head> sections of web pages. These are data about the site.
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3.5

Visualising Online Conversation

For the most part, social media are a form of conversation. Anderson states, ‘Language
is one of the best data compression mechanisms that we have…the meaning coded into
words cannot be measured in bytes’ Anderson (2008, p. 156). Language mining leads to
a synthetic picture of human behaviours. Not surprisingly, research into the
visualisation of conversation is of rising importance.
CSCW experts such as Erickson et al. (2008) recognise that Social Media and related
conversation visualisation tools are critical components of workplace-collaboration
systems. These contribute to knowledge management, which is in part made up of
‘knowledge intensive conversations’ (Mengis & Eppler, 2005, p. 4). A knowledgeintensive conversation is a ‘synchronous, co-located or mediated interaction between
two or more people who have an extensive level of expertise in often different areas’ (p.
4). The flexible, adaptive nature of conversations allows insight and innovation to
occur.

Mengis and Eppler call for tools that facilitate and strengthen such

conversations. Viégas and Wattenberg use the notion ‘communication-minded
visualisation’ (2006, p. 801) to describe online conversation tools that enable
collaboration. Such tools must meet the fundamental needs of collaborative systems:
balancing effort and benefit, engendering critical mass adoption through appropriate
social context, supporting social processes and providing appropriate levels of privacy
(Viégas and Wattenberg, pp. 805-6). A discussion of conversation visualisation tools
follows in Chapter Four.
3.6

Debates in Data Visualisation

The large terrain of debates regarding the visualisation of data is key to CodeZebraOS
as it straddles art, design, technology and science. Hall’s (2008) essay ‘Critical
Visualisation’ for the catalogue of the recent Design and the Elastic Mind exhibition,
curated by Paola Antonelli (2008) at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City,
proposes that Data Visualisation has reached a threshold. It has provided breakthrough
insights. Now, despite mass adoption, it could fail to deliver the analysis that
researchers seek. The practice must be wary of being overly tied to ‘analytic reasoning’
(Viégas & Wattenberg, 2006, p. 2) and purely teleological goals. It must transcend
legacy debates about subjectivity and truth in the sciences. Hall argues that Data
Visualisation requires art and design knowledge to allow it to avoid these traps.
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3.6.1

Cognitive Science and Visualisation

How best to apply cognitive science to Data Visualisation is a point of debate. Central
to the design of data visualisations are assumptions about the different roles of textual
and visual language in relation to literacy and perception, including aspects of cognition
outside of conscious grasp. Ware (2004) proposes that Data Visualisation is actually a
science in its own right, one of ‘the emerging disciplines of the cognitive sciences
(psychology, cognitive neuroscience, artificial intelligence, augmented reality, human
computer interaction)’ because it is not a descriptive science but a science that seeks to
enhance cognitive processes (2005, p. 3).
Ware distinguishes linguistic expression as conditioned by the ‘‘ifs’, ‘ands’ and ‘buts’
of natural language’ (2007, p 11), from visual language which is relational, and
conditioned by pattern analysis, ‘‘connected’, ‘inside’, ‘outside’, or ‘part of’’ (p. 11).
Visuals assist users to form hypotheses based on patterns, while text pins down meaning
(Ware, 2004). Bellamy et al. (2007, p. 218) hold that visualisation intensifies human
memory processes through its use of ‘perceptual’ (that is, visual) attention rather than
cognitive analysis. They observe that pattern recognition occurs through ‘aggregation
and abstraction’ (2007, p. 219). Supporting this observation, Varela, Thompson and
Rosch’s (1993) studies find it is vision that assists the brain to bring form, surface
properties, three-dimensional spatial relationships and three-dimensional movement
together.

What is more, the interactive nature of digital media allows data to be

‘malleable’ and visual trends to emerge over time.
Much cognitive research of data visualisation use focuses on performance enhancement.
Studies test whether or not users’ efficiency in reading data is increased through specific
techniques applied to pattern recognition and legibility. For example, Ware et al. (2002)
tested pattern recognition to see how viewers might speedily find the shortest paths in
‘spring layout diagrams’.71 Ware, Hui and Franck (2000, p.612) compare 2D and 3D
comprehension and formal strategies for complex network layouts. Ware and Bobick
(2005) propose understanding visualisation as an interaction between human cognition,
computer memory and its related algorithms, and the physical actions of the user.
Cognitive scientists reduce successful design to being attentive to the physiology of
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They established that comprehension relies on drawing the shortest paths and managing the number of
branches from nodes to sustain legibility.
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brain and eye. In a much-quoted statement, Tufte (2001) describes graphical excellence
as ‘that which gives the viewer the greatest numbers of ideas in the shortest time with
the least ink in the smallest space’ (p. 51).
Contrary research suggests that viewers have different perspectives on what makes data
visualisation effective. Hall (2008) is amongst those analysts who warn that such
experimentation needs to account for learned conventions, anathema to many cognitive
scientists. For example Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1993) show that colour
perception is learned, hence, ‘lexical classifications of colour can affect subjective
judgments of similarity’ (p.171).
Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson (2001) insist that, rather than knowledge being an
analytic, atomistic function based on captured data, it is a dynamic puzzle, in which
varied forms of intelligence are in constant play. Their comprehensive study indicates
that ‘even knowledge that can be thought of as factual or mathematical is in fact
strongly shaped by social and cultural assumptions’ (p. 865). They cite research subjects
who differ regarding aesthetics and what constitutes elegance or beauty in an image.
The mere rotation of paper and the positioning of scientific diagrams on a page can be
issues of contention. While not side-stepping cognition their research ties perception
back to cultural expression, permitting inclusion of diverse aesthetics, and by
implication a generous role for art in the visualisation of data.
3.6.2

The Data Visualisation Design Process

As the Data Visualisation field developed, a set of formal conventions emerged linking
data structures and metaphors. There is nonetheless a dynamic variance in choices of
structure, navigation strategies and metaphors or expressions. Even to arrive at the first
stage of data visualisation requires decisions about structure and metaphor. Two distinct
approaches to design arise in the literature representing bottom up/top down process.
Tufte (2001) argues that data visualisation requires choosing data sets that are of value
to the researcher or the artist, analyzing that data set to find meaningful ways to
represent it, creating a structure for the data, mining the data, analysing patterns,
translating the analysis through aesthetic representation, refining the representation to
better communicate, and creating means of manipulating the data. In Tufte’s view, data
enunciate their own structures. Through this process they find form, sometimes
narrative. This may be viewed as data naturalism, or truth to materials.
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Fry (2007) proposes a procedure that begins with narrative or story form. He argues that
the researcher or designer must start not with the data set but with the empirical
question asked. Fry then works his way back to data. He considers the nature of the data
to be obtained, finds data to fit the question and parses them to provide a structural fit
for their meaning, then orders them into categories and filters out all but the data of
interest. This offers an opportunity for metaphor, design variation and the recognition of
multiple interpretations of the same data set.
In the visual qualities resulting from these approaches, Ware (2004) suggests three
‘interlocking feedback loops’ (p. 4) that require the designer’s attention. First is the
need to support the user’s eye-hand coordination, as they mouse through data. Then
there is the exploration and navigation loop, where users must find their way through
large quantities of data, and finally there is the problem-solving loop, where ‘the analyst
forms hypotheses about the data and refines them through an augmented visualisation
process’.
3.6.3

Realism, Subjectivity and Context in Data Visualisation

Debates about the nature of data and representation align with debates about scientific
realism. The practice of data visualisation has been grounded primarily in teleological
(wilful) thinking with regard to both human activity and machines (Luger et al., 1994;
Sack, 2007). Visualisations are understood as utilities, translating data into meaningful
communication. The two goals of scientific realism are to evoke common sense and
describe reality (Godfrey-Smith, 2003). These rationalist roots suggest that perception
leads directly to action, and presupposes the alignment of reality and image. Indeed,
keeping the metaphor close to the source of the data appears to be necessary for the
process of discovery for some scientists, such as Boulanger et al. (2008).
Tufte (2001, 2006), like Wired’s Anderson (2008), believes in the underlying truth of
data sets. He brings Modernist economy to data visualisations meant to elicit the
substance of their data (p. 51). Tufte (2001) denounces designers who distort
measurements in their visual representations (p. 59) for editorial gain.

‘Graphical

integrity’ (p. 77) in the face of the ‘Lie Factor’ (p. 57) ensures that changes in the data
emerge without being exaggerated or underplayed by design.
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However, the use of literal metaphors in a data visualisation may suggest an impossible
level of accuracy. After all, a visualisation of Internet packets is many degrees of
separation away from the conditions of production of that packet and of its producers.
Case studies of visualisations – some with the same data set – underscore how data sets
are distorted by prior decisions, such as the instruments chosen to collect the data, the
structure of the database, source and sampling methods and software choices.72 These
are elements that implicate data and put a mediating frame around notions of
objectivity. Evaluations of data visualisations should raise concerns about the quality of
‘source’ or ‘raw’ data, and challenge the assumption that once the data have been
‘cooked’, that is, digitised and standardised, they guarantee accuracy. For Erickson and
Kellogg (2003), modern psychology has proved the mind is too complex to be reduced
to behaviourist and related AI strategies. The understanding that computers cannot
represent human thinking processes and perception accurately means a visualisation
must be understood as a machine translation of the real.
Artists, computer scientists, cognitive scientists and designers debate the authority of
the visual. Significant twentieth century scholars of visual art and digital media studies
have pointed to the ways that images are constructed. Earlier discussion noted the
cultural reliance on context to create meaning for data visualisations. It may be argued
that representation, context and meaning are in constant negotiation. Luger et al. (1994)
agree with the critical importance of placing knowledge-based systems into the context
of use, and describe this as ‘situated cognition’ (p. 607), expertise operating within a
context. Rather than mapping knowledge within a unified world, ‘different types of
interactions, different practices, different practices, give rise to different vocabularies
and different modes of description’ (p. 607). They imply role play is a constituent of
knowledge practices because the ‘language games’ of usage are critical to the operation
of knowledge.
The visualisation of data for collaborative research projects requires visual interfaces to
be customised for users’ context (Belanger et al., 2008). Such an approach is important,
because communities of practice (groups with shared professional interests) or
communities of interest (groups with different kinds of knowledge who need a common
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The case studies were presented at SIGGRAPH and IEEE panels and several Banff New Media
Institute summits (Diamond, et al., 2002; Diamond & Kennard (1993-2009).
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representation to begin or continue collaboration) are responsible for the interpretation
of the data presented through visualisation. HCI researchers Crabtree and Rodden
(2004) extend this view into the physical world. They prove physical environments have
an impact on cognitive function.
Scientists have also raised concerns about the veracity of the visual. Aldersey-Williams
(2008) warn that scientific visualisation is a distraction for mathematicians or
theoretical physicists because ‘sensory interpretations of the world that cannot be sensed
are just that: interpretations’ (p. 47). Picking up on debates in physics in the 1920s, he
worries that the use of images will limit speculation. Latour counters that science
discovers and reformulates reality from actual phenomena constantly, but this
reconstitution is made through languages comfortable to science, including
visualisation. He (1983, p. 23) proposes that, ‘most of what we call formalism is the
belief that a written (or visualised) inscription must be believed more than any contrary
indications from the senses’. Scientists may resist sensory immersion or visual pleasure,
viewing it as the reintroduction of indefiniteness, contingency and anti-rational
experience.
Some scientists question positivism – the notion that discovery leads to further
discovery and forward movement in the train of knowledge. They view reality as far too
contradictory and chaotic, with different worlds – episteme and ontology – side by side.
New trends in science open up science and technology studies, phenomenology,
complexity theory and emergence (Kember, 2007; Luger et al., 1994; Varela,
Thompson and Rosch, 1993). There is recognition that complex systems are difficult to
predict (Mason, Denzinger & Carpendale, 2004). Human and even machine agents must
be factored into these models (Barad, 2007, 2008).
Debates regarding subjectivity arise in discussions of multidimensional, complex data
sets in humanities or social science. Tufte (2006) acknowledges that analyses of human
behaviour are ‘often so distant from any kind of law like understanding’ (p. 138) that
there are ‘multivariate uncertainties about causality’ (p. 138). However, he argues that
representations of causality, comparison and multivariate complexity prevail in social
science as well as science; hence Data Visualisation must provide uniform methods for
all disciplines. Fry believes that Tufte simplifies the challenge of manipulating complex
data. He posits that designers constantly make choices about which dimensions to show
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while also facing technical difficulties with multivariate data. Jevbratt (2005) argues for
abstract visual strategies for representing complex data sets. She ‘simplifies and narrows
the construction of objects and actions to the specific reality layer that the code operates
in’ (p. 12) by layering outwards from the concrete to the abstract and omitting access to
previous layers as she moves forward.
These trends may valorise data visualisation practices where the aesthetic is preeminently a means to grasp new scientific theories. Whitelaw (2006) goes further,
arguing data visualisation ‘turns towards immersion and sensation; it emphasises
openness and intuition, rather than the extraction of value or meaning’ (p. 10). Kosara
(2007) argues data visualisations must address the complexity and unpredictability of
human thinking and discovery (Kosara, 2007). Data visualisation is communication,
albeit tied strongly to science; hence it requires knowledge of visual representation.
Design choices influence viewers. He suggests that the strength, not the weakness, of
data visualisation is its ability to present different points of view, allowing for complex
perspectives. In Kosara’s view, its very subjectivity is its value.
3.6.4 The Politics of Data Visualisation
Earlier discussions noted the relationship of scientific visualisation over the centuries to
the habitus and doxa of power. ’Techno-culture’ (Penley & Ross, 1991) describes the
penetration of digital technology into all aspects of experience. This context results in a
complex politics of access as Abrams and Hall note (2006). What data sets are
visualised and by whom, is a point of concern, as data visualisations clearly have
powerful impacts on decisions in the physical world. Galloway and Thacker (2007)
argue that politically vital data sets generally have limited or restricted access.
Manovich (2007) describes the trajectory of this era as one of ‘data subjectivity’ (p. 5).
Data subjectivity constitutes the subject (for example through health records or driving
records) but data bodies are only tangentially controlled by the individuals that they
represent. Policies produce impacts on social groups described by data. Actual bodies
are as constituted by these apparently immaterial data representations of individual and
social data bodies as by flesh. The growth of genomics and bioengineering creates even
more opportunities for data subjectivity when genes are spliced with digital
technologies at the nano scale. Data visualisation becomes a means to represent both
the data body and emergent hybrid forms and identities; to uncritically manipulate data
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bodies or to critically underline and enable the agency of subjects in relation to their
data.
Some artists, designers and scientists have sought to enforce transparency onto technoculture and offer an overt critique of power relationships. This practice may be
described as data deconstruction. Such visualisations have the goal of disclosing
relationships between and within social, political and technological networks. There is
an ongoing desire to disclose the flow and barriers within the powerful and invisible
structures and protocols of the Internet. For example, Opte (Lyon, 2005) is an
interactive site that bridges art and popular culture. It was created to
…make a visual representation of a space that is very much onedimensional, a metaphysical universe. The data represented and collected
here serves a multitude of purposes: Modelling the Internet, analyzing
wasted IP space, IP space distribution, detecting the result of natural
disasters, weather, war, and aesthetics/art. (Lyon, p. 1).
It allows users to create maps of Internet usage. Opte is capable of producing maps of
the Internet with as many as five million edges on a daily basis, representing ‘Class A
allocation of IP space to different registrars in the world’ (Lyon, p. 3). It is depicted in
Figure 3.9

Figure 3.9

Opte map (Lyon, 2005)
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Somewhat ironically, the last communication from Opte occurred after Lyon’s service
provider contacted him with a request to create an image of a ‘distributed denial of
service attack’ (Lyon, 2005).
By comparison, a Flash 6.0 tool used for commercial mappings of the Internet is shown
in Figure 3.10 below. Akamai’s (2008) Real-time Web Monitor is a Web analytics tool
that allows companies to see Web use as it is unfolding. Such demographic analysis is
valuable to media and ecommerce sites.73

Figure 3.10

Real-time Web Monitor (Akamai, 2008)

The Real-time Web Monitor lets clients ‘watch visitors arrive at a site in real time and
move from page to page…You can gather information about the visitor, and see how
they found you’ (p. 1). Commercial social media tend to be instruments functioning
within the context of existing power relationships. Yet they also operated as disruptive
technologies, shifting mainstream practices, in particular, rearranging the balance of
collective versus individual identities.

The examples above provide dramatic

differences in data visualisation politics as well as the choice and use of source data, the
directness or abstractness of the choice of metaphors.
3.6.5

Is Data Visualisation a Technology, Science or Art Form?

Hall (2008) asks the question, is data visualisation a technology, a science or an art
form? In fact the field of Data Visualisation combines many disciplines, ‘statistics, data
mining, graphic design or art, information visualisation and computer science’ (Fry, p.
5) as well as mathematics, linguistics, social science, design and art. Perhaps in
response to the debates discussed earlier, there is pressure from its practitioners to
define Data Visualisation as a field of scientific study. Ware (2004) proposes that Data
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Mapnet (Claffy & Huffaker, 2008) is a yet another Java applet that shows the backbones of US Internet
Service Providers.
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Visualisation is the scientific study of ‘distributed cognition’ between pattern
mechanisms in the human brain and the algorithms that map data to the computer. He
argues that lessons from the existing science of perception should be applied to Data
Visualisation and rigorously tested.74 Bethel (2006) suggests that the field contributes to
colour theory. Some like Kosara (2006) argue that Data Visualisation should remain a
soft science. It must retain its relationship to Digital Media Studies, Design Methods
and the growing field of interaction theory in HCI.
Data visualisation can be seen as a technology in that it is made up of tools that allow
the transformation of one material (data) into another (data visualisation), enabling
analysis. Kindlmann (2006) and Jankun-Kelly (2006) note that for data visualisation to
be an effective technology, it must be generalised and tested to produce replicable
results. North (2006) argues that Data Visualisation should measure how insight is
produced, that is, studying the process of human interaction with data visualisation.
Insight has been described earlier as that moment of understanding that reveals hidden
processes or complex relationships, breaks through existing barriers and sharpens the
focus on knowledge.
Given the call for insight, this thesis proposes that the intention of the maker, whether
artist, designer, computer scientist or team, does not always align with the use,
interpretation or range of applications of results from data visualisations. Data
visualisation is a technology when it provides new widgets or programming languages,
or when its application creates representations permitting new discoveries as a result of
visually interpreting the invisible. It is both a science and artistic practice, in that
aesthetics is as bound up in an understanding of perception as science is.

Data

visualisation requires the skills of visual art and design and often has references in
previous art-historical expressions. It is possible that successful data visualisations can
act as boundary objects (Fischer, 2004) and provide multiple lenses. 75 The table at the
close of this chapter, and the conclusions drawn from it, reinforce such an argument.
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Information Visualization under Chen’s (2008) leadership is currently redefining the field towards
visual analytics, combining perception research and visualisation.
75

The argument in Deleuze and Guattari’s What Is Philosophy? (1994) differentiates between art, science
and philosophy, and defines art as percept/affect, science as function and philosophy as concept. Data
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Fry’s (2008) genomics inspired practice is a valuable reference for this debate, as he
crosses the categories of art, technology and science and deploys effective design
methods. In Aligning Humans and Animals (2007), a project created for the Broad
Institute, sequences of human and other mammalian DNA are aligned across a browser
that indicates the evolutionary distance from the animal to the human. Genome Valence,
in Figure 3.11, are sketches that visualise biological data and build structures and
relationships ‘inside very large data sets’ (2002). It was also exhibited in the Whitney
Biennial.

Figure 3.11

Genome Valence (Fry, 2002)

As a backbone to his data visualisation activities, Fry collaborated with Reas (2007), to
invent Processing a computer language that facilitates the building of data
visualisations.
3.6.6 Aesthetics
Debates regarding aesthetics in Data Visualisation have roots in the fields of Digital
Media Studies, Design Methods and ArtSci. Rapid comprehension is one goal of a
design aesthetic (Freeland, 2000; Ware, 2005). According to Billings (2008) aesthetics

visualisation may be a practice that crosses these boundaries, but where one project (as with Fry’s) can be
unpacked into separate but related categories.
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hold primarily an instrumental or use-value. In the tradition of Tufte, Mathews (2004)
assigns aesthetics to functionality and ease of interface use. These aesthetics are often
symmetrical and highly legible. Ware (2006) promotes visual beauty, albeit that of a
spare Modernist beauty. Ziemkiewicz and Kosara (2008) propose that the field should
make a stark differentiation between 'pragmatic' data visualisation that allows efficient
reading of data, and 'artistic' data visualisation that uses data in abstract or metaphorical
ways. Kosara (2007) feels that creative interpretations can 'hurt perception' (p. 634)
when fast analysis is needed yet can result in 'sublime' or 'contemplative' experiences at
other times. He argues that both forms can have positive impacts on each other but
require separation.
Hall (2008) and Fry (2007) share the concern that the quality of visual expression
suffers because of a belief on the part of some scientists that attractiveness is equal to
subjectivity or illegibility.

Expert cosmology and climate change visualisation

designers such as Gloria Simmons-Brown (2002), Jay Anne English (2002), or Donna
Cox (2002)76 are data visualisation professionals. They report that their collaborators
from the sciences have rejected visually engaging imagery for fear that the results
would be refused by committees reviewing for publication.77 Designers find the fear of
visual pleasure discomfiting. Moore (2008) maintains the blog infosthetics.com, one of
the key sites for debates about the practice of data visualisation. He sides with Fry in
noting that ‘The best works are those where the aesthetics help people understand the
data, where they’re almost telling a story’ (p. 3). Beautiful visualisations compel not
only experts, but also the public. He is convinced that consumers, shown an effective
visualisation of energy wastage data, will adopt energy efficient (2008, p. 52) practices.
The acceptance of beauty in scientific imagery may differ between generations and
types of science. As visualisations of the truly imperceptible nano-technology world
proceeds, lush imagery is permitted. The publication Seed: the Future of Science (Bly,
2007, 2008) represents theoretical and applied science and often features material drawn
from ArtSci. It foregrounds vivid illustrations and commissions breath-taking
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Examples and discussion of their practice are found in the See issue of horizonzero.ca (Diamond,
2002).
77

Tensions between information visualisation designers who call on aesthetics and metaphor and
scientific visualisation designers who are pressed towards realism are evident at conferences such as
Information Visualisation (Kosara, 2007).
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visualisations. Seed espouses the philosophy that ‘Science rightfully adheres to a strict
methodology, relying on experimental data and testability, but this method could benefit
from an additional set of inputs’ (Lehrer, p. 51) namely Digital Media Studies, ArtSci
and Design.
Discussions of aesthetics have a history in AI and cognitive science. These fields have
gravitated towards a Kantian notion of ‘common sense’, which encompasses logic,
morality and aesthetics. Kant promotes logic equating it was purposefulness and
demotes aesthetic judgement as mere taste. Sack (2007) suggests that Kant’s two
cognitive faculties, reason and imagination, were reduced by AI designers to normative
processes. Of more value may be Kant’s proposal that aesthetics are a transaction
between the artist, the object and the audience, suggesting that the viewer completes the
image. This is a process wherein the subject is in constant formation, in a state of
‘momentariness’ (Varela, Thompson and Rosch, 1993, p. 71).
Sack’s (2007) argument that many who apply Kant’s ideas to AI mistakenly focus on
individual experience and consciousness rather than the emergence of collective
identities and processes, that it the doxa of cultural expression, is of fundamental
importance to CodeZebraOS. Common sense emerges through ‘a community of people
who create their own stable linguistic and social structure through continued interaction
on the Internet’ (p. 201). Sack states that ‘An aesthetics for the Internet needs to
concentrate on producing the means for visualizing and understanding how social and
semantic relationships intertwine and communities and common sense emerge’ (p. 205).
He observes that this occurs despite cultural difference, although difference is the
starting point. While agreeing that intersubjectivity (Flusser, 1999) and cohesion result
from collaboration, this thesis argues that new, particular identities are formed, rather
than universal ones.
Daniel (2007) also expresses interest in defining the aesthetics of collaborative systems.
Social media are ‘focused on how a discourse can circulate’ (p. 149). Daniel observes
that data are, ‘simultaneously recombinant and indexical, precise and scalable,
immersive and emergent, homogenous and heterogeneous’ (p. 151). She uses the
metaphor of cellular automata, as do Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1993), because
these create a subjective position that is at once relational and associative, carrying both
a global and local perspective. There is ‘an oscillating, productive tension between the
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individual and the social’ (p. 147). These concepts envelop the motile, clonal-mosaic
aesthetics of the CodeZebraOS conversation-space that adjusts to each posting.
There is another set of debates regarding Data Visualisation aesthetics that has roots in
art and literary traditions.

The sublime is expressed in art and literature as the

threatening wonder of nature that cannot be fully grasped by human understanding.
Sublime imagery seeks transcendence from the everyday to godliness. Some, such as
Jevbratt (2005, 2009), describe emergent properties and systems as an evolutionary
living force.

‘Raw’ data stand in for nature (red in tooth and claw). Data can be

perceived as primary material, not produced (Anderson, 2008); concrete and objective,
rather than contingent and relational. While human intervention is required to produce
meaning from the originating data (e.g. weather patterns, plant growth, or mobile phone
use), the transformation process is problematically at times inferred as alchemical,
effected only by a cognoscenti of programmers, (artists) and designers.
Visualisation artist Jebratt (2001) first built generative algorithms where chance
intervened to produce unexpected, abstract and beautiful forms of expression. She
intentionally defied narrative yet sought the disclosure of hidden patterns in the Internet.
Jebratt (2005) more recently argues that genetic code melded with computer code
signals a new sublime or unknowable, uncanny beauty.78 Jevbratt (2005) intertwines
the materiality of data with programming (coding) as a material practice. She says,
To write code is to create reality. It could be likened with the production
of artificial DNA, of oligonucleotides – a process where life is written. Or
it could be seen as a more obviously physical act of generating and
moving around material, an act that has dimensionality, which is
nonlinear. (2005, p. 1)
Coding acts as a means of bringing a virtual world into being through the manipulation
of mathematics and its aesthetics, not words. The alignment of code and graphics with
mathematics, rather than text, is a point made by both Burnett (2005) and Manovich
(2007).

78

The uncanny adds elements of discomfort or grotesqueness to images to startle viewers. Most recently
(2009), Jevbratt has moved on to build emulators for the sensory apparatus of animal species.
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Manovich’s 2002 ‘Data Visualisation as New Abstraction and Anti-Sublime’ provides a
thoughtful counterpoint to data mysticism. Manovich argues that visualisations of data
by artists may create synthetic meaning rather than support a mystification. Manovich
indicates links between early Modernist abstraction and contemporary artists’ data
visualisation. For some artists, an attraction to data visualisation does indeed stem from
the challenge of excavating hidden patterns, essential structures and beauty from the
obliqueness of a data set. However, the complexity and form of the structures that artists
disclose have changed. Manovich (2007) proposes elsewhere that the formal properties
of the database are lateral and associative. It privileges the paradigm (perception of the
structure or theorisation) over a narrative hierarchy. This is a very different approach to
the abstract expressions that Manovich elegises. Surely the challenge for artists is to
sustain a constructivist understanding of imagery while openly exploring the indexical
properties of data. Art historical references to ‘nature’, its relationship to culture and
various past expressions, whether domestic chic or formalism can serve as a double
entendre.
3.6.7

Implications of these Debates

Expanded demand, along with shifts in science and media, appear to open the door for a
re-valuation of subjectivity in data visualisation science and technology. That artists and
designers work in the field underscores the expressive value of data visualisation
beyond simple analytics. Aesthetic experience is not secondary, but can be a fulcrum to
knowledge. Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson note that, ‘Knowledge is bound up with
human intelligence, shaped by social assumptions, and requires active contribution on
the part of recipients if it is to be taken up’ (2001, p. 867). In this light, this chapter will
now explore the contribution of artists to Data Visualisation.
3.7

Artists as Inventors of Technologies

The 1980s to the current early twenty-first century have witnessed artists becoming
inventors of digital technologies and tools. Artists develop tools, either on their own or
in collaboration with engineers and scientists, for many reasons; when current tools fail
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to meet the formal or functional needs of a specific art project or when the dominant
commercial tools fail to serve an emerging artistic practice, or simply do not exist.79
Forays into technology creation by artists can have significant impact.80 Tools built by
artists provide alternate ways of understanding or experiencing the social and
technological world. For example, the Mandala Virtual Reality System (now the Vivid
group of technologies) used camera tracking of gesture to place the unencumbered
performer onto an animated stage set. Created by performance artist Vincent in 1984, it
enabled him, ‘to play music, dance, and juggle his way around the world in live stage
performances, utilizing his patented interactive virtual reality technology in concert with
live musicians’ (Vincent, 2008, p.1). Vincent provided design perspectives radically
different from the virtual reality systems of his day, opening the way for new inventions
and, twenty years later, a burgeoning business.
Some artists, with a Modernist belief in finding the ‘essence’ of nature, materials and
human expression, have chosen to create structuralist art and technology works that
disclose their source materials. These works seek to provoke insights on the essence of
the technology. This trend can be seen in painting; minimalist sculpture and early
experimental filmmaking, animation and graphics. In the digital age, where software is
often the technology underlying works of art, the truth-to-materials strategy can also
lead to the creation of software or combinations of software, platforms and systems
(Diamond & Ladly, 2008).

In some instances, formalism and politicised deconstruction merge. Latour (1998) and
Law and Hassard (1999) describe technologies as invisible non-human actors, affecting
the performance of a social network or process. Action seems compelling to some artists
when technologies are not visible, and hold hidden hierarchies that order relationships
and power (Galloway, 2004). Thacker (2004) believes that the structure of the Internet
and the concomitant era of wide-scale technology innovation result in a ‘built-in’
resistance (Thacker, in Galloway, 2004 p. xxvii). Deconstructive interventions move
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Century (2002) and Mitchell, Inouye, and Blumenthal (2003) provide extensive case studies. Also see
chart in the Introduction for previous publications on this.
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In the 1970s, artists such as Dan Sandin (2007) had a tremendous impact on computer graphics and the
emergence of virtual reality (BNMI, Smart, Sexy, Healthy, 2001) .
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past ‘montage’ or ‘alienation effects’ (Brecht, 1964, 1974) into the realm of tool
making.
3.8

Artists’ Data Visualisation Practice

The presence of artistic work and their citation on scientific and social media
visualisation Web sites testifies to the expanding interest in artists’ contributions to the
field.81 Viégas and Wattenberg’s (2006) propose that artists must use real data to qualify
as Data Artists. Data Artists create visualisations that ‘explore a wide variety of themes
that permeate visual culture’ (p.4). The preoccupations of the twentieth and twenty-first
century that have consumed the art world include social networks, relationships within
the art world and its institutions, structures of political, economic and global power, the
structure of the Internet and its underlying technologies, the structure of discourse
between networked subjects, language and literature. Some visualisation works invoke
natural processes and use scientific data. Some artists reject the instrumental task of
making meaning out of data. As Whitelaw suggests, ‘data art actively resists, or defers
information, it aims to somehow present us with the data itself’ (Whitelaw, 2006, p. 2).
In the pages that follow a number of works are described with some detail and other
canonical works simply noted.
3.8.1

Scientific Visualisation by Artists

Some artists critique science, using its own ideas and approaches against it. Others find
genuine value in using the materials and discourse of science. Still others seek a new
aesthetic or adopt a hybrid approach, aptly using the materials at hand. Crossick (2006)
demonstrates that scientists can often extract directly applicable knowledge from
ArtSci, while it takes time for new artistic expressions to find a voice, be recognised and
validated.
Two examples indicate that artists also contribute to aesthetic experience, scientific
knowledge and critical understanding. Prophet’s 2002 work Cell was created with
imaginative mathematician d’Inverno, geneticist Theise, a world leader in adult stem
cell research; computer scientist Saunders and curator Ride. It is visually arresting
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See the visualcomplexity site (Lima, 2008); the social software site, flowingdata (Yau, 2008); the
comprehensive informationarchitects (Reichenstein & Gerber, 2008) site and the critically focused
infosthetics (Moore,2008) site that contains debates on information architecture and aesthetics.
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software (Prophet, 2002) built to facilitate Theise’s (2008) breakthrough research,
demonstrating relationships between previously invisible phenomena. His work ‘revised
understandings of human liver microanatomy which, in turn, led directly to
identification of possible liver stem cell niches and the marrow-to-liver regeneration
pathway’. His collaboration with Prophet, and her revealing visualisations led to a new
interest in theoretical biology and complexity theory (p.2). Ox concentrates on the
synaesthetic with the creation of the 21st Century Color Organ (2004), using data
visualisation techniques to translate musical structures into colour imagery driven by
colour theory and cognitive science research.
3.8.2

Visualising Language

Some visualisations use computer code (mathematics) to consort with language (text).
In the twentieth century, visual artists in the West began to treat language and text as
materials, continuing nineteenth-century artists’ fascination with literature.

By the

1970s, conceptual art privileged the idea over the form. This constructivist and
linguistic turn suggested that there were no essential qualities to the world, only
expressions, mediated through language or performance – expressions of experience
through unconscious language, gesture and presence. It was language that made or
disrupted meaning and identity. In the 1980s, artists applied structural semiotic tools to
the visual image. Holtzer’s (2009) billboards were an artistic response to advertising. In
Post-Partum Document (1973-1977) feminist artist and psychoanalytic theorist Kelly
displayed her son’s used diapers annotated with textual references.
Artists with a strong interest in linguistics and conceptualism now turn to Data
Visualisation as a digital trajectory to linguistic intervention, semiotics and
conceptualism. Flanagan (2004) created applets, such as Phage, that users download
onto their computer. Phage psychoanalyses the hard drive over the course of a week,
revealing the user’s obsessions and encouraging a sense of data agency and empowered
data subjectivity.
Other artists are drawn beyond structural analysis to poetics. Data visualisation is a
means to write concrete poetry. Paley (2003) created Textarc, a tool that allows text to
be processed. Key words are quantified and brought to the foreground. It has been
applied to literature, bodies of conference data, calendars and other corpus. Posavec
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explores differences, ‘in writing style between authors of modern classics’ through her
project Writing Without Words (2008, p. 3). An example is shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12

Literary Organism (Posavec, 2006)

Posavec parses text in an expressive and poetic manner to create works such as Sentence
Drawings (2008) and Sentence Length (2008).
Temporal structures define how text-based relationships emerge in the Internet, with
synchronous and asynchronous experiences providing very different feelings,
intimacies, forms of consciousness. These pile on top of each other in layers, allowing
social relationships and expressions to feel like a thick texture of condensed time. Some
participatory works by artists pin down and focus this endless movement. Vesna’s
(2001) NoTime screensaver builds an aesthetic around the search for information on the
Internet. It is a contributory work where multiple participants create and compares
profiles with human and non-human agents. Vesna makes use of agent-based
technologies to create emergent behaviours that feed on the user’s identity. This bot
redraws patterns for each participant as transactions occur in their Internet accounts.
The relative autonomy of each agent reveals the routes and relationships of transactions,
normally invisible to users.
We Feel Fine by Harris and Kamvar (2008) shares the interest in affective expression
and measurement of text data (Picard, 1998) that are at the core of CodeZebraOS. We
Feel Fine builds emotional portraits of specific online populations by extracting
expressions of feelings from Weblogs. The project provides six movements (like a
symphony), driven by statistical analysis and data aggregation, and then reshaped by
users’ paths through the data. Feelings accumulate in mounds on the screen, quivering
when the mouse-cursor passes over. The site is poignant and amusing. It is shown in
Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13

We Feel Fine, Mounds; Madness: Mobs: Weather (Harris & Kamvar,
2008)

The Listening Post by Rubin and Hansen (2002) is an eloquent and monumental
sculptural installation that samples real-time IRC chat and creates a sonic and visual
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environment for viewers and listeners to feel the loneliness and eagerness of IRC
participants who are looking for love. Sounds and images flash across multiple screens.
Figure 3.14 depicts the full installation, with audience.

Figure 3.14

Listening Post

Niegam and Feinberg created the Dumpster (2006) as an ode to Valentine’s Day. A
crawler looks for patterns in online relationships, charting similarities as well as
differences. Visitors can surf break-ups story by story or grasp patterns, such as
correlations with weather patterns, in the ending of relationships. Interacting with these
sites allows users to get a sense of the collective affect in a given context.
Burnett (2005), Jevbratt (2005), Manovich (2002) and Whitelaw (2006) challenge the
notion that data hold linguistic properties, arguing rather that data are a mathematical
material and its properties should be manipulated through algebraic constructs. They
suggest that treating data as language hides their essential nature. This is an aesthetic,
cognitive and indexical misstep. The examples given here show that linguistic and
statistical analysis conjoined are a powerful tool. The results of these forays contribute
to the advance of computational linguistics by bringing together advances in data
measurement, artificial intelligence and, in the case of We Feel Fine, linguistics.
3.8.3

Data Deconstruction

Rather than return to Modernism, some data visualisation artists deconstruct the
structures of technology and communications that produce the data and the aesthetic
norms of scientific and information visualisation.

Some art excavates information
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hidden in the data set. Pope and Fuller (1995) created the Web Stalker, one of the first
tools to crawl the Web and create a visual diagram of hidden relationships between
domains, discrediting any notion of search engine neutrality. Its form is now common to
many data visualisation tools in social media. The Web Stalker is illustrated in Figure
3.15.

Figure 3.15

Web Stalker (Pope & Fuller, 1995)

Jevbratt (1999-2002) created the project 1:1 in the late 1990s as a means to collect and
display ‘the addresses of every Web site in the world and interfaces through which to
view and use the database’ (p. 4). The elusiveness of 1:1 within the vastness of the
Internet is her pun. Using the pictorial frame, she places sequences of frames (a way of
understanding queries) around data points. She paints with pixels, a common sampling
mechanism (Luger et al., 1994). In this case the samples return as images of network
topologies that once flattened appear as abstract paintings.82 Five interfaces (Migration,
Hierarchical, Every, Random, Excursion) visualise the databases and provide a means
to navigate the Web, aiming to instil a sense of the Web as an entity. The piece is both
deconstructive and visually expressive. An early interface is shown in figure 3.16.

82

Whitelaw (2006) points out that these works continue twentieth-century art practice that is engaged
with rethinking the frame.
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Figure 3.16 1:1 (Jevbratt, 1999-2002)
In The Secret Lives of Numbers (2002, 2008) Levin and his collaborators, Feinberg,
Wynecoop and Wattenberg comment on the aesthetic and linguistic practices of
scientific visualisation. Levin argues for the subjectivity of numbers – and by
implication – data, stating,
Humanity’s fascination with numbers is ancient and complex. Our present
relationship with numbers reveals both a highly developed tool and a highly
developed user, working together to measure, create, and predict both ourselves and
the world around us. But like every symbiotic couple, the tool we would like to
believe is separate from us (and thus objective) is actually an intricate reflection of
our thoughts, interests, and capabilities. (Levin et al., 2002, p. 3)
They draw on Tufte (2001) and Ware’s (2004) rules to develop a malleable, beautiful
and interactive visualisation made up of data sets from history, culture and biology sites
and expressed as numbers over a five-year period. Popular media and culture are also
translated into data, with specific numbers carrying the weight. Figure 3.17 shows an
expression from The Secret Lives of Numbers.
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Figure 3.17

Two data slices from The Secret Lives of Numbers

Oliver, the Select Parks games designer, created Packet Garden (2006) illustrated in
Figure 3.18. It has a luscious organic feel and comprises data packets, painting them as
a garden and allowing the user to select and cultivate seeds.

Figure 3.18

Packet Garden (Oliver, 2006)

Artist and architect Kurgin contributes significantly to social policy through an
influential data-mapping project, the 2006 Million Dollar Blocks Project, created with
the Columbia University Spatial Information Design Laboratory. It represents the
number of prisoners who come from a limited number of blocks in the largest cities in
the United States. Governments spend over a million dollars a year on these blocks
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rather than support social services or education. This project is both expressive and
instrumental in its intent and aesthetics. It has earned a response from municipalities to
the lack of social and other services in their communities. See figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19

Million Dollar Block Project (Kurgin, 2006)

A Thousand Points of Light, a visualisation by Mohaiemen in The Disappeared in
America Project by the Visible Collective/Dan-Bergman (2008), provides an animated
map of mass detentions that occurred in the United States after September 11, 2001,
providing information about the detainee and their country of origin. Viewers can
update the map with their own data. Else/Where Mapping New Cartographies of
Networks and Territories (Abrams & Hall, 2006) includes an anthology of artists’
geographic mapping projects. There are many artists' projects that map corporate and
military power relationships. They Rule (On, 2004) provides a node-and-link graphical
overview of corporate links, members of boards of directors and their social networks.
In a similar vein, Andrew Cook (2008) created data visualisations mapping current
military spending.
Stock market feeds have been a fecund source for projects such as Portway and
Autogena's (2002) Stock Market Planetarium. The elegant and ironic installation plays
off cosmology visualisations, suggesting a new astrological universe of corporations
and their stocks, as artificial life creatures mutate, propagate and die in the market,
feeding off of its movements and making graphical transitions, clumping and
influencing the weight of the depicted universe.
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Malthag and Gross (2008), working under the name Catalogtree, compile, combine and
analyse data about the behaviour of human networks and crowds, sometimes
highlighting compelling associations. Flocking Diplomats, figure 3.20, shows the traffic
violation patterns of diplomats (who have diplomatic immunity), charted across many
factors, including time of day.

Figure 3.20
3.8.4

Flocking Diplomats 01(Malthag & Gross, 2008)

Data Visualisation Tools by Artists

As Viégas and Wattenberg have done for social media, artists have created tools that
permit individuals and groups to input their own data to visualise with highly interactive
tools, building a sense of agency by discovering patterns within data sets and aligning
them to other data subjects. Jevbratt (2005) hoped her tool, Infome would illustrate that
ways that the Internet is now integrated into the ‘DNA of contemporary behaviour’ (p.
1). Used for the exhibition LifeLike, ‘The Infome software enables the creation of Web
crawlers – automatic processes that access Web sites and collect data from them – and
the creation of visualisations/mappings of the collected data’ (p. 1). Artists were
commissioned to create settings for the crawlers’ behaviours, define their sources and
choose the forms the visualisation would take; pixels, lines, or other mappings their
crawlers would use. Jevbratt states, ‘The data set resulting from many revisits will have
repetitions talking about the structure of the sites, revealing its topology’ (p. 4). One
resulting piece, illustrated in Figure 3.21, is Data Beautiful piece by Manovich.
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Figure 3.21

Data Beautiful created using the Infome software (Manovich, 2005)

In his artist’s statement as part of Infome, Manovich (2005) enthuses: ‘Information tools
and information interfaces are the future of aesthetics’, expressing the underlying
infrastructure of thousands of ‘gaussian curves’, ‘packets’, and ‘matrices’ (2006).
The radical difference in outcomes from this tool is illustrated below. Kajfes’ (19992002) Search? q=fool and Search?=Moon was created using Infome. It is made up of
twenty-two cards that contain colour values taken from ‘each visited link of 1000
requested links for each of the major arcane of the Tarot’ as an ‘endless beckoning to a
possibility’ (p. 1). An example is shown in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22

Search? q=fool and Search?=Moon (Kajfes, 2005)

Galloway (2001) creates data visualisation tools in keeping with his belief that ‘software
art’ and open-source activities provide examples of ‘counter protocol practices’
(Thacker, in Galloway, 2004 p. xxvii). With the Radical Software Group (2007), he
created CarnivorePE, inspired by the FBI’s surveillance of the Internet with Carnivore,
or DCS1000. Galloway reverse-engineered the FBI software and created a data
visualisation capability for ‘artistic’ users, with ‘new functionality including: artistmade diagnostic clients, remote access, full subject targeting, full data targeting, volume
buffering, and transport-protocol filtering’. The group called CarnivorePE ‘a software
application that listens to all Internet traffic (email, Web surfing, etc.) on a specific local
network’ (Galloway, p. 3).
YouTube (Hurley & Chen, 2007) and Flikr (Fake & Butterfield., 2004) sites are based
on the creation of a shared, accessible database and navigable search capabilities. Mashup tools allow the remixing of video and other digital data-feeds. The UK-based artist
collective Mongrel (2003) created a solution for creating a collectively assembled
database, Nine (9).

Nine (9) allows individuals and communities to ‘map’ their

experiences and ‘social geographies’ as collective knowledge. Participants partake in
authoring by selecting from given sources. The story is re-authored through each search
and threading of the database. The narrative thus created is collaborative and
collectively owned by its very nature.
Mongrel produced a hybrid object: both tool and art work. In Jevbratt’s case, the tools
were created to introduce chance into the orderly toolkit of Data Visualisation. In
Galloway’s instance, the artists’ tool was a means for disclosing structures of control.
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Each provides opportunities for users to express agency within the context of ‘data
subjectivity’, that is, to allow users to create new expressions.
3.9

The Emergence of a Common Language

Blending cognitive science, design conventions and art history, Data Visualisation has
begun to develop a language corresponding to data types and structures. Mengis and
Eppler (2007) playfully respond to Wattenberg’s designation of the periodic table as a
classic early information visualisation. A Periodic Table of Visualisation Methods
depicted in Figure 3.23 provides a comprehensive overview of data, information,
concept, strategy, metaphor and compound visualisation (combining any two or more of
these) and the formal structures that align with each.

Figure 3.23

A Periodic Table of Visualisation Methods
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This thesis will not duplicated Eppler (2007) and Mengis and Eppler’s (2007) valuable
research.83 Viégas and Wattenberg (2007) suggest that the formal tropes of Data
Visualisation – drawn from histories of art and design – can be cited or disrupted. It is
hence useful to extract and note structures found in the empirical research undertaken
for this thesis.
The first set derives from background structures used by computer programs to organize
text-based data representations. Parse trees indicate semantic and lexical meanings. A
semantic net represents the associations of words by extracting features to represent
concepts at various levels of differentiation and precision. Tag clouds, common on
ecommerce sites as well as in social media, represent word frequency. Size emphasizes
frequency of use. Word trees indicate relationships between words and phrases
surrounding them. Frame-based inheritance systems create hierarchies. Decision trees
represent hierarchies of choices. Clustering models are used to find intersecting or
similar descriptions or to eliminate duplicate elements. Many different kinds of network
diagrams can be used to indicate relationships between language functions. There is
then either a 1:1 expression of the data as a visualisation or a one-to-many mapping of
the same data set.
Fry (2007) sorts some of the common expressions of data into image types. These
include maps, tables, graphs, charts, networks (nodes and edges) and graphs with nodes
and links84. Tufte (2006) suggests the use of spark lines, links and directional arrows to
illustrate causality. The Many Eyes (Viégas & Wattenberg, 2008) site has an accessible
catalogue of data-visualisation forms. The descriptions enable an analysis of how forms
relate back to representational schemes. For example, maps allow trends to be shown in
real time or as asynchronous changes in patterns to be indicated. Heat maps indicate the
location of intensive activity. Line graphs indicate continuous change, while stack
graphs present a set of comparable items for projections. Matrix charts, such as block
histograms, use a grid to indicate the data set’s distribution of numeric values and offer
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Also on the visual-literacy site is An Interactive Homage to Ben Schneiderman (Eppler, 2007), a
portrait of the scientist that presents key elements and definitions of visualisations. Of significant value is
Mapping Tools in Overview (Eppler, 2007), which provides an overview of existing knowledge
management software.

84

Fry tells us there is flexibility in how nodes may be represented; as ellipses, for example.
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a summary of multidimensional data within a grid. Bubble charts show the distribution
of values within a circle, similar to CodeZebraOS.
A scatter plot indicates relationships between statistical data in a grid form. Network
diagrams are almost universal, and permit connections through nodes and links. Pie
charts show proportions. Tree maps indicate hierarchies and are common, as they allow
nested categories and sub-categories.

Change-tree maps show the evolution of

hierarchy over time. Ngyuen and Huang (2005) note that the visualisation of hierarchies
requires either a connection or an enclosure approach, permitting designers to decide
based on the nature of the data set. The connection approach results in tree-like
representations with node-link diagrams to ‘give users an immediate perception of the
relationships’ (p. 6). Node-and-link diagrams are common forms of expression in
networks. Whitelaw notes that network diagrams may take the expression of ‘loops,
webs and fans of linked topologies’ (2006, p. 4). The enclosure approach optimises
display space, and is effective for large amounts of data, but is more difficult for
viewers ignorant of the relationships inferred within the enclosure.
Stasko, Gorg and Liu (2008) as well as Fry and Mengler and Eppler (2007) note that
visualisations can combine a variety of views. Some forms of visualisations can be
imposed on others. For example, a network diagram can be superimposed onto a heat
map that shows the location of intensive interest in a topic within a network. Interactive
visualisations show the behaviour of data over time; hence they also show the unfolding
of time within the data.
Fry’s (2007) design holds clues to the management of complex data sets. By dragging
nodes around (as one can also do in CodeZebraOS), new kinds of relationships are
disclosed. This visualisation permits discovery of network relationships that were
previously opaque. Nguyen and Huang (2005) find that,
Viewers’ perception combined with the analysis of data ‘becomes a
continuous process through the visual mappings. The user is in the
information space more or less all time, together with a multitude of
information sources. She/he can explore, view, investigate, discover, learn
and manipulate through the visual metaphors’ (p. 7).
As applied in CodeZebraOS, designers rely on processes such as shifting focus and
context, zooming and filtering, or incremental exploration. Retaining local structure
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within the larger context and aggregating understanding or history are computational
and design challenges.
3.10

Classifications: Tables to Summarise Data Visualisation

Thirty-eight data-visualisation projects were considered as part of the comparative
sample in this chapter and included in the tables that follow. The first chart provides
three equivalent contexts in which data visualisations are produced: by artists, designers
and computer scientists, and notes strategies and outcomes from these practices. Some
of the projects were interdisciplinary, engaging computer scientists and other scientists
with artists and designers. The two-page Figure 3.24 provides a comprehensive
overview of the comparisons made.
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Figure 3.24

Chart comparing data visualisations

Hybridity results from ArtSci collaborations and from the exposure that different
disciplines and their methods (such as Design Methods) have within the larger context
of digital media. The table that follows extracts the varied strategies detailed above.

Figure 3.25

Professional strategies

Seventeen (under half) of the projects had created new tools or technologies to
manipulate and transform data with new algorithms and functions. Technology creation
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occurred in 17 of the tools made by artists, designers and computer scientists, taking
into account that computer science partnerships were present in some art or design
projects. Nine out of 19 of the technology-creation projects were art projects, seven of
14 were computer science projects, and five of 16 were design projects. The 15 projects
that contributed to science or social science realisation crossed art, design and computer
science.
Correlations between art, design or computer science and abstract, linguistic,
deconstructive or sublime strategies can be drawn. Eight art projects were
deconstructive, compared to four design projects and three computer science projects.
This is a significant finding, suggesting that designers and computer scientists are open
to critical social involvement. Six artistic data visualisations used abstract imagery and
approaches, as did six design projects and four computer-science projects. These figures
show nearly parallel percentages between artists and designers.
Data visualisations were judged by the effectiveness with which they mobilised visual
language and form or used gamesmanship or play. On this basis, they were graded for
pleasure. The use of aesthetics in these examples was wide-ranging and consciously
chosen by artists, designers and scientists. Data visualisations were judged for their
application as a utility. Was there something beyond the image that the viewer or user
might take away from the experience and apply?

Twenty projects were rated

pleasurable and 21 provided utility. Only 20 projects provided pleasure and utility,
perhaps reinforcing the discussion about aversion to beauty found in some branches of
science, or underscoring an artist’s decision to focus on the deconstructive goals of a
project and forsake beauty.

Fifty percent is a significant number, suggesting that

projects driven by utility still took visual pleasure and language into account.

In

general, projects were either deconstructive or sublime, with one exception. Five
projects were both pleasurable and deconstructive. Six projects were rated pleasurable
and sublime. Seven projects were judged abstract and pleasurable. This suggests that
variable aesthetic strategies, abstraction, deconstruction or sublime imagery could result
in compelling data visualisations.
Two thirds of the projects (23 of 39) provided a clear context for the source of the data,
either directly within the data visualisation, through labelling, or by facilitating a user’s
upload of their own data. Nearly half were indexical, that is, used imagery and
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navigation strategies that were evidently tied to the data’s structure or used metaphors
or images that clearly showed a lineage. There was a high correspondence (10 of 12)
between projects that used or analysed language (linguistic) as basis and utility,
suggesting a tie to Social Media. These divided evenly between works originating in art
and in design (clearly using Design Methods). Computer scientists were present as
partners in some of the more complex linguistic projects.
The following table, indicated as Figure 3.26, provides an overview of the metaphors
that were used by the data visualisations discussed here.

Figure 3.26

Metaphors in Data Visualisations

The use of metaphors is spread fairly equally across the categories of art, design and
computer science. An exception is the strong interest on the part of designers, usually
working for commercial enterprises, in mapping metaphors. Artists used fewer block
diagrams, perhaps because they require complex computational skills, or because they
may elicit a critique of data visualisation as less ‘beautiful’ and more utilitarian. The
expressive use of mounds in We Feel Fine, however, suggests potential for this kind of
graphing. Artists used pixel weaves to achieve a semblance of abstract and painterly
imaging – clearly not a strategy of interest to the designers.
The final table, in Figure 3.27, shows the kinds of data visualisation structures that were
used in each project.
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Figure 3.27

Structures in Data Visualisation

Structural choices were also evenly distributed, with a few exceptions. Map structures
and bubble charts were used in indexical ways by designers. Artists appeared to be
interested in agent software, swarm systems and structures. They also used Web
crawlers to disclose unseen data relationships.
Structural decisions may now be considered in concert with metaphors. Node-and-link
structures lend themselves to imagery: simple, decorative or manipulated into abstract
form; flowers or other plant-like images, or cosmologies. Tag clouds and bubble charts
may also become plant-like or cell-like images, a solar system or a word montage. Map
structures are shown as maps.

Stack maps become blocks. Swarms may become

explosions, cell or creatures. Block histograms may become a bull’s eye, other block
forms, or a maze. As with metaphors and characteristics, there were multiple kinds of
data visualisations overlaid or adjacent in some projects.85 What is perhaps surprising is
the frequency, or perhaps redundancy, of five metaphors from projects that span over
ten years: networks, cosmologies, plants, explosions and maps.
Nature was invoked with great frequency. The use of metaphors and structures (treelike, floral, etc.) occurred in art, design and computer science works that avoided data
from natural sources as often as did those using natural source data.

There are

representational tropes and data structures that elicit tree-like and floral expression. At
the same time, a trend towards the data sublime has been noted and discussed here. The

85

Few data visualisations of language systems appear here, as these are the focus of Chapter Six.
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prominence of natural metaphors may indicate a use of irony; it may also suggest a
growing sense of concern about the biological world and the human ethos in relation to
it.
3.11

Artists’ Contribution to the Field of Data Visualisation: Conclusions

It is clear from this chapter and tables 3.24 – 3.26 above, that artists’ enchantment with
Data Visualisation is of fundamental and growing importance to the larger field. It is
telling that significant numbers of artists (whose work carries Digital Media Studies) are
collaborating with designers, scientists, social scientists, and companies. Debates about
Data Visualisation that occur in the art world spill over into design, computer science
and social media practices, touching on fundamental issues that are challenging today’s
boundaries of knowledge. This includes scientific discovery and methods, knowledge
management, HCI, CSCW and design methods for social media, as well as artistic
practice itself. All fields are trading methods.
This chapter has discussed artists’ socio-linguistic and context-based reading of data.
As has been demonstrated, data are one step away from their source, and bear many
different perspectives as to how they may be manipulated and understood. The
perspectives that artists bring to data visualisation may permit new realisations about the
original phenomena that are being represented. Despite some artists’ intention to the
contrary, and the calls of critics such as Whitelaw for caution, there appears to be a
potential for instrumentalist interpretations even in data visualisations that are
expressive abstractions of data.
Artists have challenged formal strategies and tropes (graphs, charts, simple tree maps)
as they emerge, bringing composite imagery, natural references, references to art
historical practices and strong aesthetic cues into play. Rather than step away from
cognitive science and studies, artists bring training in aesthetics. They may push back
against reductionist formal assumptions while successfully using visual skills with roots
in aesthetic debates and practices. Artists work with data from many directions, looking
for underlying patterns and finding an expression, or looking at context and imposing
narrative or form to their structure. Given artists’ precociousness with language and
context analysis, their cross-disciplinary collaborations should result in enhanced visual
literacy.
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Artists are contributing to debates about data as material, and like their counterparts in
science, express a range of opinions regarding data realism or naturalism. Data do not
exist in themselves, and data risk mystification. Many of the sources of data used by
artists are already structured as metaphors that are not necessarily exploded through data
visualisation. Like their colleagues in the sciences, they need to push structures beyond
literal representation. Whitelaw (2006) argues that artists should not allow their data
visualisations to become designs, that is, an ‘aestheticised (and perhaps functionally
impaired) form of scientific data visualisation’ (2006, p. 13). This position is
unfortunate, as it forces a separation between a teleological use-value and an intrinsic
aesthetic value and seems to be a relic of the twentieth century.
This thesis acknowledges data as a medium and takes up issues of agency to allow users
to combine deconstruction, action and pleasure. The proposal is an exciting one, as it
asserts that data visualisation by artists may align with the desire to prompt insight, and
not simply function as a deconstructive device or a new sublime.
3.12

Data Visualisation Characteristics and CodeZebraOS

Chapter Three suggests that CodeZebraOS has a unique role to play in the development
and history of Data Visualisation, both in its choice of a warm aesthetic reminiscent of
the Art and Craft Movement’s attempts (Gonzales-Crisp, 2003) to bring nature back to
everyday life, and in its ability to provide a utility across multiple categories. The data
structures used in CodeZebraOS permit it to be compared with other tools, to benefit
and contribute to dialogues within the art, design and computer science communities.
CodeZebraOS centred in part on affective experience as a core part of collaborative
processes. It drew on the long history of artists’ engagement with affect in other media,
both its emotional and physical expression. CodeZebraOS occupies multiple positions:
it is deconstructive, yet it expresses data through metaphor and narrative, invokes
aesthetic and coding strategies to express the complexity of biological processes
compared to those of the Internet and human societies. CodeZebraOS reveals the
indexical node-and-link relationships between postings.
Jevbratt is perhaps the most articulate of the advocates for the materiality of the
Internet, suggesting that programming brings worlds into being. Jevbratt expresses this
mediation in poetic terms and argues that, ‘the visualisation is an indexical trace of the
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reality, an imprint, a ‘rubbing,’ a manipulation of the reality, and it is reality’ (2005, p.
3). However, it would be a misstep to romanticize, mystify or translate the virtual into a
sublime or intangible reality. Visualisations and their impact are both mediations and
productive of material processes. It is in the intersection of genetic code and computer
code that new forms, virtual and physical, come into being. Rather than eliciting fear of
the unknown, a return to romanticism, or simple deconstruction, the summoning of a
hybrid new world could incorporate a sense of responsibility to both human and nonhuman life. The possibilities and importance of bringing together art, science and ethical
imaginaries in this instance is pronounced.
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Chapter Four
Conversation Visualisation: Approaches and Comparisons to CodeZebraOS
4.0

Introduction

Chapter Four discusses how the field of Data Visualisation applies to online
conversational forms. It reviews the role that conversation visualisation tools can play,
whether directing conversation flow, allowing emotional expression, facilitating
congenial social behaviours or provoking debate, or providing means for knowledge
management. It notes the importance of affect to collaboration (Shami et al., 2008) and
hence to online collaboration tools.
The chapter reviews key categories of digital conversation tools, including social media
technologies that visualise conversational texts. Chapter Six compares these tools with
each other and places CodeZebraOS in this larger context.
4.1

Computational Conversations

As Spangler, Kreulen and Newswanger note, ‘machines taking part in conversations is
not a new idea’ (2006, p. 785). Early research in computation drew on conversation,
including turn taking, semantics and syntax. The Turing Test is a conversation between
a machine, a man and a woman. Eliza, the first AI system, simulates a conversation
between a client (patient) and a counsellor. Attempts to analyse conversation to provide
tools to enhance users’ online experience are of even greater relevance today with the
rise of social media. The thesis has documented the emergence of collaborative forms of
creativity, emergent identities on the Internet, knowledge production and social media,
intertwined with an increasingly ‘performative’ culture (Hoffman & Jonas, 2005).
Donath (2004) has urged researchers to find new modes of expression, ones that analyse
emotion, as ‘the sociable media approach is more subjective and context dependent’ (p.
542).
4.2

Conversation

Goffman emphasised (1959, 1967, 1981) that conversation establishes a ‘participation
framework’ for sociality (p. 3); face-to-face conversations are two-way or multi-point.
Conversations include the often non-verbal ‘back channel’ signals, essentially emotional
in their qualities. These provide a ‘continual guide’ to how the conversation is
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unfolding, in terms of ‘intelligibility, topicality and reach’ (p. 48). Conversations
contain ‘mechanisms to turn over to the next speaker’, devices to manage social
comfort, such as ‘pre-emption, re-run, framing (e.g. ironic asides); norms for honesty’
and ‘non-participatory roles’ for listeners (p. 15). The concept of back channel has been
conflated in technology design to suggest technical means that allow side conversations
to occur during a main conversation (including moderator’s directives) and means to
facilitate the expression of emotion.
Goffman treated conversation as a form of performance, as theatre, choreography, as art
and as a game, as well as a means to negotiate obligations and ritual (1981, p. 25).
Goffman (1967) used the language of ‘moves’ or turns. He recognized that different
cultures, including sub-cultures, vary in how they manage turns and statements (p. 24).
Each response may have layers of meaning. Goffman used the term ‘participation
framework’ to ‘analyse changes in footing’ (p. 146), or social status in a conversation.86
Sherer and Giles (1979) have also shown that roles and context play an important part in
structuring conversation. Conversation is never simply instrumental. It is artful and an
art form. Goffman’s (1981) observations, of relevance decades later, demand designers
develop sophisticated models for conversation tools.
4.3

Modelling Knowledge

Conversations in which knowledge is exchanged are party to obligations, roles, rituals
and rules. Knowledge visualisation is the ‘use of visual representations to improve the
creation and transfer of knowledge’ but beyond this, ‘it aims to transfer insights,
experiences, attitudes, values, expectations, perspectives, opinions and predictions’
(Eppler & Burkhard, 2004). This thesis suggests that because knowledge-rich
conversations must provide insight and transformative understanding, conversational
knowledge tools must allow experiential and hybrid knowledge, promoting non-rational
expression and affect.

Eppler and Burkhard propose that the ‘integration of non-

computer based visualisation methods, as artists, architects, designers use them’ (p. 4)
must be brought to digital knowledge visualisation. Knowledge will then be more

86

Chapter Two discussed the many stylistic forms that Goffman discovred that conversation can take,
from the performative to the self-revealing.
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effectively transferred, created, and managed.87 Visual metaphors are able both to
structure and organise information graphically and to provide insight about the source
data. This thesis insists that such visualisation does actualise transformative insight, if
powerful metaphors are deployed.
Eppler proposes a framework, shown in Table 4.1, for knowledge-management tools,
including group facilitation, mind mapping, concept mapping, group drawing tools,
decision support, brainstorming and clustering tools, argument mapping and tools for
modelling systems dynamics.

Figure 4.1

Eppler’s (2007) wheel of knowledge management software

Not all of these are tools for conversation-but it plays a large role. These are valuable
groupings in relation to CodeZebraOS, a tool that combines group facilitation tools,
group drawing tools, brainstorming and clustering, argument mapping, and modelling
systems dynamics.

87

Eppler and Burkhand (2004) argue that knowledge representations are of particular value when they
show the relationships between locations of knowledge and its flow. Diagrams showing the intersection
of forms of knowledge and the results of these intersections are also useful.
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4.3

Bridging Conversation and Knowledge

Erickson and Kellogg (2003) have established how knowledge is situated and
fundamentally social in its production and dissemination. Erickson and Kellogg (2003)
propose a specific role in knowledge sharing for conversation: ‘It is no coincidence that
both social knowledge and social resources are best shared through talk’ (p. 867).
Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson (2001) find that successful information communication
requires shared meanings and social connection: ‘Knowledge is bound up with human
intelligence, shaped by social assumptions, and requires active engagement on the part
of recipients if it is to be taken up’ (p. 867). In interdisciplinary dialogue, conversations
serve to construct boundary objects, making tacit knowledge explicit. Mengis and
Eppler note, dialogue is ‘an intellectual and social process in which a shared meaning is
co-created’ (Mengis & Eppler, 2005, p. 11). In other words, conversations promote
cohesion and intersubjectivity. 88
Knowledge Management researchers Mengis and Eppler (2006) develop tools to
manage knowledge-intensive conversations, co-located and online. As with many tool
designers, their perspective is teleological – they are looking at purposeful and purposebased conversation. Certainly, formalised dialogue plays a role in institutions; for
example, in labour relations and human resource management.

The process of

conversation (such as who engages, with what intent and to what ends) has a material
impact on the ways that organisations form and change. However, Mengis and Eppler
acknowledge the role of conversation within transformative, creative and inventive
contexts that are less immediately goal driven, often occurring side by side with these
intentional discourses. Creative dialogues require that the emotional link to the social
dimension of knowledge creation and dissemination. Conversations play a critical role
in change.89
The structure and dynamic of knowledge-based conversation is of key importance for
CodeZebraOS’s design. Conversations are dynamic entities that move between an
‘explicit macro conversation structure’ and ‘balanced micro-interaction processes’,

88

Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson (2001) note the eager use of the text-based conversation environment at
Argonne National Laboratories. It was home to planned and unplanned encounters that eventually built a
culture of discovery.
89

There is related research on collaborative inquiry by Bray et al. (2000).
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requiring tools to manage ‘authentic content conflict’, and moderate ‘relationship
conflict’ (Mengis & Eppler, 2004, p. 33). Tools must balance discussion and
implementation – to link thinking, talking and acting. Conversations must navigate
formal and informal power structures and roles, allowing dynamic play in and out of
these. Virtual talk could offer different modalities for example ‘Bohm Dialogues’
(Thomas, Kellogg & Erickson, 2001, p. 868) that offer a contemplative pace for
brainstorming.
Jevbratt’s (2009) insight that chance alignments emerge through abstract visualisations
of data structures may have relevance, as these trigger unsought possibilities.

A

transformative environment must allow a balance between ‘playful and analytic
discovering and focusing’, the capacity to suspend judgements and mediate emotional
reactions (Mengis & Eppler, 2004, p.33). All researchers cited underscore the
importance of humour, play and self-reflection in supporting creative environments.
4.4

Online Roles, Emotions and the Connection to Knowledge

Research comparing online and offline behaviour presents contradictory results.
Blanchard and Markus (2004) study behaviour in online communities. Like Wakeford
(2004), they discovered core qualities of online communities that coincide with social
behaviours offline. This may be because the sites they analysed simulated the physical
world (White, 2007). The University of Surrey experiment with CodeZebraOS
(discussed in Chapter Five and documented on DVD Four) indicates differences in
online and face-to-face behaviour because of the lateral structure that CodeZebraOS
provides. Turkle (1995, 2002), Stone (1995) and White’s (2007) research shows that
anonymity of identity can allow far more play with gender and cultural assumptions.
Some forms of online dialogue self-consciously refute polite protocols. Blog media such
as Digg (Rose & Adelson, 2004) embrace an aesthetic of confrontation. Donath (2004)
challenges the rising use of video for online conversations, saying it fixes people into
their more obvious identities and roles. Further, it is inappropriately weighty for social
media activity that often sits at the periphery of other daily activities.

CodeZebraOS permits anonymity through the use of pseudonyms, a choice
collaborators make for their world. The opportunity to step away from professional and
other social roles can be a key tool in facilitating new understandings and creativity.
Anonymity enables specific conversational processes, such as early brainstorming;
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hence, levelling emotional styles, allowing the free flow of ideas. Once groups decide
on their direction, group members may wish to switch to their proper names.
CodeZebraOS allows them to access their pseudonyms’ chat histories. Erickson and
Thomas (2001) argue that sociality requires social translucency, which is the ability to
know who is engaged with whom, as well as to judge what behaviours are appropriate –
this may bear best fruit at later stages of the online dialogue.

Recent CSCW studies by Burke and Kraut (2008) have shown that different professions
– where individuals are in fact identified – use and express preference for vastly
differing emotional tones in online dialogues. The deployment of variable styles of
address to denote professional position conforms to analyses of face-to-face
conversation styles in different groups (Brown & Fraser, 1979). Burke and Kraut
(2008) are concerned that hostility or anger excludes some individuals from
participation. Politeness may impose the same burden on others. Fischer (2004),
indicates the value of allowing creative friction, breakdowns and mistakes in online
collaborations and proposes that their resolution within the collaboration process builds
cohesion and new insights. A positive outcome will only occur if appropriate social
interfaces are in place to assist collaborators.

For online collaborative systems to be effective, participants may need the full range of
emotions to allow deep relationships to emerge.90 Some code breaking may be useful in
transforming a doxa of politeness, formality and criticism, instead introducing
disruptive, ultimately creative forms of expression (Cauquelin, 1999). In crossdisciplinary dialogues, the adaptation to affective styles, both of professions and
individuals, becomes a boundary object (Star & Greisemer, 1989) in its own right. It
may be useful to be able (as CodeZebraOS suggests) to allow participants to choose
differing conversation styles for the same topic, aggregate and compare results.

Spangler, Kreulen and Newswanger propose a role for the computer, as ‘facilitator,
neutral observer and reporter’ (2006, p. 786). The computer can be of value if it can
‘direct and report on overall multilevel themes’ (p. 786). The computer uses text-mining
to extract and analyse themes and characterize emotional dynamics in large-scale

90

Blanchard and Markus (2004) note the development of identification and loyalty within highly
differentiated collaborative teams, resulting in an atmosphere that permits the correction of misreading.
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conversations. Enabling active moderation allows wider participation. The practice of
CodeZebraOS was to support active moderation online and offline, providing AI
analysis of emotions as a guide. In CodeZebraOS, moderators had access to users IP
addresses; hence they can enforce variable levels of control. The cheetah pattern was
dedicated to extreme times when a moderator had to ‘kill’ either a flamer or a lurker.
For the most part, moderators mediated emotional conflicts to positive outcomes.
4.5

Conversation Visualisation Tools: A Brief Survey

The discussion below provides a brief survey of the types of tools that have been
developed in the last decade. Tools cited enable visualisation or are visualisation tools:

4.5.1

•

Chat Rooms that are Virtual Worlds

•

Text Analysis Visualisation Tools

•

Text Analysis Visualisation Tools Applied to Social Media

•

Brainstorming Tools

•

Tools to Visualise, Manage and Engage in Conversational Process

Chat Rooms that are Virtual Worlds

Participants enter a visual world, whether an online world such as Second Life, a game,
Habitat (Morningstar & Farmer (1991) or Worlds Away (Damer, 1997) – early visual
chat rooms. Users build avatar characters to represent themselves. They type text or use
Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP).91 This approach allows an embodied experience,
a set of affordances, such as architecture and props, and the import of various media. It
also allows groups to differentiate themselves from others using visual language. This
very quality, however, makes the virtual-world environment less flexible, especially
when world-building tools are proprietary or when graphics reinstitute gender and racial
stereotypes (White, 2006). Users require a significant time investment to build an
identity, another drawback. The learning curve is also high, restricting the range and
experience of users.

91

VOIP are transmission technologies that deliver voice communication, such as telephone calls, over the
Internet.
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CodeZebraOS drew on the strengths of virtual worlds by providing a moniker (avatar)
to represent the speaker in the chat space. It situates the user in the conversation space,
allows all users to see who is present and personalises each user’s identity.
4.5.2 Text Analysis Visualisation Tools
Text analysis tools are elegant tools that provide creative visualisation of texts. Literary
Organism (Posavec, 2008) compares writing styles of classics authors, growing floral
patterns from them. TextArc (Paley, 2002) parses texts for word frequency and displays
texts in centrifugal order.
Computer scientists have spent considerable effort on knowledge representation as well
as text analysis. Methods are numerical or linguistic. Gargouri, Lefebvre and Meunier
(2003) note that these techniques are complementary; texts may be subject to linguistic
analysis and to pattern analysis. These approaches are of value for developing
ontologies – shared concepts, related sub-concepts and their evolution. This thesis will
not provide a comprehensive overview of ontology extraction tools, outside of a few
examples. Antconc3 (Lawrence, 2007) and System Quirk (Ahmad, K. et al., 2003) are
typical computational linguistic systems used to extract keywords, provide the context
for word use and look for change usage patterns.92 These tools were of great value in
identifying words that emerged as boundary objects in CodeZebraOS transcripts.
Annexed to a future CodeZebraOS environment Antconc3 or another ontology tracking
tool would allow emergent concepts to be identified and thesauri to be built.
4.5.3

Text Analysis Visualisation Tools Applied to Social Media

Chapter Two discussed the growing trend for users to deploy visualisations in their
application of social media. Donath, Karahalias and Viégas (2002) developed Loom to
visualise the communications process in Usenet groups. The metaphor was the threads
of the discussion group, and the ways that ‘the pattern and texture of events within are
reflected in the patterns and texture of the digital fabric’ (p. 6). Their interest was in
disclosing social patterns and the atmosphere of the group. Loom can be set to represent
individual postings as dots on an invisible grid. It shows author, time and subject. In a
different view, threads between the postings make a weave, allowing the message style

92

These indicate patterns in the data but are not visualisation tools per se.
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of each group to become evident. Loom measures levels of engagement between users
through the frequency and direction of messages.

Loom parses for profanity,

exclamation marks and question marks to create a woven texture that infers the
sentiment of each group. Donath found it was difficult to accurately analyse mood. She
notes, ‘the difficulty comes from the many and complex rules that need to be stated in
order to encode our everyday knowledge’ (p. 10). 93
Drawing from art, design and computational linguistics, Sack (1999, 2001, 2003, 2005)
formulated Conversation Map, a tool that indicates the ‘potential of democratic
discussion forums’ (Sack, 2003) by visualising how debates on political subjects in the
Internet, forums or chat can cross national boundaries. While Conversation Map is not
an interactive tool per se, its users may choose the topics they wish to monitor. Sack has
since created an array of thematic discussion tools and social media games including art
works such as Agnostics: a Language Game (2005) and Translation Map (2004).
Examples from the design and art worlds allow the user to explore online conversations
from a topical perspective. We Feel Fine (Harris and Kamvar, 2008); The Dumpster
(Levin, Niegam & Feinberg, 2006) and Rubin and Hansen’s (2002) immersive Listening
Post (discussed in Chapter Three) foreground emotional and dramatic content from the
Internet. The goal is not to intervene into the domain as much as bathe in it.
4.5.4 Knowledge Management Tools
Most brainstorming tools enable co-located conversation, but Spangler, Kreulen and
Newswanger (2006) have created tools mine large-scale conversation texts. The
research context is IBM sponsored Jams, which are time-based Internet or Intranet
brainstorms lasting from 48 to 72 hours. Jams engage researchers, academics, students
and clients. For example, through Habitat.Jam, the United Nations and the Government
of Canada held a discussion in 2005 about the future of cities. Dialogue occurs in
thematic chat rooms dedicated to sub-topics. 15,000 posts from 120 countries were

93

Hancock et al., 2008 are encountering similar challenges in deciphering context of usage (irony for
example).
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made during this dialogue. In a Jam, participants come and go; hence the ability to pick
up dialogue and themes is of critical importance. 94
The tool makes use of a text-parsing system and symbolic AI to extract key ideas and
relate them. By providing analysis, it serves moderators and those engaged in the
conversation.

Once clusters are named, the Jam team build taxonomy through

extraction of terms spanning clusters. The environment provided ontological cohesion,
separating categories with similar issues and themes from those that were distinct. A
visualisation interface allowed documents containing similar words to be placed near
each other in a dimensional space that used colour coding to show membership in
categories and relationships between values in the taxonomy (p. 790). A human analyst
could annotate the taxonomy to identify key ideas. The user chose contiguous points to
find similar documents. The tool was successful; the Jam Themes Web page was the
most popular at the event. Users rated it the best tool for the event (p. 797).
Let’s focus (Mengis & Eppler, 2006) provides four elements to aid decision-making.
They are: balanced participation, a big picture overview, finding common ground and
constructive conflict management. Its goals are: knowledge integration into decisionmaking and helping decision-making teams to commit to their decisions.

The

visualisation tool shows the content of the conversation and indicates social cues, in
particular, who is speaking and how much. Visuals developed during the conversation
are used as ‘dynamic artefacts’ (Menglis & Eppler, 2006, p. 155).95 These boundary
objects build cohesion and act as mnemonic devices. The tool permits members to
create concept sketches. It allows annotation, clustering of ideas, and image overlay.
Trials indicated the tool helped users define big-picture and common-ground elements
with more success than groups not using the tool, in part because conflicts that emerged
were seen as opinions, not personal attacks.
4.5.5

Tools to Visualise, Manage and Engage in Conversational Process

The goal of conversation visualisation software is to create a participation framework,
as Goffman (1981) suggests. Conversation-visualisation research encompasses large-

94

Fischer (2004) noted similar challenges in designing for long-term collaborative networks.

95

This is a method from participatory design in which objects from the design context are used to spark
memory and imagination.
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scale conversations such as the Internet and conversation tools for small groups. Most
tools allow real-time posting, contain a header that names the discussion and a means to
enter it in an asynchronous manner. Users’ perceived need for visualisation tools that
designate and differentiate conversation group identities in an online environment, yet
allow access to the larger Internet, is a finding of CodeZebraOS usability research. This
finding should drive further research in this field. 96
Most designers endorse Goffman’s (1967) argument that participants in a conversation
wish it to proceed without conflict and in comfort, to concentrate their efforts on
congenial process and turn taking (Smith, Farnham & Drucker, 2000; Erickson,
2003b).97 These are partially regulated spaces. Some tools are motivated by the need to
facilitate conversations that manage research or project work flow across dispersed
locations. Erickson et al. (1999) underscore the contradiction of trying to reach a
balance between a conversational environment as a ‘safe and trusting place’ and ‘the
organisational imperative to share information’ (p. 3). Halverson, Erickson and
Sussman (2003) observe that chat uptake patterns correspond to participants’ social
comfort and level of bonding, as well as utility and ease of navigation. They suggest
that systems designers ‘design in norms and social conventions’ (p. 183) as a means of
indicating the nature of workplace conversations.
Kollock and Smith (1996) point out that online conversationalists have developed ways
of indicating feelings, including emoticons that ‘convey the subtleties of communication
that are normally carried by tone, posture, gesture, and a host of other indicators of
nuance’ (p. 116). Discussion earlier in the chapter established the differentiated nature
of collaborators, of expectations of emotional and conversation styles. Social protocols
and definition of comfort may vary according to culture and context.

This has

implications for the choice of design metaphors and the flexibility that users might be
given in adapting design to their group.
Events can be enhanced by tools such as those with simultaneous conversation features
that run side by side with conference proceedings. Chat, Blogs or Wikis and social-

96

Despite a number of ongoing projects there is a surprising dearth of research dedicated to conversation
visualisation
97

Wattenberg, Viégas and Dave (2004) now study the emergence of conflicts within collaboration and
create graphical means of identifying and resolving these.
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networking software are now normative preparation for a conference, running during
and used afterwards to gather results and evaluations. Back channels permit parallel
dialogues or management of the conversation process. Systems such as FlowerGarden
(2006) formalise the back channel in the conferencing environment and allow
participants to influence the direction of conference.
Venolia and Neustaedter (2003) provide a helpful overview of the structural methods
that researchers have used to represent Internet communication. Designers need to
isolate and link elements of conversation in order to provide a deeper context for the
discussion. One prevalent structure is the sequential model, in which lists of emails or
chat appear in time-based order.

The second, the tree structure, represents the data

beginning with the root of a conversation, branching to replies to it, and other related
replies. Some users apparently prefer an option that allows both views. Others want an
experience different from linear face-to-face dialogue and enjoy abstract, synthetic
imagery or natural metaphors that imply development over time and social connectivity.
Conversation Space (Popolov, Callaghan & Luker, 2000), shown in Figure 4.2, links
related text boxes, which it distributes on the screen, while a linear chat runs down the
right side.

Figure 4.2

Conversation Space (Popolov, Callaghan & Luker, 2000)

This is a diagrammatic visualisation of the data structure, with lines connecting to
postings. Their metaphor is oral communication (conversation).
4.6

Selected Examples of Conversation Visualisation Software

The examples that follow, attempt, like CodeZebraOS, to support conversation. They
are Babble (Erickson, 2001, 2003), Thread Arcs (Gruen & Kerr, 2002), Chat Circle
(Donath, Karohalias & Viégas, 2002; Donath & Viégas, 2002, Viégas & Donath, 1999),
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Fugue (Smith, 2003), Coterie (Smith, Cadiz & Burkhalter, 2000); NetScan (Smith,
2002); and FlowerGarden (Lantin &, Judelman, 2006). The Bubba Talk (Tat &
Carpendale, 2002) sketch is a social network and conversation analysis widget and was
part of the CodeZebra project. CrystalChat (Tat & Carpendale, 2006) and KeyStrokes
(Neumann, Tat, Zuk & Carpendale, 2007) are widgets or toys that allow individual
users to visualise their chat histories or create graphic drawings by using certain
rhythms to type. The latter are like the CodeZebraOS games, providing a means to
express emotion and play in the chat environment.
4.6.1

Babble

The Babble project, led by Thomas Erickson (Erickson, 2001, 2003a, 2003b; Erickson
& Laff, 2001), is an attempt to measure levels of engagement in individuals who are
online, and provide them with turn-taking technology. It is ‘an online digital space in
which knowledge can be created, discovered, shared and reused…supporting expressive
and instrumental communication’ (Thomas, Kellogg & Erickson, p. 873). The tools can
be applied to distance collaboration. Its interface is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3

Babble (Erickson, 2002)

Babble enables synchronous and asynchronous topical chat. It is made up of topic
groups and hosts a commons area for real-time chat. It operates as an archive, enabling
users to find previous chats and hence provides ‘persistence’, a key need for
collaborators (Fischer, 2004; Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson, 2003). Babble opens
various windows to display the discussion topic, and includes a social proxy to facilitate
social interaction and behaviour appropriate to a workplace environment. Participants
are represented by virtual marbles that they place inside the proxy circle and remove
when they leave. Babble shows ‘lurkers’ and provides extradiagetic cues found in faceto-face conversation, as normally, ‘the subtle cues that we use to guide our face-to-face
interactions are mostly absent… our attempts to communicate are often awkward’
(Erickson & Kellogg 2002 p. 17). It displays an index of topic names, and a list of who
is present online at that time. A timeline shows who has visited and when.
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Erickson’s (2004) research indicates that participants perceived Babble as a ‘place’.
Babble has been adapted into four contexts. It continues to be part of an online
collaboration environment. It facilitates turn taking in conference calls. It is used in
online auctions to indicate items to be bid upon, accept bids, facilitate and end bidding.
Babble has been effective in promoting cohesion and group awareness, unexpected
outcomes for Erickson et al. (1999).
4.6.2 Thread Arcs
The Collaborative User Experience Group at IBM has developed a series of tools that
integrate visualisations with features from email, calendaring and chat. Users can
display preferred functions or display all.
A visualisation tool entitled Thread Arcs (Kerr, 2003) creates a visualisation of a thread,
which is a group of messages that were sent in reply to each other. Thread Arcs
provides a chronology of messages and represents message relationships to others in the
same thread, including the originating message and the chain of replies. It highlights
message attributes using a greyscale to indicate status. ‘TimeToLive’ notations tell the
server when stored information is past its relevant shelf-life and deletes them. The past
threads ‘degrade gracefully’ as more messages arrive. Thread Arcs also indicates the
direction of a discussion; one-way or dialogic. It is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4

Section of Thread Arcs (Collaborative User Experience Group, 2005)
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Analysis of Thread Arcs provided additional information on the ways that users deploy
email. For example, the Thread Arcs tended to be narrow or bushy, suggesting either
light correspondence or intensive epistolary dialogue. Usability surveys indicated that
the visualisation was most valuable in providing users with a sense of relationship,
chronology and attributes.
4.6.3 Fugue, Coterie, Netscan
Kollock and Smith (1996) have a long-term interest in the establishment of trust levels
in e-commerce networks, noting that ‘there is a double edge to computer-mediated
interaction: many of its central qualities make it easier both to cooperate and to behave
selfishly’ (p. 109). Smith, Cadiz and Burkhalter (2001) suggest that management of
social and turn-taking aspects of online conversations more effectively can enhance
trust. A central challenge is that chat applications manage messages sequentially;
hence, ‘Ownership of the floor is only known when a turn is completed’ (p. 99).
Participants race to finish a posting. Postings interrupt each other. Trust and goodwill
are broken. As an alternative, their threaded chat program Coterie structures chat as a
tree and organises turns through the tree. Their usability testers were confounded by the
structure and could not concentrate easily on the flow of conversation.
Coterie, written by Smith and Fiore (2001) is used with Fugue. In the latter, data
visualisations illustrate patterns of activity on the part of individual conversationalists.
The two systems, run side by side, provide a sense of who is present and their level of
activity. Smith and Cadiz use the metaphor of a musical score, allowing each human
instrument to manage the chat tempo. Fugue updates flow adjacent to participants’
names, allowing them to see if they are interrupting or being interrupted.
Netscan (Smith & Fiore, 2001) combined many of these features into a dashboard.98
There is a thread-tree visualisation that shows the ‘structural and temporal history’ of
selected threads. A piano roll displays those who have posted to that thread in the order
of the number of posts they made. Related posts are highlighted when a user moves
their mouse over the piano bar. Contributions made on that day are further highlighted.
A sociogram allows users to see their relationships to others posting in the group.

98

Netscan credits Loom (Donath, 2001) for inspiration, but it is built as a Usenet utility rather than
analysis tool.
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Traffic flow is visible as are links between users.99 Users are ordered by ‘the number of
responses they send and the number they receive’ (2001, p. 139). The piano roll
presents the ‘intersection between authors, activity and time’ (p. 141). Figure 4.5
illustrates the tree structure of Netscan.

Figure 4.5
4.6.4

Netscan (Smith & Fiore, 2001)

Chat Circles

Research at the MIT Lab by Donath, Karahalios and Viégas (2000) sought ways to
reveal the emotional and social dynamics of conversations through affective computing
strategies. Like others in the field, Donath, Karahalios and Viégas (2002) are interested
in the persistence of both asynchronous and synchronous text conversations. They were
concerned about the lack of social history in chat and hence established a means to
analyse ‘key moments in the mass of an archive’ (p. 1). Tools sit side by side with chat
capabilities, enabling users to structure conversations and simultaneously analyse their
dynamics.

These elements are normally hidden or unavailable in a textual

representation. The Conversation Landscape function provides users with a timeline
graph to find past postings and threads. Users can then refer back to intense dialogues.

99

Such a feature was sketched for CodeZebraOS.
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Chat Circles ‘reveals the social structure of the conversation by visualising patterns
such as bursts of activity, the arrival of new members, or the evolution of conversational
topics’ (Donath & Viégas, 2002 p. 2). Donath and Viégas also make use of visual cues
to ‘discern the patterns of behaviour that give rise to one’s impression of an individual
or community’ (p. 1). There are similarities in the data measurement tools that
CodeZebraOS, Chat Circles and Carpendale’s group use. These are elements of text
that can be quantified to create differentiation between types of postings. For example,
emoticons are a key measurable indicator. Hence in Chat Circles, social cues include
‘…the style of writing–whether formal or informal, in Standard English, or in prose
peppered with emoticons, acronyms or abbreviations’ (p. 3).
Chat Circles provides individual identities for participants. Users choose a colour when
logging on and their name is placed next to their circle. The use of colour was deemed
ambiguous enough that users could be partially anonymous – a goal of Chat Circles.
Individual activity is shown by changes in the size, intensity and colour of users on the
screen. Participants’ circles are bright when they post, with intensity fading from nonactive users or lurkers. All topics appear in the world view. Using the metaphor of
sound, where proximity brings focus to hearing, the participant approaches a topic in
order to enter it. A series of screens from Chat Circles are shown in Figure 4.6 below.

Figure 4.6

Chat Circles (Donath and Viégas, 2002)
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4.6.5

CrystalChat and Keystrokes

Research from the University of Calgary computer science laboratory is less focused on
facilitating online conversation than on data visualisation snapshots of an individual’s
activity.100 CrystalChat (Tat & Carpendale, 2007) provides a unique pattern for each
individual engaged in chat, based on posting style. This manifests as a threedimensional hub-and-spoke diagram, with the individual in the centre. Data about time
of chats, who initiated the conversation, the termination of the conversation, its length,
the length of postings and the use of emoticons are shown as facets. Texts from each
posting are colour differentiated.
KeyStrokes (Neumann, Tat, Zuk & Carpendale, 2007) is a drawing tool that builds a
real-time visualisation from typed messages by extracting, ‘keystroke data during typing
and using it to create a responsive visualisation…Visualisations between a given
keystroke…appear rapidly enough for the connection between action and response to be
evident’ (p. 2). In particular, it measures how many times letters are ‘erased, retyped or
replaced’ (p. 3). CrystalChat (Tat & Carpendale, 2006) and KeyStrokes are widgets that
express affect and identity through unique visual styles.101
4.7

Inspired by CodeZebraOS

A series of tools or widgets were produced as sketches or prototypes during the
CodeZebraOS research, or were directly influenced by it.
4.7.1 Bubba Talk
Bubba Talk (Tat & Carpendale, 2002, 2003) represents the social and emotional
dynamics in CodeZebraOS chat through a sociogram (Smith & Fiore, 2001). This was
built as a retrospective analysis tool, and was not adapted for real-time application, and
hence was not integrated. Bubba Talk analyses transcripts. Through a flow of bubbles
that varies in intensity and direction, Bubba Talk indicates who is speaking at any time
and indicates quantity and qualities of that speech. The direction of the bubbles
indicates who is being addressed. Frequency of the flow of bubbles over time indicates
major speakers, minor speakers and non-speakers. Its dynamics analysis has parallels in
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These are similar to CodeZebraOS’s individual games (discussed in Chapter Four and Five).

101

Widget refers to a small applet or object rather than a full tool.
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Let’s Focus (Eppler, 2005). The CodeZebraOS analysis framework was used to parse
capital usage, exclamation marks and the quantity of words. A conversational dynamic
is illustrated in Figure 4.7, indicating directional sprays of speakers and the emotional
qualities of their speech. DVD Three holds several video clips of this widget.

Figure 4.7
4.7.2

Bubba Talk (Tat & Carpendale, 2002)

Database for Analysing Online Chat

The Database for Analysing Online Chat (DAOC) was co-created with a University of
Surrey computer-science student in Microsoft Access (Diamond & Akbar, 2005). It
monitored the CodeZebraOS neural network posting-analysis process.

It produced

quantitative information about dynamics in a transcript. It was created to validate
CodeZebraOS data-visualisation results and extended its criteria to include social
dynamics and key-word analysis.102
DAOC analyses user, topic and subject queries. It provides information on which users
sent the most messages or the least. It quantifies the number of messages sent per user
and moderator commentary, if any, regarding that user. It notes which users ask
questions and which of their messages are their longest and shortest. DAOC looks for
exclamation

marks,

quotation

marks,

emoticons,

open-ended

sentences

and

102

DAOC was applied to analyses of transcripts from collaborations at the DEAF Festival, to analyse
engagement of collaborators, moderators and audiences. Comparison with neural-network results was
limited due to unresolved network performance issues.
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capitalization of words. It can do words searches, find messages about any subject or
topic, search for messages on a temporal basis, or analyse which message was replied to
the most and which the least.
4.7.3

FlowerGarden

FlowerGarden (Lantin, 2006; Lantin & Judelman, 2006) grew out of a collaborative
research summit, ‘Simulations and Other Reenactments’ at the Banff New Media
Institute (Diamond & Kennard, 2004). It combines social networking with keyword and
synchronous-conference communication analyses. In a real-time back channel, it allows
conference participants to vote on the popularity of words used during the event or link
their words to others’, influencing the flow of discourse.
The conference organising team included Paley, who created TextArc, and Hansen who
created Listening Post (Rubin & Hansen, 2002). The team directed the creation of the
first prototype incorporating daily feedback from the entire conference.103 The first
version was twinned with a tool built with Repast (Ataweel et al., 2007). It showed an
abstract space for each of the formal and informal spaces of the summit (such as
washrooms, meeting rooms, dining room, hiking trails, etc.). Participants’ avatars
‘gathered’ in summit locations, simulating their use by individuals. As a word emerged
into use, an image indicated it in its virtual space, and it simultaneously showed up for
the first time in Flower Garden.
The simulation ran in real-time throughout the conference, as a game and as a
moderation and knowledge-representation tool. At the end of the conference,
participants and organisers could see which spaces generated which concepts, the
individual who was developing ideas an idea, the frequency and intensity of an idea’s
use and its emotional weighting. The prototype has now gone through a number of
iterations. The conversation tool operates independently of the location-analysis tool.
FlowerGarden is shown in Figure 4.8.104

103

I led the conference and co-facilitated the visualisation planning with Lantin. She led the data
visualisation programming team.

104

Formal influences of Paley’s TextArc and CodeZebraOS process strategies are notable.
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Figure 4.8
4.8

Flower Garden (Lantin & Judelman, 2006)

Comparison of Conversation Visualisation Tools

The tables that follow provide a synthesis of the discussion in this chapter. Tools are
positioned in Table 4.9, by context of use and capacity, including functionality,
structure, display of identity and features.
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Figure 4.9

Context and Capacities of Tools

A second table, Figure 4.10, indicates tools by intention, data structure and metaphor,
drawing from Chapter Three’s discussion of data visualisation.
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Figure 4.10
4.8.1

Comparisons of Intention, Data Structure and Metaphor

Analysis of the Chart

Ten tools are compared. One focused on Internet communication while the majority of
others either served chat alone, other online discussion groups such as conferences, or
both chat and group (Blog/Wiki) applications. Six had archival capacities, in
recognition of users’ need to store and use information.

Six used multiple or

simultaneous views, including zooming capacity. With the exception of the worldview
or long shot, this practice parallels data visualisation examples with multiple views in
Chapter Three. Users given multiple views spent considerable time optimising screen
real-estate. Users need an easy way to retain their orientation in the larger picture.
CodeZebraOS used a zoom feature to accomplish this.
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All ten used a sequential posting structure, though in CodeZebraOS or CrystalChat it
was not evident without either following the time stamps or zooming out. Multiple
views on sites were a result of twinning tree and sequential strategies for chat-data
displays. Usability tests had shown that users found tree structures hard to adapt to if
there was not also a sequential chat for them to follow. In the case of CodeZebraOS, this
was resolved with longer-term use.
Nine systems found ways to identify the user in the visualisation, either through colour
or moniker. Only CodeZebraOS provided specific tools for moderators to intervene in
and shape the dialogue.
Nine tools were results-oriented utilities. Six tools included an archival function. Two,
Chat Circles and Fugue/Coterie, had windows and tools to view history. Five had tools
for directing traffic through self-organisation aided by traffic-flow representation, or
through moderator’s tools. Six of eleven teams recognized that emotion was a key
component of online chat and approached it with different strategies, primarily turn
taking and control mechanisms.105 Some may have been influenced by collaboration on
CodeZebraOS.
Five tools provided the means to promote congeniality and build trust. Four were
playful, game-like widgets or incorporated games.106 These projects each had an artist
on the team.
Metaphors coincide with those discussed in Chapter Two. They include three organic
metaphors (flower-garden, ecosystem and crystals). In three, the user interacted with a
circular form, for example by blowing bubbles and rolling marbles. Other metaphors
were time-based: weaving with a loom, composing music, and driving a car. Only one
program used a naked node-and link-metaphor.
Data structures varied. There were three node-and-link systems and one hub-and-spoke
system. In Keystrokes, the use of a Bezier system allowed abstract images that mimic

105

Similarities between Chat Circles and CodeZebraOS, projects developed in almost complete isolation
from each other until about 2005, are worth noting. It may also be notable that tools with explicit
emotional measurement capability were from teams led by women.

106

FlowerGarden may operate as a game if conference participants so decide.
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the process of writing to form. There were four bubble charts and a word-tree map, two
timeline graphs and one block-stack map. One of the widgets was a painting tool that
used abstract expressionist gestural images. Eight of the ten systems were delightful in
some way, using conventions of beauty in their visual design.

Conversation-

visualisation designers appeared comfortable with imposing the appropriate metaphor
for the user group onto the underlying data structure (Fry, 2007).
4.9 Conversation Visualisation and CodeZebraOS
CodeZebraOS stands out a comprehensive system with a full range of features and the
interest and capability to bridge emotional representation, functionality and utility.
CodeZebraOS developed in relative isolation from the majority of tools featured in
Chapter Four, yet it shares some of their motivations. It was built as an enabling
technology. It is intended to support cohesion, yet allows for more levels of conflict
than CSCW tools traditionally do, allowing character play and games as mediating
influences. It permits real-time events, brainstorming, synchronous and synchronous
chat – not as a novelty, but as a serious, albeit at times playful, support environment.
CodeZebraOS facilitates insights by providing a lateral visual context that unleashes
creativity. It provides an aesthetic that promotes awareness of the continuity of the
human and the zoological with new forms of digital expression. While its ability to
actually measure emotion was not fully realised, it infers emotional and social process
and informs users regarding the conversation’s dynamics. CodeZebraOS is a
teleological conversational utility. At the same time, it is a successful work of art and
design. It allows new doxa that govern changing rules of interaction, ones that create
‘kinaesthetic, tactile’ or multi-sensory’ (Cauquelin, 1999, p. 202) that allow us to feel
the Other’s presence, as Cauquelin demands. It brings the artist’s and the designer’s
roles together in conversation-visualisation tools appropriate for social media.
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Chapter Five: The Practice-Based Research: Creating the
CodeZebraOS Tool,
5.0

Introduction

Chapter Five discusses the development history of the CodeZebraOS tool.
CodeZebraOS enables visualisation of online conversation, and facilitates crossdisciplinary dialogue and brainstorming. The research behind the tool led to the creation
of a set of online games designed specifically to accompany it. As research leader, I
directed multidisciplinary teams working in cycles over an eight-year period.

This

chapter concentrates on the CodeZebra Method and usability testing process. The
resulting architecture, final treatment and games descriptions are available in Chapter
Six.
The aim in selecting and directing these teams was not only to create a tool but also to
invent a method for software development appropriate for cross-disciplinary teams – the
CodeZebra Method. This research makes an original practice-based contribution to the
fields of Collaboration Studies and Design Methods Research by demonstrating the
efficacy of this method.
Approaches to testing are discussed. The primary mode of testing was usability testing,
with three modalities: whether the technology could be improved (Gould & Lewis,
1985); whether the aesthetics could be improved (Cockton, 2008; Lee, 2007;
Tractinsky, 2004); whether the tool was useful (Greenberg & Buxton, 2008). Usability
testing is a preferred method for computer software applications with a direct human
interface. The team also undertook limited functional, performance, and compatibility
testing protocols.
Early usability tests for CodeZebraOS Prototype One occurred during deployment at:
•

CodeZebra Dance Performance Software Party, Budapest (2001)

Usability testing for Prototype Two occurred in a laboratory setting at:
•

V2, Rotterdam, The Netherlands (2002, 2003)

Four sets of intensive usability tests were conducted for final Prototypes Three and
Four. These were:
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•

Future Physical Bio Tech Conference and Club Night (2003)

•

Dutch Electronic Arts Festival (2003)

•

University of Surrey case studies and tests (2004)

•

Testing of CodeZebraOS and its games at the University of East
London and in Dublin (2008)

CodeZebraOS has also been exhibited extensively in archive form, as part of a larger
CodeZebra Project travelling gallery series, where users were observed using the
archives. Their experiences are considered in the Conclusions. The tool or its games
have been deployed in connection with wearable experiences – discussed as a direction
for future research. The usability tests indicate lessons that apply to both CodeZebraOS
and other social media tools.
5.1

TimeLine

Figure 5.1 provides a timeline for the CodeZebraOS from start to finish.
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Figure 5.1

CodeZebraOS Timeline
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5.2

The Development Process

5.2.1

When Does a Waterfall Paradigm become Agile?

The first phase of research (1997-1999) was individual and exploratory, and is briefly
discussed in the Introduction. A wide range of social science and design knowledge was
needed to realise CodeZebraOS, as Data Visualisation, Social Media and online gaming
were fundamental research fields in the late 1990s. The significant computational
challenges required special computer-science and programming knowledge. It became
possible to assemble computer artists, programmers, graphics scientists, computational
linguists, AI experts, chat experts and expert users, sociologists, designers, systems
scientists, interface designers, graphic designers and games designers.107
Participatory design can balance the views of designers, engineers and end-users,
combining them into a creative enterprise, as Gardner (2008) and Ladly (2008) have
recently reinforced. Beginning with a charrette in San Francisco in 2000, CodeZebraOS
developed against a backdrop of participatory design, allowing each team member to
contribute her or his expertise to reach a shared understanding (Fischer, 2004; Muller &
Kuhn, 1993; Muller, 2003; Schuller & Namioka, 1993; Wakkary, 2003). The research
leader facilitated self-reflexive dialogue, sketching, dramaturgical activities and bodystorming exercises. The team reached consensus and moved forward to the next stage of
development. The research investigated Digital Media Studies (ArtSci) discourses and
practices to inform the tool’s aesthetics. The final step in each phase was intensive
usability testing, with results informing design strategy.108 Conclusions were revised
and requirements documents written for each prototype.
The project began with a waterfall software development paradigm (Royce, 1970),
where the team analysed and documented requirements, built a treatment, a scenario and
a series of technical plans. Parnas and Clements (1986) note the value of attempts to
present a ‘rational ideal design cycle’ (p. 254) with a requirements document, even
though the very process of software development means encountering and solving
unknown factors, as well as shifting requirements, along the way. They offer, 'A

107

See Appendix B for full credits of collaborators and consultants for the project.

108

Appendix A and the accompanying DVDs (One to Six) provides evidence of these processes.
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requirements document can be used, long after the system is in use, to define the
constraints for future changes' (p.254).
It became apparent that the waterfall software development paradigm (Royce, 1987)
was too rigid for a dispersed team in a participatory context.

An agile software

development process followed (Beck et al., 2001; Spagnuolo, 2008; Workstorfer et al.,
2008), relying on a core group of three to six interacting with the larger team of expert
consultants. The team incrementally re-engineered prototypes to create a conversation
visualisation tool, CodeZebraOS, using initial requirements from consecutive treatments
and following an iterative process including phases of wider participatory design and
testing. The result is an aggregate of the prototypes, not commercialised or released for
mass distribution.
5.2.2

Approaches to Testing

During the development of prototypes Two, Three and Four the programming team
performed functional, performance and compatibility tests. These forms of testing are
appropriate for interpolation into agile software development. The Agile Commons Blog
(Spagnuolo, 2008) prompts testing, adaptation and retesting. Functional testing (Halili,
2008) established that each component of the tool worked according to specifications.
Performance testing (Bansode, 2007a, 2007b) investigated issues such as graphics
rendering speed, impact of bandwidth on client/server communication, scalability and
interoperability. Compatibility testing (Ort, 2001, 2008) ensured the JAVA tool worked
with various operating systems, initially with Linux and Windows; and then Mac
compatibility. Bandwidth requirements, browser capability, and the tool’s ability to
manage other system software, such as video streaming, were also tested. These tests
took place in the laboratory only sporadically, and otherwise co-occurred with usability
tests in the public arena. Technical tests carried significant weight. Despite positive user
response to the tool’s aesthetics, decisions to amend graphics strategies were made in
response to client/server communication performance testing. The implications of a
thin technical testing regime are discussed at the end of the chapter.
5.2.3

Participatory Design, Artistic Improvisation, Design Research Methods

Chat participants and online gamers were recruited to join the team’s artists, scientists,
programmers and software engineers for workshops. They brought experience with
relevant online environments such as chat rooms, game forums and Usenet groups.
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Users filled out questionnaires, were observed while chatting or posting on Usenet
groups, and were interviewed. Observation data allowed the research effort to be
grounded in user experience. Non-technical team members participated in initial
charrettes, then re-entered the process at key points, helping with usability testing and
evaluation at public events. They provided continuity and perspective as the tool
progressed.
The CodeZebra Method, a combination of physical, conceptual and play-based
improvisation processes for the development of technology, has added a new approach
to the practice of performance ethnography (Laurel, 2003), building on techniques of
body-storming (De LaHunta et al., 2003; Angus & Lane, 2004). Such developmental
approaches permit everyday ‘performativity’ (Schechner, 2002, p. 110) and the
interruption of prescribed roles and ‘social scripting’ (Goffman, 1959, p. 235; Robinson,
1979; Sherer & Giles, 1979). These practices draw from Brecht’s (1964) alienation or
estrangement (1974) effects, relying on process, interruption and montage (1974), rather
than linear narrative. New doxa (Cauquelin, 1999) thus, emerge in the performance
process.
5.3

The First Charrette

An opportunity to develop CodeZebraOS occurred in a ten-day charrette hosted by Arts
Alliance Laboratories,109 a European venture-capital fund creative laboratory in San
Francisco. For ten days, participants lived together, ate together, sketched outdoors in
South Park, undertook initial brainstorming, took an observation trip to the zoo, built
software sketches, and, to convey the results of the charrette, presented an interactive
performance at the San Francisco Museum of Art. This charrette established core
requirements for the CodeZebraOS tool.
Discussions at the charrette covered behaviour patterns in online discourse, and how
these might be visualised. The group debated whether members of different professions
posted to discussion groups in different ways, or if different styles were driven by
personality (Brown and Fraser, 1979). Current research by Burke and Kraut (2008)

109

Arts Alliance Laboratory was directed by Jason Lewis, formerly of Interval Research.
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indicates that different types of professional and thematic discussion groups entertain
and condone different kinds of online behaviour from rude and angry to polite.110
5.3.1

Tool Requirements

Charrette participants supported the idea of a tool to encourage interdisciplinary
discussion within a lush online environment. The tool should:

110

This research focuses on topic areas such as politics or sewing, and includes demographics of users in
its analysis.
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•

scale up to facilitate a large-scale chat environment with multiple
users;

•

handle dialogues with various affect;

•

manage ‘lurkers’;

•

manage ‘flaming’;

•

find chat histories;

•

set topics;

•

provide active moderation when desired;

•

provide an overview of the larger conversation space, so users may
choose a topic;

•

allow users to simultaneously participate in a particular thread and
attend to the larger conversational geography;

•

allow users to create and post a message and link it to other postings;

•

let users move easily between topics;

•

offer synchronous chat or asynchronous posting;

•

act as a recommendation engine, finding affinities for users;

•

separate off-topic dialogue and calf these into sub-conversations ;

•

make connections, suggest topical and affective links and match
similar threads across topics in the space; and

•

breed similar fragments into one larger topic.

Initial conversation-visualisation tool requirements can be compared with usability
testing feedback later in the chapter.
CodeZebraOS’s topic-proximity sketch, created in San Francisco, is shown in Figure
5.2.
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Figure 5.2

CodeZebraOS topic proximity sketch

In the example, the pink and gold topic groups have similar dialogues underway and are
moving toward each other. Research on affinity algorithms is active, eight years after
the sketch was made.111
5.3.2

Pattern

The design intention for CodeZebraOS was to measure emotional types in chat
behaviour and represent each with a differentiated animal pattern. Users could choose a
topic by its visible affective style. Moderators could see and intervene if flame wars
erupted. Perhaps not surprisingly, the most significant debate was on how to create
patterns that were both true to the data and meaningful to the user.112 Chapter Three
discussed alternate approaches to the definition of metaphors in Data Visualisation. In
one, the data is analysed for patterns that seem to emerge from its structure and the
metaphor represents these patterns. In the second, a question is asked and a metaphor
adopted to answer this question; the data is sculpted to the metaphor (Fry, 2007). Some
team members argued that other data metaphors might arise naturally from the
mathematical formula of the data and distinct, not necessarily animal-like, visual
patterns would occur.

111

Morris, Teevan and Bush (2008) at Microsoft Inc. are developing search filters for personalisation,
sub-group creation and smart topical splitting, using collective intelligence strategies (Segaran, 2008).

112

Panels and papers at SIGGRAPH, IEEE and ACM conferences, beginning in 2001, prefigured current
debates in the art, design and computer science worlds about the nature of metaphors in data visualisation.
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The research leader asserted artistic direction. There was an adequate metaphoric and
structural link to conversational social dynamics to fit an animal ecology and pattern
metaphor to the context (Fry, 2007). Anti-Modernist aesthetics would also engage a
domestic, biomimetic and ‘decorational’ approach, as discussed by Gonzalez-Crisp
(2003, p. 100), supported by Shales (2008) and Veiteberg (2006). It was not yet clear
whether animal patterns would be legible and differentiated sufficiently to have
meaning for viewers. Only usability testing would settle this question.
Through a series of sketches, workshop participants noticed graphic code drawn from
text could be tweaked parametrically to look dramatically different. The three images –
one reminiscent of giraffe, another of pop art and the third resembling a bacterium – in
Figure 5.3 show the results of the parameter manipulation.

Figure 5.3

Parameter Tweaking of Same Code

This ended speculation that only one kind of graphic image would arise naturally from
conversation analysis. The mode of this dispute’s resolution validates artistic leadership
and digital sketching.
5.3.3

Monikers

It was desired that unique users maintain a sense of individual identity, wear symbols of
their behaviour and have means to archive chats. The history and personalisation
functions would be combined. Individual users would be represented in the conversation
by a personal disk or moniker, resembling a tree ring, representing layers of chat
history. The disk would begin forming in the first interaction with the tool, the inner
ring taking on the emotional pattern of the very first conversation. Subsequent
interactions, in particular conversations, would cause additional rings to accrete to the
disk. The rings may become a repository for multimedia data. The growth of each disk
would create a singular visual identity for its user. Eventually, an emergent algorithm
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might allow participants to grow their own patterns, tracking affinities and personality
tendencies of the user. Users could also cull layers of the ring. Figure 5.4 shows the
personal memory disk or moniker.

Figure 5.4

Tree ring metaphor for monikers

The individual memory ring monikers would be navigable and users could invite others
to explore their chat as a 3D space, privately or publicly. These might evoke memories
or permit a return to a discussion.
5.3.4

Navigation Scenario

A navigation scenario was developed. The user would begin with an overall view of the
entire conversation space. Topics with different qualities would be represented by
various patterns. A user would explore the map with their mouse. Information about
topics aligned with each pattern would pop-up as it moved over the patterns. Figure 5.5
shows a sketch of the full conversation space view. The mouse cursor is indicated by the
square.
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Figure 5.5

Concept of conversation space with variable patterns

The user could keep a metaphoric ear and eye on conversations while engaging in any
discussion, providing a feel similar to an energetic cocktail party. If a user entered a
topic, a thread attached to another conversation could be kept. If that discussion heated
up they could be pulled back in.
The ‘OS’ in the tool’s title derives from the sense of diving into an orifice or canyon. If
the cursor hovered in place for awhile the system would interpreted it as a sign of
interest and would take them down into the conversation they were ‘positioned on top
of,’ creating a three dimensional cone. The two dimensional map would take on a third
dimension as the user ‘dived into’ it. A motion graphic of this experience was built
during the charrette. Figure 5.6 shows sketches of the 3D experience.
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Figure 5.6
5.3.5

3 D Conversation spaces and personal moniker for intensive engagement

Early Technical Considerations

The programmers researched graphics algorithms as needed to convey the sense of a
living world. Hence voronoi patterns, part of the original concept, would become the
backbone of the tool’s world. A computer graphics researcher specialising in cellular
patterning (modelling mammalian fur and cancer cells) provided technical advice
(Walter, Fournier, & Menevaux, 2001). To choose graphics, the charrette explored the
use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms to extract language characteristics used by
individuals (Picard, 2003) in a posting (such as use of capital letters or quotation marks)
to give it a pattern. Cumulative tendencies of an individual could be measured as, for
example, the number of zebra-striped postings she makes, as these would represent a
personality type. AI algorithms would draw concepts together, show changes in topic
content and allegiances, break off irrelevant or emerging concepts, and build a
thesaurus. Grbvac proposed the use of a neural network to differentiate patterns (Jesan,
2003; Jesan & Lauro, 2004).
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Fundamental aspects of the tool’s architecture were sketched out in a brief design
document. CodeZebraOS would have a standard client-server model (where data are
stored on the server but personalized versions and key aspects of the tool reside on the
user’s machine) intended to support graphical rendering over the Internet. Conversationanalysis technology would monitor communication, extracting information to transfer to
animal-patterned graphics. Figure 5.7, from the charrette archive, can be compared with
the final architecture, shown in Chapter Six. The green area represents computational
processes on the user’s computer after downloading CodeZebraOS. User queries are
sent to the server. The database, chat system and rendering processes reside on the
server. The system would send and retrieve postings to the database, simultaneously
shaping the graphic image. Images representing a chat topic, content, or links between
postings would appear on the user’s screen.

The user’s system would retain its own

database to reflect their chat history.

Figure 5.7
5.3.6

Simple relationships of rendering and image

Observations on the Process en Charrette

As Mengis and Eppler (2006) note, collaborators must participate, seek common
ground, maintain the big picture and deal with conflict Collaboration Studies research
indicates (Diamond, Parker & Wesolanka, 2004, 2005) that different disciplines have
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distinct working methods and languages. The artists, scientists, chat users, social
scientists and Internet analysts preferred to brainstorm, diagram and then build, assess,
rethink and rebuild – a process resembling a waterfall method. The artist-programmers
(as described by Goriunova and Shulman (2003) or those from an iterative engineering
background wanted to build, test and rebuild in fast cycles – presenting the tool to the
artists and designers after the fact. Tensions resolved when the research leader modelled
a rhythm of sketching, coding, conversation and design. The existence of a deadline–the
presentation at San Francisco Museum of Art and Design, motivated the team.
Video documentation during the workshop was streamed over the Internet for interested
observers. Debates about creative and technical direction were made publicly available.
This provocative, techno-cultural use of surveillance technology (Lyon, 2003, 2004) at
times enhanced dialogue and at others created performance pressures. The experience
inspired the creation of the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival Habituation Cage
performances, where artists and scientists were locked up together, with 24-hour video
surveillance, and asked to invent new concepts.
The charrette asserted what CodeZebraOS could become. Its scenarios have been
refined over years of development. A design document, software mock-ups, interactive
sketches and a Web site showed the innovative potential of the project. Visual elements
were printed on fabric for future exhibitions. These materials functioned as boundary
objects to facilitate a shared understanding (Fischer, 2004; Star & Greisemer, 1989). A
number of participants committed to continue working on the project or to contribute
advice. A charrette was incorporated into all stages of CodeZebraOS, forms part of the
CodeZebra Method.
5.4

Metaphor, Dramaturgy, Social Aesthetics and Zoomorphism

The next phase of the project focused on further development of navigation strategies
and interaction metaphors appropriate to a highly interactive social media tool (Donath,
2004). A period of time as writer-in-residence at the University of Surrey in 2001
resulted in the creation of nine CodeZebra characters, all, like the zebra, bearing clonalmosaic patterns. Each character had a distinctive style. Back-stories filled out to
encompass relationships and the character’s position in the ecology of a larger ‘world’.
In workshops that included dancers, actors and engineers, improvisation was used to
develop clear rules for each character. The workshops generated choreography,
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character interaction and navigation. The behaviours from these were merged with
observation of online behaviour to develop the underlying structure for the patterns
quantified into textures for the tool. Planning for the neural network was influenced by
character analysis that spanned Usenet-group, chat and email behaviours, drawing upon
these improvisations. The character types inspired the concepts for the CodeZebraOS
games.
An ecosystem lodged in the savannah was intended as a form of ‘ontological
choreography’ (Haraway, 2004, p. 16), suggesting a metaphor for the virtual
CodeZebraOS interface. The CodeZebraOS ecology provided a set of ‘companion
species’ (Haraway, 2004, p. 16) to the users of the tool. Figure 5.8 shows a storysharing roundtable at the improvisation session.

Figure 5.8

Diamond and Richards share back-stories.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the process of improvising hyena movements near a water hole (a
safe meeting space for all the ecosystem’s animals) and a coordinated set of zebras.

Figure 5.9

Improvisation of characters and movement sets
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Dramaturgy and choreographed body-storms allowed participants to explore their
behaviours as artists, engineers and scientists through verbal improvisation, and helped
develop navigation ideas and behaviour types. The CodeZebra Project was inspired by
shape shifting, a form of ritual where humans perform animal identities in ritual
contexts to challenge social roles (Czegledy, 2001; l’Hirondelle, 2003, 2004;
Meskagen-Iskwew, 2005). The teams improvised tongue-in-cheek conversations, using
terms from the fields of ArtSci while in animal characters rather than professional roles.
The dramaturgical process made a significant contribution to breaking down role
barriers.
Play bridges differences in knowledge and builds consensus, according to Thomas,
Kellogg and Erickson (2001). Goodwin (2001) asserts that play among animals
represents highly evolved behaviour. For Sutton-Smith (2001) play signifies the human
species’ evolutionary future. Analysis of the improvisations by game designers,
engineers, dramaturges, and chat and nightclub users produced ways movement sets
could influence activities for clubs and fashions linked to CodeZebraOS, as well as
technical navigation strategies. A movement and spoken-word component linked to
online prototypes eventually resulted. The CodeZebra Project moved from one
individual’s performance to group performance with actors and dancers.
5.5

Building the First Prototype

Artist-programmer Tonkin coded the first full prototype of CodeZebraOS. The decision
was made to build a basic Java applet,
…a program written in the Java programming language that can be
included in an HTML page, much in the same way an image is included
in a page… the applet's code is transferred to your system and executed
by the browser's Java Virtual Machine (JVM). (Java Foundation, 2008,
p.2).
Horstmann and Cornell (2008) note that with applets ‘the image is alive’ (p. 8). The
image, ‘reacts to user commands, changes its appearance, and sends data between the
computer presenting the applet and the computer serving it’ (p. 8). The first prototype
would require only a Java-enabled Web browser. Figure 5.10 shows an early version of
Prototype One CodeZebraOS.
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Figure 5.10

Early version of Prototype One

An evaluation and planning workshop and game-design charrette in Banff in 2001
initiated the next level of software production, including the Java 1.4 and Flash
versions. It produced insights on navigation, game design, individual identity, AI use
and data structure. Participants used CodeZebraOS in its early form as a means to
conduct dialogue during the workshop, allowing the designers to test their own product
and building a corpus for future analysis. Body-storming techniques (De LaHunta et al.,
2003) and metaphors were used to develop games based on CodeZebra animal
characters. Experiments in creating a 3D environment continued while the first
prototype was being built. Figure 5.11 shows a 3D sketch of conversation topics from
that workshop.
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Figure 5.11

Balls with different pattern qualities and postings (Paul, 2002)

Paul’s sketches inspired later aesthetics, interaction models, adding to the CodeZebraOS
design palette.
Inquiry into online conversational behaviour included attention to social roles, power
relationships, and the role of speech patterns in provoking response; that is ‘the
emotional and relational’ (Mengis and Eppler, 2005, p. 36). The charrette sketched ways
to represent and integrate social dynamics into the project. Figure 5.12 shows a sketch
of a social network created at the charrette.

Figure 5.12

Social Network Diagram (Paul, 2002)
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The social dynamics of the charrette were captured on videotape, eventually inspiring
Bubba World conversation-visualisation software by Tat and Carpendale (2002),
described earlier in the thesis and available on DVD Three.
Tonkin and the research leader collaborated on aesthetics. Prototype One emerged as a
mix of JAVA 1.4 aesthetics and voronoi elephant skin, with a malleable look and feel.
The applet drew relationships between postings, and grouped them by timeline and
proximity. A mass-and-spring and voronoi system was used to form related posting
boundaries and avoid collisions between postings. Users were shown in the space as
was the place where a conversation started. This prototype was lightweight and ran as
an applet, so no download was needed. Individual sites could be created for new
conversation or event spaces. Prototype One demonstrated both chat and game-play
within the tool, hosting multiple guests and offering the Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game,
an online word/poetry game. With use Prototype One became larger and began to
resemble a living organism. It appeared to seethe with life, and could be zoomed into or
out of. Figure 5.13 shows a final version of Prototype One.

Figure 5.13

Prototype One

Users are indicated by zebra dots, postings by spots. Blue, butterfly-like spots represent
the use of the Butterfly Game and show how users reordered original texts. The
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message posting window is open showing the options as demonstrated. A posting with
butterfly game open follows in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14

Prototype One with game

The first version of the Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game is shown in Figure 5.15

Figure 5.15

Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game In Process
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5.7

Prototype Two: A Critical Phase in Technical Development

A further workshop at V2 in Rotterdam took many of the abstract concepts of
CodeZebraOS and drew them into programming plans, with timelines and priorities for
realistic achievement. Prototype Two was then built at the Banff New Media Institute.
An intensive charrette occurred half-way through the development process, gathering
team members from both sides of the Atlantic. It resolved AI strategies and developed
game descriptions using play, improvisation, paper and technical sketching. It resolved
a series of coding issues through technical brainstorming and functional testing.
The team then began building an application programming interface (API),
a set of functions, procedures, methods, classes or protocols that an
operating system, library or service provides to support requests made by
computer programs’ or ‘a set of standardized requests, called application
programming interfaces (API), that have been defined for the program
being called upon’ (Orenstein, 2008).
This strategy required users to download Java. However, it would allow
‘modularisation’ so that clients could adhere to a given message-passing API. Hence
clients could receive the information to display as they chose. A number of potential
customers were eager to use the tool and wanted to be able to brand the graphics
according to their company, culture, or broadcast property.
The team produced a Java client, along with XML libraries and MySQL and Apache
serving environment. Prototype Two developed and extended the voronoi system
created for the first CodeZebraOS prototype. It provided organisation of conversations
and individual monikers. Prototype Two began to blend familiar modes of chat
communication (ability to edit, topic, subject, and date) with the CodeZebraOS features.
Prototype Two incorporated an organic, visually pleasurable, almost decorative
sensibility that borrowed aesthetics from late 1950s and early 1960s interior design and
fashion. It greatly expanded the patterning capabilities of CodeZebraOS. Its graphic
capabilities and messaging are shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16
5.8

Features of Prototype Two

Flash Prototype and 3D Sketching

At this stage, a Flash programmer and designer created a Flash version of CodeZebraOS
to double as a storyboard and a promotional interactive, with an organic, cosmological
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aesthetic.113 The Flash prototype indicated ways in which video and audio could be used
within a data-visualisation tool. It provided a single common broadcast-stream sent out
to all capable clients. Users would be able to tag messages with images, video, HTML
links and audio. The Flash prototype is available on DVD 2.
Experiments in transforming two-dimensional into three-dimensional renderings were
undertaken. Usability-test participants did not find this aesthetically compelling or
technically viable. Client/server communication time was lengthy and the mix of
dimensions was abandoned, as was any notion of a purely three-dimensional client.
5.9

Refining CodeZebraOS: Prototype Three and Four

V2 became the key partner and collaborator to create Prototype Three and Four of
CodeZebraOS, with Lachman programming in Toronto and Salway lending wisdom to a
student programmer at V2 on the neural network build. A Culture 2000 grant provided
games design skills to assist the research through SMARTlab, UK and C3 Hungary.
Production pressures were high. CodeZebraOS was to premiere as part of a media and
performance art work at the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival.
Prototype Two was brittle. Client-to-server communication time was very slow,
apparently due to the weighty graphics.

Prototypes Three and Four retained the

metaphors central to CodeZebraOS, but the patterns became simple colour abstractions
so they could form more quickly in the client-server communication. Users felt that the
new graphics style, a technical exigency, made the new version of the software flat, less
visually beautiful and less amusing, although the background graphics were engaging.
Unlike Prototype Two, Prototype Three did not show users’ monikers. Postings were
faster, lines between postings were clear and topics were differentiated. There were nine
distinct animal patterns for messages. The message system and features functioned
when tested (with occasional notable bugs). A zoomed-in topic area of Prototype Three
and Four is shown in Figure 5.17.

113

Flash was becoming more flexible as a design medium and had graphic capabilities that Java lacked.
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Figure 5.17
5.10

Prototype Three and Four with posting open

Usability Testing

Usability testing includes a wide range of practices to provide guidance on how to
improve a tool technically, the impact of its aesthetics, on viability and usefulness.
Usability testing for CodeZebraOS yielded valuable feedback on interface legibility,
navigation strategies, its look and feel and the relationship of the metaphors to the tool’s
function.

Usability testing at various stages also brought ideas about the tool’s

potential deployment and adaptability into focus.
The CodeZebra Project is made up of a series of modules, used in public deployment.
Each of them provided opportunities for CodeZebraOS testing. These are live events in
particular conferences; online games; spoken-word and dance performances;
habituation-cage performances (DEAF); ‘softwear’ (wearables), exhibitions and
retrospectives.

A selection of laboratory and public usability testing events are

discussed below.
5.10.1 Usability Testing for Prototypes One and Two
Prototype One premiered at the CodeZebra Dance and Software Party in Budapest, on
October 31, 2001. Many of the participatory design team members gathered for this
large-scale usability test. A video of the event is available on DVD 6.
Figure 5.18 shows the poster announcing the event and a performer.
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Figure 5.18

CodeZebra Prototype One even and ocelot characters at Ludwig
Museum, Budapest launch

The site hosted over five hundred visitors successfully. A spoken-word performance
took place at the Backstreet Studios in London several months later, and the tool was
deployed for chat purpose.114 Users were photographed, videotaped and interviewed.
Testing suggested many users enjoyed Prototype One, finding it engaging and
entertaining. Some users initially sought advice from advanced users, then quickly
adapted to using their moniker, posting messages, and chatting. Many individuals
played the accompanying game. Users from many geographic locations joined the chat.
The resulting large conversation space had multiple languages and locations posted in it.
Prototype One was far from the complex software that had been envisioned at the Arts
Alliance charrette, yet this simple version was an important first step.
V2 provided an opportunity to test Prototype Two in a laboratory with feedback forms
and interviews. Prototype Two also underwent usability testing at conferences at The
Banff Centre and at many international locations. Users were frustrated by loading time
and a lack of legibility of the layers. Still, users found it aesthetically engaging and
understood its references to natural processes and phenomena. This Prototype is shown
in Figure 5.19.

114

CodeZebraOS was presented at the IEEE Data Visualisation conference in London.
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Figure 5.19

Stills from Prototype Two

Usability testing yielded the suggestion that users or user groups should be able to skin
the software with their own patterns. The Flash Prototype that followed (provided on
DVD 2) incorporated this concept into its design. After these tests a strategy was
adopted for Prototypes Three and Four to simplify the graphics for speed of posting and
clarity of images. Comparative usability testing of prototypes Two and Four occurred in
2008 and are discussed later in the chapter.
5.10.2 Usability Testing for Prototypes Three and Four
As with Prototypes One and Two the usability testing processes for Prototypes Three
and Four occurred in a set of workshops and public events. The first large-scale
usability test was combined with performance and functional testing, as part of the
Future Physical series. The tool was used to facilitate a major conference on biotech,
and was immediately popular because of its cellular aesthetic. It supported a club event.
Teens were enthusiastic about the tool and used it to chat and flirt. Youthful computer
gamers managed to play continuously, despite bugs and crashes. Persistent bugs were
identified and eliminated before the launch of the tool at the Dutch Electronic Arts
Festival later that month.
The performances at the DEAF Festival combined dramaturgy and a collaborative
inquiry approach to research on the part of all participants. This thesis provides an
opportunity to review the key findings regarding the usability testing of CodeZebraOS.
Audience members were observed and interviewed. Leading participants were
interviewed during and after the event and one year later. Over twenty-four hours,
teams of artists and scientists were isolated together in a rooftop apartment under video
surveillance, and asked to collaborate around a number of given topics, developing new
inventions or concepts. The research leader acted as lead moderator and dramaturge.
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Figure 5.20 indicates a view of Nina Wakeford, one of the locked up scientists and
DVD 3 includes documentation.

Figure 5.20

Dr. Nina Wakeford in ‘CodeZebra Habituation Cage

CodeZebraOS was available in the performance space, in the festival space and on the
Internet. Performers, moderators and audiences used it to initiate discussion and
maintain a running record and commentary. CodeZebraOS acted as a visual reference
for the collaborators, as well as stimulating outside debate and interventions.
CodeZebraOS was useful in indicating, through topics chosen and subject headings,
themes that interested users. Simple conversation-summary tools included topics and
subject lines allowed users to enter a dialogue and moderators to maintain the flow of
conversation. Some users realised they could draw with CodeZebraOS and create forms
from topics. Creative visual interventions and topically driven responses occurred.
CodeZebraOS’s aesthetics – its movement and lateral structure – contributed to a sense
of immersive, non-linear time.
The performers felt that moderators who used only CodeZebraOS were in closer
proximity to them than those communicating through video-conferencing because the
postings seemed to be thoughtful and relevant to the dialogue (Wakeford in Diamond,
2004). When interviewed regarding the value of the tool, moderator Marsh of the
National Research Council of Canada said that CodeZebraOS encouraged intimate and
thoughtful dialogue.
Conversation patterns indicate CodeZebraOS’s strength is as a tool for lateral thinking.
Responses to postings were orderly, but not sequential. There were multiple postings, at
times with provocative statements. Users joined the conversation at different times, with
moderators and the online audience reaching into past topics to find a relevant posting
and/or post a new idea. The second team valued CodeZebraOS as a means to respond
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to postings and topic areas created by the first team.115 CodeZebraOS thus functioned as
a knowledge management tool.
The archival capacities of CodeZebraOS proved valuable for social analysis of events
and for knowledge flow. The archives allow tracking of postings by user moniker and
hence an analysis of engagement level. The tool’s time stamps assist in understanding
participation patterns correlated to topic interest over time, distance and zone. These in
turn correlated to video content, suggesting that participants used the video streams as a
reference. It is possible to undertake either quantitative or qualitative analysis of
message responses. There is evidence of community-building typical of social media,
as performers and moderators used CodeZebraOS as either an intimate conversation
tool or as a means to brainstorm (Donath & Viégas, 2002; Erickson, 2003a).
Although the neural network was not working at DEAF, the database was parsed
through it retrospectively and through a non-visual tool, the Database for Analysing
Online Chat (DAOC) [Software], discussed in Chapter Four.116 During DEAF quotes
and brackets, capital letters, and open-ended statements took the place of gestures, with
capitals being the preferred method of expressing strong emotions. Analysis of the
archive indicated all manner of emotional engagement, with conflicts resolved quickly
in favour of positive debate. Users emphasised the importance of developing tools to
manage conversation flow, and to respond to emotional dynamics as they emerging in
collaborative chat.
In March, Makela organised a summit entitled Game/Play and Communication, at
University of Turku, Finland to analyse CodeZebraOS as a tool, provide usability
testing and discuss its gaming concepts. This event placed CodeZebraOS in front of
seasoned game and online developers, as well as academics. Usability testing at the
summit is documented in Figure 5.21 as well as on DVD Two.

115

Donaldson and Flanagan saw themselves as extending their inquiry in relation to the Wakeford and
Wong team in an incremental as well as a unique way and used CodeZebraOS to do so. In addition,
Wakeford responded to their discussion of intimacy during their performance. The topical words in
question are ‘intimacy’, ‘privacy’, and ‘time’.

116

This software was commissioned from Akbar (2005) and is briefly documented on DVD 4.
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Figure 5.21

Images from usability testing session at University of Turku summit

Finnish users were enthusiastic about the tool and offered to participate in future
development. They suggested it migrate to a mobile platform. They supported the idea
of developing more flexible skins for the tool. In stark contradiction to most of the
usability results, Consalvo and Passonen (2003), Internet analysts who engaged in the
tests disagreed with the notion that role-playing would transform habitus or doxa and
instead were concerned that roles might reinforce stereotypes. They felt that anonymity
should not be allowed; rather users should be responsible for any identity that they
assumed.
In February of 2004 a large-scale experiment at the University of Surrey, UK compared
face-to-face and online collaboration using the CodeZebraOS tool. This experiment
represented an opportunity for CodeZebraOS to be analysed by users from the sciences.
A group of over twenty nanotechnology researchers, computer scientists, sociologists
and graduate students from these fields used CodeZebraOS Prototype Four to
brainstorm and debate concepts related to their fields. Users discussed the terms
‘narrative’ and ‘ontology’, two categories with relevance to the structure of
CodeZebraOS and to their work as researchers. Discussion continued face-to-face.
Graduate students supported the tool and assisted with moderating. All of the
individuals who volunteered to attend both sessions returned for the second day, became
an advocate of the tool and instructed others in its use. Documentation on DVD Four
includes videotapes and transcripts.
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At the end of each day the group considered conversational dynamics in each encounter
in a facilitated discussion. Discussion centred on the power relations in face-to-face,
linear chat and CodeZebraOS. To a significant extent, different individuals dominated
in face-to-face and online discussion. Users concluded that CodeZebraOS levelled
traditional hierarchies. Users initially imported their expectations from traditional chat,
but most become comfortable with the dialogue patterns of CodeZebra. The researchers
and students valued the lateral spread of CodeZebraOS and its ability to simultaneously
manage multiple topics in discrete spaces. They liked the visual links between postings
and the concept of emotional analysis. One group reported they used the experiment to
develop plans for use of keywords in a research project. CodeZebraOS was of assistance
in brainstorming in an open and creative manner.
Some felt that the tool provided a better environment for collaboration than face-to-face;
others saw it only as a means to brainstorm and then bring new ideas into a more
structured face-to-face environment. A number of researchers suggested the creation of
an automatic topic ‘synthesis engine’ to provide key words or phrases referencing topics
as they grow. They also suggested history-search engines so users can find relevant past
discussions. It would then become a project management tool to serve various
discussion needs.
5.10.3 Comparative Testing
A set of usability tests were organised in 2008 to gather comparative data on users’
response to the aesthetics of each prototype, to analyse ways that the tool could be
improved, to discover potential applications and to provide an assessment of the online
games that accompany CodeZebraOS. The usability tests of the games included an
analysis of play experience and considered its role either in creating group cohesion or
in pulling players away chatting.
Two user groups, consisting of a total of nine participants, were created. The first
consisted of PhD students in the UEL SMARTlab cohort. The second group consisted
of testers assembled in Dublin, led by a research assistant in the Drama Department of
University of Dublin. A chart representing the demographics of this group is included
within Appendix A of the thesis. The UEL group undertook a face-to-face group
experience in which they explored Prototype Two and Prototype Three and Four,
answered a questionnaire and discussed their reactions to the tool’s aesthetics, usability
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and possible applications. They also tested several games. The group session was
photographed and videotaped. Figure 5.22 shows one group of testers.

Figure 5.22

Usability testing, London, 2008

Testing occurred on Mac and PC platforms as shown in Figure 5.23.

Figure 5.23

London usability testers filling out questionnaires

In Dublin, two users undertook vigorous usability testing, filled out an online survey
and had an online Skype interview with the research leader. They helped organise more
group tests and documented them. Figure 5.24 shows one of the Dublin groups using
Prototype Four on the left, and a user with a screen open to Prototype Two, on the right.
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Figure 5.24

Sub-group of Dublin usability testers, 2008

5.10.4 Comparing the Prototypes
A significant goal of this phase of usability testing was to compare CodeZebraOS
design aesthetics. Opinions divided on beauty, usability and sleekness of the design.
Most users found the patterns in Prototype Two more visually appealing, distinctive or
‘luscious’ than those in Prototype Three and Four, shown in Figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25

Comparison of individual message patterns, Prototype Two, left, and
Prototype Three and Four, right

Several designers in the test group preferred the Flash storyboard because of its
‘polished and professional’ (User Four) and ‘well laid out look’ (User Seven). They saw
it as a tool for documenting a discussion ‘where topics and subjects have already been
decided’ (User Four), not a chat tool.
Users commented that form appeared to follow function in the aesthetics of Prototypes
Two and Four. In Prototype Two, ‘… visual elements compliment the functional aspects
of the site and that they balance each other well’ (User Six). All felt that Prototypes
Three and Four were legible, and easier to use because the patterns were simpler and
solid and provided ‘tidy organisation’ (User Four), and the navigation strategy clearer.
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The balance between functionality, legibility and beauty is a consistent challenge in data
visualisation.
CodeZebraOS provides two navigation strategies: a zoom capacity and a series of fit- or
reset-to-window functions.

Users found zooming made navigation of a topic

manageable, searchable and understandable. Combined with the fit-to-window function,
users could centre in on topic areas, then topics of interest. Hovering over a topic area
allows them to identify topics and find one to enter.
Navigation within topics was assisted by the designation of a root topic. Coloured
threads between messages appeared to assist with legibility for users. In Prototype Two,
the lines changed colours if the posting was fresh. Users could find the temporal
relationship of postings. They followed the connecting lines that related responses to
other postings; ‘this gave the conversation a temporal dimension’ (User Six). The tool
was unique because, ‘the Web of postings became larger and more elaborate as time
went on’ (User Six). Some were distracted by the lateral layout of CodeZebraOS and
the multiplicity of topics; others found the temptation to explore sub-topics valuable.
In both Prototypes Two and Three and Four, users varied in their ability to count the
total number of message patterns that the neural network analysed and created for
postings.117 Users found the patterns in Prototype Two more literal to character type
and hence meaningful. The simple colours in later prototypes did not read as patterns
per se, despite a text identifying them as various kinds of animals. The organic quality
of the aesthetic and the link with animal types may have drained from this version
through over-simplification. Users looked for meaning in the background patterns used
for topics. They began to choose and remember topics not because of the text associated
with it but because of the pattern. This is valuable feedback regarding the efficacy of
pattern-recognition in CodeZebraOS. Figure 5.26 shows various patterns in the world
of Prototype Three and Four.

117

They guessed at between nine (correct) and twelve.
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Figure 5.26

Figure indicates various shapes of topics.

Users saw the differentiated shapes of topics as a means to understand how a particular
topic was developing. They analysed social dynamics in a topic on the basis of the
patterns of postings to that topic:
Radial patterns signify the existence of one or more “central” figures,
whose postings are attractive to or invite responses from a larger number
of less dominant contributors. Linear patterns would suggest more
intimate interaction between conversation participants. (User Six)
Users supposed that the form a topic was taking might relate to a particular animal
character, emotional type or role. Even when the neural network was not producing
differentiated patterns, users were able to analyse chat dynamics and emotion within a
topic. The ability to underscore the social dynamics of chat had been part of many
earlier sketches for the tool, as already discussed. That users readily deduced social
dynamics from the form taken by a topic indicator is valuable for future social media
visualisation software design. 118 Figure 5.27 shows distinct topic forms.

118

Ongoing research on affect in CSCW collaboration by Hancock, Gee, Ciaccio and Lin (2008) at
Cornell University supports the importance of providing tools to manage social dynamics.
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Figure 5.27

Topic Forms CodeZebraOS

CodeZebraOS has responded to debates about identity on the Internet (Turkel, 2005;
Stone, 2005) by providing users with a means to create a moniker that is visually
compelling and unique; part of the zoomorphic system of CodeZebraOS, yet
anonymous. Testers liked the notion that monikers might act as personal archives and
indicate the personalities of the users. Users in both groups agreed on the value of
anonymity, with monikers acting as an avatar, or symbol for the user. Figure 5.28
shows a moniker with an emerging pattern at its centre.

Figure 5.28

Moniker with emerging pattern

Monikers exist in Prototype Two (and Prototype One) but not in Prototype Three or
Four. Some users got their bearings by watching their posting arrive in a topic area, and
did not feel they needed a moniker. Others found that the large monikers in Prototype
Two cluttered the screen. Some disagreed, saying a user’s moniker in the topic where
they were engaged was a means of knowing who was online and informed the decision
to enter a topic. Users suggested that a separate list of who was online at any particular
time was needed.
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Most users enjoyed the constant expansion and contraction of CodeZebraOS through its
mass-and-spring system, and commented that the movement created an apparent sense
of autonomous living organism. Users enjoyed the almost haptic interaction, ‘dragging
the topics into different shapes and making them bigger, only to see them slowly move
back to their original shapes’ (User Seven). The ‘pulsing’ topics gave a sense of the
conversation ‘being alive’, (User Six) creating an immersive feel that Hansen (2004)
suggests is unique to new media. Users found it valuable that both prototypes of
CodeZebraOS provided a non-sequential tree structure (discussed in Chapter Three),
from which temporal relationships may be extracted. One stated, ‘The non-linear timeflow listing is one of the most vital aspects of the software’ (User Six). These comments
echo those of earlier usability testers. Hence CodeZebraOS provides a new temporal
aesthetic that contributes to Digital Media Studies. This sense of ‘living time’
successfully links the biological world, human consciousness and dialogue with virtual
tools. In London and Dublin, users testified that CodeZebraOS encouraged creative
engagement.

Hence the fundamental hypothesis, that artist-created software can

encourage creative acts amongst users, was borne out in these tests.
5.10.5

Games Usability Testing

The 2008 usability tests were the first consistent tests of CodeZebraOS games. Game
testers worked through each game individually, evaluating it, suggesting applications
and improvements where appropriate, and considering the games in relation to the
CodeZebraOS tool and the intentions of the larger project. The games crystallised the
use of play as a strategy for interrupting habitus through new doxa, that is, cultural
approaches that are unexpected and open the possibility of new roles. The games were
seen as linked to the collaborative mission of CodeZebraOS, its play with language and
its support for ArtSci dialogues. User Seven proposed that games would help, ‘people
become more familiar with the kinds of language they might see and use in the
discussion board’.

Games could introduce a mediated, competitive edge to the

discussions, making them more engaging. The suggestion mirrors the intention to
include the games with the tool, and reinforces the decision to include them.
Users saw the games as a structure for the deployment and analysis of text in new ways,
augmenting data visualisation. In the Hyena Text Dropping Game users compete to
spell ever more complicated words, while shooting others’ offerings down, suggested a
tool for ‘high-schools, for assessment, competition, or revision’ (User Six). A thesaurus
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accompanying CodeZebraOS and this game could strengthen its possible applications as
a learning tool. The Peacock Musical Ride Game uses a typewriter keyboard to create
music through words associated with CodeZebraOS. Applications for this game were
imagined as a ‘means of vocal communication for those who cannot speak aloud’ (User
Six), or a tool for musical composers. The games as a whole inspired a wide variety of
uses, for example, ‘teaching typing skills, providing a teaching context for biology,
zoology, ecology, technology’.
Most of the games were seen as valuable for group play; reinforcing the concept
predicated by Latour and Woolgar (1979) and Goodman and Milton (2005) that
sociality helps to build cohesion, rather than isolating players. Some saw solitary games
such as the Cheetah Stress Release Game and Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game as
contributing an alternate creative edge to the collective dialogue. The Cheetah Stress
Relief Game was a means of expressing feelings about the chat in creative rather than
destructive ways, ‘I liked using the aggressive mode to create’ (User Two), and even
contributing to resolving conflicts within a group, ‘I think it enhances the chat by
allowing people to visually destroy comments or topics they don’t agree with from the
discussion board’ (User Seven). Some imagined it as a game for two, to pass words or
statements back and forth and sculpt with them. 119
All of the games gave participants the ability to ‘rearrange dialogue’, permitting them to
‘pause to reassess the words, concepts, and perceptions implicit in dialogue –
preconceived notions (particularly those “art vs. science” preconceptions) are
deconstructed, analysed, manipulated, and enriched’ (User Six). The games functioned
as boundary objects, providing users with the right to appropriate and reinterpret
disciplinary discourse from each other, and permitting, ‘an opportunity for participants
to challenge one another on ideas and beliefs’ (User Six). In a system that is both
synchronous and asynchronous, users stressed the value of the games’ opportunity to
engage in real time. Users preferred games that ‘used text in a new way’ (User Seven).
They did not find that importing existing game forms, without connection to
CodeZebraOS, to be of value. This is useful feedback for future games design in
relation to CodeZebraOS or other collaborative social media systems.

119 This game has been exported into a wearable fashion project in 2004-5 that connects the scrunching
of texts on dresses with effects in the software.
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5.11

Summary of User Feedback

5.11.1 Improvements and Application Suggestions
Users were forthcoming with suggestions about the ways that the tool could be
improved.

These are detailed in Chapter Seven: Conclusions. Every user group

suggested tools to synthesize topics, a thesaurus, and a search engine to enable users to
find chats, histories and references.
Tests suggest that users do not correctly deduce the relationship of the differentiated
visual patterns to specific types of behaviour, but users certainly projected
interpretations onto specific patterns.120 Users were eager to understand the meaning of
the patterns as a set to better use them as chat tools. Some users suggested adding a
legend to match a pattern to its designated meaning; others prefer to learn this through
deduction. Chapter Three discussed the rise of personalisation in social media. Users
wanted CodeZebraOS to act as a recommendation engine. Users’ identities could be
built from emotional responses to software or by the topics responded to.
There were a number of suggestions for ways to improve navigation. Users suggested a
space could open up around any place a user was hovering over with their mouse,
revealing the connections to one’s neighbours.121 Several users suggested that a trace of
the viewer’s presence as they moved about the chat be created, ensuring they did not
lose or forget their history in the site.
Users insisted on the need for standard chat tools. Some wanted to run linear chat side
by side with CodeZebraOS.122 Users dismissed the need to design a backtalk tool to
allow individual users to hold private conversations on the site, with the exception of
tools for multiple moderators to direct traffic.
Users responding to the aesthetics of Prototype Two and Three and Four proposed that
individual and corporate users be able to skin their own patterns onto the client. Users

120 Deduction was complicated, since the neural network was not fully operational. Earlier patterns were
random and then visually over-simplified.
121 3D navigation is a possibility with enhanced graphics tools. It is beginning to appear in search
technologies.
122 Others feared linear chat would undermine the unique qualities of CodeZebraOS.
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noted the value of CodeZebraOS for managing multiple topics, as it represents a means
for thinking laterally and for ‘connecting themes in chat…organising and managing
multiple topic areas’ (User Two). The University of Surrey usability test participants
and those in London and Dublin suggested its application for multidisciplinary
dialogues, especially with artists, designers and scientists. Users suggested that young
people would enjoy the aesthetics, hence various learning application contexts were
suggested; for art, science and ‘peer to peer learning’ (User One).
5.11.2 User Feedback: Strengths
The following conclusions from the usability tests align with the goals of the practicebased and theoretical research:
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5.12

•

Users in tests over seven years perceived value in CodeZebraOS as a
tool to explore ArtSci.

•

Users found the aesthetics of CodeZebraOS that derive from ArtSci
and evoke the boundaries of nature and digital culture to be effective.

•

Users found that CodeZebraOS provided a new, lateral way of
organising creative thinking, an immersive sense of temporality.

•

Users tried to surmise social dynamics from the formal patterns of
the tool. A link between abstract pattern, emotion and user
engagement is evident and needs further development.

•

Users found analysis from Digital Media Studies, in particular
regarding the perceptual boundaries of cognitive science (such as
time) and identity analysis, to be deployed effectively in the tool.

•

Users found that play and sociality were successfully invoked.

•

Users from differing disciplines engaged with CodeZebraOS. Hence
CodeZebraOS facilitated insights and unleashed creativity across a
wide range of disciplines.

•

Users’ suggestions for future development and their proposal of
applications in research, personal Social Media, and education testify
to their engagement.

•

Users appeared to find CodeZebraOS to be a viable artist-created
tool.

Conclusions of Development and Technical Build

5.12.1 The CodeZebra Method
The CodeZebra Method draws from requirements analysis, improvisation, Design
Methods and usability testing. Aspects of requirements planning and analysis of the
context of users are shown in Figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.29

User Analysis and Requirements Planning

Figure 5.30 represents the creative tools that make up the CodeZebra Method en
charrette:

Figure 5.30

CodeZebra Method: Creative Tools

Figure 5.31 sums up the various usability tests that discussed and analysed above.
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Figure 5.31

Usability Testing for Function, Aesthetics and Potential Uses

As shown in the charts, a wide range of artistic improvisation, dramaturgy and software
development methods were merged to create the CodeZebra Method. Scenarios were
used to imagine the potential uses of prototypes as well as their navigation, and to flesh
out the ways that games would be used and played. Physical artefacts were used as
mnemonic and inspirational devices, especially animal-patterned clothing, accessories
and fabrics. These were digitised and combined into archaeological assemblages.
Physical, tangible products were then made from the software, specifically responsive
garments and digital prints in fabric and paper.
Physical performance, improvisation and dramaturgy informed or inspired aspects of
the tool and the games. Techniques included group story-telling, body-storming, gameplay, role-playing and the use of metaphors to create scenarios. Improvisations of
conversations produced ideas about how to structure topics with the conversationmapping software. Charrettes integrated technology and were useful in conceiving
elements of the larger project, providing choreography, spoken-word art, interactive
fashion works and costume choreography.
Visual tools are a critical part of the design process. Sketching was used in the
development of every prototype and game, including hand-made sketches, digital
sketches and interactive sketches. It was used to imagine navigation strategy, interface
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design and monikers. Low-tech design sketches were built to show how the tool might
move or respond.
Using elements of CodeZebraOS to create the next level of the tool was an important
part of all four phases of the tool development. Chatting produced a corpus and assisted
in understanding dynamics and design. Digital game sketches were played as a means of
refining digital games built as part of CodeZebraOS.
Finally, prototypes were built, deployed in public and usability tested intensively in the
laboratory and in public use. These results contribute to CodeZebraOS and to the entire
field of conversation visualisation.
5.12.2 Challenge in Technical Development
Some performance testing, compatibility testing and functional testing occurred, often
immediately before or during actual deployment. Sophisticated tools were not used in
the process. Technical testing methods are indicated in Figure 5.32.

Figure 5.32

Technical Testing Methods

A key technical misstep was construction of three prototypes on the fragile Prototype
One by the distributed team Prototypes Two, Three and Four used Tonkin’s Java applet
and its voronoi and mass-and-spring system. The early prototype needed to be analysed,
and the new prototypes built from scratch to avoid ‘junk code’. Transmission times
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between the database and the client were unacceptably slow, especially with rendering
demands.
The participatory design method was effective for building key concepts in
CodeZebraOS and in developing the sophisticated technical strategies that allowed the
project to move forward. However, in those early experiments in collaborative design,
an equally rigorous evaluation process for each phase, drawn on true agile software
development and technical testing approaches – functional testing, performance testing
and compatibility testing – was lacking. This lesson will be carried into future research.
5.12.3 Documentation and Communication
Fischer (2004) and Muller (2003) describe the ways that documents in crossdisciplinary research can act as boundary objects, bringing together the understandings
of the team. Documentation tools are shown in Figure 5.33.

Figure 5.33

Communication and Documentation Tools

Requirements summaries were written. Treatments, design documents and abridged
design documents were developed for Prototypes Two, Three and Four as well as the
Flash Prototype. As discussed in the chapter, the process of creating these allowed
dialogues to occur between the research leader, the technical team and the various
project investors. Technical specifications for Prototypes Two, Three and Four were
stored online with documentation of the code.
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The documentation of CodeZebraOS was more thorough than in most agile software
development projects, and improved with Prototype Two. Tonkin did not create a
technical specification for Prototype One, nor did he undertake code documentation.123
Safe online storage of this prototype did not occur. When the server it was stored on
was lost it could not be recreated. After this each phase ended with a review of previous
usability tests, an analysis of future features or development plans and a review of code
documentation. While all prototypes were launched with a new CodeZebra Project Web
site, each phase of the larger project was archived on the current Web site; hence there
is thorough documentation of the project and the tool. Prototypes Three and Four exist
only on the Internet and in code documentation.
The primary communication challenge became apparent in the building of Prototype
Two, then more dramatically in Prototypes Three and Four. Running a highly
distributed software development team across two continents, using several primary
computer languages (Java, XML, Apache and SQL), facing complex requirements, is
challenging.
The division of labour between Banff (client) and Rotterdam (server) at times left gaps.
Face-to-face workshops such as the one in Rotterdam moved plans ahead, and the
intensive workshops and charrettes with both Europeans and Canadians were periods of
breakthrough. This reinforced the need for consistent face time (Goffman, 1967) and a
co-located collaboration space (Century, 2002) or the use of video conferencing.124 A
list serve existed; however, project management software, including a CVS server and
the ability to share sketches could have helped. These lacks hampered timely feedback
between artistic leadership, designers and programmers. This problem is common in
distributed projects that change members over time (Fischer, 2004) and reoccur in agile
computing. CodeZebraOS simply reinforces this lesson for Collaboration Studies.
Nonetheless, it was a research project, not commercial software development, and the
prototypes reached a stage adequate to demonstration, testing and evaluation, and
dissemination at peer-reviewed conferences.

123

The lack of documentation held back development and a fresh start for many months into the process
of Prototype Two.

124

In later distributed technology development projects I introduced video conferencing effectively. See
the chart in the Introduction for more.
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5.13

Overall Process Conclusions

Chapter Two provided a glimpse of the many ways that role-play and performance
occur in the online environment (Turkle, 1995). The user scenarios that made up
character types took into account the assumption that personality (Scherer, 1979) and
social markers (Brown & Fraser, 1979) could be expressed in speech. This was evident
in the charrettes, where it was clear that settings, virtual and physical, have an impact
upon cultural expression and speech (Brown & Fraser, 1979). Allowing the skilled
professionals building CodeZebraOS to undertake physical and online role-play during
the development process created an open environment (Brown & Fraser, 1979), with
individuals acting out multiple identities (programmer, artist, animal character). Dixon
(2007) notes that interactivity needs to be designed into online experiences – using
improvisational drama to develop an online tool permits interactivity to be imagined and
plotted.125 Through the creation of an ‘experience prototype’ (Boess, 2008) that uses
metaphors, games and other dramatic devices, the navigation metaphor, interaction and
social dynamics of CodeZebraOS were explored, videotaped and documented. Results
were translated into words and diagrams. If users enter a third space between a
technology and software, as Jevbratt (2005) and Burnett (2005) propose, then bodystorming is a means to build a bridge between the human body and virtual environment.
This practice aligns with the philosophical agenda of CodeZebraOS – that is, to link the
impacts of the virtual world with the materiality of the biological world.
As research leader, it proved to be continuously necessary to assert artistic direction, yet
still enable the technology collaboration. It was necessary to elicit the best from each
participant; help the group find a common language (Denton, 1997; Goodman and
Milton, 2005), explain technological processes, ensure sociality (Cohen, 2003) and
reach accord. These challenges were counterbalanced by an inclusive and creative
participatory design process that intensified the planning and execution of the build of
CodeZebraOS over the three key years of its development. Hence the development
process as well as the tool makes a significant contribution to Collaboration Studies.
Chapter Six will complete the tool analysis process by providing a treatment for

125

Online performance appears in overt forms in Second Life and online games as well as in artists’ works
on the Internet.
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Prototype Three and Four, accompanied by a User Manual. The thesis will ensure that
there is thorough public dissemination of the research.
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Chapter Six
CodeZebraOS System Architecture and Treatments
6.0

Introduction

Chapter Six provides the final system architecture of the CodeZebraOS Application
Programming Interface (API), as represented by Prototype Four. CodeZebraOS exploits
the unique properties of software: 'its ability to produce dynamic forms, process
gestures, define behaviour, simulate natural systems, and integrate other media' (Reas &
Fry, 2007, p. 1).
In this instance, the term API applies to a set of routines, data structures and object
classes provided by CodeZebraOS to support the construction of applications consistent
with its operating environment – these are: data-processing modules, libraries and
games. A discussion of the neural network is also provided, as well as sample look-up
tables for its weights and values. Chapter Six explains the choices of programming
languages for prototypes. Programming strategies that might inform a new version of
CodeZebraOS will be discussed in Chapter Seven. Chapter Six provides a brief nontechnical treatment of the final prototype and a description of the games. The User’s
Manual is provided in an Appendix.
The discussion of system architecture that follows relies a great deal on the knowledge
of others. I am not a computer scientist or programmer; hence this chapter presents a
discussion of the choice of programming tools and data-processing methods rather than
a detailed technical specification, including algorithms. It draws on technical plans
created and written by members of the programming team, who do have engineering
backgrounds, and were tasked with translating my concepts into a tool. These plans
include the design document by Lachman and Diamond (2003), created for Telefilm
Canada; notes taken at the V2 technical workshop; technical documents from charrettes
and engineering documents, cited throughout. I also include footnotes to provide an
interpretation of technical terms for readers who are not computer scientists, to help
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them imagine the workings of the tool.
(2004).
6.1

126

The code can be accessed at Baguinski

127

Overview of CodeZebraOS Architecture

CodeZebraOS is an architecture128 and common core129 of functionality supporting
online conversation visualisation. The current Prototype Four CodeZebraOS is designed
as a series of libraries and data processing modules (DPMs), allowing programmers to
easily improve on and add at any stage of the cycle. By keeping the data processing in
these modules, programmers are able to add intelligence or features to the tool over
time. Publishing the API allows third parties to develop for the tool.

This makes it

possible to add visualisation strategies targeted at particular uses or domains.
In CodeZebraOS, the task of facilitating online communication is divided into two
areas. There is a back-end system that analyses and draws relationships within the data
and a front-end system that visualises the information and encourages interaction.130 At
the simplest level, components of the back-end system, including the database, are able
to create and adjust relationships and descriptors, while the front-end components can
request the described and related data and then visualise it for the user. The modular
nature of the system meant that basics of communication, data-storage and datarepresentation were handled on the server side.131

126

Programmers have assigned all rights to me.

127

The tool takes advantage of a series of open source and proprietary technologies and technical leaders
are cited as appropriate in the architecture description and in the bibliographic references.

128

Software architecture may be understood as ‘the key abstractions and mechanisms that define that
system's structure and behaviour’, with goals of ‘specifying, evolving, and governing a system's
significant design’ (Booch, 2009, p. 9).

129

A common core allows programmers to collaborate at the source-code level and then build compatible
libraries and DPM specific to their needs. This term is used in the JBoss environment as well as in Linux
programming. Functionality may be understood as the technology that underlies the applicationprogramming interface (API).

130

The notions of front-end and back-end are abstractions. Designers think of the elements of the system
that users interact with directly, collect their input and process it as the front end. The invisible part of the
system to which the resulting data is sent to be processed, then returned to the user-accessible part, is
thought of as the back end.

131

‘Client/server’ describes the relationship between two computer programs in which one program, the
client, makes a service request from another program, the server, which fulfils the request… In a network,
the client/server model provides a convenient way to interconnect programs that are distributed efficiently
across different locations’ (Sullivan, 2006, p. 1).
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The tool has a common three-tiered architecture,132 uses industry-standard, open-source
components and a Java implementation, based on version 1.4, built by the
CodeZebraOS engineering team. CodeZebraOS uses an Apache front-end for serving
HTTP (tier 1), communicating through a JBoss application server to a Tomcat servlet
engine (tier 2) and a PostgreSQL Database (tier 3). The architecture is depicted in
Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1

Server Hardware Architecture

All library communication with the Java client is conducted through the common
eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML) protocol (Harold & Means, 2001), then translated
into an internal data model for processing. The protocol also contains a default
command-and-control structure for dealing with the server, managing data-requests,
detail-requests, updates, logins, and navigation and chat/messaging functionality. Hence

132

Three-tiered architecture refers to the distribution of activities on the hardware components, which can
be in different locations. In a typical three-tiered web architecture, the user interface runs on a personal
computer and uses a front-end server with a ‘dynamic content and processing tier that runs on an
application server that accesses the database containing ‘the computer data storage logic’ (Howe, 2008, p.
1).
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CodeZebraOS clients have access to a common library of methods to standardise
features such as server communication and data modelling.
The client/server architecture includes a number of specialised features to allow
maximum flexibility in application customisation.

Each side of the client/server

equation is able to request data on behalf of its own or third-party-created DPMs.133
Modules then undertake the analysis and visualisation, as customized to a particular
client domain application.
As a Java application-programming interface (API), CodeZebraOS is an object-oriented
tool posited on four fundamental objects: users, messages, descriptors (attributes with
binding behaviours) and relationships (Horstmann & Cornell, 2007).134 Analysis tools
and visualisations were created based on these four categories.135 For example, a user
and a message136 are connected in an ‘authorship relationship’, which message might
have a descriptor of ‘Verbose = 0.9 out of 1.0’, referring to its length, attached.
Activity occurs on the CodeZebraOS server and on individual clients. The processing of
individual components of the system is externalised as data-processing modules
(DPMs). The processing module interface is the bridge between the server application
and pluggable DPM implementations. It prescribes the core methods that DPMs must
implement. A properties configuration method is called during server initialization.137
Implementations support or require specific configuration options. All one-off type
initialisations that might be necessary for the DPM at hand are performed in this method
(e.g., making connections to external resources) – returning from this method without
an exception indicates that the DPM is up and running, ready to accept data. The
following quote from the technical documentation instantiated implementation of this:

133

Kew notes, ‘Any server may act as an origin server, proxy, gateway or tunnel, switching behaviour on
the basis of each request’ (2007, p. 361). Proxies make requests on behalf of other clients.

134

Horstmann and Cornell (2008) indicate that all objects must have: behaviour, state and identity.
Similar classes of objects support similar behaviour.

135

Objects are stored as Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) files, which also store metadata ‘in a
human readable format…as an image header/data block with the ability to string multiple header/data
blocks together’ (Pence et al. 2008, p. 3). FITS allows for the manipulation of complex graphics.

136
137

Messages are also basic units of HTTP communication.

Apache has two separate configurations, one for servers and one for directories.
administrators and end users are given a means to configure modules.

System
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Get inputs () and get output () methods allow the system to resolve
dependencies automatically. Each DPM must return the names of all
features it yields in getOutputs(). If the DPM depends on certain features
calculated by other DPMs, the names of those features must are returned
in getInputs() Implementations use a getTriggerTypes() method to
indicate the moment it needs to process data, by returning a
new_data_trigger and/or update_data_trigger. (Lachman & Baguinski,
2005, p. 3)
All data is represented as existing within a three-dimensional space. Any DPM can
request the data from users’ postings, responses and identities within a given volume of
space (users, messages and relationships). It can analyse the data in order to represent it
in relation to other data, locating the data in relation to time of posting and the posting
responded to, then representing it representing it spatially, returning data to the visible
world of a CodeZebraOS conversation space.
The following technical documentation explains this implementation of the DPMs:
The heart of each DPM implementation is its process method. Depending
on the information returned by getInputs(), getOutputs() and
getTriggerTypes(), the server schedules the DPMs and calls the process()
method only when it is this DPM's turn. At this point, DPMs can assume
that any metadata from other DPMs that it might depend on is already
available. Called by the server when it's going down to destroy() DPMs,
clean up and close any external connections. (Lachman &, Baguinski,
2005, p. 2)
The DPMs add descriptions and values to the data-objects as part of their processing:
messages and users are ranked by how closely they matched a descriptor, using the
artificial intelligence neural network (hence Zebra = verbose = 0.9 out of 1.0), or
relationships of an arbitrary type were assigned to any data object.
The world is made up of the DPMs established on the server for a particular
conversation. The World Data Model stores that data. Java Database Connectivity
(JDBC) allows queries to be addressed to the database and the database to be
updated.138 DPMs at times chained themselves together, requesting processing from one
another in order to leverage common functionality (forming within a topic area for
example). This aspect of the server system architecture is illustrated in Figure 6.2.

138

The Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API is the industry standard for database-independent
connectivity between the Java programming language and a wide range of databases.
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Figure 6.2

DPM Architecture in relation to World Data Model

User actions are recorded by V2’s server/database and can be requested by clients. The
client can then display the recorded information in any fashion. The tree-ring metaphor
moniker is implemented in this manner, dividing user-actions/conversations into IDtagged ring-segments. A user browsing a ring-moniker is then able to request specific
archived messages/conversations from the server, the server responded and the client
displayed them. 139 As another example, when artificial intelligence (AI) is applied to a
message, it is parsed and measured and a visual pattern applied to it, based on the nine
available patterns.
Customisation is a core capacity built into the tool, with publication of the Application
Programming

Interface

(API)

meant

to

facilitate

third

party

development.

Customisation is made possible by segregating data processing into the DPMs. Clients
choose the descriptors they want from a variety of DPMs. Applications are built as a
custom client front-end with custom server-side DPMs, allowing the client to display
textual and social analysis created specifically for that application.
As part of the prototyping process, the engineering team built reference
implementations that are tightly tied to a set of aesthetics, described in chapters Two

139

The metaphor was fully implemented and the archiving function attached to the moniker was sketched
technically.
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and Three.140 These are nine animal patterns, along with other elements of graphic style
such as the colour of threads between postings. These client-side visualisations combine
with custom server-side data-analysis. The data analysis addresses relationships
between postings, searches for pre-designated patterns in individual postings and selects
a pattern for the posting. This reference implementation of the visualisation system
demonstrates how to use the library and serves as the initial CodeZebraOS client for
user testing and demonstration purposes. Figure 6.3 illustrates the library model.

Figure 6.3

CodeZebra Library

All manner of external clients (such as those belonging to broadcaster, game companies,
event presenters or educators) can customise the data-processing capabilities. Clients
serve as remote DPMs through the visualisation that they build.141 Clients can then
send back the results of the processing to the server. For an illustration of this
capability, see Figure 6.4.

140

A reference implementation is an instantiation of a specification that allows potential users or future
developers of the software or tool to understand its capabilities and encourage them to build their own
implementations or otherwise invest in it. It also provides the development team with a testable example
of the tool, and can be used to train users or new developers.

141

This was particularly valuable if clients accessed high bandwidth and had specialised hardware to
process visualisations such as 3D displays, or spatialised audio. High-end research applications could
request raw data and override the optimisations built into the communications protocols.
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Figure 6.4

Reference Chart Implementation

Prototype Four tests video and audio streaming.

Customisation allows custom

conversation spaces to be built for groups with specific knowledge management needs
(Kollock & Smith, 1996). Secondly, it meets the need for future adopters of the social
media tool to personalise modules with their own patterns, thus suiting their need to
create conversation groups appropriate to their cultural context.
The tool uses a mass-and-spring system.142 This system supports n-levels of individually
addressable springs, allowing the tool to have different classes of forces acting on
nodes.143 CodeZebraOS groups these secondary springs (for example, exertion of force
to pull all of a given user’s posts together). These secondary springs influence the
spatial arrangements calculated by the data-processing modules, and can create clusters
of associated data.144
Poor image quality and slow rendering are challenges. Hence, 'Level of detail is chosen
on a per-object basis, and depends on object's screen based size (size of the
representation in pixels)' (Lachman & Baguinski, 2005, p. 3). Graphic rendering is
optimised, and the process of zooming is solved through a level-of-detail-as-needed
approach using the zoom and mouse:

142

Burton, in conversation with Reas and Fry (2007), notes that by using mass-and-spring systems,
‘structures can be drawn, simulated and manipulated in a surprisingly tactile manner’ (p. 263).

143

An overview of Hooke’s Law, the ideal mass-and-spring system and multiple mass-and-spring systems
are found in Scavonie, G. (1999).
144

This allowed future user-selected filters to increase the attractive force of certain secondary springs,
allowing the user to organise and view the data-space through a topical relevancy filter, through matches
to keyword interests, or organised by the group’s regular correspondents.
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Granularity (bucket size) dynamically changes depending on the zoom
factor on the moment of snapshot creation. In the clipping areas only a
small area of the viewspace must be repainted (e.g. when highlighting has
changed or previously obscured by other window area becomes visible)
only that area is repainted. Only objects inside the clipping area are taken
into account. Clipping areas may be suggested by AWT145 (repainting of
the previously obscured area) or set by our code (highlighting change).
The objects' representations become small and their parts even smaller.
(Lachman & Baguinski, 2005, p. 4)
An extensible game API was built for CodeZebraOS, allowing clients or the server to
register various modular games triggered by specific circumstances. The server, clients,
users or moderators are able to start games. Reference implementations of games were
sketched or created. The API can be opened for outside game creation.

Clients can

queue games, handled by an external parallel system, and send information back to be
stored with CodeZebraOS.
6.2.1

The Neural Network

Neural networks fall within connectionist methods of AI and represents, ‘a
computational simulation of the human brain’ (Bosque, 2002, p. 3) and a means to
model behavioural phenomena as emergent procecsses within interconnected networks
that are capable of learning. Connectionist AI is in fact often used to address problems
in learning. Luger et al. (1994) state that, ‘Instead of using explicit symbols and
operations, the knowledge emerges out of the entire network of neural connections and
threshold values (p. 36). They note, ‘Connectionist systems perform automated
identification, collection, and classification of patterns of data’ (p. 103).
In the instance of CodeZebraOS a neural network’s ability to ‘reproduce human
learning mechanisms and pattern recognition’ (Bosque, 2002, p. 3) was directed towards
the emotional dynamics found in texts.146 The parallel problem solving of a neural
network could handle systems with noise, and find patterns even when elements of data
were missing. Symbolic AI assumes explicit representation of world models, ‘memory

145

AWT stands for Abstract Window Toolkit. The AWT is part of the Java Foundation Classes (JFC) –
and was the standard API for providing graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for Java programs (Java
Foundation, 2008). It was used for windowing, events, and layout managers. It is now superseded by the
Swing toolkit.
146

A neural network is made up of nodes and the connections between them. Input patterns depend on
weights and their target values. Actions are ‘…the activities, the steps that the network has to do in order
to transform an input into an output’ (Bosque, 2002, p. 61).
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models (lists, semantic nets … rule-based systems)' (Payne, 1996) through facts and
rules, requiring description of micro characteristics. Instead, in the instance of
CodeZebraOS, it was necessary to analyse data patterns from language systems, hence
applying mathematical tools to extracting regularities in texts and to semiotic and
linguistic forms. These patterns formed the basis for designating emotional types, so
that the neural network could predict similar patterns (Seagram, 2007, p. 3), relying on
the form of messages and punctuation, rather than key words. Constituent parts of
patterns (a symbolic AI approach) were not needed. Instead the network learned
repeating patterns within and between texts.
The AI in CodeZebraOS engages Adaptive Resonance Theory (Carpenter & Grossberg,
2003), comparing ‘an external input with the internal memory of an active code’ (p. 88),
in order to establish a measurement method intended to point to human behaviour
patterns implicit in texts. The design of the neural network drew upon cognitiverelational psychology of constitutive and regulative processes, which is the social
appraisal of emotional dynamics (Lazarus, 1991). Rather than trying to isolate one
emotion for each character or animal, each type was described according to its own
behaviour and its relationship to others, as measured by repeated patterns extracted from
message texts, their time stamps, and response patterns between messages. These
elements can be parsed and analysed to establish inputs and weights based on
differentiating characteristics. The goal was to create a network that could recognize
the nine patterns within .025% of error.
A significant body of research in the field of ontology extraction, maintenance and
change exists in computer science. Computational linguists have created programs such
as GRAMEXCO that can extract text segments 'having a similar information type'
(Gargouri, Lefebvre & Meunier, 2003) which then can be searched or compared.
Antconc3 (Lawrence, 2003), for example, extracts ontology and charts change in them.
Scientists apply proven methods, such as latent semantic indexing, to extract similarities
within text segments. Classes of texts with similar information types (use exclamation
marks, for example) can be generated from a corpus. Mining for similar types allows
classes to be determined. A neural network is then used to find similarities and create
classes. In particular, they use ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) neural networks for
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such tasks (p. 3).147 ART works well in instances where matches need to be found in
large-scale databases. ART networks undertake ‘match-based learning’ (Carpenter &
Grossberg, p. 88), where ‘vigilance specifies the minimum fraction of the input that
must remain in the matched pattern in order for resonance to occur’ (p. 91). The higher
the vigilance, the finer are the categories produced by the network. This approach
formed the general basis for the design of the neural network. CodeZebraOS was
supervised (p. 92), although future prototypes would implement unsupervised learning.
In Prototype Four, this approach is used to search and compare patterns within texts. A
second step would have been to adapt a program or method from ontology research
from the knowledge representation community148 in order to search the subject line for
topic and word similarities in conversations, track their evolution and build a thesaurus.
While connectionist AI was of great interest in imagining future stages of
CodeZebraOS, where new self-governing categories (Luger et al., 1994; Sack, 2007)
might even emerge from these behaviours, this was not the model used in this stage of
tool development.
6.2.2

Artificial Intelligence and Neural Network Application

CodeZebraOS generates a set of standard parameters, or parsing strategies, that were
implemented on the server side. These parameterised ratings are stored for every
message/user/relationship, and sent out (at any granularity or level of detail) to any
client requesting them.

The client can then request raw information or meta-

information from the server, which it processes locally. This allows any client to
implement parsing strategies without needing V2 to update the server code and visualise
the resulting pattern.

This strategy is foundational for the architecture of the neural

network. Adjustments to weights occurred through empirical observation of weighting
and resulting pattern generation and were adjusted by the researcher. The neural
network must ultimately be trained to adjust its own weights. This would be a goal of
future tool development.

147

The field of 'collective intelligence' has extended this capacity to search engines such as Google, also
based on neural networks (Segaran, 2007).

148

This large field of computational linguistics has a strong relationship with the CodeZebraOS project.
Discussions of ontology, and its meaning in computer science, science and the philosophy of knowledge
was a theme of the experiment at University of Surrey, which used CodeZebraOS to brainstorm. Salway
provided this expertise to the project as a collaborating researcher.
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One of nine clonal mosaic animal patterns (zebra, butterfly, hyena, giraffe, ocelot,
snake, cheetah, and peacock and zebra rat) is generated by the DPM after the posting is
filtered (Lewis-Beck, 1999),149 and the animal pattern is sent back to the client.
CodeZebraOS also builds an average for all postings in a topic area, and paints an
evolving background pattern to designate the emotional quality found in that topic.150 A
significant design challenge remains, in that contradictory interpretations can be
assigned for the same behaviour.151 The planning of the neural network tacked
continuously between measurable behaviour characteristics and character-pattern
groupings from the improvisations.
A review of qualities that were observed and considered for measurement is noted in
Figure 6.5.

149

Such networks ‘are ‘universal approximators’ and are used to estimate the values of parameters via a
gradient descent algorithm in problems equivalent to non-linear regression’ (Abdi, Valentin & Edelman,
1999, p. 3)

150

Keyword filters were not included in this version of CodeZebraOS.

151

Recent research on the measurement of writing styles and punctuation by Gill et al. (2008) reinforces
the finding that online expression is often ambiguous in meaning, as context impacts usage.
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Figure 6.5

Table of measurable speech elements

Patterning ‘action’ is produced by message-posting behaviour, interactions between
messages, interactions between users, including the accumulations of behaviour by
individuals, or eventually, groups with similar or contrary characteristics. After
examining ambiguity in messages and ways of comparing characters, the elements were
chosen. The following list, Figure 6.6, shows the criteria used in CodeZebraOS to
designate patterns in postings:
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Figure 6.6

Qualities used to create the first neural network.

The look-up table in Figure 6.7 shows how these criteria are applied to specific
characters:
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Figure 6.7

Figure 6.8

Behaviour for each posting

Look-up tables for neural network
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Examples of the application of these qualities to characters follow. Some characters or
animals use emoticons for measurement. Hyenas’ patterns are produced by overuse of
the laughing emoticon; ocelots by surprise emoticons and snakes by a tongue-stickingout emoticon.
The butterfly ‘Goes from place to place with ideas; fertilizes, flits between
conversational spaces, creates new associations and meanings’ (Diamond, 2002, 2005).
Its relationship to others is, ‘Not endangered, and glides above all’ (Diamond, 2002,
2005) The associated message behaviour is: types very quickly, spends little time in
each topic, responds quickly to others’ messages, does not make highly related
responses, never back-spaces or retypes. A butterfly makes short, pithy posts, using, on
average, short to mid-size words.
By contrast the zebra is ‘academic, careful, scholarly, referential but at times is
conservative, verbose, didactic, and hierarchical’ (Diamond, 2002, 2005). Towards
other species they are aggressive, competitive, protective of their own, but will favour
the herd over its weakest member. Their responses use question marks; they type with
care, have few misspelled words due to median speed, careful backspacing, retyping
and deletion. Zebra postings use longer words and sentences (measured by a low
number of periods relative to the length of a message). Zebras take a long time to
respond. They often use capitalized words for emphasis (but nothing like the laughing,
shouting hyenas).
It is possible to see how users of CodeZebraOS can begin to shape or ‘sketch’ the
patterns they want, based on how they write their messages.
6.3

Choice of Programming Languages

6.3.1

Use of Java

The Java programming language (Horstmann & Cornell, 2007; Java Foundation, 2008,
2009; Sun Developers Network, 2008) was chosen because it is object-oriented and
supports multiple platforms (such as Windows and Mac OS), which in turn enhances
usage across a network such as the Internet. Object orientation means Java focuses on
data and data-object interfaces. Java allows data and behaviour to be combined in one
package. The object-oriented paradigm allows for higher abstraction mechanisms. Java
works on concepts of inheritance, which permits new classes to take on the properties of
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extended classes. This was useful for the development of large software systems, and
when a large number of non-computing experts are involved in the analysis of a system,
as was the case with CodeZebraOS. Java is dynamic.
6.3.2 Use of XML
As Harold and Means note, ‘XML is a meta-mark-up language (not a programming
language) for text documents’ (2001, p. 3). XML allows developers to create and
describe elements as needed, as long as they can be described using a tree structure.
XML allows data to be shared over the Internet. In CodeZebraOS, XML is used to
describe the data, and the Java API supports XML processing. XML-based documents
are stored in the database and are accessed using Java interfaces with Structured Query
Language (SQL).
6.3.3

Use of Apache and Tomcat Servlet Engine

The Apache Web server runs as a ‘permanent background task’ (Kew, 2007, p. 21) that
is optimised for either Linux or Windows operating systems. It is the core server
technology, supporting system start-up and operations. Apache Tomcat (Turk et al.,
2008) is a ‘JBoss’ Java servlet container, or deployer. It is a particular application of the
Java Servlet that allows the extension of Web services. It provided a server, TCP
connection, and the HTTP request (p. 29). It is platform-independent. As SQL is the
standard for non-trivial databases (Kline, Kline & Hunt, 2004), Apache has developed
an API to support database drivers such as PostgreSQL (used in CodeZebraOS).
6.3.4

Use of SQL: PostgreSQL Database

SQL allows for the creation of a relational database appropriate to web-based
client/server applications (Kline, Kline & Hunt, 2004). SQL combines metadata storage
with data storage, allowing the tracking of complex information.

Rather than

manipulate one record at a time, SQL operates on ‘logical sets of data’ (p. 4). SQL is
compatible with Java and XML, and SQL statements can be embedded in Java
programs. SQL databases perform well with neural networks (Bosque, 2002).
6.4

Treatment

CodeZebraOS Prototype Four represents an advanced web-based data visualisation tool.
It organises conversations horizontally, enabling a participant to move from topic to
topic. Discrete conversation spaces may be created for any event, institution or context.
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CodeZebraOS supports moderated conversations. Moderators identify themselves and
have access to users’ IP addresses, and can enforce variable levels of control over the
site. Users must log on and adopt an identity. In order to build a history a user must
continuously use these identities.
CodeZebraOS uses the cinematic convention of the zoom to allow participants to gain
an overview of all conversations and to zoom into a specific conversation topic.
Participants enter each conversation session by choosing a labelled pattern that
represents the emotional tone of that topic, then choosing a topic by subject or starting a
new topic. Topics and postings were date-stamped. A GUI for the games allowed users
to choose games while remaining in CodeZebraOS. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 and 6.10 show
different perspectives from CodeZebraOS Version Four.

Figure 6.9

Wide shot of a CodeZebraOS conversation space

Figure 6.10

Medium shot of a CodeZebraOS conversation topic
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Figure 6.11

Close-up of a CodeZebraOS conversation topic

CodeZebraOS places topics in a related temporal order, showing an overview of how
topics progressively develop in the conversation space. A text line names the topic.
Links between postings designate the order in which postings were added. Threads
between fresh postings are bright yellow; older threads are green. The original, or
source, posting was highlighted, so that participants may trace the idea that originated a
conversation. When zoomed in, the subject line of each posting is visible.
Each time an individual initiates a topic, a new shape begins in the world. If users enter
an existing topic, they select a previous posting to attach their new posting to, thereby
growing a topic. As individuals post in the topic space, they collaborate to determine the
shape of the topic by how they connect the postings and whom they answer. As shown
in Figure 6.11, Prototypes One and Two of the tool included a moniker that located each
user in a conversation.

Figure 6.12

Individual in chat shown by round icons
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Conversations proceed with or without a moderator. If present, moderators are given
special privileges to delete postings, mark postings or initiate games. They can queue
video and audio streams. 152
Participants may post into a conversation while it is occurring or add comments after the
fact until that conversation is archived. Conversations and topics may be analysed as an
archive for content, emotion and social dynamics.
6. 5

CodeZebraOS Games

CodeZebraOS offers games as an alternate form for conversation. The games were
based on the animal characters and related behaviour types used to develop the
patterning system of the neural network. When users tire of the visual chat, they can
activate games built into the tool. The games panel may be seen in Figure 6.12, on the
top left side of world view.

Figure 6.13

A CodeZebraOS conversation world with games panel

Some games allow players to challenge each other; others are toys or puzzles for solo
play. Games were built in Adobe Shockwave except for one in Java:
The Zebra Word Definition Game allows players to compete against each other and
against the clock to define words in the chat.

152

CodeZebraOS includes the capacity to stream real-time video or audio within the browser while
continuing to chat and navigate out of CodeZebraOS to other Web sites and back.
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The Hyena Text Dropping Game is a shooter where players shoot down dropping words
by spelling them more quickly and correctly.
The Peacock Musical Ride Game, shown in Figure 6.13, allows players to compose
musical tunes by choosing sounds from a keyboard and playing musical words.

Figure 6.14

Peacock Musical Ride Game 153

The Cheetah Stress Release Game, shown in Figure 6.14, lets players import postings,
choose an aggressive or calm response, and form digital sculptures by shaping the text.

Figure 6.15

Cheetah Stress Release Game154

153

Designed with Benedick at C3, Hungary in 2003 (See DVD Two).

154

Designed with Squidsoup, UK in 2003 (see DVD Two).
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The Snake Ride Game allows players to roll over a snake to collect blue scales, while
avoiding the snake’s tail and edges.
The CodeZebra Carz Game is a race game, on surfaces camouflaged with animal
patterns, in cars fuelled by chat-typing speed.
The Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game, shown in Figure 6.14, allows postings to be
imported and words to be reordered and posted.

Figure 6.16
6.6

Java butterfly fridge magnet game155

Accessibility of Tool

The CodeZebra Web site (Diamond, 2005) served as the key navigation environment
for the CodeZebraOS project. Participants were able to enter the site to access
CodeZebraOS; understand the history of the project; play games and participate in
CodeZebra project events, including performances and streams using the tool; view
documentaries as well as other archival materials; and share developer and research
findings relevant to the project.
The PhD Web site and this dissertation will now serve as a means to explore the history
of CodeZebraOS and the research relating to it.

155

Designed with Portway (2001, 2003)
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions: A Tool for Online Collaboration- CodeZebraOS
7.0

Overview and Context of the Research and Thesis

This thesis makes a unique contribution to knowledge in the fields of Data
Visualisation and Digital Media Studies – with an emphasis on application to the
distinct field known as ArtSci – and contributes to Collaboration Studies and Design
Methods Research.
The PhD set out to answer the following, related research questions:
How may an artist-created conversation visualisation tool be of value to the practices
of data visualisation and social media?

In what ways might the processes of

designing and analysing such a tool inform the fields of Digital Media Studies, Data
Visualisation, Collaboration Studies and Design Methods Research?
The Conclusions offered here summarise the achievements of this PhD in answering
these questions, and points the way for future scholars who may wish to build upon
this research. The practice-based research and the thesis contribute the following:
•

CodeZebraOS – a tool that enables creativity in new ways,
facilitating brainstorming, encouraging lateral thinking, creative
sketching and the analysis of social dynamics and emotion in
networked social communication;

•

Insights into the practice of visualising online conversations, using
data harvested from these social media;

•

A unique metaphor and engaging aesthetic for conversation
visualisation, drawing upon patterns from source data, and
combining these with patterns from the biological, material world;
and

•

The CodeZebra Method, a unique process for interdisciplinary
teams pursuing tool development, derived from participatory
design activities for computer science and art, underscoring the
value that artists bring to the process.

To summarise the thesis thus far:
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A Foreword, including an Artist’s Statement, positions the PhD on a continuum of
creative practices that includes theatre, performance art, social history, science and
technology studies, and an evolving engagement with the creation of digital media
technologies, in and through media art practice.
The Introduction explains the goals of the practice-based research and thesis,
including the research questions and their academic and practical implications across
disciplinary boundaries. It then situates this body of research in relation to its four
overlapping fields of knowledge, providing an overview of relevant research leading
up to the thesis, along with a schematic of the larger CodeZebraOS Project.
Chapter One states the research questions and objectives of the thesis. That chapter
provides a Literature Review and places it alongside reviews of relevant art and
software, thus providing a full discussion of the research methodology and its cognate
fields.
Chapter Two contains a thorough analysis of the key theoretical benchmarks that
inform the PhD, and leads to an informed discussion of the relevance and applications
of the cognate fields of study in relation to CodeZebraOS and the CodeZebra Method.
These include an analysis of a series of related discourses within the arts and sciences,
about nature and technology; human and post-human ecologies; realism and
constructivism; cognitive science; theories of emotion; analyses of techno-culture and
habitus, roles, doxa and resistances, within it; analyses of social structures and roles in
physical and online practices, including artists’ works; the aesthetics of digital media,
and analyses of collaborative processes. The chapter provides an overview of Design
Methods Research that includes the key methods extracted and used for the
development of CodeZebraOS and the CodeZebra Method.
Chapter Three addresses and broadens the field of Data Visualisation by providing an
overview of the field, and discussing the relevance of data visualisation to the field of
Social Media. It outlines key debates within Data Visualisation, interrogates the
nature of data, looks at contributions to this field by artists, and then evaluates the
contributions (including those of CodeZebraOS) of artists, designers and computer
scientists, by citing and discussing important practical examples and applications.
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Chapter Four discusses the particular field of conversation visualisation, placing
CodeZebraOS into comparative dialogue with other research efforts.
Chapter Five offers a detailed description of the creation, testing and application of
CodeZebraOS and the resulting CodeZebra Method. This method is a unique process
enabling interdisciplinary teams to undertake software development jointly, while
providing a structure for engagement and understanding.
Chapter Six provides an overview of the system architecture that led to Prototypes
Three and Four of CodeZebraOS, its application to games development, and choices
of programming languages. A User’s Manual is provided in print form as Appendix
C, and along with a Web site, may be used as concurrent references to this chapter.
As well as assessing outcomes, the set of conclusions offered in Chapter Seven
provide an overview of results of the PhD research, in a summary form suitable for
publication, for use by future scholars. This chapter will summarise the thesis to date
and provide an overview of the two elements of practice-based research,
CodeZebraOS and the CodeZebra Method. It will conclude with remarks regarding
contributions to the cognate fields, findings and future directions for research.
7.1

CodeZebraOS: Practice Based Research

The practice-based research objective of this thesis was the creation, application and
testing of a set of research prototypes for a unique data visualisation tool,
CodeZebraOS. CodeZebraOS is a Java 1.4 API that provides a means for data agency
– the expression of individual and social identities within techno-culture, facilitating
collaboration across disciplines. It is deconstructive (carrying an analysis of online
performance and roles).

Yet, it expresses data through a set of aesthetically

compelling metaphors and coding strategies meant to suggest the complexity of
biological processes. These, in turn, relate to digital structures and society.
CodeZebraOS provides a teleological utility and an entirely novel and playful
environment to facilitate collaboration and serious online dialogue.
The research identified three gaps in social media data visualisation tools and resolved
them through CodeZebraOS:
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•

Tools do not engage affect in collaborative processes;

•

Tools do not provide mechanisms for interdisciplinary teams to
collaborate online, outside of traditional roles and structures; and

•

Tools did not provide an immersive, beautiful aesthetic.

Through the exercise of data visualisation design, CodeZebraOS evolved a metaphor
and data structure to meet these research challenges.
7.1.1

Emotion

CodeZebraOS allows for topical and social analysis, as well as rudimentary emotional
analysis, both through its patterning system and through the discernment of the
patterns of threads within that topic. The thesis has established that, prior to
CodeZebraOS, tools tended to sideline emotional process or at best detect and analyse
affect in social media. By contrast, CodeZebraOS considers the role of affective
experience to be a core part of collaborative processes and permits users to address
emotional process in synchronous chat. This study thus engages in significant
research and analysis of the role of emotion in conversation, its expression in online
collaborations, the importance of affect in collaboration, and how creative structures
such as dramaturgy and improvisation elicit emotion.
In CodeZebraOS, the strategies used to measure, analyse and represent emotion are
drawn from the observation of human online activity, conversation and knowledge
analysis. The research applies theories of emotion – in particular cognitive-relational
psychology, to affective computing. Patterns arise as a result of behaviours by users.
In CodeZebraOS, users choose a topic according to the style of dialogue represented
by a pattern. Alternatively, they can choose a topic by its subject matter. It enables
users to analyse and change their behaviour. Observation and analysis of the role of
play leads to the creation of alternate forms of chat, through word play with online
games. At the same time, the impact of cultural difference and role differentiation on
the expression of emotion is studied and noted.
Emotion combines physical, expressive and intellectual processes. For this reason
insight may be enhanced through experiential, aesthetically engaging and immersive
means, in combination with rational and teleological processes.
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7.1.2

Interdisciplinary Collaboration

Research this thesis draws upon establishes that disciplinary practices, including the
sciences and the arts, are embedded in habitus, that is, social norms and institutions.
Roles are means by which individuals express professional identities, and are
accompanied by protocols and practices (doxa).

Interdisciplinary collaboration

requires that participants draw on their knowledge, yet be able to step away from roles
and norms to build new conjoined identities. At the same time, collaboration involves
and benefits from creative frictions. Scholars in the field of Knowledge Management
study the ways that conversations play a key role in facilitating the exchange of
knowledge.

At the same time, conversation invites sociality. An ideal online

collaboration environment provides an oscillating, productive tension that fulfils
individual and social needs. It challenges establishes doxa, creating new cultural
expressions from the offerings of their own cultures that participants bring to the
virtual table.
Online conversation systems, such as chat, generally lack facilitating tools at the same
time as they strive for cordiality. There are few online conversation systems geared
towards interdisciplinary collaboration and none that facilitates role play, identity
building, expression of a range of emotions and engagement in creative play to
challenge participants’ roles. CodeZebraOS encourages performative behaviours.
These are expressed through language, visualisation and game play. All manner of
face-to-face conversational modalities, such as code switching, may then be
leveraged.
CodeZebraOS creates an intimate environment, providing sociality and topic focus,
both known to facilitate knowledge-rich conversation. Its lateral brainstorming
structure facilitates exploration and the evolution of a shared vocabulary while
apparently levelling hierarchies. As dialogues occur, a social aesthetic is created.
The use of artificial intelligence in CodeZebraOS combines with compelling interface
design to allow common identities to emerge within specific ‘third’ spaces. Rather
than use data visualisation to simplify cognitive awareness of online relationships,
CodeZebraOS provides a different way of ordering them that requires human as well
as machine learning.
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7.1.3

Aesthetics: A Beautiful Tool

This thesis provides evidence that users of contemporary technology engage as much
with beautiful aesthetics and elegant design as they do with functionality. Aesthetics
in Data Visualisation have tended towards cognitive efficiency, while critics call for
visually arresting imagery to enhance insight.
Art and science have long engaged in discussions about beauty, and CodeZebraOS is
used to facilitate dialogues between artists and scientists.

For these reasons

CodeZebraOS strives to unite notions of scientific and (post-modern) artistic beauty.
It achieves a visually engaging – in some prototypes beautiful – aesthetic, and yet it
invokes an emergent social aesthetic and biological, zoological world. CodeZebraOS
uses the clonal mosaic pattern as the very structure of the tool’s code. The tool also
makes use of design strategies, such as the cinematic metaphor of the ‘zoom,’ to help
users find visual cues in a rich screen space, using novel graphic approaches.
7.2

CodeZebraOS

As part of this research, three kinds of usability testing, including individual and
group interviews, testing surveys, video documentation and observation, were
conducted. Testers considered whether the tool worked, whether the design was
effective and compelling, and whether it was useful.
current version of CodeZebraOS is effective as:
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These tests indicate that the

•

A means for undertaking and moderating brainstorming processes
in online conversation;

•

A synchronous chat tool for live events, conferences or real-time
media;

•

An archive of conversation that may be analysed;

•

A playful and creative environment that promotes role play,
conversation and interdisciplinary engagement;

•

A new kind of online game-space linking dialogue and game play;

•

A tool with a living, teeming aesthetic that references the
biological and zoological world with virtual imagery and reflects
contemporary concerns about human and biological life; and

•

A tool with a haptic sensibility that invites related projects, such as
wearable technology, live performance and other processes that
link the physical and virtual worlds.

The set of games in CodeZebraOS engages users from different age groups. The
games brought a playful aesthetic to CZOS. Overall, the use of games adds a
mediated competitive edge to the discussions. Games are enjoyed because they
provide:
•

Team collaboration and creativity;

•

Sculpture-like manipulation of text, permitting a new appreciation
of language;

•

A complement to the social sketching capabilities of the
CodeZebraOS tool;

•

A means to appropriate and reinterpret the disciplinary discourse of
others and to challenge their beliefs;

•

An alternative to ‘flaming’, through a non-confrontational means to
challenge dialogue; and

•

Solitary creative activity within the larger social flow.

Users stressed the value of the real-time nature of the CodeZebraOS games. They
described emotional experiences playing the games, hence the games aligned with
aims of the thesis.
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7.2.1

Future Developments of CodeZebraOS

The thesis documents and discusses the impact of a process of systematic and
consistent analysis of online conversation linked to progressive charrettes,
discussions of potential applications with users, usability testing, the observation of
deployment, and brainstorming about improving the tool. Resource limitations meant
that some of the planned features were not realised, though this does not undermine
the results of the thesis research. It does leave the door open to future research.
Key directions for future enhancement of CodeZebraOS falls into four main
categories:
•

Addition of standard features found in commercial and open-source
text chat;

•

Enhanced graphics;

•

Enhanced analysis capacity; and

•

Enhanced features for games design and experience.

These four areas are discussed in detail below. If CodeZebraOS were rebuilt, the
process would best begin from the foundation up; hence discussion of possible
software platforms is included for reference.
7.2.1.1 Standard Features
Future versions should include familiar tools from social media:
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Figure 7.1

Standard Chat Features

7.2.1.2 Enhanced Graphics
Graphical enhancements focus on personalisation and emotional expression for
individuals and groups and should include:

Figure 7.2

Enhanced Graphics
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7.2.1.3 Analysis Capacity
Enhancements to introduce intelligence at the analytical level should include:

Figure 7.3

Analysis Capacity

7.2.1.4 Enhanced Features for Game Design and Experience
CodeZebraOS games could span all types, such as serious games and word puzzles.
Features would include:
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Figure 7.4
7.2.2

Enhanced Features for Game Design and Experience

Programming Languages for Future Development

Future strategies could use the open source language Ruby on Rails (Hansson et al.,
2003) as a Web development framework, using Ruby to construct the application
scaffold and manage objects and services. Ruby on Rails supports an Actionscript 3
interface with XML handling communications with the server.

Actionscript has

changed from being a procedural scripting language to a full-featured object-oriented
language (in AS3).
Future development might take advantage of Adobe’s Flex (Chotin, 2008) as an opensource development framework that uses Actionscript (MXML). It is built on Eclipse
(Eclipse Foundation, 2004), a platform that allows developers to use Java. Flex
Builder (Chotin, 2008) is a development tool (with excellent skinning and styling
features) which has a plug-in for data visualisation.156 Flash can also be used a

156

Adobe allows the developer and designer to compile their Flex/Flash objects either to run over the
Internet (Shockwave), or as Web applications (Air), which download onto the user’s machine but run
in the browser.
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development tool.157 It has been used for social media sites including TagGraph
(Sembiki, 2009). CodeZebraOS could also be rebuilt with a more contemporary
version of Java, using open source Eclipse.
Processing is a language designed specifically for visualisation. It was created by
Reas and Fry (2007), as a result of their studies in the Aesthetics and Computation
group at MIT Media Lab. Processing sketches can be created and exported as standard
Java applets that run in a browser (Greenberg, 2007). It is an extremely flexible
language (procedural, object-based or hybrid) that has immediate visual results,
allowing maximum possibilities for pattern creation. Hence Processing would be an
attractive alternative for a future build.
7.2.3 Collaboration, Emotion and Data Visualisation
Users were uniformly enthusiastic about the possibilities of an intelligent system that
could read and influence emotional content within conversation. Given the
importance of affect to collaboration and to the field of Social Media, future research
should strive to better understand the precise ways that emotion impacts collaboration.
An AI system could enable researchers to:
•

Study the effect on online behaviour of users who know that
emotion is being measured;

•

Measurement and analyse of the impact of visualisations of
emotion on collaborating individuals and teams;

•

Collaboration with psychologists to apply and test behaviour
patterns as expressed through language; and

•

Participatory design and audience engagement to continue to
explore users’ reactions to a system’s intelligence.

One of the most challenging aspects of the CodeZebraOS research was the effort to
build an artificial-intelligence capacity that could parse conversational text, analyse it
through DPMs and translate them into nine different pattern graphics for postings. In
Prototype Four, the messages were filtered through a neural network. The training of

157

Both Flash and Flex Builder are OTC products made by Adobe.
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the neural network began, but in the first round, characteristics for differentiation
were too subtle, hence only a few patterns emerged. As training continued, more
patterns emerged. Unfortunately the network reverted to two main patterns. Future
research would:
•

Fully explore alternative text-analysis approaches that could create
a pattern-recognition system;

•

Refine the qualities in conversation that can be parsed and
represented through patterns;

•

Seek effective means to represent overall emotional tone as well as
individual emotion to serve an emerging social aesthetics.

•

Explore patterning aesthetics and algorithms to represent shifts in
emotion; and

•

Explore patterning aesthetics and algorithms to represent conjoined
identities amongst collaborators.

To benefit from the neural network undertaken in the thesis, research criteria for a
future system would combine the following methods:

7.2.4

•

Data-driven analysis, wherein patterns are sought within the data;

•

Keyword analysis, including patterns of key-word usage and
evolution; and

•

Empirical analysis by the human researcher.

Bridging the Virtual and Material

The development process for CodeZebraOS – and its application in large-scale public
contexts – linked embodied and material expressions to digital forms.

These

processes included the use of dramaturgy to elicit emotional and psychological
engagement, or affect, through movement and scenario building as well as a
deliberate engagement with physical artefacts in the development process. This part
of the work also entailed the creation and analysis of dance, spoken-word and other
live events where the tool was deployed.
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In a promising branch of research, CodeZebraOS was extended to connect to
interactive garment systems that respond to images in the software, and act as
switching systems for the visualisation tool. Garments with embedded sensors, touch
pads, embroidered soft circuits and Jitter systems are connected with 3D Studio Max
software in order to create events on and between garments, or garments and screens.
Events can be triggered by breath, movement, touch or proximity. Events include
LED lighting patterns, the expression of smells or sounds, or graphics appearing on
screens.

DVD Five provides documentation of early research in this domain.

Ongoing extension of CodeZebraOS into physical artefacts could:

7.3

•

Extend early research with sensor systems, RFID tags and other
physical interaction technologies;

•

Create ‘softwear’, responsive garments with related graphics
systems that interact with CodeZebraOS, the wearer and the milieu,
enabling expression of emotions in social interactions to be
visualised and interacted with through wearable screens or other
ambient surfaces;

•

Use such systems to create events and entertainment, therapeutic
and educational experiences;

•

Continue to create doxa of embodiment, warmth and sociality to a
technological interface.

A Contribution to Collaboration Studies and Design Research Methods

The CodeZebra Method successfully combines art and design methods, specifically
an experimental and improvisational approach (from art) and a structured, staged
approach (from design and software development). The method itself expresses the
values of CodeZebraOS. It validates emotional engagement, encourages a
collaborative social aesthetic and recognises the role of immersion and play in the
creative process, hence the possibility of an emergent social aesthetic. It recognises
that collaboration involves dissonance as well as cohesion and uses techniques to
enable the development of a shared language and boundary objects that symbolise the
collaboration.
Key elements of the CodeZebraOS Method are:
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Figure 7.5

CodeZebra Method

Documentation should accompany the CodeZebra Method is as follows:

Figure 7.6

Documentations

Each prototype of a tool is best evaluated by undertaking the following measures:
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Figure 7.7

Activities Accompanying Prototype

In conclusion, the CodeZebraOS Method provides interdisciplinary collaborators with
a method that effectively incorporates participatory design with agile computing and
usability testing. It engages end-users in the systematic design of technologies that
will influence their lives.
7.4

Contribution to Theory

7.4.1 A Cross-Disciplinary Context Benefits from Artists’ Contributions
This thesis proposes that the field of Data Visualisation encompasses hybrid practices
blending art, technology and science. Data visualisation is a science when it furthers
cognitive science research. Data visualisation is a technology when it enables
discoveries through its fundamental value – that is, making the invisible visible. Data
visualisation is an art form, in that it offers an aesthetic experience and expressions of
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data. It is possible that a successful data visualisation may cross multiple boundaries
and provide different perspectives on the same data set. The chart at the close of
Chapter Three reinforces this argument. Further, given the call for insight on the part
of the research community, this thesis observes that the intention of the maker,
whether artist, designer, computer scientist or team, does not always align with the
use, interpretation or range of application of the data visualisation results. Humans
use intentional tools in unanticipated and unintentional ways.
Artistic knowledge contributes the following capabilities to the field of Data
Visualisation:

Figure 7.8

Artistic Knowledge Contributions to Data Visualisation

The thesis further proposes that design methods must acknowledge the fact that data
are not the same as their source, while also recognising that data represent actual
phenomena. The interpretation of data introduces another level of mediation. This
process requires awareness of cognitive aspects of visual apprehension, and the need
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to make the visualisation meaningful to a user’s context. There are degrees of possible
relationships (from abstract to indexical) between the source of the data, their
structure and visual expression. Accepting the subjectivity of the artist or designer as
well as the observer or user of the visualisation is necessary.
7.5

Zoological Ethics

While not reducing human behaviour to animal behaviour, CodeZebraOS suggests an
evolution, co-dependency and interagency between technological, human and animal
worlds. Data visualisations and their impact are both mediations and productive of
material processes. Aware of the growing use of visualisation in bioinformatics and
genomics, CodeZebra hopes to bring together art, science and ethical concerns. It is
in the interaction of computer code and genetic code that new forms, virtual and
physical, come into being. Rather than eliciting a fear of the unknown, in which data
are sublime or become a simple deconstruction, the summoning of a new hybrid
world could be placed within a sense of responsibility to both human and non-human
life. Issues of aesthetics and ethics are present, if not visible, in the tools we build and
use. CodeZebraOS was enthusiastically welcomed as a tool at Future Physical’s
Biotech Conference158 – it is an ideal medium to hold conversations about the
interface of the digital and biological.
7.6

ArtSci Contribution

Some artists use scientific ideas and approaches to critique science; others find
genuine value in the materials and discourse of science. Some seek a new aesthetic
(and borrow from science for this) or contribute artistic aesthetics to science. Yet
others adopt a hybrid approach, using the materials aptly and in collaboration with
scientists, creating new discoveries in art and science, or new technologies.
This thesis argues that a critique from the sidelines is not adequate. In the best
instance, artists contribute to scientific discovery while providing a critical
perspective and an alternate view and aesthetic. Some of the most powerful work
occurs when artists (and designers) engage directly with scientists. While direct

158

DVD Two holds documentation of this event.
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technology transfer or creation is not a requisite of such collaboration, there is a
history of valuable tool creation or the rethinking of tools that result from these
projects.
Public presentation and peer-reviewed publication of articles drawn from the research
began in 2008 and will continue beyond completion of the PhD. The following chart
in Figure 7.9 indicates some of the forthcoming confirmed presentations and
publication of this research.
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Figure 7.9

Dissemination of PhD Results

This thesis calls for placing primacy on the skills and theoretical understandings borne
by artists and designers. The research demonstrates the importance for artists of
engaging with the processes and methods of creating viable tools, from which
technologists and computer scientists, as well as artists themselves, can benefit.
Likewise, artistic approaches and design methods – along with their resulting
technologies and collaborations, may benefit from their due respect within the
sciences.
Overall, the thesis brings dialogues from Digital Media Studies and Collaboration
Studies to the field of Data Visualisation in unique ways. As a result, CodeZebraOS
contributes a unique metaphor to Data Visualisation, arguing for attention to
aesthetics in a field that accounts for relationships between the biological, human and
virtual worlds, while considering the structure of the source data.
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This thesis argues for the centrality of both the artist’s and the designer’s roles in the
creation of tools for Social Media and Data Visualisation. It makes an original and
substantial contribution to the fields of knowledge in four forms: in creation of the
CodeZebraOS itself; in the substantial academic dissertation which takes an
interdisciplinary approach to analysis of this practice in theoretical context; in the
creation and explication of the CodeZebraOS Method, and finally in its argument for
the primacy of the skills of art and design in software development.
I hope future scholars will be able to apply these results to their own studies, and to
further this work by applying both the tool and the method to new and emerging
paradigms in the study of Art and Science.
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Appendix A
Usability Testing 2008
The charts that follow provide an overview of users who engaged in usability tests in
London and Dublin in 2008. These charts are discussed in Chapter Five.
A.1

Demographic Analysis of Participants in Usability Testing 2008

Figure A.1

City, Age Range, Gender and Computer Platform Use
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Figure A.2

Figure A.3

Computer Skills, Professions

Use of social media, nationality
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A.2

Usability Testing: Excerpts of Interview with Dublin Testers

The following Skype (text chat) transcript excerpt is provided by User Six, a Dublin
tester who coordinated and observed her peers. It is not corrected for grammar or
spelling.
CodeZebraOS
Some users experienced flashing of topic representations in Prototype
Two, to a distracting, and unhelpful degree (I think this is a bug
however!)
RE: The “set parameters” control on the toolbar in prototype two… the
group didn’t realise how useful this tool could be in helping to
highlight/clarify discrete topic areas/postings… I guess it depends on how
IT competent you expect your users to be, but maybe there could be some
instruction given as to how/why to lighten/darken various elements of the
conversation space?
Both new participants had trouble locating the “first posting” within
topics in prototype two … it was suggested that it could be visually
highlighted consistently, or that it could stand out in some way at all
times, rather than only when moused over. Against this is the possibility
that this manner of deviation might alter the aesthetics of the conversation
space… I’m not sure which is more important for you!
I don’t think that the users would have been able to access and understand
the chat space without me and Sally Anne present (considering the
relatively short time we had together, and the fact they had not spoken
with Lizbeth before embarking on the project, as we had!) However, I do
think that the background information and a sort of “instruction manual”
are present on the site in the form of the storyboard… Perhaps it could be
recommended (via a “hint” of some kind?!) that new users read the
storyboard before using chat? I found that the content helped
contextualise the project and its scope and structure!
Topic clusters were infinitely clearer to both users in prototype three/four
than they were in prototype two – due both to the tendency of topic
clusters in prototype two to overlap, and to the clear “labelling” system in
prototype three/four
We were all intrigued by how each of our views of the prototype spaces
were different (I think we captured some stills of these…) We couldn’t
figure out whether this was due to our interaction with the conversation
space i.e. with how much we dragged topic clusters, etc, or whether it had
to do with the number of times we logged into the site (perhaps it changes
over time?), or maybe it appears different to different “types” of user…
Some explanation in this respect on the site may be useful?
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All users found the presence of the monikers very useful. As well as
offering a “sense of self” i.e. a personal animal pattern/type, they would
also indicate immediately who was “online”/present in the conversation
space when one logged in.
This seems like a very simple thing, but one of the participants could not
figure out how to navigate the conversation space while using the “zoom
in” function. It’s just a case of “click and drag” I know, but I’m not sure
whether this is actually explained on the site. I can’t even remember how
I realised how to do this!
There was a question over what manner of identities to create for
ourselves when logging into the site… you mentioned the relative
anonymity of the users in the prototype conversation spaces… should this
be a characteristic of the site?! Or do you think it depends on the context
for use? Maybe this is up to the individual user… just a thought!
Games:
The participants suggested that the word games might be most effective
on the site as,
•

a source of play/enjoyment

•

a means of facilitating one-to-one interaction between
users/conversationalists

It was generally agreed that, in order to compete realistically with the
high volume of online games available to internet users, the CZ games
would ideally be visually more interesting/complex (3D graphics?… I’m
not great on terminology in this respect!)
The question was raised as to how/when users would be “awarded” (or
rewarded?!) with games in the conversation space (as opposed to simply
opting to engage with them for their own sake on the site). And why? Is
this intended to diffuse potential conflict generated in conversation? ...Or
to encourage further conversation, either between those who have been
talking much, or not at all? And in the latter cases, would it be useful to
include a game that could be played by more than two users – so as not to
stymie useful group interaction?
The Peacock Musical Ride game was a big winner all round. I think it
helps that the animal sounds programmed into the game echo the focus on
animal pattern/print in the conversation areas. We were wondering what
would be the effect if, perhaps, the number/type of sounds made available
to each user was pendent on their own “animal classification”… it could
be that leopards were only able to communicate through feline audio
bites, or maybe these would be louder than others… Just a thought – use
it as a means of reinforcing the relationship between game and
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conversation, and for making the game more personal and relevant to the
site users!
A.3

Sample Questionnaires (with name removed)

The demographic charts and quotations in Chapter Five are drawn from detailed
analysis. The following two Questionnaires are included as a sample for the reader. All
questionnaires can be accessed through the PhD candidate.
Sample Questionnaire Three
CodeZebraOS Design Experience Analysis Form
Thanks so much for participating! Please use the Guide to the Design Experience
Analysis that is at the front of this to find the software on www.codezebra.net, to open
http://www.codezebra.net/application/proto4/clients/uel.html and to go to
www.codezebra.net Games for games testing.
A CodeZebraOS Users’ Manual is also attached.
For Yes/No or multiple choice answers bold your answer.
Please fill in the following information:
1.

Who are you?

Name (optional):
Age:
Gender:
Date:
Location:
2.

Rate your level of computer experience:

Novice
Below Average
Average
Advanced User
3.

22
Female
August 16, 2008
Dublin

X

What kind of work do you do?

Research and administrative assistant to Steve Wilmer and Chrissie Poulter
(Department of Drama, Trinity College Dublin)
Part-time drama teacher and workshop facilitator
Marketing Officer, Abbey Theatre, Dublin
4.

Social Software experience

Do you use online chat? NO
Do you use IM? YES (Gmail Chat)
Do you use social networking software? YES (I have an account with bebo.com and
facebook.com, though I use both infrequently)
What other social software do you use? Email, photo-sharing (via flicker.com etc.)
Describe
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5.

Games

Do you play word games? NO (except as detailed below)
Do you play computer games? NO
Do you play online games? YES
What kinds of games, if any, do you enjoy?
I play “scrabulous”; an application accessed via facebook.com (since filling in this
questionnaire, “scrabulous” has ceased to be available to facebook.com users)
Why?
I enjoy the element of word-play involved in the game, and I also enjoy that it has a
social aspect – it can be played with one or more other persons across a long period of
time. As such, I can leave a particular game and return to it at a later date, which I find
very convenient.
6.

Some technical questions (if you know, please answer)

What type of computer do you use?
Medion PC Notebook
How much RAM does your computer have?
How much video memory does your computer have?
What kind of operating system do you use?
Microsoft Windows
What kind of Internet connection do you have?
Wireless Broadband (out of home), Broadband via Local Network Cable (home)
7.

Starting CodeZebraOS

Did you find the software on the site?
YES/NO
Do you have any recommendations regarding this process?
I am confused about the rationale behind having to click on the word “leap” in order to
enter the site – should I not have had access to the instructions above, I may not have
known to do so (why the word “leap”? Why not be redirected immediately to the home
page, once Code Zebra (CZ) has loaded?)
8.

User Experience Testing Prototype Two

8.1

Finding functions and objects

Did you find the following functions or objects? Bold your choice.
You will be asked detailed questions about some of these functions but please feel free
to comment below:
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Prototype Two

Yes/No

Reset View

Yes/No

Fit to Window

Yes/No

Zoom In/Zoom
Out

Yes/No

User Log-in

Yes/No

Chat Window

Yes/No

Games Panel

Yes/No

Set Parameters

Yes/No

Topic Spaces

Yes/No

As they
appeared
gradually during
Prototype Two
demonstration

First Posting

Yes/No

I may be
confusing the
“first posting”
with the “first
user”, but I
could not find
any obviously
highlighted
posting within
topic spaces

Subject

Yes/No

Date and time
stamp (it updates
the date to the day
of use—this is a
bug in Version

Yes/No

Comment

The site was
very sensitive to
use of the games
panel - it
tended to crash
every time that I
clicked on the
icons on the
panel

As it appeared
both on screen,
by hovering
over the topic
area, and in the
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Two)

“message
bubbles”
themselves

Opening and
viewing chat
windows inside
chat

Yes/No

Monikers (avatars)

Yes/No

I assume that
this refers to the
names “Code
Zebra 1, 2, etc”?

Yellow and Green
Lines connecting
postings

Yes/No

HoweverI was
confused at how
lines could
alternate
between green
and yellow,
depending on
where the cursor
hovered

Patterns for each
posting

Yes/No

Patterns for
background of
topic

Yes/No

TOPICS
8.2
Did you see topic clusters within the conversation space as a whole?
YES/NO
Comments: However, as these topic clusters began to overlap as time went on, it
became more difficult to discern where each distinct topic started and ended
8.3
Did you use the zoom function?
YES/NO
Please comment on its effectiveness in helping or hindering navigation of the larger
conversation space.
I found the zoom function helpful initially. However, as the conversations continued to
develop and grow, I kept returning to the “fit to window” button, since I preferred being
able to see the larger navigation space
Please comment on its effectiveness in navigating topics.
In this regard, the zoom button is useful – however, it would have been more helpful if
the zoom was always directed to the position of my cursor. Instead, on at least occasion,
the zoom seemed always to be (inexplicably) directed to the bottom left hand corner of
the screen, and I had to consistently drag the screen and zoom again to reach my
targeted area
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8.4
Could you tell where a discrete topic started and ended?
YES/NO
Comments
At first, I was able to discern the limits of a topic by observing the scale of the patterned
background of that topic. However, as the topic areas began to overlap, I became
confused about this (not knowing whether some postings had relevance for more than
one conversation topic). I could only find one posting labelled “a new topic”, by
hovering over the conversation space
With regards to the postings within topics, I used the connecting lines to navigate where
individual conversation strands progressed to, and originated from. However, in some
topic areas I couldn’t figure out where the first posting in the topic originated from.
8. 5
Could you locate a topic of a conversation?
YES/NO
Assuming that by this is meant either the topic area, within the greater conversation
space, or the topic description in individual messages (in the “speech bubbles”). As
mentioned above, this became increasingly difficult over time
8.6
Could you find the relationship between messages (postings) in the
conversation?
YES/NO…not sure
I could tell that the postings were related by the connecting green/yellow strands.
However, as mentioned above, I could not tell which messages had been posted first
(unless by noting the time and date on the posting itself, which, in this version, are all
the same). Further, unless I had been informed of such in the instruction sheet, I would
not have known that yellow lines indicated newer postings, and that green referred to
older postings
8.7
What did the connecting green lines mean within a topic?
See 8.6
8.8
What did the connecting yellow lines mean within a topic?
See 8.6
8.9
Did the conversation appear to develop over time?
YES/NO
If so, in what ways did the overall conversation appear to develop over time?
In some cases, postings were clearly in response to other postings – this gave the
conversation a temporal dimension. Considering this, the development of conversations
could be perceived visually as the “web” of postings became larger and more elaborate
It was also clear that new topics in new topic spaces emerged as Prototype Two loaded
fully. This similarly gives the sense that the conversation is developing over time
MESSAGES/POSTINGS
8.10 Could you understand where each message was represented visually?
YES/NO
Comments: This is very clear, both by following the green/yellow lines, and by the
“pattern cells” that represent the site of each posting
PATTERNS
8.11 Did the individual message patterns appear to change from one pattern to
another?
YES/NO…Not sure
Comments: Do you mean from one topic to another?
How many discrete pattern types did you find?
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NOTE: I was not sure whether “pattern” in this question referred to the types of animal
prints or the pattern of postings as they emerged in a “web” within the topic space itself.
The answers below refer to both cases:
Nine different types of animal print (and, taking into account the layered monikers,
there were various additional ways in which these patterns were combined)
As well as in the obvious sense that some topic spaces were larger than others, I also
noted that two patterns (of postings) emerged in radial or circular form (with multiple
focal points, or “centres”, from which branched a complex web of conversation strands)
Another topic was more linear, and a third appeared as an “arch” from which branched
conversation strands on the upper and lower side (as in a series of connected “Hs”)
8.13 What do the different message patterns mean to you, if anything?
Radial patterns signify the existence of one or more “central” figures, whose postings
are attractive to or invite responses from a larger number of less dominant contributors.
Linear patterns would suggest more intimate interaction between conversation
participants.
I could not venture to guess what the animal prints represent
8.14 Did you see any relationship between a pattern type and a posting?
YES/NO
Comments
I couldn’t discern this, since each posting was the same (“this is an example of a
message from Code Zebra…”)
8.15 Did you see discrete patterns for each topic?
YES/NO
I found this impossible to discern, as the overlap between topics became increasingly
complex – it appeared as though the various animal prints were distributed throughout
the entire conversation space and, considering that each posting was the same in this
version of CZOS, this distribution was, to my mind, somewhat random.
What if anything, did these patterns mean?
MONIKERS
8.16 In Prototype Two, each user is represented by a moniker/avatar
What do you think the layers in the monikers represent?
An accumulation of the nature/manner of messages posted by each individual user –
however, I could not guess what each animal pattern represents
Did you find the presence of a moniker useful?
I thought that it was helpful in the sense that it showed when particular users were
participating in certain dialogues. However, I sometimes found that, since the monikers
are reasonably large in relation to the overall topic patterns, my view of those patterns
was somewhat obstructed.
I did not understand how to view the moniker as a means of representation of the
“personality”/tendencies of the user, since each posting was the same in this version
MOVEMENT
8.17 How did the movement of the site affect your experience of CodeZebraOS?
I sometimes found this movement disruptive, since the topic clusters tended to shift of
their own accord, often contrary to the direction in which I was trying to “drag” them,
and despite the fact that sometimes I wished to concentrate on, read, or zoom into a
particular posting.
Positives… That the conversations were animated gave them the impression of living
organisms – an aspect of the topic patterns which I thought was both interesting and
effective. However, as mentioned already, the fact that the monikers tended to jump
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from topic to topic was sometimes intrusive, especially when I was trying to inspect a
particular posting or pattern which then became covered.
Should prototype two have been open to new postings, I think it would have been
interesting to see new topics and the overall conversation space growing and developing
over time. This would have given me greater insight into how rapidly, and the extent to
which the topics, and individual postings can move in relation to one another
8.19

What did you pay the most attention to?

The visual qualities of
CodeZebraOS Prototype Two

YES

The content of CodeZebraOS

Since all postings were tests, I
really didn’t pay much
attention to their content, to the
topic descriptions, etc. I also
thought that it was not possible
to discern a relationship
between the emergent form and
content of prototype two for
this reason

Relationships with others
What topics emerged within
space
How the topic developed over
time

YES

Emotional qualities of postings
and topic if any
The movement of the site

YES

8.20 What is the balance between the visual aspects of the software and its
functionality?
8.21 Is the software distracting?
If so, is this quality a strength or a weakness?
8.22

What is your opinion of the overall aesthetic of Prototype Two?

8.23

What contexts/users would Version Two be most appropriate for?

8.24

How could the Version Two aesthetic be improved?

8.25

Please add any other comments on Version Two that you would like to make.

9.

Prototype Three/Four User Experience Testing

Please make your comments on the basis of exploring the archives on the
www.codezebra.net site and spending a bit of time with
http://www.codezebra.net/application/proto4/clients/uel.html
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You will have a very different experience if you are logged on with another person, and
using CodeZebraOS to chat in real time, versus posting asynchronously and searching
for messages left for you.
For this reason, please answer:
I am exploring CodeZebraOS as real-time chat: YES/NO
It would be helpful if you both filled out the form!
9.1
Finding functions and objects
Did you find the following functions or objects? Bold your choice.
You will be asked detailed questions about some of these functions but please feel free
to comment below:
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Prototype
Three/Four

Yes/No

Reset View

Yes/No

Fit to Window

Yes/No

Zoom In/Zoom
Out

Yes/No

User Log-in

Yes/No

Chat Window

Yes/No

Games Panel
(the games
cannot be
played from
this version, we
will test them
separately later
on in the form)

Yes/No

Set Parameters

Yes/No

Discrete Topic
Spaces

Yes/No

Topic
Identification

Yes/No

Subject lines
within topic
spaces

Yes/No

First Posting in
Space

Yes/No

Opening and
viewing
posting
windows inside
chat

Yes/No

Time Stamps

Yes/No

Lines
connecting

Yes/No

Comment
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postings
Creating a user
identity

Yes/No

Responding to
a posting

Yes/No

Creating a
posting

Yes/No

No problems, except that I
found the red background
on which we are asked to
write quite difficult to
make out

Sending a
posting

Yes/No

Not consistently however
– I had to re-load the page
several times before I
could send postings

Finding your
posting

Yes/No

Creating a new
topic

Yes/No

Patterns for
each posting

Yes/No

There was a pattern in
which the postings
emerged as a whole,
within topics. However,
the “cells” representing
the postings were not
individually patterned

Patterns for
background of
topic

Yes/No

In the cases of some
topics, these patterns
“flashed” on and off
screen sporadically

TOPICS
9.2
Did you see topic clusters within the conversation space as a whole?
YES/NO
Comments
Very clear – I am only confused about why certain topics appeared as single postings,
and were also duplicated and expanded on/discussed by multiple users (i.e. there were
two topic spaces entitled “new world”, “definitions”, etc)
9.3
Did you use the zoom function?
YES/NO
Please comment on its effectiveness in helping or hindering navigation of the larger
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conversation space.
This was more effective than the function in prototype two, as the zoom focuses where
the cursor has been set (rather than the bottom left hand corner of the screen, as
discussed above in 8.3)
Please comment on its effectiveness in navigating topics.
This is very effective – fulfils purpose intended
9.4
Could you tell when a discrete topic started and ended?
YES/NO (I think so)
Comment
I understand that the limits of a topic are represented by the space within (versus the
space outside of) a distinct “animal” pattern – that area within which the “web” of
conversation grows and develops. However, I was confused in some cases where the
first posting in a particular topic also existed (in duplicate) outside of that pattern space
9.4
Were you able to locate a topic of a conversation?
YES/NO
Comments
These are clearly labelled
9.5
Where you able to find the relationship between postings in the topic?
Yes/No
How?
Initially, by locating the original posting (highlighted in green), and afterwards by
following the threads extending from that posting and from subsequent postings
outwards.
I also used the “time and date” label to determine the order in which messages were
posted within a particular topic area.
Comments
In some cases, certain postings within a topic space were duplicated (even when they
were not purposefully posted twice, as I found later having posted a message of my
own). These postings surrounded a message which may have been in the form of a
question (for example, in the topic labelled “Dinner”, a question was asked and each
answer appeared twice, at the end of separate threads, extending from the question).
9.6
What did the connecting lines mean within a topic?
That postings are in direct response to one another (made by pressing the “reply”
button) Green lines represent more recent postings
9.7
Did the shape of a topic grouping change over time?
YES/NO
If so how?
Some of the larger topics (e.g. that labelled “narrative”) “pulsed” constantly.
As new postings were added, the topic area would also shift in size and shape (when I
posted one particular message, the topic area swelled rapidly and then deflated once
again)
In many cases, the background of the topic flashed on and off so often that it was
difficult to tell whether its overall shape was changing.
Was this meaningful? If it was, in what ways was it meaningful?
I felt that the “pulsing” topics gave them a sense of “being alive” i.e. that the
conversation was “happening” in real time. That the topic areas reacted noticeably to
new postings drew attention to them.
9.8
Did the visual relationship of topics within the overall conversation space
change over time?
YES/NO
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If so how did these change?
In the sense that, when I added a new topic, the other topics were immediately situated
in relation to it – also my new “test” topic became duplicated, thus taking up the
majority of the overall conversation space
What impact, if any, did this have on the topic?
9.9
Did the conversation develop over time in the topic?
YES/NO
If so, how did the conversation develop in the topic? If not, why not?
In one sense, the conversation did not develop in “real time” (since when I was
exploring this prototype I was doing so alone.) However, I could see how the
conversations would have developed in response to messages as they were originally
posted.
I could also see how my own postings into topic areas, being as they were much more
recent than previous postings, added a temporal dimension to the overall conversation
9.10 Did the conversation appear to develop over time in the overall space?
YES/NO
If so, how did it develop in the overall space? If not, why not?
It would seem that “spin-off” topics were born out of original topics i.e. “narrative
structure” out of “narrative”.
9.11 What if any action did you take to try to change the shape of the topic?
I posted message into the topic – knowing that this would change the shape within the
overall topic, and the pattern of “threads”
If you did this, what impact, if any did it have on the topic? : Expected impact (as
described above, the topic swelled after initial posting, afterwards deflated slightly
again). The postings I made appeared twice (though I made no attempt to post them
twice). One “cell” was larger than the other
Did it impact the relationship of this topic to other topics? : No
9.12 Did you start a topic?
YES/NO
9.13 Was it clear how to do this?
YES/NO
What was your experience as an initiator of a topic?
Although there was no one else on line to chat with me, thus changing/manipulating the
shape of the topic, I was nonetheless anxious, and taken aback at the size of my new
topic in relation to the others. It appeared to take up most of the overall screen space
MESSAGES/POSTINGS
9.15 Were you able to create an identity?
YES/NO
Comments
Only as a new user – prototype 3/4 did not always recognize that same identity during
subsequent log-in attempts.
9.16 Were you able to create multiple identities?
YES/NO
Comments
As mentioned above, site did not always recognize identities which had been registered
in previous sessions – each time I visited the site I was forced to log on as a “new user”
What is your opinion of the relative anonymity of identities in CodeZebraOS Version
Three/Four?
I think that this anonymity also lends itself to a certain degree of freedom – I am sure
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that I would have felt far more comfortable leaving messages relating to the topics
discussed under a pseudonym similar to those on version 3/4. I would be interested to
know whether a user’s identity has any bearing upon the emergent pattern of discussion
into which they enter
9.17 Did you respond to a posting?
YES/NO
9.18 You are prompted to create a new subject line
Did this help you to find your posting?
Not in this case – I was more inclined to search for my posting by its visual traits (it was
highlighted in green and represented by a marker which was significantly larger than
those surrounding it)
Did it create an overview of subjects in the topic that you were part of?
Yes – the subject lines would have been indicative of the discussion. However, in most
cases, postings were brief enough to be read in a short space of time, and did not
necessarily need to be “defined” or “labelled” in order to make their content more
readily available to the reader
What is your opinion of this strategy?
I think that (as in emails) a subject line is a helpful guideline for readers or potential
readers when trying to determine the content of a particular posting. However, as above,
I do not think that it is absolutely essential in this version of CZ, given the generally
brief nature of the postings, and their grouping under a “topic line”
9.19 What is your opinion of the time that it takes for your posting to appear?
Aside from those times when I had difficulty posting at all, I thought that the message
appeared promptly – this was satisfactory
9.20 Could you understand find where each message was represented visually?
YES/NO
Comments
Both by following the “threads” within the topic area, and by identifying the
brown/green square which appears by hovering over the conversation space
PATTERNS
9.21 How many discrete pattern types did you find?
(I understand this question to refer to the type of animal pattern in the conversation
field)
Nine
9.22 Did the individual message patterns appear to change from one pattern to
another?
YES/NO…not sure
Comments
I understand that this question is asking whether the “cells” representing individual
postings changed from one topic to another – while most cells were coloured in a shade
of purple, others were orange or blue, and those new postings I made appeared in white.
This is the only difference I can see in this respect.
9.23 What do the different message patterns mean to you, if anything?
Not sure…I mentioned above that some conversation “webs” appeared to emerge in the
manner of a spider-diagram (a radial pattern in which many postings extend from or
respond to one central posting). I think that this pattern may be visually manifested in a
“giraffe” topic background. Whereas one particular topic areas which was very
“cluttered” with postings in a fairly random pattern was classified “ocelot”, at least
another three topics in which not as many messages had been left were labelled “hyena”
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(perhaps reflective of the greater distance between and smaller size of the hyena’s
spots…)
9.24

What did a message graphic for your posting mean to you if anything?

9.25 In sum, did you see any relationship between pattern types and a posting?
YES/NO
I could not pinpoint any connection
Was this strategy of value? Why? Why not?
Other Comments
9.26 Compare the message patterns for Prototype Two and Prototype Three/Four.
Which did you feel was more effective?
Prototype Two
Prototype Three/Four
Why?
The graphics were more clearly defined. They were not “translucent” in the same was as
in Prototype Two, and so it was easier to determine the amount and type of discrete
animal patterns.
I also preferred the way in which topic areas were more clearly defined – they were
spaced apart from one another, rather than being clustered together, or overlapping.
Individual message postings were also clearer – it was easier to determine the “source”
or marker of a particular posting at a glance
9.27 Did the background patterns for each topic change over time?
YES/NO
If so how?
The background pattern to topics changed over the course of a series of log-ins to the
site i.e. a topic within which I posted a message was originally classified as “giraffe”,
but during a subsequent user trial, it had changed to “ocelot”
Was this meaningful? If it was, in what ways was it meaningful?
I can only assume that my posting must have had some bearing on the change in pattern,
which was meaningful in itself. However, I am not sure why that changed occurred.
MONIKERS
9.28 In Prototype Three there are no monikers/avatars representing individual users.
Did the lack of monikers affect your ability to navigate?
YES/NO
Comment
In fact, I found it less disorientating, since the monikers did not jump from topic to topic
in Prototype 3/4, so it was not as easy to lose sight of my “location” in the overall
conversation area. Their absence also meant that my vision of topic spaces, or
individual postings was not obstructed
9.29 Did the lack of monikers impact your experience in any other way?
It was certainly more difficult to immediately discern the number of users contributing
to the conversation without monikers. I am not sure whether the monikers appear in the
conversation space after the corresponding user has moved out. If it is a case wherein
the moniker represents the presence of a user online, I think that they could be a very
helpful and very clear indicator for other users looking to enter into discussion.
MOVEMENT
9.30 How did the movement of the site affect your experience of CodeZebraOS?
I found that it was very difficult to analyze this version of CZ at a distance (i.e. while
the topics were “fit to screen”) because some of the background patterns over the topic
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areas continued to flash on and off. This manner of movement was disconcerting.
Moreover, when I created a new topic, it grew to a large size, and dominated the
conversation space, so that when topics were “fit to screen” they were at too great a
distance to be able to make out the shape/size/name of topics.
Sometimes the conversation space moved of its own accord, despite my attempts to read
a particular posting, or to drag the topics across the screen by using the cursor. This was
inconvenient.
However, I found the movement of the small cells and larger topic backgrounds quite
effective in adding life, and a sense of endurance and continuity to the CZ experience.
9.30

What did you pay the most attention to in Prototype Three/Four?

The visual qualities of
CodeZebraOS Prototype
Three/Four

YES

The content of CodeZebraOS

YES

Relationships with others
What topics emerged within
space
How the topic developed over
time

YES – I was particularly
interested in how/why the
background pattern changed
over time

Emotional qualities of postings
and topic if any
The movement of the site

YES

9.31 Were you able to pay attention to the conversation?
Yes – I navigated conversations that had been posted previously very successfully (for
instance, the topics of “narrative” and “definition”. I did not have a chance to follow a
conversation as it occurred in real-time
9.32 Were you distracted?
I was distracted on a number of levels…
9.33 If distracted, what distracted you?
Flashing of topic backgrounds on and off screen – this made it difficult to follow the
change (if any) in patterns.
I was also distracted by the multiple threads of conversation (I would end up following
one line of conversation, and, due to the fluid way in which postings invite responses,
regardless of whether or not they are related to he initial question/message, I often
navigated away from the original conversation threads in order to follow alternate
responses and “spin-off” discussions
The site crashed frequently and consistently across the course of my time user testing.
Of course, this was very distracting
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9.34 Was distraction valuable? If so, in what ways was distraction useful? If not, in
what ways?
It was only valuable with respect to the non-linear pattern of conversation, since this
forced me to re-assess the ways in which dialogue between two or more people
genuinely occurs in real-time.
However, I found that other causes of distraction (particularly the site crash) made it
extremely difficult to gather enough information to answer the questions on this sheet
clearly and concisely in a relatively short space of time, and to gain an overall
appreciation of the site and the software
9.35 What is your opinion of the overall aesthetic of Prototype Three/Four?
I did enjoy the distinct patterns used to define individual subject areas – I think that
these were far more clearly defined than in Prototype 2.
9.36

What contexts/users would Prototype Three/Four be most appropriate for?

9.37 How could the Prototype Three/Four aesthetic be improved?
Graphics could be more “three dimensional”
9.38 Please add any other comments on Prototype Three/Four that you would like to
make.
9.39 I preferred:
Prototype Two
Prototype Three/Four
No Preference
Why?
There were elements of Prototype 2 that I found cumbersome and intrusive – I disliked
that the “date and time” markings would appear as I hovered over individual postings –
I found that this obscured my view of the pattern of the overall topic area, in the same
way as discussed in relation to the monikers in 9.29.
I also found that the topic areas in Prototype Three/Four were more clearly defined,
both because of the distinct pattern in each, and because of the way in which they were
clearly labelled in bold.
I preferred that the “threads” between postings were not highlighted as I hovered over
them (as in Prototype 2). I had found this somewhat confusing in the earlier version, as
certain threads were marked both green and yellow at different times.
I enjoyed having the opportunity to interact with other users, and respond to discussions
and postings in Prototype Three/Four, instead of simply having to observe
conversations and patterns as they emerged in the Prototype 2
9.40 Please compare CodeZebraOS Two and Three/Four to other chat systems if you
use these.
Did you miss standard features such as:
Ability to edit – YES (after having tried unsuccessfully to post a message a number of
times, I ceased to be concerned with the content of that message as I did not expect for
it to appear on screen. When it finally did, unexpectedly, I realized that I should have
written something else, which actually engaged with the dialogues that had already been
opened up in the conversation space!)
Ability to cut and paste from other postings
Spell and grammar check – YES
Linear time-flow listing – NO (See comments below)
Other features – I thought that it was inconvenient that, when typing in the posting box,
the software would cut words at the end of a line if they ran on to the following line.
Or did the lack of these features make for another kind of experience?
I think that the non-linear time-flow listing is one of the most vital aspects of the
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software (if I understand the wording of this feature correctly…) Without the manner of
listing operative in Prototype Two and Three/Four, surely it would become impossible
to create and manipulate the distinct patterns which emerge in Code Zebra dialogue?
10.
The Story Board
Please go back to www.codezebra.net at Software and open the storyboard (it takes time
to load)
10.1 What is your opinion of this aesthetic?
While I think that the storyboard provides some very vital information content (which I
may have done well to read before testing the software!) I am not sure that it is
organized in a user-friendly manner. The haphazard distribution of the monikers (discs)
made it difficult for me to navigate the content in the order in which it is intended to be
read (or at least, if it was not intended to be read in the numerical order according to
which it is labelled, in an order that is progressive and beneficial).
This is a very minor point (particularly because each individual posting surrounding the
discs 1-11 is also numbered), but I wondered why the segments of information were to
be navigated counter-clockwise, rather than clock-wise – it was my instinct to start at
the last point and work back towards the first
I was confused as to why the storyboard seemed to deal mostly with the Prototype 2
version of CZOS – perhaps some discussion of the Surrey chat is necessary here also?
10.2 What contexts/users would it be most appropriate for?
I think that the story board serves as an introduction both to the CZ software, and to the
overall project. I imagine that it would prove to be an interesting resource for new users
of the site to dip in and out of, in tandem with their own physical participation and
exploration.
It might also be a good information resource for potential investors in CZ software, or
for those investigating its practical applications for future usage in their particular field
10.3 How could the aesthetic be improved?
Perhaps it would have helped for the list in the “quick links” table to have been labelled
with the numbers on each of their corresponding monikers (discs). Similarly, it would
have been helpful for the representation in the mini map to have been labelled with
numbers, so that I could look at the overall field and navigate towards a disc, knowing
what number it was.
Perhaps it would also have been helpful for discs numbered in order from 1 – 11 to be
located next to one another, to facilitate the navigation process. This is particularly since
the direction arrow/cursor tended not always to operate properly/efficiently, and it took
some time (and sometimes several attempts) to reach the disc towards which I was
travelling
11.
The Games Experience
Go to www.codezebra.net
Open Games
You will be experiencing three of the games on the site, the Hyena Dropping Text
Game, Cheetah Stress Release Game and the Snake Ride Game. You will be asked to
load CZ Karz and Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game but these are made for multiple
players. You will are asked to comment on Peacock Musical Ride Game as a design
sketch.
Click on the game, the still of the game will come up and then click on that image to
load it and either play it or evaluate the design sketch. For the Squid Soup
collaborations there is an “i” that provides information. Thanks!
12. Hyena Text Dropping Game
This game can be played alone or with multiple players.
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Open the game
Make up a user name and choose a group
Create new group by providing a name for it
Choose word difficulty (hard or professional is suggested)
Click create
The game will load (slowly)
Spell the dropping words as fast as you can
Individuals can play against each other in the multi-player version (not available for
testing)
Please enjoy the slightly Hungarian to English transliteration
12.1

Please play the game and rate its usability:

Hyena Text
Dropping
Game

Yes/No

Comments

Able to open
game

Yes/No

After considerable
difficulty (several failed
attempts to open and play
game)

Able to load
easily

Yes/No

Once the game opened
initially it would load quite
quickly. However, it
frequently crashed midplay

Able to
understand
rules

Yes/No

Able to create
a group

Yes/No

I think so… However, I
had to recreate these
groups each time I loaded
the game – the software
did not offer to remember
them

Able to choose
difficulty

Yes/No

I think that, on occasion,
the first words would drop
at a faster speed but they
then slowed to an “easy”
pace

Able to type
words as these
fell

Yes/No

Until site crash
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12.2 Did you enjoy the game?
Yes/No
Why or why not?
To an extent … Since I could not change the difficulty of the game, and since the
sequence of words that appeared was identical each time I played, it soon became quite
repetitive
12.3 What applications can you see for this game?
Teaching typing skills, improving typing speed, increasing user’s familiarity with
terminology associated with Code Zebra research and site, teaching terminology
associated with biology, zoology, ecology, technology, etc. (potentially for use in highschools, for assessment, competition, or revision)
12.4 How might this game enhance CodeZebraOS if played side by side with the
software?
The words in the game might provide some interesting stimuli for conversation/dialogue
– it might prompt users to ask questions or post comments about the science behind CZ,
directing the conversation towards the fields of arts and science, rather than leaving it
open to purely non-CZ related discussion
12.5 How would this game differ for individuals versus groups?
Played in groups, there would of course be a type of competition not associated with
sole usage.
12.6 Would playing this game draw you closer to or further away from others?
I would hope closer to, since some of the words “dropped” would be foreign to many
users not familiar with the background of code zebra research, and this might stimulate
conversation
13.
Cheetah Stress Relief Game
Please note that you can write your own text and manipulate it in here.
13.1

Please play the game and rate its usability:
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Cheetah Stress
Release Game

Yes/No

Comments

Able to open
game

Yes/No

This is the only game
which opened on my first
attempt

Able to load
easily

Yes/No

Able to
understand
rules

Yes/No

Able to play
modes

Yes/No

Able to play
Unfold/Scrunc
h

Yes/No

Able to play
with Welcome
to CodeZebra

Yes/No

Able to load
own text and
play

Yes/No

Though I am not sure that
the game has “rules” per
say

13.2 Did you enjoy the game?
Yes/No
Why or why not?
I thought that the “scrunch” and “unfold” applications were novel. However, I would
soon tire of the game
13.3 What applications can you see for this game?
As suggested by the title, the game would be a useful (if perhaps superficial) manner of
stress relief
13.4 How might this game enhance CodeZebraOS if played side by side with the
software?
13.5 Would playing this game draw you closer to or further away from others?
I would view it as a solitary game – I cannot, offhand, foresee a way in which dual play
could be employed to positive, or entertaining effect
14.0

Snake Ride Game

14.1

Please play the game and rate its usability:
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Snake Ride
Game

Yes/No

Able to open
game

Yes/No

Able to load
easily

Yes/No

Able find the
rules

Yes/No

Able to
understand the
rules

Yes/No

Able to play

Yes/No

Comments

The “board”, which
appeared to be divided into
squares, with one or two
squares protruding,
seemed to respond to the
movement of the cursor as
I hovered over it.
However, there was no
snake on screen, and the
arrow keys had no bearing
on the movement or action

14.2 Did you enjoy the game?
Yes/No
Why or why not?
See “Able to play” in 14.1
14.3 What applications can you see for this game?
If the game were to have opened successfully, I imagine that it would have positive
effect in stimulating responses, decreasing reaction times (I imagine that it would be
similar to the “snake” game which is pre-loaded onto most Nokia mobile phones)
14.4 How might this game enhance CodeZebraOS if played side by side with the
software?
Not qualified to answer this question – See “Able to play” in 14.1
14.5 Would playing this game draw you closer to or further away from others?
Not qualified to answer this question – See “Able to play” in 14.1
Now its time to rate the games that are design sketches or multi-player
15.0 Peacock Musical Ride Game
This game allows you to create musical pieces from imported text from the
CodeZebraOS chat.
Did you enjoy the game concept?
Yes/No
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Comments
I should note that I did not import text from CZOS chat – I used my own text. I thought
that this was highly entertaining, and an interesting way of stimulating musical
composition. I can see parallels between the way in which the text (letters, punctuation,
etc) generate an aural pattern, and the way in which, in the chat room, the idea is for text
and dialogue to generate a visual pattern
What applications can you imagine for this game?
Anything, from children’s games, to generating means of vocal communication for
those who cannot speak aloud, to providing a tool for musical composers
15.3 Other comments?
At present, the “text-to-music” plays in a loop until the “stop” button is pressed. I
wonder whether this takes somewhat from the experience of hearing/seeing words put
to music, since it can become difficult to discern which word evokes which sound
(particularly when words are short and sounds are manifest in rapid succession).
Is it possible to copy and paste from the CZOS forum? I was not able to do so
16.0 CZKarz Game
This game allows you to race other players in the CodeZebraOS chat.
Did you enjoy the game concept?
Yes/No
Comments
I enjoyed that the game is competitive, exciting, and fun, and that it has a relationship to
CZOS chat, as well as containing an additional “word game” element.
What applications can you imagine for this game?
Other comments?
Whilst I was able to “steer” the car, I could not figure out how to reveal letters in the
crates, and this I could not enter any text into the “chat” box – this may be because the
game is intended as a two-player exercise. I also found the instructions slightly unclear
– I had to read through the twice or three times before understanding them fully. Lastly
(a technical issue), I had to hold the mouse down on the “instruction” button in order to
keep the instructions up on screen. Obviously it would have been more convenient just
to have to “click” the button, for the instructions to appear, and to be able to “x” out of
that screen once I had read the contents
17.0 Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game
This game allows you to make fridge magnet poems in the software with postings that
are there.
17.1 Did you enjoy the game concept?
Yes/No
Comments
This is a personal opinion, based on my limited interaction with the game (and thus a
limited understanding of the game concept). As far as I was aware, I could only
rearrange the words “welcome to code zebra”, and of course this became tedious very
quickly. It also seemed to me to be overly simplistic. However, should there have been
a greater amount/variety of words to choose from, and should I have been playing with
another participant, I may have enjoyed the game somewhat more
a)
What applications can you imagine for this game?
Stimulate creativity, challenge boundaries between art and science terminology (in the
sense that words traditionally associated with science can be rearranged/composed into
an artwork/poem.
b)

Other comments?
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18.0 What parallels in the gaming world do you perceive if any for these CodeZebra
games?
Obviously the racing component of the CZKarz game has parallels with other racing
games in the gaming world, the majority of which have a competitive element, be it
competition against the computer or against another/other participants.
I can see similarities in principle between the hyena dropping text game and games like
“tetrus”, which challenge competitors to react to oncoming material in an active,
strategic way, whilst keeping to a time limit.
The Snake Ride game is very similar to the game of “Snake” (mentioned above) and its
successors (Snake II, III) which are commonly pre-programmed into most Nokia mobile
phones
19.0 Please comment on the value, if any, that playing a solitary word game (Cheetah
Stress Release Game), a word game where you can change others postings (Butterfly
Fridge Magnet Game), competitive word games (for e.g. CZKarz Game) and a visual
game (Snake Ride Game) might provide to CodeZebraOS.
As previously mentioned, the opportunity to rearrange dialogue causes participants to
pause to reassess the words, concepts, and perceptions implicit in dialogue –
preconceived notions (particularly those “art vs. science” preconceptions) are
deconstructed, analyzed, manipulated, enriched.
Competitive word games stimulate participants to challenge one another on ideas and
beliefs. They also provide an opportunity for participants to engage with one another in
real time, thus establishing the benefit and the importance of CZOS as a person-toperson chat network.
Sample Questionnaire Two
Guide to the Design Experience Analysis
CodeZebraOS Design Experience Analysis Form
Thanks so much for participating! Please use the Guide to the Design Experience
Analysis that is at the front of this to find the software on www.codezebra.net, to open
http://www.codezebra.net/application/proto4/clients/uel.html
and to go to www.codezebra.net Games for games testing.
A CodeZebraOS Users’ Manual is also attached.
For Yes/No or multiple choice answers bold your answer.
Please fill in the following information:
1.

Who are you?

Name (optional):
Age: 25
Gender: Female
Date:
Location: UK
2.

Rate your level of computer experience:

Novice
Below Average
Average
Advanced User
3.

What kind of work do you do?
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Lecturer in Dance-Technology
4.

Social Software experience

Do you use online chat? YES/NO
Do you use IM? YES/NO
Do you use social networking software? YES/NO
What other social software do you use? Facebook
Describe particularly for messaging friends and posting comments to friends
5.

Games

Do you play word games? YES/NO
Do you play computer games? YES/NO
Do you play online games? YES/NO
What kinds of games, if any, do you enjoy? Why? I love Guitar Hero and Games for
Nintendo Wii
6.

Some technical questions (if you know, please answer)

What type of computer do you use? MacBookPro
How much RAM does your computer have? 2 GB
How much video memory does your computer have? Not sure
What kind of operating system do you use? MacOs X
What kind of Internet connection do you have? Broadband (unsure of speed, comes
with the flat!)
7.

Starting CodeZebraOS

Did you find the software on the site?
YES/NO
Do you have any recommendations regarding this process?
8.

User Experience Testing Prototype Two

8.1

Finding functions and objects

Did you find the following functions or objects? Bold your choice.
You will be asked detailed questions about some of these functions but please feel free
to comment below:
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Prototype
Two

Yes/No

Comment

Reset View

Yes/No

About nine minutes in my
bar at the bottom of the
window with all these first
features disappeared

Fit to Window

Yes/No

Zoom In/Zoom
Out

Yes/No

User Log-in

Yes/No

Chat Window

Yes/No

Games Panel

Yes/No

Set Parameters

Yes/No

Topic Spaces

Yes/No

First Posting

Yes/No

Subject

Yes/No

Date and time
stamp (it
updates the
date to the day
of use—this is
a bug in
Version Two)

Yes/No

Opening and
viewing chat
windows
inside chat

Yes/No

Monikers
(avatars)

Yes/No

Yellow and
Green Lines
connecting

Yes/No

Couldn’t post because
could not find the ‘subject
line’

It updated to today’s
date/time

I like finding connections
visually
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postings
Patterns for
each posting

Yes/No

Patterns for
background of
topic

Yes/No

TOPICS
8.2

Did you see topic clusters within the conversation space as a whole?

YES/NO
Comments
8.3

Did you use the zoom function?

YES/NO
Please comment on its effectiveness in helping or hindering navigation of the larger
conversation space.
Navigating the space was quite easy. I stayed zoomed in and dragged the screen to get
to other conversations.
Please comment on its effectiveness in navigating topics.
This was a bit difficult in terms of seeing all topics at once, but I didn’t mind looking
for topic clusters
8.4

Could you tell where a discrete topic started and ended?

YES/NO
Comments I think the bigger little circles…not sure though.
8. 5

Could you locate a topic of a conversation?

YES/NO
8.6
Could you find the relationship between messages (postings) in the
conversation?
YES/NO
8.7

What did the connecting green lines mean within a topic?

There’s as relationship
8.8

What did the connecting yellow lines mean within a topic?

You have found a cluster with a distinct relationship and your mouse is on it
8.9
Did the conversation appear to develop over time?
YES/NO
If so, in what ways did the overall conversation appear to develop over time?
No way of telling because the date and times were all the same.
MESSAGES/POSTINGS
8.10 Could you understand where each message was represented visually?
YES/NO
Comments
PATTERNS
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8.11 Did the individual message patterns appear to change from one pattern to
another?
YES/NO
Comments I am not sure what the patterns signify at this point because all the posting
are the same and I can’t post my own messages
8.12 How many discrete pattern types did you find?
12…I think **Once I turned the cell patterning off (20 min in) I understood what I was
looking at a lot more
8.13 What do the different message patterns mean to you, if anything?
Different people contributing maybe
8.14 Did you see any relationship between a pattern type and a posting?
YES/NO
Comments
8.15
Did you see discrete patterns for each topic?
YES/NO
What if anything, did these patterns mean?
MONIKERS
8.16 In Prototype Two, each user is represented by a moniker/avatar. What do you
think the layers in the monikers represent?
No sure as I can increase and decrease them in my settings. I prefer there to be less so I
can clearly see what is going on
8.17 Did you find the presence of a moniker useful?
Once I reduced the layers, yes I could see the build up of postings more
MOVEMENT
8.18 How did the movement of the site affect your experience of CodeZebraOS?
I liked the pulsing, floating quality
8.19

What did you pay the most attention to?
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The visual qualities of
CodeZebraOS Prototype Two

Most

The content of CodeZebraOS
Relationships with others
What topics emerged within
space

No postings

How the topic developed over
time

No postings

Emotional qualities of postings
and topic if any

No postings

The movement of the site

Least paid attention to this

8.20 What is the balance between the visual aspects of the software and its
functionality? I found the functionality easier to understand once I changed the settings
to be less visually overwhelming
8.21 Is the software distracting?
If so, is this quality a strength or a weakness?
8.22 What is your opinion of the overall aesthetic of Prototype Two?
Over the top
8.23 What contexts/users would Version Two be most appropriate for?
Organizing comments or conversations
8.24 How could the Version Two aesthetic be improved?
Less patterns
8.25

Please add any other comments on Version Two that you would like to make.

9.
Prototype Three/Four User Experience Testing
Please make your comments on the basis of exploring the archives on the
www.codezebra.net site and spending a bit of time with
http://www.codezebra.net/application/proto4/clients/uel.html
You will have a very different experience if you are logged on with another person, and
using CodeZebraOS to chat in real time, versus posting asynchronously and searching
for messages left for you.
For this reason, please answer:
I am exploring CodeZebraOS as real-time chat: YES/NO
It would be helpful if you both filled out the form!
10.0 Finding functions and objects
Did you find the following functions or objects? Bold your choice.
You will be asked detailed questions about some of these functions but please feel free
to comment below:
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Prototype
Three/Four

Yes/No

Comment

Reset View

Yes/No

Crashed browser 4
minutes in

Fit to Window

Yes/No

Zoom In/Zoom
Out

Yes/No

User Log-in

Yes/No

Chat Window

Yes/No

Games Panel

Yes/No

(the games
cannot be
played from
this version, we
will test them
separately later
on in the form)
Set Parameters

Yes/No

Discrete Topic
Spaces

Yes/No

Topic
Identification

Yes/No

Subject lines
within topic
spaces

Yes/No

Could not edit subject line
in new posts

First Posting in
Space

Yes/No

Could not post because
could not edit subject

Opening and
viewing
posting
windows inside
chat

Yes/No

Time Stamps

Yes/No
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Lines
connecting
postings

Yes/No

Creating a user
identity

Yes/No

Responding to
a posting

Yes/No

Could not post because
could not edit subject

Creating a
posting

Yes/No

Could not post because
could not edit subject

Sending a
posting

Yes/No

Could not post because
could not edit subject

Finding your
posting

Yes/No

Could not post because
could not edit subject

Creating a new
topic

Yes/No

After restarting due to
crash, was able to start
new topic and finally
created a post!

Patterns for
each posting

Yes/No

Patterns for
background of
topic

Yes/No

TOPICS
9.2
Did you see topic clusters within the conversation space as a whole?
YES/NO
Comments Very clearly labelled
9.3
Did you use the zoom function?
YES/NO
Please comment on its effectiveness in helping or hindering navigation of the larger
conversation space.
At first I zoomed out to see the whole range of clusters then I zoomed into specific ones
Please comment on its effectiveness in navigating topics.
Found it very effective to navigate the space with a combination of zoom and dragging
9.3
Could you tell when a discrete topic started and ended?
YES/NO
Comment
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9.4
Were you able to locate a topic of a conversation?
YES/NO
Comments In big letters
9.5
Where you able to find the relationship between postings in the topic?
YES/NO
How? The connecting lines
Comments
9.6
What did the connecting lines mean within a topic?
They are response to a comment usually
9.7
Did the shape of a topic grouping change over time?
YES/NO
If so how?
Was this meaningful? If it was, in what ways was it meaningful?
Did not notice if it held meaning, just thought it was the aesthetic
9.8
Did the visual relationship of topics within the overall conversation space
change over time?
YES/NO
If so how did these change?
Certain ones began to flash a lot – not sure why or what that meant
What impact, if any, did this have on the topic?
9.9
Did the conversation develop over time in the topic?
YES/NO
If so, how did the conversation develop in the topic? If not, why not?
This was indicated by dates and times that new things were being contributed
9.10 Did the conversation appear to develop over time in the overall space?
YES/NO
If so, how did it develop in the overall space? If not, why not?
What if any action did you take to try to change the shape of the topic?
I don’t think I did
If you did this, what impact, if any did it have on the topic?
Did it impact the relationship of this topic to other topics?
9.12 Did you start a topic?
YES/NO
9.13 Was it clear how to do this?
YES/NO
What was your experience as an initiator of a topic?
MESSAGES/POSTINGS
9.15 Were you able to create an identity?
YES/NO
Comments This was very easy
9.16 Were you able to create multiple identities?
YES/NO
Comments
What is your opinion of the relative anonymity of identities in CodeZebraOS Version
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Three/Four?
Depends on what you are trying to communicate but in general anonymity is fine
9.17 Did you respond to a posting?
YES/NO
9.18 You are prompted to create a new subject line. Did this help you to find your
posting?
I found it really hard to create a subject line until a restart
Did it create an overview of subjects in the topic that you were part of?
What is your opinion of this strategy?
9.19

What is your opinion of the time that it takes for your posting to appear?

9.20 Could you understand find where each message was represented visually?
YES/NO
Comments
PATTERNS
9.21
6

How many discrete pattern types did you find?

9.22 Did the individual message patterns appear to change from one pattern to
another?
YES/NO
Comments Well colour changed
9.23 What do the different message patterns mean to you, if anything?
Nothing
9.24

What did a message graphic for your posting mean to you if anything?

9.25 In sum, did you see any relationship between pattern types and a posting?
YES/NO
Was this strategy of value? Why? Why not?
Other Comments
9.26 Compare the message patterns for Prototype Two and Prototype Three/Four.
Which did you feel was more effective?
Prototype Two
Prototype Three/Four
Why? Not sure. I like the clusters and the links between messages but not necessary any
other types of coding like patterns or avatars
9.27 Did the background patterns for each topic change over time?
YES/NO
If so how?
Was this meaningful? If it was, in what ways was it meaningful?
MONIKERS
9.28 In Prototype Three there are no monikers/avatars representing individual users.
Did the lack of monikers affect your ability to navigate?
YES/NO
Comment
9.29

Did the lack of monikers impact your experience in any other way?

MOVEMENT
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9.30 How did the movement of the site affect your experience of CodeZebraOS?
Really distracting! Lots of flashing of clusters for some reason
9.30

What did you pay the most attention to in Prototype Three/Four?

The visual qualities of
CodeZebraOS Prototype
Three/Four
The content of CodeZebraOS
Relationships with others
What topics emerged within
space
How the topic developed over
time
Emotional qualities of postings
and topic if any

Least

The movement of the site

Most

9.31
yes

Were you able to pay attention to the conversation?

9.32 Were you distracted?
Somewhat. Mostly distracted when navigating
9.33 If distracted, what distracted you?
The flashing
9.34 Was distraction valuable? If so, in what ways was distraction useful? If not, in
what ways?
It was hard to find clusters and then posts in them
9.35 What is your opinion of the overall aesthetic of Prototype Three/Four?
It’s alright but a bit bland
9.36 What contexts/users would Prototype Three/Four be most appropriate for?
Organizing previous chats
9.37 How could the Prototype Three/Four aesthetic be improved? Not sure. It’s just a
bit underwhelming when compared to Prototype Two
9.38 Please add any other comments on Prototype Three/Four that you would like to
make.
9.39

I preferred:

Prototype Two
Prototype Three/Four
No Preference
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Why? I think I could use Three/Four better but neither really struck me as a tool I would
use
Please compare CodeZebraOS Two and Three/Four to other chat systems if you use
these.
Did you miss standard features such as:
Ability to edit YES
Ability to cut and paste from other postings YES
Spell and grammar check NO
Linear time-flow listing NO
Other features
Or did the lack of these features make for another kind of experience? Not really
10.
The Story Board
Please go back to www.codezebra.net at Software and open the storyboard (it takes time
to load)
10.1 What is your opinion of this aesthetic? I liked this and it’s clean and polished
look
10.2 What contexts/users would it be most appropriate for? More advanced
discussions where topics and subjects and already decided
10.3 How could the aesthetic be improved? Make distance between spheres mean
something maybe
11.

The Games Experience

Go to www.codezebra.net
Open Games
You will be experiencing three of the games on the site, the Hyena Dropping Text
Game, Cheetah Stress Release Game and the Snake Ride Game. You will be asked to
load CZ Karz and Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game but these are made for multiple
players. You will are asked to comment on Peacock Musical Ride Game as a design
sketch.
Click on the game, the still of the game will come up and then click on that image to
load it and either play it or evaluate the design sketch. For the Squid Soup
collaborations there is an “i” that provides information. Thanks!
12. Hyena Text Dropping Game
This game can be played alone or with multiple players.
Open the game
Make up a user name and choose a group
Create new group by providing a name for it
Choose word difficulty (hard or professional is suggested)
Click create
The game will load (slowly)
Spell the dropping words as fast as you can
Individuals can play against each other in the multi-player version (not available for
testing)
Please enjoy the slightly Hungarian to English transliteration
12.1

Please play the game and rate its usability:
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Hyena Text
Dropping
Game

Yes/No

Able to open
game

Yes/No

Able to load
easily

Yes/No

Able to
understand
rules

Yes/No

Able to create
a group

Yes/No

Able to choose
difficulty

Yes/No

Able to type
words as these
fell

Yes/No

12.2

Comments

Did you enjoy the game?

Yes/No
Why or why not?
12.3 What applications can you see for this game?
12.4 How might this game enhance CodeZebraOS if played side by side with the
software?
12.5

How would this game differ for individuals versus groups?

12.6

Would playing this game draw you closer to or further away from others?

13.

Cheetah Stress Relief Game

Please note that you can write your own text and manipulate it in here.
13.1 Please play the game and rate its usability:
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Cheetah Stress
Release Game

Yes/No

Able to open
game

Yes/No

Able to load
easily

Yes/No

Able to
understand
rules

Yes/No

Able to play
modes

Yes/No

Able to play
Unfold/Scrunc
h

Yes/No

Able to play
with Welcome
to CodeZebra

Yes/No

Able to load
own text and
play

Yes/No

13.2

Comments

Did you enjoy the game?

Yes/No
Why or why not?
13.3 What applications can you see for this game?
13.4 How might this game enhance CodeZebraOS if played side by side with the
software?
13.5

Would playing this game draw you closer to or further away from others?

14.0

Snake Ride Game

14.1

Please play the game and rate its usability:
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Snake Ride
Game

Yes/No

Able to open
game

Yes/No

Able to load
easily

Yes/No

Able find the
rules

Yes/No

Able to
understand the
rules

Yes/No

Able to play

Yes/No

14.2

Comments

Did you enjoy the game?

Yes/No
Why or why not?
14.3 What applications can you see for this game?
14.4 How might this game enhance CodeZebraOS if played side by side with the
software?
Would playing this game draw you closer to or further away from others?
Now its time to rate the games that are design sketches or multi-player
15.0 Peacock Musical Ride Game
This game allows you to create musical pieces from imported text from the
CodeZebraOS chat.
Did you enjoy the game concept?
Yes/No
Comments
What applications can you imagine for this game?
15.3

Other comments?

16.0

CZKarz Game

This game allows you to race other players in the CodeZebraOS chat.
16.1 Did you enjoy the game concept?
Yes/No
Comments
What applications can you imagine for this game?
Other comments?
17.0

Butterfly Fridge Magnet Game

This game allows you to make fridge magnet poems in the software with postings that
are there.
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17.1

Did you enjoy the game concept?

Yes/No
Comments
a) What applications can you imagine for this game?
b) Other comments?
18.0 What parallels in the gaming world do you perceive if any for these CodeZebra
games?
19.0 Please comment on the value, if any, that playing a solitary word game (Cheetah
Stress Release Game), a word game where you can change others postings (Butterfly
Fridge Magnet Game), competitive word games (for e.g. CZKarz Game) and a visual
game (Snake Ride Game) might provide to CodeZebraOS.
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Appendix B
Collaboration and Support in Undertaking the CodeZebraOS Research
The concepts used in the development of the CodeZebraOS and the CodeZebra Method
are mine. However, as discussed in the thesis, under my direction, the research engaged
many talented individuals. Individuals relevant to the PhD are included in the notes that
follow.159
Ongoing collaborators through longer periods of CodeZebraOS include Baguinski, a
programmer from Russia; Carpendale, a graphic scientist from Canada; Lachman, a
software engineer from Canada; Nigten, a new media project manager from the
Netherlands; Portway, a computer artist from the UK; Salway, a computational linguist
from the UK and Tonkin, a new media artist, from Australia.
Contributors to the 2000 Arts Alliance charrette were Kennard, Internet streaming, chat
and soundtrack design specialist from Canada; Walter, simulation and graphics
computation researcher from Brazil; Fragnitto, chat analyst from Canada, Lewis, HCI
expert and designer (Director of Arts Alliance Laboratory), from the USA; Sack,
computational linguist, from the USA, Grbvac, neural network expert from Canada,
Patterson, data architect from the USA, Snibbe, voronoi designer form the USA,
Boryniac, data structure analyst from Poland, and Chan, ethnographer and designer
from the USA, as well as a number of the ongoing collaborators.
I built various versions of Web sites to serve as interactive experiences and archives for
the project. Flexneck, Anlanda, Arts Alliance and Lilleman acted as graphics artists
under the direction of the researcher. Rowe, UK, helped with games design.
In the dramaturgy workshops in London Richards, Milton, Milanovic, Thami,
Kueppers, Khan, Gelani, Stutz and Locker participated. Goodman, founder and director
of the INMR at the University of Surrey, provided dramaturgical consulting for a

159

A detailed list of video shooters, editors, fashion design and technology collaborators is available on
the CodeZebra website in its archives and as part of individual module documentation, hence is not
included herein.
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weeklong improvisational workshop, working closely with performer Richards, who led
Mannifest, a Brixton performance company.
I engaged Tonkin to undertake technical development of Prototype One, with advice
from Carpendale, Portway and Salway. The Banff Centre entered into a co-production
with CodeZebra Inc, my company. Lachman led the engineering team and was joined
by Liang (computer graphics), two design students, Tat and Fiore and production
assistant Kabatoff. Flash designer Kolody joined later and Paul developed graphic
sketches. Baguinski and Drescher created the server-side database. Student Kemper
worked on the neural network. Carpendale continued to consult on graphics computing
and Salway on artificial intelligence. Ryan of the BBC created CodeZebra theme music.
Kennard created sound tracks. The Banff charrette included SMARTlab members
Goodman and Furlow, V2‘s Nigten and Baguinksi, Carpendale and Tonkin.
CodeZebra Inc. entered into collaboration with V2 (The Netherlands) who picked up the
development of Prototype Three and Four. SMARTlab Centre at Central Saint Martins,
UK accessed funds from Europe’s Culture 2000 with V2, Netherlands; C3, Hungary;
Future Physical, UK; and the University of Turku, Finland. Benedikt and Rowe
(Squidsoup) collaborated with me to create the games.
Prototypes Two to Four were assisted by development funds from Telefilm Canada;
ongoing funding from Arts Council England, the BBC and other UK funders. Other
funding included Alberta Foundation for the Arts, Canada Council, Performing Arts
Laboratories and the Daniel Langlois Foundation.
Berzowska, Jenkyn-Jones, Lawton, Verdee, Mainstone, Keijer, Erkku, Donaldson,
Gauthier and Johnston contributed to CodeZebra softwear.
The CodeZebra Project provided academic participants, such as Carpendale, Nigten,
Salway, Lewis, Wakeford and Walter, with material for peer-reviewed presentations
and publications, and with research questions they continue to investigate. The
CodeZebra Project has at times moved from art and science into commercial
application. The CodeZebra concept and the CodeZebraOS received strong interest
from the BBC and Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in the late 1990s and early
2000s, development funding from Telefilm Canada and partnership with Xenophile
Media for a development phase.
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